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Foreword

(Qew Trends in IJigh-Energy Ph^sics^ continues and extends the
traditions of the popular series of conferences, called "Hadrons,"
initiated at the Bogolyubov Institute fo/Theoretical Physics 15 years
ago, held at various places of the FSU, and dedicated mainly to "soft" or
"nonperturbative" physics.jJThe subjecMias been gradually extended fthc
number-of-particlpants Stllfreiuuiiig limited^ now including: elastic and
diffractive scattering of hadrons and nuclei, deep inelastic scattering and
multiparticle dynamics, collective properties of the strongly interacting
matter, heavy flavours and hadron spectroscopy, duality, strings and
confinement, the standard model (and beyond), advances in quantum
field theory, as well as new physics at future colliders^} The site of the
Conference has been stabilized at the Crimea.

The present Proceedings contain direct reproductions from the
authors' contributions (reviews and short talks) that arrived before the
deadline, August 4, grouped (somewhat arbitrarily) as experimental,
phenomenological, and theoretical papers. We acknowledge the authors'
cooperation in delivering their high-level contributions in due time, thus
enabling this rapid publication.

The next conference of this series will be held in Yalta (Crimea)
during September 8-15, 2001. The corresponding web site is

httD:/Avww.eluk.ors/hadrons/crimea2001

Address for correspondence:

Crimean Conference
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
Kiev 03143
UKRAINE

e-mail: crimea@eluk.ore
fax: +JS 044 266 5998
telephone: +38 044 266 9123
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UA0501259

Structure Functions at Low i

A. DeRoeck*

•CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Recent data and phenomenology on low-* structure functions are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been a vintage decade for low-x structure function measurements from Jeep
inelastic scattering' (DIS^ processes. The kinematic region presently covered in the mo-
mentum transfer squared, Q2, and the scaling variable Bjorken-x is shown in Fig. 1 The
down right corner summarizes the reach of the heroic fixed target experiments with muon,
electron and neutrino beams. A new breakthrough in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scat-
tering has been achieved by HERA, which provides for the first time collisions of electrons
and protons in a collider mode, thereby increasing •/», the centre of mass system (CMS)
energy of the scattering process, by an order of magnitude compared to the fixed target
experiments: collisions are produced by 27.5 GeV electrons on 820 GeV protons, yielding
a CMS energy of 300 GeV, and are recorded by two experiments HI [1] and ZEUS [2].

Structure functions relate the scattering cross sections to the parton distributions in
the nudeon. Fbr neutral current DIS, and at not too large Q2 where the influence of Z°
exchange can be neglected, we have:

+ ( l -» ) /4 (» ,0 ' ) ] (1)

where at not too high inelasticity y (i.e. y < 0.6) the contribution of the longitudinal
structure function, FL = F3- 2xFlt is small and can be taken as a correction to the cross
section. Hence, the cross section is essentially proportional to F3, which in leading order
(LO) is directly proportional to the quark distributions % in the proton: F3(x, Q3) =
Eli—. «?*(*(*> <?*) + * (* . <?)] with e? the quark charges squared.

In this report we will be interested primordiaUy in the regions Q3 - » 0 i.e. the transition
from 7p to DlS,~and x -> 10""* - 1 0 ~ * Le. the region of high parton densities.

2. VERY LOW Q3 DATA

The first Pa measurements in the newly reached low-x region at HERA have led to
a surprise. Contrary to the tendency anticipated from measurements at fixed target
energies, the structure function was found to rise steeply with decreasing x. This dramatic
effect is shown in Fig. 2 for O.K Q3 < 6 GeV3. A lot of speculation started immediately
after the first HERA results were released, mostly in terms of anticipated new QCD
effects, to which we turn later. At the start only data above Q3 of about S GeV were
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Figure 1. Regions in the x and Q2 plane covered by the DIS experiments.
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Figure 2. Low Q3 data for different Q3 bins, together with the ZEUS Regge fit and ZEUS
QCDfit.
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Figure 3 Low Q2 data together with a Regge inspired fit.

available and an important question was what would happen with F3 at lower Q2. Both
collaborations have made an effort to probe the region of lower Q2, which is limited
by the small angle of the scattered electron. By taking data with a shifted vertex and
instrumenting the region around the beampipe with extra detectors, smaller Q2 values
could be reached [3,4] as shown in Fig. 2. The smallest value reached, Q2 = 0.045 GeV*,
is now by ZEUS(5), and shown in Fig. 3. The tendency is clear: the rise of the Ft at small
x is reduced for low Q3.

Structure function data are usually analysed with pQCD evolution equations, which
predict the Q2 evolution. The DGLAP [6] equations have been turned into a well oiled
machinery over the last 15 years, and have been successful in describing the fixed target
data. Its success has been extended to the HERA data in the region of Q2 larger than a
few GeV3. Fig. 2 shows the result of the QCD fit (labelled ZBUSQCD in the figure) in
the low-Q" region. Below Q2 = I GeV3 it becomes difficult to accommodate the QCD
fit to the data, and a different description is necessary. ZEUS has shown that a Regge
type of description of the type F3 ~ mg/(»ng + Qf) • (ARW*"*-** + ApW*"'-1)) works
well in that region. The challenge is to unveil the dynamics such that one can use one
description for the full kinematic range. Many models which attempt to describe the
transition region from DIS to photoproduction have have been compared to these low-z,
low-Q3 data, with varying success (see Section 4 and e.g. [7]).

Both collaborations have also measured the total photoproduction cross section. The
result is shown in Fig. 4 as function of the yp CMS energy squared W2 ~ l / i , and com-
pared with models. The cross section rises similarly to the one of hadronic interactions.
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Figure 4. Ibtal yp cross section data as function of W with Regge inspired models DL[8],
DL98[9] and ALLM [10].
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3. MEDIUM Q2 DATA.

With medium Q2 data we mean data with Q3 above a few GeV3, to be safely in the



Figure 6. Structure function F8 versus Q3, with HI DGLAP fit.

becomes important. With approximately 30 pb"1 collected per experiment, HERA has
delivered very precise Fa data in this region, where total errors of better than 5% are
achieved in a large part of it. A summary of the data is shown in Pigs 5 versus x and 6
veisus Qa.

The rise of the F3 at small x, shown first in 1993, has originally led to exploring
new pQCD avenues such as the ones due to the low-x QCD evolution or the BFKL
pomeron[llj. Meanwhile it has become clear that 'traditional' QCD evolution based on
the DGLAP [6] evolution equations can describe the data far (J* values larger than 1 GeV3,
as demonstrated by the fit (solid line) shown in Fig. 6, provided a suitable non-singular
non-perturbative input is taken at a low starting scale Q\ for the evolution (<2o ~ 1 GeV3).
However, also improved evolution equations which include l n l / s resummation terms or
attempts for a unified evolution equation can describe the data equally well [12,13]. Hence
we conclude that the data at present do not require pQCD effects beyond DGLAP, but
they can not exclude that specific low-x effects are already at work in the HERA regime [7]

The DGLAP evolution equations have been further pursued to analyze the scaling
violations of Fj and in particular to extract the gluon density at small x The NLO
order result in the MS scheme is shown in Fig. 7. The error bands include systematic
and statistical uncertainties [14,15]. The knowledge of the gluon at low x has reached
a precision of about 5-10%, except for the lowest x values. A remarkable effect 1B seen,
while the gluon grows very strongly with decreasing x for Q? values above a few GeV2,



ZEUS 1995

Figure 7. The gluon distribution versus x for 3 different Q2 values, with error bands
including statistical and systematical error sources.

it collapses completely for Q2 ~ 1 GeV3, yielding a valence like gluon distribution Such
a dramatic change seems to hint that either DGLAP is at the verge of breaking down at
these scales, or other effects such as higher twists -generally not taken into account in
such fits- are required and/or parton screening effects are becoming important.

4. Ff A N D FL AT LOW X

The charm part of Ft has been quantified as a structure function f j defined as: ^ j § r =
2g?[l + (1 -yf \F$(x,Q 2 ) . Charm in DIS is mainly produced via the Boson Gluon Fusion
(BGF) process, and thus is a direct and independent measurement of the gluon density.
Events with charm are detected via D" -* SPx**, -* KWKJ^ or via semi-leptonic
decays. The measuremente of f j are shown in Fig. 8. One observes a strong rise of
F£ with HwmRMing x, as for Fj and an agreement with the QCD prediction (GRV94
gluon density) based on the BGF mechanism. Hence Ft and Ff are driven by the same
gluon. It would be interesting to check if this would be true also at smaller Q2 values,
but unfortunately here one hits the validity boundary of the approach.

Further checks on the gluon distribution can be made by studying di-jets events and
the structure function Ft which at low x are both dominated by the gluon density How-
ever, experimentally one cannot reach very tem-x values with di-jet events, due to the
requirement of jets with ET typically above 5 GeV. FL cannot be directly accessed from
the present data: measurement at a different energy would be required to determine the
cross section at the same as, Q* value but for different y value(s), and thus decouple Fa and
FL in Eq. 1. Two indirect methods have been developed by HI. The first method is based
on extrapolating the QCD fit, made in a region of low y < 0.3, where Fi essentially does
not contribute, to the region of high y ~ 0.7, where sensitivity to Fi can be expected.
The other is based on assuming a linear extrapolation of dFj/dy. Both methods lead to
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GRV parton densities.

similar results, and are consistent with FL being driven by the same gluon as extracted
form the DGLAP fits of Ft.

5. ANALYSING F3

While the DGLAP equations describe the data in the perturbative region, they remain
fits to the data with about 15-20 parameters, starting from ad hoc non-perturbative input
distributions A deep and complete understanding of the data over the whole range is still
lacking. Several attempts have been proposed to improve our understanding. The rise of
Fi shown in Fig.5 can be quantified by a fit of the data to the form x~x for x < 10~2 in
each Q% bin The power A if found to rise from around 0.1 at small Q2 to around 0 3 at
large Q2. One can explore alternative functional forms to the simple power-like growth,
as done in e.g [16]. With an effective slope defined as Bx(x,Q*) = d]nF2(x,Qil)/d\n 1/x,
Fig.9 shows Bx versus Qa using the parametrizations Ft = Oo(j)0418 + ai(±)00S08 (left
side) and Ff'0 = 6ft + 6jlns(^) (right side). These analyses give equally good fits to the
data. Although the present data does not allow any strong conclusions, it is interesting to
note that that there could be a turn over of the effective slope at Q2 ~ 100 GeV2 Note
that fits of parametrizations to data also suggest that the slope at high Q2 decreases with
decreasing x, contrary to expectations from the QCD pomeron [17,18].

Further attempts have been made to try to understand the Ft data. In one such attempt,
the logarithmic slope dFj/dlnQ3 is studied versus x. Fig. 10 shows the derivation of this
quantity for the NMC fixed target and ZEUS data. Note that the (Q2) of the data depends
on x While dFj/dln Q* continues to rise with decreasing x, down to x = 10~3, {Qf) ~ 0.5
for the fixed target data., the ZEUS data show a turn-over around x = 10"3, (Q3) = 10
GeV3 The original DGLAP based parton density distributions, such as GRV94 [19] do
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Figure 10. dF2(x,Q^/dlnQ3 as function of x calculated by fitting F2 data in bins of x to
the form a + ktQ2: (left) ZEUS data, (right) NMC data. For details see [14]. The results
are compared with models and phenomenological fits of the Fa data.

not follow this turn over and continue to rise. The DGLAP QCD fit to these new data
does give the turn over, but at the expense of the resulting 'valence gluons' as mentioned
above. Originally this plot led to exciting discussions on whether these data could be a
sign of saturation. The argument followed basically the observation of Prytz [20]: when
gluons dominate the evolution at small x, then xg{x) ~ dF2(x/2, Q^/dlnQ3 . This would
mean that at low x the gluon is consistent with the saturation condition xg(x) ~ i^Q3 ,
with iio a constant that can be related to the size in the proton over which the saturation
manifests itself. This is however a too naive interpretation of these data, and ignores the
fact that at lower x the measurement is made in a different interval of Q1, due to the
available data. If the rise of the slope xg(x) ~ dF7(x,C^)/d]nQ2 is reduced at smaller



Q2, the combined shift in x and Q2 can cause- this apparent turn over with decreasing x.
Whether on top of this reduction due to the restricted range of the available data, there
is still a reduction due to saturation effects, is presently still debated [21].

Over the last years many models or parametrizationB for (fits to) F3 data have been
proposed. An (incomplete) overview is given here:

• Transition/full region (examples):

• Badelek and Kwiednski (BK) [22]: VDM + pQCD

• Desgrolard, Jenkovuzky, Paccanoni [18]: VDM + pQCD

• Adel, Barreiro and Yndurain (ABY) [23]: pQCD down to the lowest Q3, + a singular
F2 component + freeze a, at low Q2

• Abramowicz et aL [10]: (ALLM) Regge form 4- logarithmic scaling violations

• Donnachie and Landshoff (DL) [8,9], K. Rang et al [24]: Regge (soft pomeron, soft
+ hard pomeron)

• Capella et al. [25]: "Unscreened" pomeron + pQCD

• Haidt [26]: ln(l/s) ln(<y) behaviour

• Schildknecht and Spiesberger [27]: GVDM

• <?* > few GeV region (examples):

• Bialae et aL [28]: BFKL via dipole formalism

• Erdmann [29]: F2 = a(x)(\nQI/A2)W'»

• De Wolf and De Roeck [17]: phase space expansion ~ particle multiplicity

• Saturation models (examples):

• Levin et al. [30]:

• Golec-Biemat and Wuesthoff [31]: a = ao{l - e-^/(**W)); iJo(x) = (x/xo)x

• McLerran et al. [32]: Colored Glass condensates

Several of these models use pQCD dynamics or pQCD inspired parameterizations in
the high Q3 region, Regge/VDM elements in the low Q3 region, and try to match them
according to some prescription. E.g. [18] proposes a form for the singlet distribution of
*?(x,Qa) = A(Q f /W + a))<1+A»(9'»eA<"-«'), which has the correct asymptotic limits
and works very nicely over the whole Q',x range. Most of these models given above
can describe the general features of the data, but have sometimes difficulties with the
detailes[7]. Others have very many parameters (e.g. the ALLM has 23 parameters).

An phenomenobgical attempt to describe all data, medium and \ow-Q3 in the low-x
region, has been proposed by Haidt [26], who suggests to Btudy Fa versus the variable
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£ = Inxo/x • ln(l + Q 2 / ^ ) . Thus, one finds that F, ~ 0.4£, with x0 = 0.04 and Ql = 0 5
GeV2 when the x range x < 0.001 is considered. This description works down to the
smallest Q2 values, namely 0.045 GeV3, and thus covers smoothly the perturbative and
the non-perturbative region, which IB a challenge to theorists.

A similar, new, analysis by Erdmann, proposes afit of of the form Fa = a(i)(ln<33/A3) (" ( l"
for each x bin. Here A is identified with the QCD scale parameter, a with the quark den-
sities at lnQ2 /A' = 1, and K with the relative parton density Fig 11 shows the result for
HERA and fixed target data, and also for fits to the structure function of the photon and
coulour singlet exchange (diffraction). Clearly the data show a constant a at low-x and
valence behaviour at large x. This indicates that evolution is the dominant dynamics for
the partons in that region, an observation already made in [17,33,19,34] The scaling vio-
lations in the photon and colour singlet exchange data are clearly different, but consistent
with a uniform low-x behaviour.
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Figure 11. Summary of the two parameter fits, from [29].

Several authors have addressed the question of shadowing corrections. It is expected
that the parton densities would go from the normal regime, describable by pQCD con-
taining essentially parton splitting functions, into a region of high parton densities, where
parton reabsorption which results in non-linear effects becomes important, and finally
into a black disk type of configuration, where the dynamics is dictated by Regge type of
rules. Studies of the 'packing factor' on the parton dynamics in the HERA low-i regime
reveals that already at HERA this factor gets substantial in the low x (10~5 - 10~*) low
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Q3 (Q2 ~ 1 GeV3) region[30). However, numerical estimates indicate that the measurable
change on Fa is expected to be very small. The effects on the gluon are expected to be
larger, but one needs to find a reliable measurement of the gluon at a scale of about 1
GeV, where charm and jet measurements cannot be used. Another approach has recently
been proposed In [31]. The saturation in this model is somewhat different in nature: it
is not at the parton level, but rather at the cross section level, and effectively provides
a good description of the transition region towards Q3 = 0. The bonus of this approach
is that at the same time also the diffractive scattering is described well, a feature which
may become more important for future models. Also the model of [25] includes shadowing
corrections in terms of a screened pomeron at low Q2, and provides a link with diffractive
scattering, as well as [28], where the dynamics is based on dipole scattering and the BFKL
formalism

In all, much remains to be understood on the transition region from high Q2 to low Qf,
or hard to soft processes, a topic for which studies got started using the recent HERA
data.

6. CONCLUSION

Precise data on Fa became available in a large kinematics! range: 0.045 < Q2 < 30000
GeV3 and 6.1O~T <x< 0.65. The precision is of order a few % in most of the kinematic
range. Fits to the data based on the DGLAP equations works for Q* > 1 GeV3, but it is
far from clear that this is the full story. In particular the gluon distribution which results
from these fits becomes 'valence-like' around Q* = 1 GeV3. In the large Q2 range the
gluon has been extracted from di-jet events and DIS events with charm, and father tested
via Fi. Hence the gluon density is known in the range 10~4 < x < 10"1 with a. precision
of order 10%.

The understanding of the dynamics of the structure of the proton remains a challenge,
and many interesting directions have been pursued the last years. Several good descrip-
tions over the full range, including the transition and photoproduction region have been
demonstrated, but the debate is still ongoing. It seems clear however that region for Q2 >
a few GeV3 is at low x essentially dominated by parton radiation. Whether or not parton
saturation effects are visible in the HERA range, remains to be demonstrated. Several of
the models make the link between inclusive and diffractive scattering at HERA.

The low-x area of HERA will come to an end soon. The HERA experiments start
preparing at the end of 1999 for a luminosity upgrade, which will allow to collect data
samples of 150 pb -1/year, a factor 3-4 more than present running. However, the changes
preclude measurements of events with Q2 smaller than a few GeV3. Possible far future
options to re-address low-z could be offered by the LHC starting in 2005 or shortly there
after, if the detectors are equiped approperiatly in the forward regjons[35], and by a linear
e+e~ collider if it would be built tangential to a proton storage ring. Obviously the latter
machine combination will not be available untill at least 10 yean from now. Hence present
HERA data will be a field for study and model testing for a long time to come.
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Acoelersnen of pateissd proton, in Retamtadc Homy loo Collider (HHE) will
proviso BUBJM tool to MBQJT BM spot iliuLtuc of OK iHrfsmMij cowrinf IBD ^ J wmp*iP

from SO O»V to 300 O»V wttb proton pdafaakn of TO*. PHENK, one of the major
detactor sysanai at SHE, k (oiBt *> lii«nili|i>i pooriy known giotn m
kkodfiadanqt«k|nl«iinknbidHprotoa.OmvkwartheFHEN1Xajifai

1.

Spin is one of the moat fundamental properties of the ekmentaiy particles.
The spin of the proton had been believed to be canied by the valence quarks for long
%C8^S^ IOC A^s^AZUlft 1C8UK flpp^tt DOsUlZOO OOCi^^UlCUBKtC 8 d u C i T ] D 0 CXDOsflDOCOtS

(polarized-DB) ia that on avenge only about 1/4 to 1/3 of the proton spin b carried
by the quarks and antiquaries in the proton [1]. Therefore, the spin of the proton
appean to be mainly laniwl by tfi« ghiong and orbital *^gni«r mmmwuiwi it may «i«
be the evidence that me aea quark polarization ia large and anti-parallel to die proton
spin. Since gluon doesn't couple directly to the photon and photon couples to the
quark and antiquark in a aame way, gluon and anoquark polarization cannot be
directly measured ia pobriaed-DIS experimenti. In the case of pp colHooiis, there are
several processes where gluons participate directly, such as prompt photon production
and heavy quark production. Flavor decomposition of quark and attiquaik
polarization can be done using W-production.

2. Acceleration of Polarized Protons at RHIC

The primary purpose of Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RWQ is a search for
a new badronic state, quark-gkion plasma (QGP), in heavy ion collisions. In addition
to the heavy ion physics program, RHIC will be also used to collide polarized proton
beams for exploration of the spin of the proton.

Polarized protons will be generated by an optically pumped polarized ion
source and then accelerated in a chain of accelerators to 22 GeV. Individual bunches
of 2x10" protons with 70% polarization win be transferred to the RHIC rings. This
will be repeated 120 times for each ring at RHIC The polarized protons will be then
accelerated to up to 230 GeV in each ring for collisions at each of 6 intersection
regions. We expect RHIC to provide the integral himrnri«ty of 320 pb'1 at V* =200
GeV and 800 pb"1 at -/>-500 GeV (100 day run with full luminosity and 5 0 *
efficiency).

To maintain the proton polarization through acceleration RHIC win be
equipped with a set of four helical dipole magnets (Siberian Snakes), which rotate the
proton spin 180° around horizontal axis each time the beam passes. This will help to
eliminate the major spin resonances at RHIC. The spin of the beam particle will be
rotated to the demanded direction before colliding points by spin rotators, which will
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be located before and after
the experimental halls.
The particles produced in
the reaction will be
detected by two major
detector systems, PHENTX
and STAR.

3. PHENIX Detector

PHENK detector
system [2] is shown on
Fig 1 It comprises four
parts: two Central Arms

Fig I. The PHENK detector system

pseudorapidity) and North
and South Muon Arms
(1.2<|»j|<2.4). The

Central spectrometer consists of two arms. West and East, each of which covers
Ap=xfl in azimuth. It provides charged particle tracking and momentum
measurements (with Drift Chambers, Pad Chambers and Time Expansion Chambers)
in the axial magnetic field of Central Magnet, electron and photon energy and position
measurements (with Electromagnetic Calorimeter) and particle identification (with
Electromagnetic Calorimeter, Time of Flight walls and Ring Imaging Cherenkov
Detector). The finely granulated
Electromagnetic Calorimeter provides a
clear discrimination between single J'and
/ up to pr&5 GeV/c (Fig.2), using
parameterized transverse electromagnetic
shower profile and taking into account
energy correlations in cluster towers. A
50% discrimination efficiency is reached
for />,(«") = SO OeV/c (minimal distance
between two photons dUn-0.5 EMCal
cells) for the particles with normal impact

Muon identification, tracking and
momentum measurements will be done in
Muon Arms. They include muon magnets,
muon identifier with S iron-detector layers
and three tracking stations. Longitudinal
momentum resolution is about 2% at 10
GeV/c.

fig.2 Two photon from V separation
efficiency in PHENK EMCal (orthogonal
impact), solid pants - by distinguishing (wo
peaks (local maxima) in EMCal, open points
- by shower profile analysis

4. Measurement* of Gluon Polarization

4.1. Prompt Photon Bud B g h p , if Production

One of the promising methods to probe the gluon helicity distribution is the
asymmetry measurements for prompt photon production with high transverse
momentum. In pp collisions the production is dominated by the gluon Compton
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process gq-*K (-43-90%) and annihilation process qq->yg (-10-13%). Thus the
cross section is quite sensitive to the gluon distribution in the proton. To extract
heKcity dependent structure functions one can measure double longitudinal spin
asymmetry:

a** and a*" are helicity dependent cross sections for paralM and anti-parallel proton
spin directioa Au, is a product of gluon and quark heKdty distributions. For example
for Compton process the asymmetry can be written at the leading order (LO) as [3]:

here G and AC are gluon distribution function and polarized gluon distribution
function respectively, qt and Aqt are quark and polarized quark distribution {unctions,
d u represents the double k>ngitudinal spin asymmetry for elementary process
gq - ) jq. Since the asymmetry A,' had been measured in pol-DIS eKperirnnnts [4],
&u is cakulabie in QCD [5], AGtG can be extracted from the measured Au, Hg3
shows die expected sensitivities of this channel. Three models on AC proposed by
Gehrmann and Stirling [6] wffl be clearly distinguished by the data from 320 pb1.
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HgJ. Hie sensitivity of the proopt photon
iwmwwimtt to Aff for 320 pb . loc cufves
•re vent uincraot o i usunqnons oy

sand Stirling (6].

. . -

n Asymnwby
Pig.4. Ilie sensitivitycf Ifab x m iinirmnils to
Au. tot 32 pb"1. The cones a t Ikne different
/G assumptions by Gerhmnn a d Stirling [6).

The main background for prompt photon reconstruction comes from V and rj
meson decays. Two-photon invariant mass reconstruction comiderabry suppresses
this source of background. Shower profile measurement in die Electromagnetic
Calorimeter of PHENDC is extremely important for / rejection wim p, >15 OeVfc
(Fig.2). The discrimination between j^/^at high p, is considerably unproved by taking
into account energy correlations in cluster towers. Additional background suppression
is provided by an isolation cut. After these cuts the expected residual background to
reconstructed prompt photons is about 7-10% [7].

The measurement of asymmetry of high p, *? production is important to
extract Au. in prompt photon production. On die other hand, since aP production is
given by an admixture of partonk interactions (qq, qg, gg), if itself can give an
access to the gluon polarization. Fig. 4 shows the expected asymmetry in x"
production and our sensitivities.
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4J. Heavy Quark Production

High Pi leptons are a good tag for heavy quark production. In the RHIC energy
the major channel is gluon fusion gg -» qq, thus gluon polarization is accessible

1 2 1 4

fcv"
Rg.5. MIM dutnbutton of unlike-sign «/i purs (left) and like sign purs (right) The hitched
wtm m Ibe background from pkm aid kacn decayt

with high pi leptons. The double longitudinal spin asymmetry for the open heavy
quark production can be formulated as

. AC 4C

The expected asymmetry of efl
pain production (from bb) and our
sensitivities are shown on Fig.6. The
coincidence requirement suppresses the
decay background and enhances the
kptons from qq (Fig.5). Like-sign
pain will give the estimate of the yield
and asymmetry of background. From
one-year run we expect to get 120k eft
pain from bb and 100k from cc, with
about 10-20% of background. Bottom
contribution dominates in the high
mass region where the pair mass is
above S GeV.

Flg-6. The sensitivity of die bb ~*eft
ntMsmauetits to Au ft* 320 pb"1. The cuves ue
tine uifpucot aO ssuiuptions by QCIIUIMUII U U
Sbrl«([tf]

5. Measurements of Anti-quark Polarization

Detailed flavor analysis is possible with WL production measurements, since
the flavors participating in the reaction are almost fixed: ud-tW*. du-tW. In the
case of W the parity violating asymmetries can be described as
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At large xi where u is small. A" simply becomes -Aff/u, and at large x, A"

bd/d. Likewise from W*. 6dfd and Au/u can be extracted.
In Central Arms W* are

identified as a Jacobian peak in
me Pf spectrum of electrons and
positrons. In Muon Arms the pt
spectrum of muons is dominated
wilh ones from W decays at the p,
region above 20 OeV/c The main
background in mis p, region
comes from 2? decays. The yield
and asymmetry measurements of
2? production win help to

proton-proton coffisions at
•Js -500 GeV with 800 pb1

integral himiiiosity (100 day run
with 50% efficiency) we expect to
get about 8000 W* and 8000 W
in naion arms. Fig.7 shows the
expected sensitrvities from
A/(x)/ /(x) . with f=u,d.u,d,
for PHENDC muon data.

Rg.7 SensitivMw fcr the ^
wsyBsnttry plaited whfa m i d pwdn'JiOB [8],

The acceleration of me polarized protons at RHIC will open a new era of the
high energy spin physics. The tint experimental data is expected in 2001. The
PHENDC detector is suited ID the spin program by its high rate capability and its
powerful particle identification. The giuon belicity distribution will be measured via
Ugh p, prompt photon and V production. Heavy quark production measurements will
be helpful to further studies of giuon polarization in the proton. W production will
provide tool for flavor decomposition of anti-quark and quark belicity distributioas.
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This article presents recent results of searches for physics beyond the Standard Model
using the CDF and the D 0 detector at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider All results
shown correspond to analysis performed using the past L992-1996 Fermilab Tevatron
run I data (roughly 100 p*"1 per each experiment). In particular we describe recent
Tevatron searches for scalar top in the b +/+missing-Br channel, forsquark and gluinos
using like-sign dileptons (LS), for large extra space-time dimensions and the search for
leptoquarks and technicolor in the missing-R7 +heavy flavour jet events Tight limits 011
the existence of such models have been set.

1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) represents the simplest and meet economical theory
which describes jointly weak and electromagnetic interactions. At present it con-
tinues to survive all experimental testa at accelerators, providing a remarkably suc-
cessful description of known phenomena; some precision observable tests it at 10~*
levels'. In spite of that, there are plenty of aspects that we do not understand yet
and that may suggest the SM to be most likely, a low energy effective theory of
spin-1/2 matter fermions interacting via spin-1 gauge bosons3. The physical mo-
tivations for the searches described below come from the attempt to check various
possible extensions of the SM.

2 Supersymmetry Searches

An excellent candidate to a new theory, able to describe physics at arbitrarily high
energies, is Supersymmetry (SUSY)3. SUSY is a larger space-time symmetry, that
relates bosons to fermions so that, in the vast space of all viable physics theories,
SUSY is not simply a point. Almost any theory can be supersymmetraed and
the large array of choices for spontaneous SUSY breaking (SB) just enhance these
possibilities. A comprehensive SUSY search is almost impossible: i.e. the most
general minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM) counts 124 truly
independent parameters. The strategy is then to search for signals suggested by
particular models in which theoretical assumptions are also adopted to reduce the
number of free parameters to a few. Even if we don't have direct experimental
evidences of SUSY, there are remarkable theoretical properties that provide ample
motivation for its study. SUSY describes electroweak data equally well as SM but,
in addition, allows the unification of the gauge couplings constants, the unification
of the Yukawa couplings and do not require the incredible fine tuning, endemic to
the SM Higgs sector. Naturally, SUSY cannot be an exact symmetry of the nature,
as none of the predicted spin 0 partners of the quarks or leptons and none of the
spin 1/2 partners of the gauge bosons have been observed so far4.



In SUSY models fermions can couple to a deration and a fermion, violating lepton
(L) and/or baryon number (B). To avoid this problem, a new quantum number,
the TC-parity (Tip), has been introduced B. 7£-parity is a multiplicative quantum
number defined as Up = ( - l ) M » - t + a s , where 5 is the spin of the paitide. for
the SM partidefl Up = +1; Up = - 1 for the SUSY partners. Most searches
for supersymmetric partides assume Up conservation. This assumption has deep
phenomenological consequences*: SUSY partides can only be pair produced; the
Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) does exist and it is stable and interacts very
weakly with the ordinary matter, leading to a robust injuring transverse energy
signature (fr); the LSP Is a natural candidate for the dark matter. However,
SUSY does not require Up conservation and viable Tip violating models Qft>) can
be built by adding expfidtly £-violating and/or L-violating couplings to the SUSY
Lagranglan.
In this article we present both searches based or not on the assumption of "Up

2.1 Scalar top quark wonto

Search for scalar top is particularly interesting since in many SUSY models the
top-squark etgenstate *i (stop) is expected to be the lightest squark7. The strong
Yukawa coupling between top/stop and Biggs fields gives rise in bet to potentially
large wmrwig effects mn^ mass splitting.
Both the CDF and DJ9 experiments have already reported searches for direct stop
quark pair production: pp~ -* ?i*i with the U decaying into fi -* cjQ exit -* &xf,
as weU as for SUSY top decays: t -¥ tix° with f, -+ »xf ".
CDF recently searched for Mi production, awnifning Up conservation, within the
framework of the MSSM, for the case where mf1 < m«. Two separate i\ decay modes
have been considered: lx -f 6 # , with the chargino decaying into t+vjQ (t = e,p)
and h -* bt+v, *****>*** whenever tx -* b%t * not kimmniti-nilly allowed. The
search have been done mumming the following branching ratios for the involved
processes: B(h -> Kt) = «"«. W -» ^•off) = "% wd-Bft -+ bFP) =
33J%. In these two scenarios, either the x? or the vis the LSP. The event signature
is 2b-jetB+l+.Pr m both the cases; hence events hare been selected requiring the
presence of at least one e or p with pf > 10 GeV/e, two or more jets, with cone size
of R = y/W+~&& = 0.7 and E^1 > 12 GeV, £$*• > 8 GeV (jets have been
ordered by energy) and large miaBing-^r from the neutral LSP^s: fo > 25 GeV
with A ^ r . j e t ) > 0.5*. At feast one jet has to be identified as a fcjet candidate
using a method known as SVX tagging10. The wgntfinmt SM backgrounds: tf,
U, W±(-t /*•/) + 2 jets and &ke lepton events are predicted to contribute for
87.3 ± 8.8 events while 81 are observed in the data. 1b determine the number of
potential signal events In this final data sample for both decay scenarios we used an
extended unbinned likelihood fits for each h mass considered. The HkeUhood fits
compare the shapes of the signal and backgrounds distributions, and Kolmogorov
tests are used m order to determine the most sensitive kinematic distribution to use
in the fit. All fit results at all masses are consistent with aero signal events. The
96% C.L. limits on tr^ for fx -> bxf and for fi - t bt+u as function of mj, are
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CDF PRELIMINARY (tS Pi') CUP PRELIMINARY (W pt' )

Ficon 1: CDr « » CL Omu Meffan VmU
•t JSoKtoon o/J,, aunminf i k n e h a i M m
B({, -»txf) = 100% «idmt± = 1

mt,= 40 GeV/c». '

FSfura 2: CDF MX C.t CVBM
M hulwm »/ Ii, unsung « tfmcUif ruic
B(f, -f U+Z) = 100R « ( m. = W GtV/e>

ihown In Figure 1 and 2. The resulting excluded regions (mj, versus mo), for
ti -+ 6 ^ P are given in Figure 3.

t.i Searchforuiutrb andilmwt%$maLSia*ptoru

Glufam (}) and squarka ($) can deny, Tla chaigum (x*) and neutralinos (x°), to
final stata* eootalning two o more kptan*. Sims the glotoo is a Uajoraaa partl-
d l f a i r i d ( L S ) S()aariaand

CDF
looked tor gfadnos decaying through chargmos or nentnlnios giving the LS dgna-

Data have bean alccted by aaUng tot an Isolated central faptoa (e or fi) with £$! >
11 GeV and tar a saoond one with fijf > 5 GeV. In order to reject background
from S*s, leptons were asked to be waD separated In the i ^ pUne. E m t i mre
also required to contain two Jets in the psendorapidrtr region M< *•* *** •Br > 1*
GeV and at hast 36 GeV of 0r- Then the Ukfrdgn requirement on the dUepton
<kaa*Hk4 ssnmia lieii • IS sun . 1 . n 1 ' - •

v w t •wnpuw m v DVBH sppiua.
No candidate events have bees observed, which is consistent with the SM back-
ground expectations (mostlrti, it, dibono, and DreU-Yaa processes). The results
fnfimetknofsqaarkverroghdooffissB. The modal assumes tan£= a, ^= -800

GeV/e*, At = /»/tan/J,4 = 4 r = ptan0,andmJ|. = HOGeV/c*. Constratoing
the squark irnswm to have an infinite value, we can ezclode glidno miwnm up to
168 CeV/e»; assuming the sqoark and agtohuB m a m nearly equal then we reach
attmhofZnCfeV/e'.
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Then exists a veU-motinted MfaunuJ SUSY extension of the SM In whkh nper-
gymmatry hrraktng ia mnummltated to the 3M partkia and to the gpartldo Ti»
gnriuticaul intwiUumi (mSUQRA). A mSUGBA model with Up ooMerwttoo
has only 5 free parameter*. Afiowing Rj> non-cooaenatton mpuns 45 man panm-
eten. Then genenl mper-putantial can be written «K WUSSU + XtikUh^ +
^ ^ websn45Ybkaw«rt7pecauplin8tena

Kth8B-vk4«tingtann«(A")laadtoerentowithmiihi|«t
^ ^ d y , g ( ) g

riaa to mahlkpton and nndtUat final states. Recently Df» n a n U d to mSUGRA
vitliiySp wmnlBg BCD-BKD A^A coupon^ t l m AUowifig ths "̂ "̂ y of X«SP (•awnimd
to be $*) into two dtargad laptona and a neutrino. The modd alao aanunai that
only one A^i b non-aero at a time and that 0.001 < A < 0.01 that meem that
^ P Introduces netfglble chanani in the production and decay of SUSY partkna
and that L3P a farad to decay at baa than 1 cm from the vertex (A > O001).
l h m t denature la then 1 LSP» that decay, yefcflng eratta with > U+fr. Thk
IWTTI rriirtfi pwitrt tlni tvnltaKX ApcwiowD^ iTHfrfi wnt fptn^twi pwir prrwiiiTtiTT
OffxS) in mohUepton channel". The event gelecttan and backgroond wtjmatknii
oed are the aame of this work; trllepton ercnti {I = c,?) are selected requiring
0 < |n(e)| < 1J. 1.4 < Wfi)\ < 8.S and 0 < \*M)\ < 1 3 and by applying cm. on
Si, AfXtt),ffr and A*XMfr) *«> « n m iMtrumental background and comic rays.
No candidate ewnte haw been obeerred, which is mnajstmt with the ameeted SM
background (see table 1).
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Event categories

Ai*-1)
Observed emote
DMKpOQBa OTBDtB

eee
gs.7±s.2

0
OJ4±0.007

ee/J
88.7±5.2

0
0.61±0J6

««•
03.1±4.9

0
0.11±O.O4

it-tut.

78J±4.1
0

O.»±0.04

1Ua*l-

Limits cnifip mSUQHA models can be act as a function of the following 5 parame-
ters: mo, rr^/j, J4O, tan /8 and M- Figures 5 and 4 show, mapetUwty, the eir-haton
regions in the (ma, m,n) plane for the three choaen coup&ngs, for tan 0 = 8 and
tan ^ = 10 far both p > 0 and p < 0. The dashed ones indicates the Barit of
smuIUvKy to m , / , far at laast nmmrable case. The exdu
to the spaces below the adUd lines labelled with the coupfing types, tad above the
higher of the dashed line and the dash-dotted curves spedfytng the mmierical vahia
of X. In the regions beyond the dash-dotted corves, the i i of the
LSP calculated for the value of the coupEng indicated on the curve, Is leas than 1

Motivated hi part by naturalness issues, recently. It has been pointed oat that there
are more reasons to suggest extra dimensions +*"— just having a seh^consiBtent de-
scription of granny u . The addttbmal motivations mdnde new dinetiana to attack
the hierarchy problem and the oosmological constant problem, unifying the gravita-
tional conplmg with the gauge couplings, perturbaMve supa symmetry breaking in
string theory, and low-scale mmpartiftatlons of string theory. In sach scenario, the
hierarchy* problem cowln be solved by having gravity play a role at the eJectrowoak
scale. The 3M fields a n then confined to propagate o n * 9 + 1 oVbraae, and the
gravity lives in the bulk of the ( 4 + n ) < « — ^ — 1 space-time, where the n dimen-
sions a n compacUfled14. The aiae of extra dfanenstoos k Af?, ~ iQ**lf where
Ms, the compaetnVstioo-scale, is the only fundanicntal scale of the nature. Aa it's
could lie to the TeV range this would after the possibility thatefiectsnughtbe visi-
ble at TmaUuu OolHdsr. mparticuka-uiduwtexfaAariiiaaahegrOTHaneidiaoge
may be enhanced by the ram of the Kahju-iOem states (iTIQ and provide various
sig^mthecomdsphsnooienologieB. Moraorer the spin-two nature of grairitons
wmalsorasTahmsoinechararteristfcem3rtsonthepcrlarlse*iOTobse^ mthe
absence of evidence far extra Ah*i***Ar*M ^ imuwwiî g mnipem* to set 96% CL !••«••***
as AtnctioDi of F/M^t where F is a omienslonlBss psnuftetar rdated to the number

D(» has recently carried out a search on the effect of KK tower exchange on Drall-
Yan daiswlron and dtphoton production, fitting I2T j * " 1 of oata, to ^dimensional
templates in Jfa versus oosf*. No evidence for these affects has bam found and
tower Hmtt on the parameter TfM% as fanctkm of the nmnber of extra dhoeaaioas
have bean, obtained, for n values between 3 and 7, Ug values below L3 - U are
reapetUvely ndad out (see Figure 7).
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> for extra
a n In program at CDF.

in the Drell-Yan, (fiphoton andft- channels

Theobeerwd
andleptoni

in the spectrum of ftmdamantal particles, between quarks
thi^ if Ogre <ni«t»» more fanrtammtal theory, ft should also

ot lon ii achieted In the context of drams* theorist. UptOM and qnufa may
be arontwl in cemman mlttplett, Ufa) In Grand Uatfled Tbaarin (OUT) « m-
p—tring muUmtud Et madah or they msjr ham a enmnon mhatnetdre a in
oompoattemodeta1*. Whnrrar qoarka and Isptom are aOoired to coopia dlnctly
to each other, a ajaafetaptan bound atate can also extat Such partkto, called fcp-
tofMaWb, a n color triplet b a t o n (St/(3)cr) of apin 0 or 1, carrring lajKon (L) end
barroo(0)aai idw and a Factional electric chaise. At itaMtna, kptomarka ate
predicted to be produced doninaaUr »«» gtaonfoco BMIOB and of antthBatiaDj
rf-*g + X -tLQLQ + X. The pradncttaa W M action k neariy tadapendent
fcom the Yqkswm conpHaa batman the LQt and their d y l p ^ k
Both CDF and D 0 perfiaand in the part yean a umber of
qoarkt1*. b thb paper «e report the moat recent Temtron remit*.
In contrast to the pnrkna aatKDCf, HUtt ta to branching rattoe S(£Q -+ t +
jet*) > 0, CDF hai aearched tor ascond and third generation laptoonarks hi two
dUbrant theoretical context: a} conthumm LQi pair prodoction with LQ7 -t at,
and LQ3 -» 6M, ( « J I a n either acalar or wctor); b) reaonant Tbdmicokx LQ».
Final states which contain two heavy flaw* jete (e-Jato or t-jebi fcr nscond or third
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generations of LQB), large missing-fr (from neutrinos), and no hjgb-pr leptons
were searched. This signature ia the unit of the CDFs ue»ch far FCNC decay of
the scalar tap and icalar bottom quark: fi - » c i i , Si -»e£f.
Data have been selected using online triggers that require large numlng-fir flh-> 36

^. The Q(^hackgroaiidi« reduced by reqairing Sor 3 jets with ^ r > 16 GeV
with M < 2 and by enjndbig events »»*«»nin|r JetB with 7 GeV < Br < 15 GeV
in the region |q| < 3.6. Further cuts have been applied in order to remove U s
souroas atfr: A»HJ»r,M^) > 45, A#0h-,,e«,) < 165 and W*i,jth) > 166
and If and 2°an ndnoed by vetoing events with higher Isptons («, #>)• Bmry
Savour Jets m than identified using a method known a* jet prooabiHty t a g " that
calculate, using tin SVX infarmationa, the probability that a darter trada rbrrn
a jet originated from the primary vertex. In the ccVrpr channel, 11 events are
observed with an expected SM contribution of 14.5 ±4.2; in the biv^-r 5 events are
observed with aaexpactad lumber of SM events of 6.8 ±1.8. Figure* 8 and 9 show
respectively the hsdts ok *LQ pndnction via, color-octet tachmrho decays and the
conttnuum leptoqoark Hnrfts fer LQi and LQ3.

5 Concladom

Ibvatron experimeitts performed extensive atarrhtn tor physla beyond the Stan- |
dard Model. No positive remit* have been found so fiu- showing that the data are
consistent with the SM expectations. CDF and ItfeoMlnne toe analySM of Ron
I data placing limits on new physics, Indodmg Supenrmmetry, large apace-time
dimensioia and leptoqaark models. With ttoBBnnupgraoHntovaing an higher

hinn]iaw>ttyt it wlD be JXMBUC to ""w** mmpottHt prograMS

-=>
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Abstract. Recent experimental results cm diffractive high ET jet production and diflrac-
tive open charm production, obtained by the HI and ZEUS experiments at HERA, are
presented. Various theoretical models for difincthe hard scattering are discussed and
confronted with the experimental data.

1 Introduction

It is well known that soft hadron-hadron scat-
tering can be described by Reggie phenomenol-
ogy, which models the total, elastic and single
and double diflractive dissociation cross sections
in terms ofreggeon and pomeron exchange [1]. At
high energies, it is the pomeron exchange mech-
anism that dominates the total cross section [2].
However, until recently, our understanding of the
pomeron in terms of Quantum Chromodynamks
(QCD) [3] remained fragmentary, at best.

The observation of events with a large rapid-
ity gap in the hadronk final state at HERA [4],
which are attributed to dim-active dissociation of
('virtual) photons, led to a renewed interest in the
study of the underlying dynamics of diffraction.
In deep inelastic ep scattering! the long hadronic
lifetime of the photon at small Bjorken-x and its
variable virtuality Q" alkm to make the link with
difiractive dissociation in hadron-hadron scatter-
ing, while the piaxiice of one or mare hard scales
enables perturbative calculations in QCD.

In the framework of QCD, it is tempting to at-
tribute a partonic structure to the pomeron [5];
an approach which proves to be very successful
in describing various aspects of difiractive virtual
photon dissociation. QCD calculations indicate,

* PdatdoctoralUJowortheltadfaScfaitnVIImvch
- Flanders (Belgium)

however, that the pomeron does not exhibit a uni-
versal behaviour over the full lriuwnatic range. In-
deed, experimental observations of a transition do
exist when going from the soft to the hard scat-
tering regime, changing the effective intercept of
the pomeron trajectory from 1.08 in the soft limit
to 1.2 in harder interactions.

Early experimental measurements at HERA of
the inclusiv ction [fr 8] kd to the concm-

d
[ ]

skm that a partonic pomeron would be dominated
by hard gluons. This has been qualitatively con-
firmed by several studies of the properties of the
hadronk final state of dim-active virtual photon
dissociation [9], which are all in agreement with
the fragmentation of a colour octet-octet partonic
<hi»l state, leading to higher particle multiplici-
ties, lower thrust values and a a final state system
that is not strictly aligned with the 7* axis in the
rest frame of the photon dissociation system.

This article presents some recent experimen-
tal measurements of more exclusive final states1.
The production of open charm or of Jets with
large transverse energy ET is particularly sensi-
tive to the gluon content of the pomeron. More-
over, the high ET and huge charm quark mass
provide an additional hard scale for perturba-
tive QCD calculations. Following this introduc-

PISTJUQB nrans on jet production in dlffurthw deep
•cattering can be found in [10].
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tion, Sec. 2 provides a short reminder of the kine-
matics of diflractive deep inelastic scattering. Sec-
tion 3 discusses the theoretical models that are
used for comparison with the experimental re-
sults, Sec. 4 presents the preliminary results, ob-
tained by the HI and ZEUS collaborations, on
high Er dijet production and open charm pro-
duction and, to conclude, a summary is given in
Sec. 5.

2 Kinematics of dHfractive ep
scattering

The generic diflractive process ep —> eXY is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. A photon with virtually Q2 =
—q3 interacts with the proton to produce the two
final state systems X and Y, which are sepa-
rated by a huge rapidity gap if their invariant
masses are small. Crass sections can be expressed
in terms of Q3 and the invariant minim of the f*p
system (W), and the X and Y systems (Mx and
My, reap.). In addition, the following variables
are usually introduced:

Xg>:

a

qp
(1)

(2)

In the proton infinite momentum frame, xp is the
fraction of the beam proton momentum trans-
ferred to X, while 0 represents the fraction of
the exchanged momentum carried by the struck
quark. The squared four-momentum transferred
at the proton vertex (t) has been neglected in the
above equations.

3 Theoretical models

Theoretical models for diflractive deep inelastic
scattering range from purely phenomenological
parameterizations with a large number of degrees
of freedom to full perturbative QCD calculations.
The following briefly discusses those models that
are used for comparisons to f«]mrimin»i«l data.

largest rapidity
gap in final state

Fig. 1. mnstratlon of the generic difli active process
ep-teXY.

The partook pomenNi

When measuring the diflractive crass section in
deep inelastic scattering at HERA, it was soon
recognised that the xv dependence can be mod-
eled exploiting Regge factorization [11], provided
that a sub-leading wfc»ng» is allowed to con-
tribute at high values of xF. In this model, the
diflractive cross section factorizes into pomeron
and reggeon flux factors, depending on xF only,
and into pomeron -and reggeon utiucture func-
tions, depending on fi and Q3. The flux factors
describe the long distance physics at the proton
vertex and can be parameteriaed using Regge the-
ory, while the structure functions are free param-
eters containing the short distance physics at the
photon vertex.

Recently, QCD factorization has been proven
to hold for the leading twist component of diflrac-
tive deep inelastic scattering [12], allowing to fur-
ther interpret the structure functions in terms of
quarks and gluons by applying a QCD motivated
model for their fi and <j» dependence [5,13]. Par-
ton density functions for the pomeron have thus
been extracted from the measured cross section,
assuming the pion structure function for the sub-
leading reggeon exchange and the next-to-leading
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order DGLAP equations [14] for the evolution in versely polarised photon:

The outcome of these combined Regge-QCD
fits is a value of around 1.2 for the pomeron in-
tercept aF(0) and a pomeron structure function
that is dominated by groons carrying large frac-
tional momenta [7]

Soft cola •in ctto

A model that does sot use the notion of a pome-
ton at all, is the soft colour interaction model [15].
Instead, the standard matrix element and parton
shower description of deep inelastic scattering is
used, which, at low Bjorkan-x, is dominated by
boson-ghioo fusion. In addition, non-perturbative
interactions affect the final colour connections be-
tween partona, while leaving the parton momenta,
unchanged. This may result in an interruption of
the colour strings between partons, thus creating
a large rapidity gap in the final state. The proba-
bility for such a soft colour interaction has to be
fixed by the experimental data.

Recently, an improved version of this model
has become available, which is based on a gener-
alised area law and which favours soft colour in-
teractions that make the colour strings between
partons shorter [16].

In this and the subsequent models, the virtual
photon is considered to fluctuate in partook con-
figurations, like e.g. qq or qqg. In the proton rest
frame and at low BJorken-z, this happens long be-
fore the actual interaction with the proton. Both
states, qq~ and qq~g, can be described by dipole
wave-functions. These wave-functions are respon-
sible for the basic shape of the p dependence of
the diffractive structure function. Three contribu-
tions have been introduced [17], two of which are
related to the production of q$ pairs by longitu-
dinally or transversely polarised photons, while a
third contribution takes the radiation of an addi-
tional gluon into account for the case of a trans-

(3)

(4)

(5)

From these formulae, it is clear that qq~g states are
expected to populate the low p (i.e. high mass)
region, while qq states dominate at intermediate
and high values of p. Note that the longitudinal
qq contribution is of higher twist nature and that
the longitudinal cross section is expected to dom-
inate over the transverse cross section at high /?.

The subsequent models differ in the way they
treat the actual dipole-proton interaction.

An attempt to describe the saturation of the
inclusive cross section at low Q3 and low x leads
to the Mowing parameterization of the dipato-
proton cross section [18]:

with

*(*>-«37 f

(6)

(7)

This dipole cross section exhibits colour trans-
parency at small dipole radii r (i.e. * ~ r1 for
r <Ro) and saturation at large r (i.e. d ~ er, for
r > Ho). Saturation at low x is explicitly built-in
through the z-dependent radius RQ.

After a fit to the inclusive structure function,
the dim-active structure function follows as a pre-
diction.

One interesting property of this model is the
prediction that the ratio of diffractive to inclusive
cross sections is roughly constant as a function of
W, as has been observed experimentally [8].

In the semi-classical approach [19], an approxi-
mation is used in which the hadronic target is
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much larger than the transverse separation of the
dipoles. Assuming further that the colour fields
in distant parts of the target are uncorrelated,
the relevant colour field configurations can be av-
eraged, yielding explicit formulae for both the
diffractive and inclusive parton distributions at
some low scale Qj. Diffraction occurs if the emerg-
ing partonic state is a colour singlet. A conven-
tional DGLAP analysis is then used to calculate
the difiractive and inclusive structure functions
at larger values of Q2. The model has four free
parameters in total, which are obtained from a
fit to the experimental data.

It is interesting to note that also in this model
the diffractive gluon density turns out to be much
larger than the diffractive quark density.

Two-gjuon exchange modal

This QCD calculation describes the diffractive
7*p interaction in terms of partonic fluctuations
of the photon (99, qQg, etc.) that scatter elas-
tically off the proton through the exchange of
two gluons in a net colour-singlet configuration
[20]. An essential feature of the model is that
the cross section is proportional to the square of
ghian density inside the proton. The calculation
requires high transverse momentum of all outgo-
ing partons, thus making it particularly suited
for difiractive jet production, in order to avoid
the valence quark region in the proton and to ex-
clude secondary reggeon exchanges the range of
validity is restricted to xr < 0.01.

4 Experimental results

In the following, Monte Carlo models are used
to compare the measured hadron level cross sec-
tions to the predictions of the phenomenologkal
models and QCD calculations presented in the
previous section. RAPGAP [21] is used to obtain
the predictions of the partonic pomeron model
with different pomeron intercept values and par-
ton distributions. The programme abo contains
implementations of the saturation and the semi-
classical models as well as the (fQ-graon w * M p

Fig. 2. The diflerential difiractive djjet cross section
is displayed as a function of zj** and compared with
prediction* from the rrt«ni«- Crenhed") pornoon
model. Different gtaon density functions, obtained
from fits to the inclusive Croat section and shown in
the top agura fcr an evolution scale which is typical
lor the djjet event sample, an used aa input to the
model. The enact of only mrhnting the direct photon
contribution is also shown.

4 < 0* < 80 GeV»
0.1< y < 0.7

xr < 0.06
MY < 1-6 GeV

- 3 < if* < 0

Table 1. Kinematic domain of the difixactive dqet
cross section measurement by HI.

model. Both versions of the soft colour interaction
model are implemented in the LEPTO genera-
tor [22].
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Fig. 3. The differential djjet crow section is displayed as a function of xp (a) and /? (b) and compared to
the r^t"""- pomeron modeL Predictions are shown for different values of the pomeron intercept af>(0) and
also the lab-leading reggean component is displayed.

DiffracrJve Wgh £ r jet production

The production of jets with large transverse en-
ergy provides an ideal test of the underlying dy-
namics of diffraction models [23]. The interaction
irmrha ĵffir^ which is dominated by boeon-glaon
fusion, is highly sensitive to the rok of gloom and
the hrge transverse energy lends a hard scale for
perturbative calculations.

The HI Collaboration recently obtained pre-
liminary results based on an integrated luminos-
ity of 17.0 pb' 1 , resulting in approximately 2500
events with at least two jets in the final state
system X. Difiractive events are selected by ex-
cluding any hadronic activity in the range 3.2 <
if* < 7.5 and jets are identified as coUimated
energy depositions in T/-^ space within a cone of
radius R = y/Atf + A<t? = 1. The fraction of the
pomeron momentum transferred to the dijet sys-
tem, and therefore entering the hard scattering,
can be calculated as follows:

(8)

with Mjj the invariant mass of the dijet system.
Differential cross sections are measured in the

kinematic region denned in Tab. 1 as a function
of many variables [24]. Here, only a selection of
the available distributions is presented.

Figure 2 shows that applying the results of
Regge-QCD fits, as obtained from the difiractive
structure function [7], works very well. The anal-
yais of the inclusive difiractive cross section yields
two different fits with similar xVndf (cf. inset on
top of fig. 2), each with very similar quark den-
sities but one with a flat gtuon density function
("HI fit 2") and another with a ghwn density
function that peaks at high values of the frac-
tional momentum z ("HI fit 3"). For the dijet
cross section analysis it seems that the flat gluon
distribution is slightly preferred over the peaked
gluon density. Including the contribution of re-
solved photons further improves the agreement
with the data, as can be expected, because for
a large fraction of the dijet event sample the jet
transverse momentum squared is actually larger
than the virtuality of the photon (p£ > Q2).

The dijet event sample also provides an inde-
pendent cross-check of the measurement of the
pomeron intercept ojf>(0), as obtained from the
Regge-QCD fits to the inclusive cross section. Fig-
ure 3 displays the i F distribution of which the
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Fig. 4. The differential dyet cross section is dis-
played aa a function of x§> and compared to differ-
ent soft cokmr neutralisations models. The full and
daahed-dotted (blue) final HHimemit the old and new
(with general ares law) soft colour interaction modal;
the dashed (red) fine moments the i
model

slope is directly related to aF(0). Due to the duet
requirement, the kinematic constraints are rather
strict and the distribution is seen to rise instead of
fall with increasing ij>. The distribution is, how-
ever, still very sensitive to a change in the value
of the pomeron intercept, as can be seen from
the different Monte Carlo corves corresponding
to a range in ap(0) between 1.08 and 1.4. Fig-
ure 3 also shows the contribution from secondary
reggeon fxrhiuigw which is small and only visible
at large i P . Note that the bete distribution ex-
tends to much lower values than in the analysis of
the inclusive cross section, where 0-varaes down
to 0.04 are reached.

Figure 4 compares the same *»«]»»«"ramta! data
to several soft colour neutralisation models. The
original soft colour interaction model [15] and the
semi-classical model [19] roughly agree and show
the same trend as in the experimental data, al-
though their nonnaaaation is too low by a fac-
tor of two. The new soft colour interaction model
(implementing Ana. wweraHsad area law) [16] has

Fig. 5- The differential dqet eras* section is din-
played as a function of xp and compared to the
saturation and two-ghion mntUk The requirement
i P < 0.01 has been applied in additional to the
kinematic cats of 1kb. 1. The full, dashed and dot-
ted (bine) lines a n nrmflrthms from the two-gman
<»«*f"fl» modal for the gift nompnnmt with a pj.
cutoff at 1 GeV1, the «fe component with a pf cut-
off at 0.6 GeV9 and the tf component, respectively.
The dariuxMottod (red) line repneenta the aatura-

good nonnaBsation, but the shape of the zp dis-
tribution does not agree with the data.

Finally, Fig. 5 compares the zp distribution
obtained from data with the saturation model [18]
and two-gluon exchange model [30]. Here an ad-
ditional cut on xp has been applied to avoid the
valence quark region and to exclude sub-leading
exchanges. The saturation mode! is somewhat low
while the two-grnon *wfamg» model roughly de-
scribes the data. As shown, the «R component
of the two-gluon model is nearly negligible and
the cross section Is by far dominated by qqg par-
took states. The two-gtuon model requires a cut-
off at low transverse momenta of the groan in (fig
states. Lowering this cutoff to 0.5 significantly in-
creases the crosB section and affects mostly the
low pr pomeron remnant. The model is not able
to describe data at xj . > 0.01.
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HI

2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2

0.05 < y < 0.7
pr( / r ) > 2 GeV

WU')I < 1-5
xF < 0.04

My < 1 6 GeV
|i| < I GeV2

ZEUS

4 < Q2 < 400 GeVa

0.02 < y < 0.7

1.6 < prtD*) < 8 GeV
\nW)\ < 1.5
I P < 0.016

0<O.8

Ttable 2* Kinematic Hrmminn used by the HI and
ZEUS collaborations in the analysis of open charm
production in difiractive deep inelastic scattering.

OHfr; e open charm production

The production of charm quarks in diflractive
processes provides another test of the underlying
dynamics of diffraction models [25]. Here, it is the
large charm quark mass that makes QCD calcula-
tions possible Moreover, open charm production
is free of uncertainties relating to bound states,
like in exclusive heavy vector meson production
(e.g. ep —• eJ/tj^p). Just as for dijets, charm pro-
duction is highly sensitive to the role of ghions in
the diflractive exchange.

Open charm production is studied through the
production of D** mesons. Two different decay
channels have been used:

IT* -f D°7r+, O° - • A~>+; (9)
£>•+ -• fl°jr+, D? -¥ A-ir+w-ir+; (10)

with branching ratios of reap. 2.63% and 5.19%.
Here and in the following the charge conjugate
channels are always implied.

The ZEUS Collaboration obtained preliminary
results using an integrated luminosity of 44 pb""1,
yielding 85 D* candidates. The invariant mass
spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. The cross section is
measured in the kinematic domain listed in Tab 2
and amounts to:

axsum^L\ep -> eD^Xp) = 281 ± 41+g pb
(11)

Figure 7 shows the differential cross as a func-
tion of various observables. In general, the par-

Fig. 6. Distribution of the mass difference AW =
MiK-n+x^) - M(K-w+). The curve is a fit of
the form a(AM - M,+)b + Gaussian, yielding 85

tonic pomeron and two-gluon models give a rea-
sonable description of the data. From the fi spec-
trum however, it is clear that one needs to com-
bine the tf and qqg components of the two-gluon
model in order to describe the full distribution.
The partonic pomeron model seems to yield a /?
distribution that is too steep.

HI also obtained preliminary results on 0**
production based on an integrated luminosity of
21 pb - 1 [26]. Due to diferences in detector accep-
tances, the kinematic domain (listed in Tab. 2) of
the cross section measurement is, however, quite
different from the one used by ZEUS, making
direct comparison between the two experiments
difficult. The cross section as measured by HI
amounts to:

a"><r"i)(ep -* eD^XY) = 154±40±35 pb
(12)

Although the differential cross sections obtained
by HI and the models agree in shape, here, the
normalisation of the overall cross section is very

Because of the different conclusion reached by
HI and ZEUS, the need for a comparison be-
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ZEUS 1995 -1997 Preliminary

O OMS OJH 0JH5 0 03 OA OS OS

Fig. 7. Differential
tlUBB BPCtlOIM for t h e

reaction sp -* eD"±Xp
arc plotted as a function

The £r± paeudo-
n«Mdity 1?°** and

f are defined rela-
tive to the 7* azk in
the raat ftwne of X.
The full (Uack) and
daahad (bfaia) Imai are
pndictiana from the

and
the oj? and

The dotted (red) curve
« the prediction of
the partonic pomeron
node! where the flat
gjuon distribution ("HI
fit 2") ia naed as input.

tween experimental reanlts k evident. The RAP-
GAP Monte Carlo has been nsed to make pre-
dictions for the different kinematic domains used
by the experiments. The result Kated in Tab. 3
are obtained using the partonic pomeron model
with "HI fit 2", a charm quark mass of mc =
1.35 GeV, AQCD = 0.25, 5 flavours and the evo-

luticn acsk set to /i1 = <32 + pf + 4mJ. The
contribution of sub-leading reggeon errhwugp is
added separately. The RAPGAP predktioas-are
in agreement with the ZEUS results, bat are a
factor three times larger than the HI result. The
question remains whether this can explained by
the inability of the model to bridge the gap be-
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experiment
RG J>only
RG P + Mt

HI ZEUS
154±40±35pb 281 ± 4liJJ pb

466±12pb 309±9pb
504 ± IB pb 320 ± 12 pb

Thble 3 . Comparison of the measured and predicted
CTOSB sections in the kinematic domains &g used by HI
and ZEUS. The prediction are based on the RAP-
GAP Monte Carlo model with parameters as ex-
plained in the text.

tween kinematic domains. It is clear that new and
more precise experimental data are necessary to
resolve this issue.

5 Summary

Recent preliminary results, obtained by the HI
and ZEUS collaborations, on high Bj- dijet pro-
duction and open charm production in diffractive
deep inelastic scattering have been presented and
compared to several theoretical models.

The partonic pomeron model, with a flat gluon
density function ("HI fit 2"), produces a very
good description of all experimental data. The
dyet analysis in particular thus confirms the pic-
ture of a hard pomeron (atf>(0) = 1.2) dominated
by groom carrying large fractional momenta.

The soft colour interaction, semi-classical and
saturation models are either wrong in normalisa-
tion or in shape. As some of these models might
be improved by including next-to-leading order
contributions, it is presently not yet possible to
make any final judgements on their validity.

Full perturbative QCD calculations, based on
the exchange of two gluons in a colour-singlet con-
figuration, are able to describe the differential di-
jet cross sections, but are limited to a kinematic
domain where xF < 0.01.

HI and ZEUS results on open charm produc-
tion in diffractive deep inelastic scattering suffer
from low statistics and are, at the moment, diffi-
cult to reconcile. Until new and more precise data
became available, it is not possible to draw any
firm conclusions based on these results.
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W boson physics at LEP2

A. Tonazzo*

•CERN, BP Division, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

The precision study of W boson properties is one of the most important goals of the LEP2
physics programme This paper provides an overview of the measurements performed by
the four LEP experiments, with particular emphasis on the extraction of the W mass. A
review of the results obtained with the data collected until 1999 is also presented

1. INTRODUCTION

The LEP e+e~ collider at CERN has been operated at centre-of-mass energies above the
W-pair production threshold since 1996, when the so-called LEP2 phase started. The
energy was gradually raised to reach 204 GeV in 1999. A total integrated luminosity of
about 450 pb~\ corresponding to nearly 7000 WW events, has been collected by each of
the four LEP experiments. LEP2 data taking is currently going on at energies of 206-208
GeV, and will continue until the end of the year 2000.
WW production gives origin to a four-fermion final state, qqqq (B.R.=45.9%), charac-
terised by a four-jet topology, qqlv (43.7%), with one energetic lepton isolated from the
hadronic system and missing energy due to the undetected neutrino, and Mv (10.4%),
with two acoplanar leptons and missing energy. Other processes, involving either two,
one or no W bosons, can result in the same four-fermion final stales, with a number of
contributing Feynmann diagrams depending on the final state. Each measurement implies
the choice of a subset of contributing diagrams which is defined as the signal.

2. WW CROSS-SECTIONS AND BRANCHING RATIOS

The set of contributing Feynmann diagrams for the cross-section measurement is the
"CC03" set, including the production of two resonant W bosons via t-channel neutrino
exchange, or via s-channels 7 or Z exchange.
All the final states resulting from W pair production are used for the cross-section mea-
surement. Dedicated event selections have been developed for each final state, baaed
either on sequential cuts, or on the use of multivariate techniques (neural networks, itera-
tive discriminant analysis, likelihood ratio). Very fiiTnilnr event selection criteria are used
also for the other analyses described below. Detailed descriptions of these criteria can be
found in the quoted references.
The efficiency and purity of the selection are very high, typically around 80-90%, with
worse performance for final states including one or more r leptons.
The cross-section for the individual final states, the total W-pair production cross-section



and the W decay branching ratios are extracted by maximising the Poisson probability
of observing the detected number of events in each channel, with the expected number
computed from the integrated luminosity, the selection efficiency and the expected back-
ground The effect of the cross-talk between different signal channels is taken into account
in the efficiency computation while the contribution of Feynmann diagrams other than
the CC03 set is corrected by comparing Montecarlo samples including all the diagrams or
the CC03 set only.

LEP Preliminary

Figure 1. H^-pair production cross-section

The results of the individual experiments [1] are in good agreement. The combined LEP
measurement of the total W pair production cross-section at the different centre-of-mass
energies is shown in figure 1. The experimental error is at the level of 1%. This is smaller
than the uncertainty on the prediction from the GENTLE program (about 2%), which has
been used so far to obtain the theoretical estimates. More recent calculations [2], including
a better treatment of non-factorizable radiative corrections with the DPA technique, have
a much smaller uncertainty (about 0.5%) and a predicted central value lower than the
GENTLE one by 2-2.5%. These predictions are compared with the experimental results
in the figure.
The combined LEP measurements of the IV decay branching ratios into leptons are re-
ported in table 1. These values are consistent with the hypothesis of lepton universality
in charged current weak interactions. If this is assumed to hold, the decay ratio of the W
into hadrons can be extracted.
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Table 1
W decay branching ratios.

BR(W -> ei7e)

BR(W -> nvj

BR(W -> TVr)

BR(W -» qi)

10.63 ± 0.20%

10.56 ±0.19%

11.02 ±0.26%

67.85 ± 0.33%

3. S I N G L E - ^ CROSS-SECTIONS

The measurement of the cross-section for single W boson production provides a critical
test for Gauge invariance in the Standard Model For the first time on occasion of the
2000 Winter Conferences, the four LEP experiments have agreed on a common definition
of the signal for the e+e~ —» Wevc process, represented by the gauge-invariant subset
of /-channel Feynmann Hiagrama contributing to the WevB final state, and have thus
provided the first LEP combined measurement of the aingle-W production cross-section.
The results [3] are shown in figure 2, in comparison with the theoretical predictions from
two different calculations. The measurement is statistically limited, and its error is much
larger than the uncertainty on the theoretical prediction.

1.4
Preliminary

1.2

s

T

02

°1

Figure 2. Smglfi-IV production cross-section.
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4. T R I L I N E A R G A U G E B O S O N COUPLINGS (TGCs)

Couplings among gauge bosons are a distinctive feature of non-abelian theories, such as
the Standard Model. A direct measurement of the WWV (V = Z,y) vertices allows for
a test of the predicted form of the interaction. The observation of deviations from the
Standard Model could be a hint for new physics.
In the most general Lorenz-invariant l&grangian, 7 independent parameters describe each
of the two vertices. Assuming C, P and CP conservation, gauge invariant* and 5f / (2)xt / ( l )
constraints, the number of free parameters is reduced to 3, indicated as K-,, g\ and \ .
These are directly related to the electric dipole and magnetic quadrupole moments of the
W boson [4j. Deviations from the Standard Model values are quoted:

At LEP2, WWV vertices can be explored directly in several processes, where they con-
tribute at tree level: IV-pair production, single-W (e+e~ —» Wevc) and single photon
(e'e" —• virj) events.
Anomalous contributions to the WWV vertices would alter both the total production rate
and the relative weight of different W helicity amplitudes. Sensitive observables are the
total cross-sections for the above mentioned processes, and the differential distributions
of W production and decay angles (in e+e" -+ W+W~ only).
The kincmatical variables used for TGC analyses in WW events are the polar angle of
W~ production in the lab frame and the polar and azimuthal angles of the W+ and W~
decay products in the rest system of the respective parent boson.
Not all these variables can be measured in general- the accessible information depends on
the WW decay channel. Furthermore, the loss of information introduced by detector ef-
fects must be taken into account. Constrained fits based on four-momentum conservation
are used to improve the resolution on the obaervables.
Several statistical techniques are used to determine TGCs. Maximum likelihood fits re-
quire the choice of a subset of the kinematical variables, due to the limited statistics avail-
able. With the method of Optimal Observables [5], based on the quadratic dependence
of any differential cross-section on any of the couplings, the five kmematical variables are
reduced to two, retaining immnml information on the TGCs; one clear advantage is that
detector effects are much easier to include.
Combining the data from all the LEP experiments [6], and allowing for one free parameter
at a time, with the other ones fixed to their Standard Model values, the results reported
in table 2 are obtained.
No evidence is seen for deviations from the null values expected in the Standard Model.
TGC measurements will specially profit from the future LEP2 data both because of the
larger statistics (the systematic error is smaller than the statistical one), and because the
sensitivity increases at higher energy.

5. M E A S U R E M E N T OF T H E W BOSON M A S S

The precision measurement of the W boson mass (m^r) is one of the most important goals
of the LEP2 physics programme. Its interest lies both in the test of the Standard Model
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Table 2
Combined LEP results on TGCs

A*,

Afff

* 7

- 0 024 ± 0 024

-0.016 ± 0 026

expectations by comparing with the "indirect measurement" from radiative corrections,
and in the prediction on the mass of the Higgs boson

OPAL PtrUn*mij, V

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Reconstructed invariant mass distribution in qqeve and qqqq events

Direct reconstruction of the invariant mass of the W decay products is the most accu-
rate method to perform the measurement The experimental resolution on the invariant
mass is improved by means of kinematic fits exploiting the constraint of four-momentum
conservation in the clean environment of e+e~ collisions and the (approximate) equality
of the masses of the two Ws in the Bame event. The typical mass resolution after the
kinematic fit is about 3 GeV. Examples of reconstructed mass distributions are shown in
figure 3

5.1. Statistical methods for the extraction of mw

The statistical methods to extract the W mass are based on maximum likelihood fits to
the data. Two techniques are used by the different experiments:

- Reweighting (A,L,O): the generated simulation events are reweighted as a function
of mw using the matrix elements from a full four-fermion calculation. All biases
in the reconstruction are taken into account, but the inclusion of event-by-event
information is not straightforward. An example of the comparison of data with
reweighted simulation events is shown in figure 3(a)
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- Convolution (D,0): a semi-analytical fit is performed with a function describing
the reconstructed mass distribution, for example the theoretical excitation curve
(a Breit-Wigner modified by the effects of phase space and initial state radiation)
convoluted with a detector resolution function. This is illustrated in figure 3(b).
Event quality information is included in the resolution function (x3 and mass error
from the kinematic fit). However, biases must be calibrated on the simulation.

The two techniques have been shown to give consistent statistical precision. Possible
differences in the sensitivity to systematic effects are under investigation.
The statistical sensitivity of the two WW decay channels used for mass reconstruction,
qqqq and qqlv, are comparable. When all the results from the dour experiments on the
data available fro the 2000 Winter conferences are combined, the overall statistical error
on mw amounts to 27 MeV.
The total systematic error, on the other hand, is 41 MeV, and is largely dominating.
SyBtematics are going to limit the precision on the measurement, of mw, and the efforts
of the four experiments are focusing on understanding and possible reducing them, as
explained in the next section.

5.2. Systematic error*
Table 3 summarises the contributions of the main sources of systematic uncertainty on
mw, as quoted by the individual experiments. Correlations between experiments, chan-
nels and years of data taking must be studied and carefully taken into account in the
combination of results. The most relevant sources of systematic error will be briefly
discussed in this section.

Systematic

error source

LBP beam energy

1SR (and EW corrections)

Fragmentation

FSI: Colour Reconnection

FS1: Boee-Einstein CorreL

Detector effects

Ami?

(MeV)

17

2-15

10-60

30-55

20-90

5-60

Correlations

Experiments Channels Years

X X X

X X X

? ? X

X X

•> x

X X
Table 3
Impact of the different sources of systematic error on the measurement of the W mass,
as quoted by the different experiments. The correlations taken into account in the com-
bination are also indicated* See the text for details.

The LEP beam energy is applied as a constraint in the kinematic fit used for mass re-
construction, therefore its fractional error translates directly to the same fractional error
on mw The current preliminary measurement of the LBP beam energy (71 uses resonant
depolarization techniques at low energy and extrapolation to high energy with integral
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methods (flux loop) and with local NMR probes. A new measurement technique based on
the precise measurement of the beam deflection in a known magnetic field should improve
the beam energy error to 10 MeV.
Systematic errors due to fragmentation are evaluated by comparing different Montecarlo
models (ARIADNE, JETSET and HEKWIG), with the parameters tuned to describe the
data at the 2 peak. The four experiments quote different values for fragmentation error
because they use different models and parameter values and different evaluation methods.
Furthermore, most of the error estimates suffer from limited simulation statistics. A joint
effort is ongoing to compare the evaluation methods and evaluate the correlations by
analysing common samples of Montecarlo events.
Final State Interactions could affect the mass measurement in qgqq events since the cross-
talk between the decay products of the two Ws could alter the invariant mass recon-
struction. Interconnection effects can occur both in the hadronization phase (Colour
Reconnection) or at the level of final state particles (Bose-Einstein correlations). A ded-
icated presentation on BEC has been given In this conference [8]. Systematic effects
from CR phenomena on the W mass measurement are estimated by comparing several
phenomenological models describing QCD interconnection between the two Ws. A more
valuable insight could be obtained by studying PSI directly from the data However, only
the most extreme CR models predict effects on global event variables, and are excluded
by the data. A method based on the study of the local particle density around the jet
axis Is currently under development, and is expected to provide good sensitivity to CR
effects, once the data from all the experiments are combined.

Experiment

ALEPH

DELPHI

L3

OPAL

LEP combined

mw (GeV)

80.449 ±0.065

80.308 ±0.091

80.353 ±0.088

80.446 ±0.064

80.401 ± 0.049
Table 4
W mass measurements by the (bur LEP experiments and their combination.

5.3. Results
Table 4 summarises the preliminary results obtained by the four LEP experiments, in-
cluding the collected until 1999 (except DELPHI, using data until 1998). The combined
LEP measurement

m ^ p ) = 80.401(Btat)±0.027(sy8t)± 0.041 GeV

is currently the world's most precise direct measurement of the W mass.
With the data collected in the year 2000, the final integrated huninosity will amount
to about 650 pb"1 per experiment, and the aim is for a final error on mw lower than
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40 MeV. Furthermore, we expect to be able to observe or exclude Colour Reconneclion
and Bose-fiinstein Correlations directly from the data.

6. CONCLUSIONS

During the LEP2 data taking, each of the four LEP experiments has collected several
thousands of events with W bosons. They have been used for precision test of the Standard
Model: the W-pair and aingle-W production have been measured, and found to be in
good agreement with the most accurate theoretical predictions. Limits have been set on
anomalous couplings in the non-abelum WWZ and WWy vertices.
The most important goal of the LEP2 physics programme is the precise measurement of
the W boson mass. The efforts of the four experiments are focusing on understanding
and reducing systematic errors, which are going to be the limiting (actor on the accuracy
of the measurement. The combined LEP result is at present the world's most accurate
direct measurement of mw-

LEP2 data taking is going on until the end of the year 2000. With the further accumulated
statistics and the improvements in the experimental analyses, we're looking forward to
even better precision on all the measurements described above.
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ARE THERE BOSE-EINSTEIN CORRELATIONS
IN WW EVENTS IN e+e~ ANNIHILATIONS?

FRANS VERBEURE
Dept of Physics, University of Antwerp,
Universitieitsplein 1, B-2610 Antwerpen

Abstract

Bose-Einstein correlations between like-sign pion pairs are observed at LEP2 in e+e~
annihilations yielding W+W~ pairs for pion pairs arising from the same W. If such cor-
relations also exist for pairs from different W's, then the possibility exists that these
correlations induce a shift in the measiirtd mass of the W boson w.r.t the intrinsic mass.
Given the importance of a very accurate measurement of the W mass, one should establish
whether such correlations exist between pairs from different W's. The results from the
four LEP experiments (AtEPH, DELPHI, L3*wi-OEAL) on this issue are reviewed. All
4 experiments use different methods to study this problem. 'In summary: ALEPH and L3
find no evidence, DELPHI finds some evidence and OPAL cannot conclude.

1 Introduction
Bose-Einstein correlations (BECs) between like-sign boson pairs are being studied since
the early sixties in different types of reactions and for different boson species. The quantity
most often used for the study of BECs is the two-particle correlation function. The e+e~
-» W+W~ events at the LER collider allow a comparison of the characteristics of the W
hadronic decays when both Ws decay hadronically in the reaction e+e~ -* W+W~ -» q<jqq~
(in the following refered to as the (4<j) mode) with the case in which one of the WB decays
leptonically in the reaction e+e~ -» W+W~ -» qqti/ (denoted (2q) mode for brevity). If
BECs are present between -boson pairs from different Ws in the (4q) mode, it was shown
[lj that they can introduce a systematic uncertainty on the W mass measurement which
is comparable to the expected accuracy of the measurement. It is therefore important to
establish whether such correlations exist between pairs from different Ws

BECs manifest themselves as an enhancement in the production of pairs of identical
bosons close in phase space To study this enhanced probability the correlation function
R is used, defined as

f ( )

where P(pi,pj) is the two-particle probability density, subject to Bose-Einstein sym-
metrization, p, is the four-momentum of particle i, and PQ{PI,PI) is a reference two-
particle distribution which, ideally, resembles P(pi,pi) in all respects, apart from the lack



of Bose-Einstein symmetrization. Experimentally, the effect is often described in terms of
the variable Q, defined by Q2 = —fa - p,)3 = M*(wir) - 4mJ, where M is the invariant
mass of the two^pSions. The correlation function can then be written as

(2)

which is frequently parametrized by the function

R(Q) = N ( l + Ae-"'"1) . (3)

The parameter A is a measure of the strength of the correlation and r of the radius of
the source which emits the bosons. The latter parametrization is sometimes modified by
adding another multiplicative term (1 + SQ) or even a quadratic term in Q to take into
account the behavior of R at large Q values. More diversity is introduced in the different
analyses by the choice of the reference distribution Po{pi,pt). This distribution can be
taken as the distribution of unlike-sign pairs which obviously are not subject to BECs,
or can be taken from Monte Carlo events, or can be constructed by mixing tracks from
different events, or ... . Each of these methods has advantages and disadvantages.

BECs were introduced in an ad-hoc way in models for particle production. The
most used method is proposed by T. Sjostrand by including the LUBOEI code in
PYTHIA/JETSET, where they are introduced as a final state interaction. Several ver-
sions of this code are now available, known as BEo (the original version of LUBOEI), BE3

and BE33 (newer versions).
BECs are well established in e+e~ -> Z -*• qq events [2]. In the following we briefly

report on the results of the four LEP experiments, specifically on the question whether
there is evidence for BECs between like-sign pairs from different Ws. Data are available
at centre-of-mass energies from 172 to 202 GeV. It should however be noted that not
all experiments use the data at all energies, and that all 4 experiments use a different
method. Typical numbers of events are about 3000 in the (4<j) and 1500 in the (2q) mode.

2 ALEPH
The ALEPH collaboration [3] used the data at all energies from 172 to 202 GeV. As a
reference Bample they use the unlike-Bign distribution. Since this is known to be strongly
influenced by the decays of resonances Buch as the p, u>, rj and rf, the double ratio
is used, defined as

The method used consists in tuning the PYTHIA/JETSET Monte Carlo at the Z° with
BECs included according to the BEj implementation, checking that this model correctly
reproduces the correlation function ii*(Q) for Z events and for the (2<j) events and applying
it for the (4<j) events, with and without BECs included for pairs from different Ws.
Figure 1 shows BT(Q) for the data (full dots), for the Monte Carlo model with BECs
included only for pairs inside the Ws (stars; BEI) and with BECs included for all pairs,
also between pairs from different Ws (open circles; BEB). The authors conclude that the
model with BECs between decay products of different Ws is disfavoured.
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3 DELPHI
The DELPHI approach to the problem is quite different [4]. After establishing that there
are BECs both in (2q) and in (4q) W-events, with compatible values for the parameters
A and r, two methods are used to establish whether there are correlations between pairs
from different Ws. The first method consists in constructing a reference sample of (4q)-
like events by mixing two (2g) events. Obviously there are no correlations between pairs
from different Ws in such sample of constructed events. The expected Rt<l(Q)(mtxtng) is

(a)
\Pli\Q) + Pm,r(Q)]DELSIM no BE

One defines the difference

AA(rmziny) = A«, - X^mtxtng), (6)

where A^ is the correlation strength for real (4<j) events, and X^(mtxmg) is the correlation
strength for (4ij)-like events obtained using the R*q(Q)(mixing). A difference of AX from
zero would indicate the presence of correlations between particles from different Ws in real
(4<j) events. Figure 2a shows the correlation function R(Q) for like-eign pairs for the (4q)
data and for the sample constructed by mixing (2IJ) events. The result of a simultaneous
fit of both functions to equation 3 is

AA(mia;ms) = 0.062 ±0.025(atat) ±0.O2\{syst) (7)

Another method was applied, based on simple algebraic calculations wherein the func-
tion Ri,(Q) can be written as a linear combination of fij, with a Q-dependent function
which represents the fraction of pairs from different Ws. This method yielded the result

AX(Unear) = A«, - A^/inear) = 0.077 ± 0 026{stat) ± 0.020(ay»<). (8)

Both methods indicate the presence of correlations between pairs from different Ws at
the two Sigma level

4 L3
The L3 collaboration [5] bases its analysis on a paper by Chekanov, De Wolf and Kittel [6].
The two-particle density can be written as

p"«(l,2)=pw\l,2)+p»-(l,2) + 2pw*(l,2)p»-(Y,2) (9)

wherein the term pw* (1,2)pw~ (1,2) is obtained by pairing particles originating from two
different semi-hadronic (2q) WW events. These mixed events contain BECs within each
W but no BECs for pairs from different Ws. Therefore the quantity

AP(±±) = P
ww(±±) - 2pw(±±) - 2 ^ t t ( ± ± ) (10)

should be zero if there are no inter-W correlations. One also can define the quantities
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and

D{±±)
(12)

which should then be compatible with one, if there are no inter-W correlations. The
method is tested with Monte*Carlo events where BECs are introduced according to the
BE33 algorithm and it is found that e.g. the function D(±±) deviates significantly from
zero at small Q-values if inter-W correlations are introduced in the model. Otherwise it
is compatible with zero. Data at 189 GeV only were used. Figure 3 shows the L3 results
on the function Z)(±±) (figure 3a) and on D'(±±) (figure 3b). No deviation from one
is observed for the data (full circles), compatible with the model with BECs only imide
Ws (open squares BEI) whereas an increase towards Q -* 0 is expected in the model
with correlations also between pairs from different Ws (open circles: BEA). L3 therefore
concludes that they have no evidence for correlations between pairs from different Ws.

5 OPAL
The OPAL approach to the problem, described in [7] and updated to include the 189
GeV data in [8], is still different from ail previous ones. The Bose-Einstein correlation
function C(Q) is written as a sum of correlation functions C(Q) of the various contributing
processes times the fraction P for the corresponding process. E.g. for the fully hadromc
(4<j) sample, the correlation function is the sum of the following terms: one term where
the particle pairs come from the same W, one where they come from different Ws and
one from background processes (Z/7)* -+qq:

C^(Q) = p""".C"m' + pzh_CZh + (1 _ p"*" _ pZh^Q*" , (13)

where each P and C is Q-dependent Figure 4 shows the functions C(Q) for the three
classes in (4IJ) events. In a simultaneous fit, the Bose-Einstein correlation parameters A
and r according to equation 3 are determined for the three classes of pion pairs. The
result on the correlation strength A*" for pairs from different Ws is

A*" = 0.05 ± 0.67 ± 0 35 (14)

where the first error is the statistical and the second the systematic error At this level
of precision, OPAL is not able to determine whether BECs between pions from different
Ws exist or not

6 Summary
Each of the four LEP experiments uses a different method to investigate whether there I
are BECs between pion pairs from different Ws or not. ALEPH and L3 data disfavour
the existence of such inter-W correlations DELPHI finds some evidence at the 2 sigma
level OPAL cannot conclude at the present level of precision.

In view of the importance of the matter, a concerted effort by all 4 experiments is,
needed. — -
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Figure 1: RT(Q) for data and Monte Carlo. ALEPH data from 172 to 202 GeV
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Figure 2: (a) Measured correlation functions R*,{Q) (closed circles) and
lUqiQXconstructed) (open circles) for like-sign pairs, (b) Same as in (a), for unlike-
sign pairs. Ril(Q)(constructed) was computed from events constructed from 2-jet events
using the mixing technique. The full curve shows the best fit to expression (3) for the
data sample, the dashed curve for the constructed sample.
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Figure 3: Distributions for the unconnected L3 data of (a) £>(±±) and (b) /y(±±). Also
shown are the Monte Carlo predictions of KORALW with BEC between all particles
(BEA) and with only intra-W BEC (BEI)
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Figure 4: Correlation functions for the unfolded classes. The data points with error
flags show the experimental distributions for a pure sample of (a) pions originating from
different Ws C7A//(Q), (b) pions originating from the same W boson Cm'{Q) and (c)
pions from (Z/7)* - f qq events.
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For the Idnmaliral region when » hard photon ie emitted
predominantly don to the direction of motion of a longitudi-
nally polarised Initial electron end relatively •null momentum
tramssr to a proton we calculate the —'-—»V asymmetry
of a photon eudsaon. tt ericas from the toterftwnw of the
Bethe-Heitier amplitude and those which an described by a
heavy photon impact {actor. The aaiimithal asymmetry doee
not decrease in the lumt of infinite one energy. The lowest
order expression lor the Impact factor of a heavy photon ie
iniauilud.

PACS number(0: 13.80.-r, 13.tO.Hb

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently a lot of attention baa been paid to deeply
virtual Comptoa Battering (DVCS) [1-5]. It w real-
ised that then exists a dose relation with the problem
of a proton spin earned, by (hione and quaike. Indeed
the deoompoaition of *̂ ** Donfbrwwd Conpton Matter-
ing amplitude for the can whan one of photoni on-matj
•hell and another one ie off-maa «U" containe fifteen
•tructure functione and the four out of them could be
put to the leat [4,5,1,3,2]. Their first moment* determine
the Dirac, PauH, axial-vector and paeudoecalar fbrmfac-
tor* of a proton while their eeoond momenta' are related
with a proton epin fraction carried out by quarke and glu-
one and the orbital momenta of the latter. Thee* itruc-
tnre functione can be teeted in DIS experimentt with
longitudinally polariwH initial lepton aimed at measur-
ing the asimathal correlation between a real photon and
a scattered lepton. There are two mechanism* of pho-
ton emission, namely the rnniaainn from lepton (Bethe-

^ ) ) and quark lines. The last option may be
split up into two gauge-invariant mecaanisma: emission
off a valence quark of a proton and emission from a quark-
antiquark pair created by a virtual photon and a graon
out of aproton. for tte case of small angle ecatterin
(the limit of small Bjorken variable) the main i
ing in the HmU of high cms Margies oansribntion arises
from the last mechanism which we call the impact factor
(IF) mechanism which is thought of as the amplitude of
virtual photon oouversioo into real photon in the ghionic
field of proton. The effect of i ^ ^ m correlation ap-
pears as the interference of the real BH amplitude with
the pun imaginary one of IF mechanism of real photon
creation. The interference is not sero due to pure imagi-
nary tpin density matrix of the polarised lepton.

The asjmuthsl asymmetry we obtain has the •""p'rrt
form A = A|Af \*/\MBM\* ~ sin*, where + is the as-
imutha} angle between the planes formed by the mo-
menta of mitial and scattered leptons and an initial lep-
ton and photon. It was shown that the higher harmon-
ics in the Fourier decomposition of the asymmetry are
related with the structure functions menticmed above.
The contribution derived here is sensitive only to the
gloon density I J ( « , Q * ) inside a proton- For small val-
ues of energy fraction i carried by sea gluons, one has
zt(M, Q) w 6Q> (GtV), Q* ~ I CeV".

We consider below the case when the initial proton is
unpolarised and the final state is a scattered lepton, a
recoil proton and a hard photon from the fragmentation
region of initial lepton. Moreover the contribution of the
lowest order (~ oj) to the asymmetry is dealt with. The
higher PT effects were considered in the paper [3] and
took into account the BFKL ladder.

Let's consider the radiative etectron-pnton scattering,

'on leave of abeence from the National Cento of Particle
and ruga Boater Phraks, 2300*0 Minsk, Belara

•on leave bom the Institute of Phyaks and Technology,
Almaiy-*2

when we indicate in parenthons the 4-momsnU of parti-
cUs, ( if the degree of the longitodinsl poUriution of
electron. We wfll restrict ourselves to the kinematics
when the absolute magnitude of a square of transfer mo-
mentum between Initial and scattered electrons ie smaU
with respect to a cms energy squared,
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(1) mechanism is pure imaginary and may be expressed in
term* of impact factor (IP) of photon,

with

N\ = -'

Hew A = ±1 describe* the chiral state of proton, «(*,) is
the polarisation vector of photon and

the effective vertex describing th* Compton scattering [6]
fiut the quantities

i = «i[<Pi - f)» - ma, 4t = -«,[(», - * , ) » - m»]

are ejyjuessed via Sndakov variable*

« n the two-dinMOai didean
tor., transverse to the beam axi* {fci + p , + q = 0) and
*, «i ire the energy ftactiom at the •catterad electron and
photon obeying i + i i ' l , To* eorrespondini raodulu*
of the matrix element squared and ummed over polar-
iiation Btate* and the croai section can be brought to the
form [6],

(3)

with ^(Q 1 ) ie tin Dine form rector rfproton. It it
important to note that the amplitude A*** real. Con-
oder now th* 2-loop level correction to the amplitude
considered above, describing the emienoB of a hard pho-
ton from the intermediate state of a pair of charged
quarks created by virtual photon and converted to the
real one through the two graous- exchange. The eone-
sponding amplitude diffijrs from the QED one* only by

C EOj h k h
g p Q y y

the factor C = EOj.on the squares of qnark charge*
(in unit* of e) and the gluon density tactor O(i,k,Q) =
idg(x,k,Q)/d\nQ*,k* ~ Q' « : The amplitude of IP

The main contribution non-vanishing in the limit of large
$ arises from the two Feynman amplitude*. One of them,
describing the hard photon emission by the electron blob,
the so called Bethe-Keitler amplitude, hat the following
form, "here

fi>kG(k,Q,,) ,
J fc!(«-fc)J " l * *

with the tensor 1^ given in the Appendix A
In Appendix C we give the explicit* expression for IF

of heavy photon for the case when both photon* off muss
•hell. •

The relevant expression for the contribution to the
cross section look*

(5)

Performing the integrationi over d1*, d 'o . . ds - (for
details see appendices Afi), we obtain for the asymmetry,

A _ X
P>«(l + «')

«.,

where (J = |g| is the momentum tranabmd to a proton
Then we have,

fi-5L (7,

Here g+*i + p , = 0; m = 0.3 GeV is a quark constituent
mass. Besides it hat been assumed that Qf > m'

Acknowledgement*: The authors are grateful to
B.V. Struminsky for awful discussions. The work of IA
m supported by th* U.S. Departmeet of Energy under
contract DE-AC05-MEM01U. KAK and BOS was mp-
ported in put by the RFBR grant 9KH-1T130 and HLP
pant aOOO-03.



APPENDIX A: INTEGRATION OVER VIRTUAL
CLUON MOMENTUM

Tb mlnilatti the contribution of FD containing the im-
pact factor of the heavy photon we need the trace,

M ̂  I dc i f ( i ,cQ,( l - «)Q) M ^ig{t,Qf2)

Thus to the accuracy of approximately 10% (for Q» ~
1 + 2GeK') we may put k a *' = f / J in the nonangular

. = JjT.fi- «+ + m)W + j-p,(«. - k + mh,
1

where m ia a quark maa> ana

d± = k1 -

I (A 2)

APPENDIX B. mTBGBATION OVBR QUARK
PATH MOMENTA

U«n«theSttlakovparainetriiationof4-v»ctoM,

(B1)*±A + -*- P + »±i..

*

Hj««±«th.«Mrorfractioii.ofapair|»rtid8,1,±-
their componenti of momentum tranivene to the beam
•M»iH=Pi-Pi«n<l*i«»tlie4-momenUoftheinitial
(virtual) and Anal (real) photom respectively. Uaing the
gauge invariance condition f / ^ = it ' ' /^ = 0, f = j - t
we may replace 4-vector pj in Bf (R*) by

M1

p = p _ _ p i l ^p , = »,

I t foUOT,.from tin. ooMerwtion lawi « d ,

The scalar products may be written m the form,

Using at well the Dine equation for on-man shell quarica
we bnag /„ , to the fcrm,

(B.2)

9, = « + + »+p,.

(A.3) m«

- ( — The relevant integrals bolt

0 1

Here the vectors h,k' are pure 3-dimensK»nal transveiae , . . . .
to the beam axis. ?"• "*•»«*•«» ™ »± becomes almost trivial in the

The next step is to perform the d'fc integration. We B m i t 9 ! > "i>:
suppose that small values cf |fc| dominate as this region
bmlanced by the £Ktor»»(*, |*|). The integration may
b i d ri h f o U i U i

y » ( , | | ) g
b, carried ooturing thefoUowingequaUtiei,

/ T 1 0!l , H 4 >

_ / /dPM<(g-fcy0(».fc.t
J J »[(• - *9)J + O'*(> -
0
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APPENDIX Ci IMPACT FACTOR OF HEAVY
PHOTON

which i* described by the tensor

with

The tensor l^ hai the form (ne Eq. (A.I)),

°-a+
•--8*+*.)

(C.4)

1th

a s in* + x+*_0 J , i s s m '

and P± it the permutation operator. One can argue that
the gauge condition /<"" = 0 for * = O,*7 = 0 u attuned.
Joining the denominator* with the UK of the Feynman
tncfc and petforming an integration over the tranivene
to the beam aid* component! of the quark pair momenta
we get,

The rault for IF talcw the following form (we choose only
the traosvene polariiatiou of photon* J» = i, v = j).

To obtain IF of heavy photon we oonider the (-channel
discontinuity of the heavy photon amplitude in an exter- r j = '
nal field,

(Cl)

(C.2)

(C.3)

- 9s))

with D±± deftned as above and b = k-14.0. Once again
it u clearly asm that the gauge conditioni an satufled,

It ii important to note that even for the on-maat abell
photon* 0* = Q'1 m 0 thi* expreeuon differs from the
one derived by Cheng and Wu [7]. The difference ia found
to be

r - TCW =

EfU = mJ + *%»(1 - »)«», £»°.+ = f

The reason for thi* difference U in a different definition
of the initial and Anal photon*' 4-momenta The amilar
remit* were obtained in the Ref [8]
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Abstract

A simple relation between the time-dependent fine-structure and gravitational

constants of a/a2 ~ G/G is derived from the hypothesis that both of these

fundamental constants are related to the more fundamental length scale of nature

as in the unified pregauge and pregeometnc theory of all fundamental forces

From the latest observation of a/a = ( -1 91 ± 0 54) x 1(T1S yr"1 by Webb et

al, it leads to the prediction of G/G = ( -0 154±0 044) x 10"12 yr"1, which is not

only consistent with the most precise limit of G/G = (-0.6 ± 2.0) x 10~12 yr~'

by Thorectt but also feasible for future experimental tests

'The contents of this talk have been presented in the latest paper [H Tcrazawa, KEK Preprint
99-161 (1PNS, HEARO, Tsukuba, January 2000)]

'E-mail address terazawa@post.kek jp
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I would like to dedicate this talk to Professor Efim Samoilovich Fradkin, the late
Academician, who has contributed so much for the last half century to the modern de-
velopments of quantum field theories ranging from quantum electrodynamics to quan-
tum gravity.

Very recently, Webb ei al. [1,2] have investigated possible time variation in the fine
structure constant a by using quasar spectra over a wide range of epochs, spanning
redshifts 0 5 < z < 1.6, in the history of our Universe, and derived the remarkable
result of

< a > /a = (-1 91 ± 0 54) x 1(T16 yi~l (1 0 < z < 1.6), (1)

which is consistent with a time-varying a. Such possible time variation in the fun-
damental constants of nature was first discussed by Dirac [3] in 1937 He made
not only the large number hypothesis (LNH) that the Eddingtos large numbers [4]
7V,(s a/Gmcm1, S 1039), Ni{= mJaH =* 1040), and N3(^ 4irp/3m,ff3 3! 1079) are
related with each other but also, as a consequence of the LNH, the astonishing pre-
diction that the gravitational constant G varies as a function of time. Since then,
Jordan [5] and many others [6,7] have tried to construct new theories of gravitation or
general relativity in order to accommodate such a time-varying G Although the LNH
has been inspiring many theoretical developments and has recently led us to many new
large number relations [8], the prediction of the varying G has not yet received any
experimental evidence. Recently, Thorsett [9] has shown that measurements of the
masses of young and old neutron stars in pulsar binaries lead to the most precise limit
of

G/G = (-0 6 -t 2.0) x 10~12 yr"1 (68% confidence limit) (2)

In this talk, I am going to derive a simple relation between the time-dependent fine-
structure and gravitational constants from the hypothesis that both of these funda-
mental constants are related to the more fundamental length scale of nature, and to
present a prediction of the relation for G/G for future experimental tests.

Let us first make it clear that throughout this talk we use the natural unit system
of h ~ c = 1 (where ft is the Planck constant divided by 2ir and c is the speed of
light in vacuum) Note, however, that it does not mean that, in discussing the relevant
possibility of the varying fine-structure constant [10], we exclude another intriguing
possibility of the varying light velocity recently discussed in detail by some authors [11]
(as a solution to the problems in cosmology) since varying either h or c is inevitably
related to varying the fine structure constant a ( s e2/4irftc) (if the unit charge e stays
constant). It simply means that we must set up a certain reference frame on which
we can discuss whether physical quantities such as the fine-structure [10], gravitational
[3,6-8], and cosmological [12] constants be really constant

Our basic hypothesis is that both of the fine-structure and gravitational constants
are related to the more fundamental length scale of nature as m the unified pregauge
[13,14] and pregeometric [15,16] theory of all fundamental forces [17,14] A pregauge
theory is a theory in which a gauge theory appears as on effective and approximate
theory at low energies (lower than a cutoff Ai) OT at long distances (longer than Ai"1)
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from a. more fundamental theory [13,14] while a pregeometric theory (or pregeometry)
is a theory in which Einstein theory of general relativity for gravity appears as an
effective and approximate theory at low energies (lower than a cutoff A2) or at long
distances (longer than Â "1) from a more fundamental theory [15,16]. Let us suppose
that the cutoff in electrodynamics A, m and the cutoff in geometrodynamics A,rllv are
the same or at least related to each other as

A, m ~ Ap.av (3)

In most pregeometric theories of gravity, in which the Einstein-Hilbert action is
induced as an effective and approximate action at long distances by quantum effects of
matter fields [15,16], the Newtonian gravitational constant is naturally related to the
ultra-violet cutoff as

G~A£.. (4)

If this is the case, EqB (3) and (4) lead to the relation of

A.*, ~ C - " 2 (5)

This is the famous conjecture by Landau in 1955 [18] there must be a natural ultra-
violet cutoff at the Planck energy G~1/2 where gravity becomes strong.

On the other hand, in most pregauge theories of electromagnetism, in which the
Maxwell action ia induced as an effective and approximate action at long distances by
quantum effects of charged particles [13,14], the fine-structure constant is naturally
related to the ultra-violet cutoff as

a ~ l / l n ( A j m . / M J ) , (6)

where M is a parameter of mass dimension If this is the case, Eqs. (5) and (6) lead
to the relation of

a ~ l / l n ( l / G M 2 ) ' (7)

This is the so-called a- G relation first derived by UB in 1977 [19] in the unified pregauge
and pregeometric theory of all fundamental forces [14]. Note, however, that in some
pregauge and pregeometric thoeries [20] these fundamental constants are determined
as

C ~ M2/A4 and a ~ M4/A4 (8)

so that the a-G relation becomes

a ~ GM2. (9)

Hereafter, I am going to concentrate on the a-G relation in Eq. (7), leaving the a-G
relation in Eq (9) for later discussion

For definiteness, let us write the a-G relation as

a = l//Hn(l/GM3), (10)
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where A is a constant parameter depending on a particular unified pregauge and pre-
geometric model of all fundamental forces In our unified model of the Nambu-Jona-
Lasimo type for all elementary-particle forces including gravity [14,17,191, for example,
the constant is simply given by

(11)

where £ Q1 is the sum of squared charges over all fundamental fennions For N
generations of quarks and leptons, £<32 = 8W/3 s 0 t n a t

A = 8Aty9ir for N generations (12)

Let us now Buppose that the fundamental length scale A"1 be time-varying with respect
to the mass scale related to the mass parameter M Then, we expect that both the
fine-structure and gravitational constants, a and G, are time-varying and that their
time-derivatives, a and G, may satisfy the relation of

a/a2 = AG/G, (13)

which can be derived from differentiating the both hand sides of Eq (10) with respect
to time If instead A"1 stays constant and if M vanes, G must vanish but the time-
derivatives, a and M, may satisfy the other relation of

a/a* = 2AM/M (14)

In order to test either one of these relations in Eqs (13) and (14) experimentally, we
must fix the constant parameter A. In our unified model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
type for all elementary-particle forces including gravity [14,17,19] not only the constant
A is determined as in Eq. (11) but also the mass parameter A/2 is approximately given
by

M2 a 57Vm^/24ir for N generations (15)

so that the a-G relation approximately becomes

for N generations, (16)

where % is the charged-weak-boson mass. Furthermore, we also know that for six
generations of quarks and leptons (JV = 6) the a-G relation of

a es 37r/161n(4ff/5Gn&) (17)

is very well satisfied by the experimental values of a = 1/137, G~1/2 a 1.22 x 10"
GeV, and my? 5* 80 GeV. Therefore, let us assume that there exist six generations of
quarks and leptons or three generations of quarks and leptons and their mirror particles
or that there exist three generations of quarks and leptons, their super-partners, and
more, so that A = 1 6 / 3 T Then, the relations in Eqs (13) and (14) become

G/G = (37r/16Wa2 (18)
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and

M/M = (3ir/32)<i/a2 (19)

Now the relation m Eq. (18) together with the result of Webb et si. [l] in Eq. (1)
immediately leads us to OUT main prediction of

G/G = (-0.154 ± 0.044) x 10"1 V " 1 (20)

We find that this prediction is not only consistent with the limit of Thorsett [9] in
Eq. (2) but also feasible for future experimental tests.

If the a-G relation of the type in Eq (9) holds instead of the one in Eq. (7), it leads
to either the relation of

a /a = G/G (21)

or that of

a/a = 2M/M, (22)

depending on whether the length scale A"1 or the mass parameter M varies while Af
or A"' stays constant. Then the relation in Eq. (21) together with the result of Webb
et al. [1] in Eq. (1) immediately leads to another prediction of

G/G = (-1 91 ± 0.54) x 10-"yr"1 (23)

We find that this predicted value for G/G seems too small to be feasible for experi-
mental tests in the near future although it is consistent with the limit of Thorsett [9]
in Eq (2) On the other hand, the relation in Eq (19) or that in Eq (22) together
with the result of Webb et al. [1] in Eq (1) immediately leads us to another prediction
of

M/M = (-0.077 ± 0.022) x l O ^ y r ' 1 (24)

or

M/M = (-0.96 ± 0.27) x lO^yr" 1 (25)

However, we suspect that either one of these predicted values for M/M seems too small
to be feasible for experimental tests in the near future although such prediction for the
possible time-varying particle masses seems extremely interesting at least theoretically.

In this talk, 1 have derived the simple relation between a and G in Eq (13) or (18)
from the hypothesis that both of a and G are related to A'1 in the unified pregauge
and pregeometric model of all fundamental forces, predicted G/G in Eq (20) from
the observation of a /a by Webb et al. [1], and found that it is not only consistent
with the limit of G/G by Thorsett [9] but also feasible for future experimental tests
In addition, I have derived the other relation between a and G in Eq. (21) in the
other unified pregauge and pregeometnc model, predicted G/G in Eq. (23) from the
same observation, but found that the prediction does not seem feasible for near-future



experimental tests although it JS consistent with the same limit of GjG Furthermore, 1
have also derived the relation between a and M in Eq (14) or (19) in the unified model
and the other relation in Eq (22) in the other model, predicted M/M in Eqs. (24)
and (25), respectively, but found that neither one of these predictions seems feasible
for near-future experimental tests although they look interesting

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that the recent result by Webb et al [1|
suggesting the varying fine-structure constant may indicate not only the varying grav-
itational constant but also the varying cosmological constant [12] if our picture for
varying constants of nature is right and that future experiments to test our predictions
for G/G in this talk may check not only the at-G relation but also the unified pregauge
and pregeometnc theory of all fundamental forces A few questions would still remain:
1) What is the origin of the varying length scale A"1 or of the varying mass scale
Ml Is it related to the mass field [6-8], the "quintessence" [21], or the Kluza-Klein
extra space in extra dimensions? Are no "constants" of nature constant? After all, it
may be that nothing is constant or permanent as emphasized by the Greek and Indian
philosophers about two and a half millennia ago*
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Factorial, curaulant and //,-moments in dependence on their rank q for the instanton-
induced deep inelastic scattering (DIS) in the framework of QCD are calculated numerically
and analyzed. Hadronization is taken into account by means of Monte Carlo simulation
The obtained correlation moments show specific behaviour, which can be considered as a
new criterion of the QCD-mstantons identification on experiment at HERA

1 Introduction
As is known, such gauge theories as SM of electroweak interactions and QCD have degener-
ated vacuum structure on the classical level [1]: potential energy is periodic with respect to
the Chern-Simons number

Minimal energy (classical vacua) corresponds to integer Na Neighboring vacua are
separated by a potential barrier.

Usual perturbative theory (Feynman rules) describes phenomena with Ncs — 0 only
Quantum tunneling transitions between neighboring vacua can be described by means of in-
stantons, which are classical solutions of the Euclidean field equations with finite action [2].
Taking into account such tunneling transitions leads to the baryon number violation in
SM [3], which is connected with the problem of matter and antimatter asymmetry in the Uni-
verse [4]. In QCD instantons lead to the chirality violation, allow to solve U(l)-problem [3],
give contribution to the confinement [5]. Therefore, the experimental discovery of instantons
would be of fundamental significance for particle physics.

It was suggested that probability of the instanton transitions can increase in high energy
collisions [6]. There is a possibility of the instanton-induced events identification in the
electron-proton DIS at HERA (DESY) [7]. On parton level instanton induced DIS final
states can be distinguished from ordinary (perturbative) ones through some features

• high multiplicity (the average number of partons ~ 10 [7]);

• isotropic distribution of partons in the instanton rest system and presence, practically,
of all light quarks (u, d, s) in each events [3];

1 kashkanQdragoa.baa-net.by
'kuvsbuio6dragoa.bas-net.by
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• specific behaviour of gluon con-elation characteristics [9].

There are also some "footprints" of QCD-instantons on hadron level [8] (specific hadron
spectrum, large transversal energy flow, dependence F2(x,Q2), etc )

In our paper additional "footprints" of QCD-instanton6 (factorial, cumulant and Hq-
moments) are studied.

2 Parton Multiplicity Distribution of the Instanton-
induced Final States

In DiS instantons can appear in the quark-gluon subprocesses (Fig.l) The following usual
variables are used'

^ VS. x' = g, (2)
where transferred momentum square Q2 and Bjorken variable x describe total DIS process,
Q2 and x4 characterize the matanton subprocess

Fig 1 Instanton induced DIS (figure was taken from [10])

As was mentioned above high parton multiplicity is one of the main characteristics of the
instanton-induced events. The distribution on numbers of gluons in the instanton-induced
events is given by the expression:

where aM - total cross-section, T(klt ,*„) is the amplitude of the production of gluons
with the energy-momentum 4-vectors kt, .., k*, It is calculated by means of applying LSZ-
technique to the Euclidean n-pointe Green function, which is given by the following Feynman
path integral (in the quasiclassical approximation)

&)..*£&). (4)

where S'[A] is QCD Euclidean action, A' *{x) - instanton configuration [2] In quasiclassical
approximation Gauss integral (4) is known calculable expression The integration is carried
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out on the gluon fields, which connect neighbor classical vacua. Factorization in (4) leads to
the Poisson distribution on the final gluon number [8, 9]'

0.5 < i ' < 1 (5)

The quarks production in the instanton processes is described by the well-known fixed
multiplicity distribution (if we take into account zero modes only [3]):

J* f> = « * . , * . (6)

where nj is a number of massless quark flavors We suggest that masses of u, d, s are equal
to zero

Thus, if we take into account both gluons and quarks, then the following distribution is
obtained

This theoretically derived distribution is incorporated as essential feature into QCDINS
2 0 [11], a Monte Carlo event generator of instanton-induced DIS events. Kinematics is
determined by 4-momenta conservation laws and quaaclaasical approximation

3 Calculation of the Correlation Moments for the
Instanton-induced Processes at Parton Level

Study of the correlation moments is more useful sometimes than study of the multiplic-
ity distribution [12] Let us remind the well-known definition of the normalized factorial
moments-

F < = ^ i v < ^ ^ ' GOO = E p»*n, ° < * < i (8)
where < n > is the average multiplicity, Q(z) - generating function

In the case of the instanton-induced multiparticle production processes. Q(z) and < n >
have the following forms'

|= E«
It is well known, that normalized factorial moments for ordinary perturbative processes of
the particle production strongly increase with increasing q. There is opposite dependence
on 9 for instanton-induced events (Fig.2). Thus the behaviour of the factorial moments for
the instanton-induced processes is a new instanton identification criterion.



Also we can consider the normalized cumulant moments:

*,._!_ «g&| (10)
It is not difficult to calculate A', for the instanton distribution (7)

K = 2n /(-l)«-'g!-r < n, > Stl .

It is more interesting to consider the instanton contribution to the ratio of the cumulant
and factorial moments'

These moments have the following properties for the perturbative QCD1 decreasing oscilla-
tions, presence of the negative correlations, there is the first minimum at q = 5 [12] Unlike
this behaviour, for the instanton distribution Jiff-moments have the first minimum at q = 2

4 Correlation Moments of Charged Particle Multiplic-
ity Distribution

We used a Monte Carlo package QCDINS 2.0 to calculate factorial and /f,-moments at
hadron level for instanton-induced DIS as well as for ordinary one- and two-jet DIS at
HERA At final h&dronization step we tried both HERWIG cluster hadromzation and Jetset
stnng fragmentation to investigate dependence of results on hadromzation model Calcu-
lated factorial moments of charged particle multiplicity distribution for instanton-induced
DIS (Fig 4) are strongly suppressed in comparison to ordinary DIS and show a very small de-
pendence on hadronization model. if,-moments of charged particle multiplicity distribution
for instanton-induced DIS(Fig.S) show a very small dependence on hadromzation model and
different to ordinary DIS behaviour as well, first minimum of H, being at q = 2.

5 Summary and Conclusions
Factorial, cumulant and if,-moments are calculated for instanton-induced DIS both at parton
and hadron levels. Specific behaviour of these moments is observed as compared to ordinary
DIS

• strong suppression of F,,

• shift of the minimum of Hq to q = 2.

Stability of the results under change from HERWIG to Jetset hadronization model is
observed. Thus, such specific behaviour of the correlation moments can be regarded as a
new signal of the QCD nonperturbative vacuum phenomenon in addition to the well-known
"footprints". We propose two step procedure for the experimental QCD instantons search
at HERA:
1) selection of instanton-induced events according to search strategies proposed in [13];
2) analysis of the correlation moments for the selected events and comparison with theoretical
predictions
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Abstract

We begin to briefly survey the experimental and conceptual ode of
baryon transfers in particle scattering. A ducunwn of baryon traoato*
in heavy km scattering follows. It shortly renew, editing string modal
coiicepts, whfchwwM found to b«cc««iitent with the data. With this mo-
tfration we turn to a more careful consideration o/the relevant topokgical
structural The barren transfer isaatadated with one oT two possible cnt»
• - 1 , • • & • • • • • , • ^ a.I • . _ • • I B V * • * ^ _ ^ _ . t ^ _

HI ooiycsiittm irmimnjii num EHB OOHT «uuciuie uw CMIJKWMBI O D DC
ideotinedwithaBOdderaBachaais. WeconjectureUua the twoOdderon
cut. occur wUh an oppoatt* afn aod partially oaosL As U» Oddejon »
predicted to have a rather high trajectory it has to u m l n a n d couplng
conatanU As this supprearioo is not antidpatorl for diflractire proceaaa
a tmy obaervable baejeward peak is argued to occur in the initial baryon
distribution ia u m dtSractm systanu.

1 Baryon transfer in particle scattering

Available experimental data
1b observe the dynamics of baryon transfers over large rapidity gaps the

best data involve the stopping of leading baryons to central rapidities. This
requires to somehow identify the initial baryons distribution. One has to rely
on the hypothecs - which presumably holds to a satisfactory degree - that the
produced * W baryoot and aati-baryom have an identical contribution and that
a simple subtraction yields the distribution of the net initial baryon charge.

Unfortunately this exclude! pf scattering, where the aea-baryon contribu-
tion cannot be determined from data. Unfortunately this precludes the use of
pest ISR data excepting HERA and diffractive systems with sufflciently large
PcxneroD-proton subenergies. The data are therefore typically quite old Avail-
able are spectra from meson-baryon processes (compiled in [1]) and bom ISR
(compiled in [2]). At ISR a suitable combination of proton-proton and proton-
antiproton processes can be used to separate forward and backward component
of the incoming charge with a reasonable factorisation assumption. An old plot
[3] of the leading baryoa charge shown below is found to be consistent with a

•Hie «p«aa»ir thanks the Organjiim Commltt— fen tin inuwrtlag and plu—nt ocnfcrapoi.
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slope (in y) of Q T , . , , ; , , - ap<merm = - 1 with large error. That the central
data points are somewhat on the high side can be taken as a hint of an eventual
turnover to a flatter value

• •rtonwu

Y[Pnon]

To reduce the error one can integrate over the transverse momenta and to
minimize the systematical error one considers the ratio:

AISR = « " " " • ' * T - ' * " r ( y ) - 0 39 ± 0.06, 0 33 ± 0 05, 0.23 ± 0.06
Pitt tarven c*«r j« \V)

given in a graph of [4, 5] for y = - 0 4, y = 0 and y - +0.4. The central
derivative of AISR obtains no contribution from the (symmetric) aea-baryon
distribution. Ammiiig the usual exponential distribution A K exp[(arr>i»/er -

tOp] the quantity

- - 0 49+Sg (1)

just yields the Blope While not yet in contradiction with the initial intercept
the preferred value is now considerably lees.

New preliminary data come from the HI experiment at HERA [6]. They
observed the initial baryons asymmetry at laboratory rapidities

A simple extrapolation of the ISR value accounting for the larger rapidity range
spanned would have "predicted"-

AB1 = 0.06ll?SS (3)
Hence the HI values lie within the expected range The trajectories required by
the HERA ratio compared with its ISR value is now (see also [7])

c«Tr»ii.,/or - aptmtrm = - 0 4 ± 0 2

If the preliminary data are finalized, this confirms the flattening of the trajec-
tory



Dual Typological picture The slowing down of the baiyons u determined
by the intercept* of the relevant exchange*. The basic philosophy of the Dual
Topological model [8] in the classification of such exchanges [9] involves "mate-
rialising" or "suppressed'' strings "Materialising" means that the initial color
fields are neutralised by a chain of hadronising f« pairs, "suppressed" means
hadron-less neutralisation by an exchange of a linglo qoark It is weft-known for
the Pomeron and the Heggeon exchanges where the cut Pomeron —«»*f8~ two
materialising strings while the cut Heggeon ""irtninr one suppressed and one
•natenalising string. A* a general rule contribution* with various suppressed
string* have to be considered as independent and additive. For each suppressed
string an extra factor (^1/JVf,,„„,) appears and restricts the suppressed con-
tribution to low energies or narrow rapidity ranges.

For a nuclear exchange one starts with a completely suppressed exchange, I.
e. with the square of the quasi-elastic nudeon exchange amplitude

*,»«<„. - l = 2 « < » w u d . « . > - l ) = - i (4)

known from elastic backward scattering. Each of the three exchanged valence
quarks can now be replaced by a "materialising" string. Corresponding to three,
two, one or sero strings there are four contributions with trajectories spaced by
one half At considered energies the leading two of these "baryonium" trajecto-
ries with two and three hadroniring strings

• » ' . » « ( - . - l = - 0 - 5 . « i . « « « - . - l = - 1 0 (5)

will be relevant They could be responsible for the initially steep (w - 1 0) and
then possible flattening (ft* - 0 S) slope observed in the data discussed above.

However the vahw of the final trajectory is rather uncertain. Values of
oj«n«i<«. ~ 1 = ~DS • 0 we" proposed in the literature [10, 11, 12] The
correspondence to the Odderon discussed below will give support to a fiat value

Implementation In Dual Partou model based Monte Carlo code* At
present energies nonleading Regge exchanges will have no strong affect on cross
sections. To understand the final state structure local baryonium exchanges
within a global Pomeron exchange have to be considered A factorization among
strings allows to ignore the quark string which is common to both trajectories
and the uiHusion of such »»<4»»ngei is therefore straightforward:

^{{ i tr t{{ i t
Eh rr

The transition of the remaining diquark string (baryonium remnant) into an
antiquark string (Pomeron remnant) can be implemented in a usual fragmenta-
tion scheme by a suitable choice of the splitting function involving quark and
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diquark transitions It was implemented ID most string models e.g [13, 14, 15J
and it n part of the JETSET program (as diquarks or ae pop-corn medianism
[16]). Withoot relying on string factorisation leading- and sea-baryon exchanges
are also implemented in HUXNO/BS [17]

2 Baryon enhancement
in dense heavy ion scattering

Concepts for slowlng-down initial baryons There are a number of con-
ventional mechanisms enhancing baryon transfer and central baryon production
in multiple scattering processes for string models They are helpful in some
regions but not enough to explain the large stopping in heavy ion scattering
[18, 19].

To understand the data it seems necessary to include interplay of string if
they get sufficiently dense in transverse space. It was proposed that there are
new special strings [20, 21]. In contrast, we shall maintain here the general
factorisation hypothesis between initial scattering in the quark phase and the
final hadroniiation within standard strings

Consider an incoming baryon The usual Pomeron exchange in toe Dual
Parton model leaves a quark and a diquark for the string ends Diquarks are
no special entities and multiple scattering processes have no reason not to split
them in a conventional two Pomeron interaction [22, 7, 23, 24, 25]. It is natural
to expect that diquark break-ups considerably slow down the baryons evolving.
The probability for such an essentially unabsorbed [26] process is [27,28,29,22]'

[break up]/[no break up] « [eirf Pomeron numier] - 1 (8)

As required by the experimentally observed slowdown this is a drastic effect for
heavy ion scattering [22] while for hadron-hadron scattering multiple scattering
are sufficiently ran to preserve the known hadron-hadron phenomenology. How
such processes are affected was considered numerically in [25] and no manifestly
disturbing effects were found.

We emphasise that the behavior of the baryon quantum number slowed down
by such a break-up is not trivial. In topological models the baryon contains Y-
shaped color electric fluxes Two Pomerona intercepting two different branches
will leave two "free" valence quarks and a valence quark connected with the
vortex line with the velocity of initial baryon which will subsequently form the
end of the atnngs The energy distribution of quarks with vortex hues (or of
the fully separated vortex lines) in the structure function is a pnory not known.

Special baryon transfers in the Topological model For a more detailed
description of the slowing down we turn to the Dual Topological model [S]
introduced above. A discussion of baryon transfers in such a framework was
recently given by Kharnev [30]. We will here emphasise topological aspects

In topological models a Pomeron exchange corresponds to a cylinder con-
necting the two scattering hadrons. If one considers an arbitrary plane inter-
secting this exchange the intersection of the cylinder is topologically a circle
More specifically amplitude* with clockwise respectively anticlockwise orien-
tation have to be added or subtracted depending on the charge parity. The
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cylinders or the circle* therefore come with two orientations. This distinction
u usually not very important as it is always topologically possible to attach
hadrom in a matching way; except for C-panty conservation no special restric-
tions result

Pomeroos have a transverse extent and if they get close in transverse space
they should interact Hadronic interaction is sufficiently strong to be largely
determined by geometry. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the coupling
does not strongly depend on the orientation as long as there is no mechanism
of suppression.

The two distinct configurations lead to different interactions. Two Pomerons
with the same orientation can if they touch (starting locally at one point in the
exchange-channel tune) shorten their circumference and form a single circle.o
This then corresponds to the usual triple Pomeron coupling experimentally well
known from dim-active processes.

For two Pomerons with opposite orientation the situation is more compli-
cated. Like for soap bubbles the two surfaces which get in contact can merge
and form a single membrane The joining inverts the orientation of the mem-
brane On the intersecting plane one now obtains - instead of the single circle
- three lines originating in a vortex point and ending in an anti-vortex point as
shown below _̂  _

Lacking a topological name for the object the term membraned cylinder will be
used in the following.

How do this membraned cylinder contribute to particle production? Simi-
lar to the triple Pomeron case there are three different ways to cut through a
membraned cylinder:

1

' 2 ' l
The cut numbered 1 which obo intersects the membrane has vortex lines on both
sides They present a topologies! description of the baryon transfers considered
above. By symmetry they contribute with a positive sign Cuts which intersect
only two sheets numbered 2 contribute to the two string contribution Their
sign is unknown As they contain a closed internal fermion (vortex line) loop
we here assume a negative sign.

The identification with the Odderon Even though QCD cannot presently
be used to calculate soft processes the typical absence of abrupt changes in
experimental distributions indicates that there is no discontinuous transition
between soft and hard reactions both formulated on a partonic level in the frame
work of the topological model This provides the hope that hard processes can be
used as a guide and that soft processes can be parametrised as an extrapolation
of calculable hard processes.



The topological considerations are based on the 1/NC - expansion. Not to
loose some of the younger physicist, this approximations selects contributions
according to the magnitude of their color factors To leading order 1/NC gluons
can be represented by pairs of color lines and the color factors just represent the
number of coloring choices For an amplitude of a given structure with a given
number of couplings the leading contribution can be drawn without crossing
An example of a leading and a nonleading contribution is shown below:

u
n

> b
The leading term (denoted "a") contains a new line on the top whose color can be
freely chosen Some amplitudes require special contributions; in this situation
the leading terms can be drawn without crossing on topological structures which
are more complicated than the simple plane considered above An example u
the cylinder assumed to be responsible for the Pomeron contribution.
The known example of the soft hard correspondence is the connection between
soft and hard Pomerons. To identify the hard partner of the soft Pomeron we
first observe that the simplest representation of a Pomeron in PQCD involves the
exchange of two gluons which can form color singlets with the required positive
charge parity. Following this concept it can be shown [31] that a generalisation
of such as exchange gives the dominant contribution at very high energies in a
well defined approximation. It is called "hard" or BFKL Pomeron and involves a
ladder of two exchanged Reggeixed gluons linked by a number of gluons In the
topoiogical expansion the leading structure of a BFKL Pomeron corresponds to
a cylinder with the two basic gluons exchanged on opposite sides parallel to the

u

Their matching inner color lines can be linked in front of the cylinder without
color line crossing. Analogously their matching outer lines can be connected on
the back of the cylinder.

Going back to the soft regime the basic assumption in topologies! mod-
els is that the 1/JV-expansion stays valid and that the soft Pomeron therefore
maintains its cylindrical structure needed for the two string phenomenology of
badronic final states If cut, soft and hard Poraerons therefore lead to similar
two string final states As difference it remains that the trajectory of the ob-
served soft Pomeron is just shifted downward roughly by a third of a unit from
hard Pomeron calculated in leading logarithmic approximation

Can one find a similar connection for the membraned cylinder7 The simplest
representation spanning such a topological structure involves three gluons, one
on each sheet exchanged parallel to the axis Any gluon linking these exchanges
has then to pass through a vortex line in which the three sheets join. In the
l/N expansion extended to baryona this means that the color lines have to cross
passing this line The basic structure of the membraned cylinder exchange is
therefore the following-



Looking from the other ride e color singlet of three gloom can have the
quantum numbers of a Pomeron or an Odderon [32]. There is a simple topo-
logical property of the Odderon. A single uncrossed gluon connection (of type
"a") would project the color structure of the pair to that of a single gluon and
the exchange would have to correspond to a Pomeron-like contribution. The
Odderon will therefore have to involve creased links Hence it has exactly the
topology of the membraned cylinder.

To visualise the baryonic color structure of the Odderon with ite crossed ex-
changes one can replace the exchanged gluons by quark antiquark pairs without
changing color lines. The so modified membraned cylinder just represents an
exchanged baryon antibaryon pair.

In the same QCD approximation as the "hard" Pomeron the properties of
a "hard" or BKP Odderon [33] were calculated and the predicted intercept is
0 96 [34] Again a mismatch between this hard leading logarithmic Odderon
intercept and the experimentally observed soft value (preliminarily M 0.8 ± 0.2)
by about a third of a unit can be expected the Odderon trajectory

3 Experimental consequences
of membraned cylinder exchanges.

Odderon in fits to total hadronic cross sections
The assumed negative contribution from the asymmetric two string cut makes
the understanding of total cross sections difficult on a quantitative level. It a
possible that the membraned cylinder exchange has a small or almost vanishing
imaginary part In this way there are no (presumably anyhow not serious)
constraints from total cross section fits The cancellation allows a small oi
vanishing Odderon to contain clearly measurable individual components. In
this way data on baryon exchange can be used to determine the

Odderam in heavy ion scattering
In heavy ion scattering where the Pomerons a n dense in transverse space

they can join and form a Pomeron or a membraned cylinder. The individual
strings are no longer independent but the general picture of particle production
in separate universal strings survives The probability of an interaction of strings
and of membraned cylinder exchanges is growing proportional to the density:

[number of membraned cylinder$] [Pomeron numbtr][Pomtron radios]1

[Pomeron numier] [nucleus radius]2

(7)
The transition from a Pomeron pair to the centrally cut membraned-cylinder

involves baryon antibaryon pair production. Between a proton and a Pomeron
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the cut membraned-cylinder is a very efficient mechanism of baryon stopping
Both effects correspond to experimental observations As the trajectory is not
well determined it is hard to obtain really reliable quantitative statements which
can be tested convincingly with results in heavy ion scattering

The backward peak in diffraction and possibly in electro production
There is however a very specific qualitative prediction which can be tested
Consider a diffractive system whose mass exceeds ISR energies Usually the
dim-actively produced particles will originate in two strings of a cut Pomeron
and the baryon charge will stay on the side of the initial proton As usual
there might be some migration to the center with a slope in rapidity eventually
corresponding to the difference of the Odderon and the Pomeron trajectory
Topologically it involves a horizontal cut through the following structure

Bsryoaimn

The high Odderon trajectory argued for above requires a clear suppression
from the coupling constants to stay consistent with data. No such suppression
is expected at a two Pomeron vertex. In consequence at a certain distance it
should be more favorable for the membraned cylinder to span the total diffractive
region and to utilise the more favorable coupling to the two Pomerons. In this
way the initial baryon will sometimes end up exactly at the end of the string
It should be visible if one plots the rapidity distribution in relation to the inner
end of the dim-active region, i e. as function of

n) = V(CMS1 ~ In J

To illustrate the expected small backward peak we show the result of a
calculation with the PHOJET Monte Carlo code [35] of the incoming proton
spectrum for diffractive events with a mass of 300 GeV for pp-ecattering of
1.8 TeV with standard parameters below. To select dim-active events a lower
cutoff of xr = 0 06 was used. PHOJET contains diquark exchanges and yields
reasonable baryon spectra in the forward region To obtain the postulated
backward peak we just mixed in a suitable sample of inverted events (with
disabled diquark exchanges).

4 Conclusion
Our aim with this talk and with the more detailed paper [36] is to encourage
measurement of the initial baryon distribution in high mass diflractive systems
Similar measurements of a backward peak in electro production might also be
possible at HERA '
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PHOJET with backward baryons

0.OU

The prediction is important as it has manifest consequences for heavy ion
processes, where it offers a strong mechanism for central baryon production and
for the transport of initial baryons to the central and opposite region. It might
also clarify the role of the Odderon.
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A HHMU lor mmtgy, prawn awl. How vcbdly duLrilmljuta al ll» hegimiiiig of rdalivulic haavy kn oJliMuai
ia pwnted, which c M b e w d u inltUl condition for hydrodymunlad ftlnihHionj The mails tho* that QQP
forma a tUted disk, midi thai the direction of Uw largest prasurc gradient stays in tht reaction plane, but devUtai
from both the beam u d the uual tnnavm flow direction*. Such initial conflthn n v laad to tfaa creation of
"•ntifW or "third flow oanpomnt" [tO}.

Introduction. Fluid dynamical models are widely uaed to describe uttrawolativistic heavy ion

test Its consequences on the reaction dynamics and outcome. In energetic ooHMnrm of large heavy ions,
eBpedaUy if Quark-Guns Plasma (QOP) is farmed in the collision, one-fluid dynamics Is a wild and
g o ^ description for the lntennedlsMata^ of the ne^km. Hera, Interactloat are strong u d frequent,
so that other models, ( e * transport models, string models, etc., assuming binary collisions, with free
propagation of cnnrtttimwU between coUttons) have limited validity. On the other hand, the initial
and Anal, freest-Out (FO), stages of the reaction are outside the domain of aprillrahlllty of the fluid
dynamical mmUfl

In conclusion, the realistic, and detailed description of an energetic heavy ion reaction requires a Multi
Module Model, where the different stages of the reaction are each described with suitable theoretical
approaches. It is Important that these Modules are coupled to each other correctly: on the Interface,
which Is a 3 I " ™ * T I hyper-surface In space-time with normal do*, all conservation laws should be
natlftfied (e.g. py*dav\ = 0), and entropy should not decrease, [S"dff,,] > 0. These matching conrtttiora
were worked out and studied tor the matching at FO in detail in refo. [1],

The final FO stages of the reaction, after hadronization, can be described well with yin«Hi- HMKME
where the matter is already dilute.

The initial stages arc more problematic frequently two or throe fluid models arc used to remedy the
difficulties, and to model the proceas of QGP formation and thnrmaltaatinn. [2,3,4] Here, the problem is
transferred to the determination of drag-, friction- and transfer- terms among the fluid components, and
a new problem is introduced with the (unjustified) use of EoS hi each component hi a nonequiiibrated
situations, where EoS does not exist. Strictly speaking this approach can only be justified for mixtures
of noninteracting ideal gas components. Similarly, the use of transport theoretical approaches nammilng
dilute gases with binary Interactions Is questionable, as due to the extreme Lotents contraction, in
the CM. frame, enormous particle and energy densities, with the Immediate formation of perturbathm
vacuum should be handled. Even m most parton cascade models these Initial stages of the dynamics are
just assumed hi form of some Initial condition, with little justification behind.

Our goal in the present work Is to construct a model, based on the recent experiences gained in string
Monte Carlo models and in parton cascades. One important conclusion of heavy ion research in the last
decade is that standard 'hadronic* string models fail to describe heavy ton experiments.

AH string models had to introduce new, energetic objects: string ropes [5,8|, quark clurten [ft], fused
strings [7], in order to describe the abundant formation of massive portii— like strange antibaryons.
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Baaed on this, we describe the initial moments of the reaction in the framework of classical (or coherent)
Yang-Mills theory, following inf. [9] assuming larger fiftM strength (string tension) than in ordinary
hadron-hadron collisions In addition we now satisfy all conservation laws exactly, while in ref. [S] infinite
projectile energy was assumed, and so, overall energy and mompntnm conservation was irrelevant. We do
not Bolve simultaneously the kinetic problem leading to parton equilibration, but assume that the arising
friction is such that the heavy ion system will be an overdamped oscillator, i.e. yo-yoing of the two heavy
ions will not occur This assumption is based on recent string and parton cascade results.

Formulation of model. Our basic idea is to generalize the model developed in [9], for collisions of
two heavy ions and improve it by strictly satisfying conservation laws First of all, we would create a
grid in [z, y] plane (z - is the beam axes, [z, x] - is reaction plane) We will describe the nucleus-nucleus
collision m terms of steak-by-streak collisions, corresponding to the same transverse coordinates, {xt,yj}.
We assume that baryon recoil for both target and projectile arise from the acceleration of partons in
an effective field f*"", produced in the interaction. Of course, the physical picture behind this model
should be based on chromoelectric flux tube or string models, but for our purpose we consider F*" as an
effective abelian field. Phenomenological parameters describing this field must be fixed from comparison
with experimental data.

Let describe the streak-streak collision.

nj* is the baryon current of 4th nucleus (we are working in the Center of Rapidity Frame (CKF), which
is the same for all streaks. The concept of using target and projectile reference frames has no advantage
any more). We will use the parameterization.

«T = P<< . < = (ooshih, slnhjft) (3)

V is a energy-momentum flux tensor. It consists of five parts, corresponding to both nuclei and free
field energy (also divided into two parts) and one defines the QGP perturbative vacuum.

B - is the bag constant, the equation of state in Pf = <£<»,, where «, and P( am energy density and
pressure of QGP.

In complete analogy to dortro-magnctlc field

(6)

(7)

(8)
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In our case the string tensions, at, will have the same absolute value a and opposite sign (in complete
analogy to the inual string with two ends moving in opposite directions), and a, will be constant in the
spaco-timr region after string creation and before string decay.

l b get the analytic solutions of the above equations, we use light conn variables

(* ,«) -»(«+*-) , ** = t ± * . (9)

Fbllowing [9], we insist that ei,yi,pi,A? are functions of x~ only and e2,V2,P2,A% depend on i + only.
In terms of light cone variables:

nf = n,tT = p,(u° ± uj) = ftr4* , (10)

h-

where
= (l-cg)ei . (12)

0 2ffi
tot 0

At the time of first touch of two streaks, t = 0, there is no string tension. We assume that strings are
created, i.e. the sting tension achieves the value <r at time t = to, corresponding to complete penetration
of streaks through each other.

Conservation laws — String rope creation. In light cone variables eq (2) may be rewritten as

So, we have a sum of two terms, depending on different independent variables, and the solution can be
found in the following way.

#-«i" = a, fl+rij = —o, ' MJt%

Since both nj and n, are positive (and also more or leas symmetric) we can conclude that for our cane
o^-O.

Finally
«r = pie"" = pee" , n j = pjen = {***> , (17)

Pi=p0e«'+*1 , ft, = poe*'-». (18)

Let us come back to the energy-momentum tensor T**. Baaed on eqs. (6, 7, 8) and taking into
account the Feynman gauge, 0°J4? - fl3^,3 = 0, we can find

) •

As mentioned before, after string creation, i.e. t > to, and before string decay we choose the string
tensions in the form:

Oi = -<7] = <T > 0 . (20)
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Tb satisfy the above choice and the Feynman gauge condition we take the vector potentials in the following
form:

At = 0, Xr = -2ox- , , .
+ + ( 2 1 )

In our calculations we used the parameterization:

where the typical values of A are around 0.05 - 0.06 Notice, that there Is only one free parameter in
parameterization (22). The typical values of a are 8 - 1 5 GeV/fm for £0 — 100 GeV pel nuclenn.

The problem with eq. (1) is that wo do not know what the really conserved quantities are. Ufung the
definition of F^, eq. (6), we can rewrite eq. (1) as

W - E TV* = E («* W"w) - A"P*>.» - r (41*-J + ̂ O • (»)

The solution for nf and n j , eq (17), shows as that second and fourth terms vanish So, we can define
new energy-momentum tensor I7"", such that

- 0 , (24)

E ^ x + s r ^ n t a ) + ' B < r (25)
Using the exact definition of j*J* - eqa. (21) - we obtain

\ . ( J
e~f̂ " y \ * 4ra:+nJ fce"9" + Sir2

Now the new conserved quantities are

( A Y ) -

Qo = /f°°dV = E / r(°°uV , (27)
* ^ Jib

Q»~ f f»rfV - ^ / f^dV (28)

Based on conservation of Qo, Qs we can calculate rapidity, energy and b&ryon densities at the moment
t — to, when the string with tension a a created. These new quantities are used as initial conditions for
our differential eqs. (1,2).

Km) Km)l+c* A>£o(l+cg) 4ii 8eo(H^)Vl i ; W l + c J ) ^i ' l '

m

Hem the £< if energy per nudoon. Now the proper barynn density can be found,
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Fbr x* > to we should solve eqs. (24), with boundary conditions

h,+ (x- = to) = e, (to)(l + eg) fc2+(i+ = to) =
(3D

a;+ = fo) = te(fe)

<ri (x" = to) = -<r <r2(x
+ = J«) = a

Let us present the complete analytical solution in the following form

+ ( + e ( r ^ ^ _ ^ V , (32)

e-(-)1+^(«») f 1 - ^ M , (33)

" I » , (34)

where r1 = x~, z2 = T + , i, j — 1,2 , t ^ j , and using the notations

(36)

d, = c, - 2<7pD<*e<->" l3*<'»» , (36)

_
71 ~

a, = ej + 2(7̂ 0*"° - 2opae?°e*l{u'), a3 = c3 + lopa*0 - top^e-**™ , (38)

C = a ( ( l + cg)eJ(fe)-eo)/to. (39)

Then the trajectories of oucleons (or cell elements) for both nuclei are given by:

(40)

where io = z(U)i for nucloon or coll element In the position z = 2(0) at the time t = 0.
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Recreation of the matter. As we may see from the trajectories, eqs. (40, 41), nucleons (or cell
domains) will keep going in the initial direction up to the timfi t = t^turn, then they will turn and go
backwards until the two streaks again penetrate through each other and new oscillation will start. Such
a motion is analogous to the "Yo-Yo" motion in the string models. Of course, it is difficult to believe
that such a process would really happen In heavy ion collisions, because of string decays, string-string
interactions, interaction between streaks and other reasons, which are quite difficult to take into account.
Tb bo raahfitir we should stop the motion described by eqs. (40,41) at Rome moment before the projectile
and target cross again.

We assume that the final result of collisions of two streaks after stopping the string's expansion
and after its decay, is one streak with homogeneous energy density distribution, ey, and baryon charge
distribution, n/, moving like one object with rapidity y/. We assume that this is due to string-string
Interactions and string decays. As it was mentioned above the typical values of the string tension, <r,
are of the order of 10 GeV/fm, and these may be treated as several parallel strings. The string-string
interaction will produce a kind of "string cope" between our two streaks, which is responsible for final
energy density and baryon charge homogeneous distributions. Now it is worth to mention that decay of
our "string rope" does not allow charges to remain at the ends of the final streak, as it would be if we
assume full transparency.

The homogeneous distributions are the simplest assumptions, which may be modified based on ex-
perimental data. Its advantage is a simple expression for et, n/, y/.

The final energy density and rapidity, e/ and yj, may be determined from conservation laws.

+ cg) + 2cg) + ,/(J|»(l + eg) + 2cg)'

where we neglected B AJ/ next toQo and Introduced the notation M =

The typical trajectory of the streak ends is presented in Fig. 1. From to they move according to eqs.
(40, 41) until they reach the rapidity {h = p/. Later the final string starts to move like one object with
rapidity y,

The turning points can be found from the condition:

Ifc = Vf , (44)

which gives for fth nucleus {zi = x~, x? = x+)

(45)

Initial condition* for hydrodynamical calculation*. In this section we present the results of
our calculations. We are Interested in the shape of QGP formed, when string expansions stop and then-
matter is locally equilibrated. This will be the initial state for further hvdrodynamical calculations. We
may see hi Figs. 2, that QGP forms a tilted disk for b / 0. So, the direction of fastest expansion, the
same as largest pressure gradient, will be in the reaction plane, but will deviate from both the beam axis
and the usual transverse flow direction. So, the new flow component, called "antlflow" or "third flow
component", will appear In addition to the usual transverse flow component in the reaction plane. With
inrreamnf. beam energy the usual transverse flow is getting weaker, while this new flow component is
strengthened. The mutual effect of the usual directed transverse flow and this new "antiflow" or "third
flow component" lead to an enhanced emission In the reaction plane. This was actually observed and
widely studies earlier and referred to as "elliptic flow"
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fTj. A-0.08

z,fm

Figure 1: The typical trajectory of the ends of two Initial streaks, corresponding to numbers of nudeons,
m and m. Stars denote the stopping and turning points, where y, = y/. From to to the turning points
streak ends keep going in their initial direction according to eqs. (40, 41). Later the final streak frtajts
to move like one object with rapidity, y, (42) in CRF.

Coacluatooa. Based on earlier Coherent Yang-Mills field theoretical models, and introducing effective
parameters based on Monte-Carlo string cascade and parton cascade model results, a simplified model is
introduced to describe the pre fluid dynamical stages of heavy ion collisions at the highest SPS energies
and above. The model predicts limited transparency for massive heavy ions.

Contrary to earlier expectations, — based on standard string tensions of 1 GeV/fin which lead to the
Bjorken model type of initial state, — effective string tensions are Introduced far collisions of massive
heavy ions, as a consequence of collective effects related to QGP formation. These collective effects
in central and semi central collisions lead to an effective string teuton of the order of 10 GeV/fin and
consequently cause much less transparency than earlier estimates. The resulting Initial locally equilibrated
state of matter in semi central collisions takes a rather unusual farm, which can be then identified by
the asymmetry of the caused collective flow. Our prediction is that this special initial state may be the
cause of the recently predicted "antiflow" or "third flow component'1.

Detailed fluid dynamical r«lm1|tt.ini« as well as flow experiments at semi central impact parameters
for massive heavy Ions are needed at SPS and RHIC energies to connect the predicted special Initial state
with observables.
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Abstract

In the framework of Glauber's multiple scattering t theory we propose > closed form expressions
for the total nucleus-nucleus reaction cross-section- We adopt the Gaussian and the two-parameter Fermi
step radial shapes to describe the nuclear density distributions of the projectile and the target, respectively.
The present formula u used to study different systems over a wide energy range including low energy
reactions, where the role of the Coulomb repulsion is taken into account. The present predictions
reasonably reproduce experiment.

1. Introduction

Total reaction cross sections have been extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally
[1-17]. Their significant importance lies in their use to predict the matter radii and transparency of nuclei
and hence offer clues to the nuclear structure Several theoretical models have been proposed to estimate
total reaction cross sections, for an extended review, see reference [I] .

Karol [2 - 4], in the framework of Glauber's theory [5,6] , has investigated the energy dependence
of the transparency of the target nucleus for Gaussian nuclear densities [2]. Kami's reaction cross-section
predictions reproduced experiment even without the inclusion the Coulomb repulsive influence and other
medium effects as the Fermi motion and the Pauh-blocking effects The effect of neutron nch skin was also
neglected in Kami's analysis.

Charagi el al. [7] modified {Carol's formalism by introducing a Coulomb correction term to the
total reaction cross-section analysis. Several publications [8 - 10] were also devoted for the purpose of the
Coulomb modification of the reaction cross section. In a recent article [8], within Glauber's model [5, 6]
Abul-Magd el al have proposed a treatment for heavy-ion collisions by adjusting the nuclear densities of
the interacting system Then the authors extended their approach to the low energy regime presenting a
simple Coulomb modified expression for Glauber's reaction cross section.

Other articles [11,12] included the effect of Pauli-blockmg and Fermi motion on the reaction cross
sections. It has been claimed that the addition of the Pauli-blocking corrections results in a reduction in the
calculated reaction cross sections

Kox el al [13], using Myres' parameterization [14], introduced a neutron-rich skin correction into
(Carol's procedure. This led to an increase in the reaction cross section calculations by about 1-3% for light
systems.

It is worth noting that reaction cross sections for different isotopes can be used for accurate
differences in the nuclear radii of matter that are necessary to distinguish between proton and neutron
distributions in nuclei. Dubar el al. [15], adopted this technique in the analysis of alpha particle collisions
with different isotopes of Cr, Fe, Ni an Sn at E = 960 MeV The same approach was used by Ernst [16], for
proton reaction cross sections on wCa, "Ca and 4*Ca at £ = 700 MeV.

In the present work we adopt Glauber's theory [9, 10] to calculate the total nucleus-nucleus
reaction cross-section. Our attempt is to broaden the scope of our study cited in ref [17] to consider
reactions in which the projectile is a light nucleus We consider a Gaussian radial shape to describe the
projectiles nuclear density While for the target we cherish the approximation to the two-parameter Fermi-
step nuclear density This choice is useful for analyzing the data of nuclear reactions in which the heav>
target is struck by light nucleus. Section 2 of this article presents two formulations of the reaction cross
section corresponding to different radial shapes of the of the target's nuclear density function. The present
proposal may be considered as a two step process, in step one, ue calculate the overlap integral While in
step 2. we invoke the best approximation theory [IS] to achieve a closed analytical form for the tow1

nucleus-nucleus reactions The two steps a discussed briefly in section 3 Section 4 investigates the lo«
energy effects of the Coulomb potential on the total reaction cross-section Finalh in section :> '
concluding discussion ia given
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2. Reaction cross sections

At intermediate and relatively high energies, an appropriate treatment of nuclear reactions is the
Glauber model [10,11] This formalism consists in writing die reaction cross section as

(2 1) a, = 2xjdbb[l-T(b)]
o

in which 7*(b), the transparency function at impact distance b, is related to the overlap integral function

X(b) through

(2 2) x(b)= j d ' b , j V b r p>(b , )p^(b r ) / |b T - (b + b , ) | ] .

where p*(b,) (i » P, 7) is the nuclear density distribution integrated along the z-axis. The function / ( b )
describes the finite range nucleon-micleon interactions, which is taken for zero-range interactions to be
/ ( b ) = S(b) (Dime delta function) reducing the last equation to

x(b)=J</1brP;(|br-b|)pj(br)

Clearly, different choices of radial dependence of the nuclear density distribution p(r) yield different forms
of Cj In fact, for suitable nuclear density parameterizations, o« reasonably reproduces the experimental
data. This it illustrated by the following examples.

(i) Nucleus-nucleus collisions, in which both the projectile and the target nuclear densities bear the
same Gaussian radial dependence

In this case the density distribution is of the form p^rj^p^exr^-rVo1) . Taking the range function / ( b )
to be Gaussian
(2 3) / (b) = exp(-6Vr o

l) /nr o
I ,

the overlap integral, x(b), and the total reaction cross-section, a,, respectively reduce to [2]

in which
K0 = n ' o ^ p / O ^ O ) / ^ +a\ +r0

2)
and
(2.4) a, =*(flj +a\ +r*)[ln(K'a)+Et{K'a)+y] where <, =K 0 O W

(ii) Nucleus-nucleus collisions, in which the projectile's nuclear density is Gaussian while that of the
target is uniform

Keeping the projectile's density and the range function in their Gaussian form expressed above and
assuming the target's density to be p(r) = p(o) ©(r - R), where @(r-K) is the Heaviside step-function, the
overlap integral, x(b), takes the form ref [8]

The comparison of the results of these different parameteruations with experiment iterates the electron
scattering data proclamation, that is, a Gaussian function is a good approximation for light nuclei, while for
heavy-ions, uniform densities are more appropriate for analyzing experiment. Electron scattering data also
recommends the Wood-Saxon (Fermi) density distribution for heavy nuclei. The later density will be used
in the following section to present a closed form analytical expression for the total reaction cross section

4. The total reaction cross section for nucleus-nucleus collisions

In this section »e will consider reactions induced by high-energy nuclei whose density distribution
is Gaussian, equation (2 6). while for the density of the target nucleus »e cherish the approximation (3 21
Using the range function /(b)expressed by equation (2 3), the overlap integral /(b) given by equation
(2 2)reduces to
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In which

(4.2) M . -
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(4.3) p.=Va^+(^/m)+r0
J .

For the projectile, the diffuseness parameter and the central nuclear density are related to the root-mean-
square radius, through

While for the target nuclei mCa, Cu and ""Pb we use the same values of the set of parameters given in the
last section. The energy-dependent average nucleon-nucleon cross-section 5NN is given by

o w =l(Z,Zr + NrNT)a
We note that if in equation (4.1) W takes the value 1 die problem reduces to Karol's prescription [7]
According to equation (4.1), the opacity function becomes

(4 4) P(b) = I - e J - £ > . exp(-6Vpi)l .

Let exp(-6'/P2)= ' w n e r e P = VaJ + "T + ro so that

(4.5) /*)=l

Approximating P(l) by Bernstein's polynomial

yields the following form for the nucleus-nucleus reaction cross-section

The reaction cross-sections calculated using this expression are tabulated in table (1). The present results
are compared with experiment and the results given by Karot's parameterization, equation (2.10). For light
systems, the comparison is biased to {Carol's procedure Meanwhile, the present proposal reasonably
describes the reaction cross section of the heavy target ""Pb.

Table (1): Present reaction cross-section predictions compared to experiment [13] and to results of
equation (2.4) due to Karolf2]

Reaction

"C+*Ca
"AI+*Ca
"Ne+mPb
•"Ar+^b
•Ca+'"Pb

Energy/nudcon
in MeV

83
77
30
44
77

Experimental
results|13|

1510160
2062±219
43I3±189
50001156
52501250

Ruction cross section in mb
Calculation

equation (4.7)
1577 5
1880.3
42215
4869 5
4912.5

(Carol's formula
fRef.|2|)«q.(1.4)

1548.2
1924.2
4639 7
4325 7
4889 1

5. Low energy Coulomb corrections

This section is devoted to the analysis of elastic scattering data We use the present reaction cross
section expression and the one cited in reference [17] to calculate the reaction cross sections of low energy
induced collisions. We implement the Coulomb modification cited in ref [8] This yields the following
expressions

(51) o-i =

for low energ> proton-induced reaction, and
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(5.2) o»

for low energy nucleus-nucleus interactions Where V = Z,ZTe2/R is the Coulomb potential evaluated at
the radius of strong absorption, and Em is the center of mass energy Shown in figures. 4 and 5 are the
predictions of equations (5.1) and (5.2), for the systems p + "*Pb (at energies less than 50 MeV) and "O +
•"tb (at energies between 100 MeV and 350 MeV), respectively. The figures reveal that the predictions of
the present approximations to the total reaction cross section reasonably reproduce the trend as well as the
magnitude of the experimental data in the relevant low energy regime
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Figure (1): Coulomb-modified total reaction cross-section predictions, equation (S.I),
forp+ *"Pb.
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Figure (2): Coulomb-modified total reaction cross-section predictions, equation (5 1),
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Conclusions

In the present article we continue the analysis of heavy-ion reaction cross-sections using Fermi-
sttp (Wood-Saxon) nuclear densities. We follow the same procedures quoted in reference [17] to promote
our study to the more complicated case, nucleus-nucleus interactions. We approximate the Wood-Saxon
density, which election scattering data recommends for heavy-ions, by a finite series of Gaussian functions
Then, we introduce a polynomial approximation to the opacity function. The present results, displayed in
table (1), ate seen to fit experiment more than those of equation (2 4), due to Karol [2]

Furthermore, we calculate the total reaction cross-section for low energy reactions taking the
Coulomb potential into account We apply die Coulomb-modified reaction cross-section formula given in
reference [17] to the two cases of collisions, proton-nucleus and-nucteus-nucleus interactions. The low
energy data are reasonably reproduced by the present results for the systems for p + **Pb and "O + ™*Pb
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Abstract

The present work is devoted for the calculations of the total reaction cross-section using Glauber's
multiple scattering theory for high-energy proton nucleus collisions We adopt a Fermi-step parameterization
for the phase shift function. Throughout our analysis the data on the following targets "Al, Cu, *"Pb and ;J*lt
are considered for proton energies between 0 1 be V and 1 GeV The agreement of the present calculations mth
experiment is seen to be quite satisfactory

Introduction

The interaction of high-energy heavy-ions is subject of much current interest and activity One of
the most important physical observables to understand such interactions is the total reaction cross-section
defined as the total minus the elastic cross sections, oK = <J7 - o , ,

Total reaction cross-sections are used to measure the matter radii of nuclei Values of reaction
cross-sections for different isotopes are used for accurate determination of differences in nuclear matter
radii, which provides essential information on the differences between proton neutron distributions in
nuclei Besides, the total reaction cross section is also of considerable importance in other research
domains, such as shielding against heavy-ions originating from space radiation, accelerators, cosmic rays
and also radio biological effects. It also finds application in astrophysics and therapeutic and diagnostic
medicine [1].

From the geometrical point of view, the total reaction cross-section for a target nucleus struck by a
beam of single particles (protons) is expected to be proportional to the area seen by the projectile, which is
KRJ , where RT is the radius of the target nucleus. Taking into account that R °c A"1, A follows that
oKozA2'3 And so for Nucleus-nucleus collisions one should expect a dependence of the form

Oj, oc(^i'5 + A\'ly [Z] This dependence was then modified to take into account the energy of the incident
projectile [3-5] Other effects were also included in the above approach, for instance the skin effect in
neutron rich nuclei and the Coulomb effect in the low energy regime [6]

At high energies, the Giaubr multiple scattering theory [7,] provides an excellent treatment for the
total reaction cross section. The high-energy projectile (proton) penetrates the target nucleus striking n of
its individual nucleons independently According to Glauber's formalism [7], m its optical limit, the cross-
secOon, o , , for such n independent collisions is

(11)

where

(12)

This expression assumes a Poisson distribution of the number of elementary collisions in which the
probability of a single collision is given by the cross section om times the effective length of the path of
the projectile in the target In terms of a , the total reaction cross-section the total reaction cross section,
aK, is defined as
(13) °K=£ O »
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Combining equations (1 1) and (1.3), and switching the order of summation and integration it is easy to see
that for proton-nucleus collisions the Glauber total reaction cross-section is

(1.4)

In die present article we adopt Glauber's theory [7] with its appealing physical view in which the reaction
cross-section results from individual independent nucleon-nucleon collisions Our task is to study the
energy dependence of the reaction cross section for heavy-ions struck by energetic projectile protons In the
present formulation for the total reaction cross-section, we adopt a Fermi-step function to parameterize the
phase shift, %(b) Our proposal is justified by a comparison of the present calculations with experiment and
other theoretical results

Wood-Saxon Phase Shift Parameterization

In the absence of die Coulomb field and for proton-nucleus collusions, the Glauber model consists in
writing the total reaction cross section as given by equation (1 4) Performing integration by parts
Glauber's total reaction cross-section may be written as

(2.1)

Now we switch the role of the dependent and independent variables, i e we consider % as the independent
variable and 4(x) as the dependent variable Accordingly, we obtain

(2.2)

Further, we choose the phase shift function %{b) to be a Fermi-step,

(2.3) x(6) = u{l + exp((A-6')M)]"1

In figures (la-d) we graph die phase shift function, %(b), versus the impact parameter b for the nuclei "Al,
"Cu, " P b and U IU The relation is described by the solid curves While the dashed curves represent the
optical limit of Glauber's phase shift function given by equation (1.2) assuming a Fermi density
distribution for the target nucleus The reasonable agreements of die present parameterization with
Glauber's phase shift are quite encouraging to move on towards our target; calculating the total reaction
cross section. Table (1) displays the values of the parameters of (ke present phase shift function for die
nuclei "Al, "Cu, ~ P b and ""U

Table (1). Parameters of the Fermi-type phase shift.
Target
"Al
"Cu
"*n

u(fmJ)
1095
1430
2.021
2 250

*'(fm) .
2.550
3 500
5 220
5.420

A(fm)
0.650
0 720
0 980
0.985

Solving equation (2 3) for ft we obtam fr(x) = *' +A ln|(u-x)/x| SnbatitutiBg 6(x) into (2.2) we arrive at
(2 4)

< j6'2exp(-oTm, x ) ^ * J24'Am|(M--X)/x|exp(-c'JW x)<fr J A 1 p"|G» - x)/x|j exp(-am %)dx
[ o o o

The limits of me last definite integral are x(°°) = 0 and x(0) = u/(l+exp(- b'/i)) The integrals /,,I,and h are
evaluated below The first integral 1\ simply reduces to

(25) /,
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Figure (1): Phase shift junction given by equation (2 3) -solid curves- and Glauber's phase shift
equation (I 2)- dashed curves- for the nuclei "Al, "Cu, ™Pb and " U (a)17 A],
(b) "Cu, (c) MPb and (d) M U

While the second integral
(2 6)

Where y = 0.5772 is Eider's constant, I'(0,*) is the incomplete gamma function, and £ , (z ) is the
exponential integral, [8]. Now we calculate the third integral in equation (2.4), h,

jexp(r x)f exp(-

1(0)

where /j^, 7M and 7v, are to be individually integrated We start by the first term, lu, in which we
make the change of variable substitution, 5 W (n - x)=' This gives

J
Taking into account the following identity

J
- 2 a ^ ( v , w; a ) - ln(a)[- 2E, (a) + b(o)( 1 + e* )+ 2y], for a, b > 0.

Where J , f f (v ,w;z) is the regularized hypergeometnc function, with v = (1, 1, 1) and w = (2, 2,2), [9]

Thus

/„ = 2« AJ exp(- omV) fa ,/r,(v, w, )

- n)][- 2£, [5m (x(0) - ( (x(0) - n)])+ 2y]}
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We follow the same process to evaluate the second integral in equation (2 4). A change of variable to

' = °jw Z. simply gives / » = 2* A1 je^lMtjfdt The following identity is useful [°]
0

fork> 0, v = (1, 1, 1) and w = (2, 2, 2) Again, p/^fv.w.z ) is the regularized hypergeometnc function

[9] and £, (z) is the exponential integral, [8] Thus, we arrive at

/ » = 2* A1 {2(cmX(0)), F, (v, w, o r f ) )

- I n f a ^ O ) ) ^ , (5»KX(0)) - M w ^ M l + O'Pfcw.lC)]-Y]}
Finally, we come to the third integral in 73, equation (2 4) As done before, set r = am x, so that

jln(\amli-t\)\n(<) e-dt

Unfortunately, this integral has no analytical solution To evaluate it we are going to apply the numerical
Gauss-Laguerre integration method [10] We note that if one is interested in applying purely numerical
methods one could have used the Gauss-Laguerre technique from die beginning, equation (2 2) Moreover,
one may introduce a further simplification to the problem taking I, s 0, as A1 = 0 Summing up the three
integrals A, h and 7j gives the total reaction cross for ntictoon-nucleui interactions. We check die validity
of the present proposal by comparing its predictions to experiment We consider the following interactions
p + "Al, p + Cu, p + ""Pb and p + u t U , in the energy range 100 MeV - 1000 MeV. The comparisons are
displayed in figure (2a-d) The solid curves describe the estimates of the present attempt The dashed
curves are the reaction cross-sections results using a Wood-Saxon density distribution in the optical limit of
the Glauber model. As seen from figures (2a-d) the present results of the total reaction crott-Mction (solid
curves) are lower than those due to the optical limit of the dauber model (dashed curves) This difference
is less for "Al and "Cu, and it is expected to be so Because, referring to figures (la-d), it is seen that for
"Al and u Cu, the present jparametenzations perfectly fit the Glauber phase shift function, while for the
heavy nuclei, "*Pb and °^J, die fit of die two phase shift functions is not as good. The comparisons
displayed in figures (2a-d) show that present predictions (solid curves) reproduce experiment in trend and
fairly well in magnitude

Conclusions

in me present work die energy dependence of die total reaction cross-section for proton-nucleus collisions
is investigated. Our study is based on the Glauber theory in its optical limit We follow die point of view of

o no aoo xo «» SOB e x wo soo MO nee

JM -

Figure (2): The present reaction cross-section predictions, (solid curves) Results of dauber
model (dashed curves)Jor (a) "Al and (b) "Cu.
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Figure (2): The present reaction cross-section predictions, (solid carves) Results of dauber
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Fayyad et al [II], in expressing the phase shift function as a Fermi-step In fact, to a high degree of
accuracy Fayyad et al [11 j successfully used this Fermi parameterization to solve the inversion problem
Besides, in ref [12, 13] we used the Fermi function to describe the density distribution of heavy-tons plus
two other approximations in order present a closed form expression for the total reaction cross-section.

Throughout the present study the following systems are considered, p + "Al, p + "Cu, p + M Pb
and p + U 'U. The energy of the projectile proton varied over 100 MeV -1000 MeV (except for ™U where
the energy varied from 100 MeV-300 MeV) The present reaction cross-section predictions are set in
comparison with experiment and with the numerically evaluated reaction cross-sections, equations (12)
and (1 4), assuming a Fermi nuclear density distribution for the target nucleus. The reasonable agreement
seen from the comparison reflects the validity of the present attempt Attempts to extend the present
propsal to nucleus-nucleus collisions are carried out in [14]
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Odderon and spin sffects
in the diffraction range

O.V. Selyugin '

BI.TP, JINR, Dubna, Russia

Abstract

The spin effects in the diffraction region at high energies are analyzed in different proposals.

It is shown that there exists the possibility to define of odderon contribution and the sign of real

parts of the odderon amplitude. The odderon coupling and its sign are analyzed.

To determine the structure of the high energy elastic hadron-hadron scattering amplitude at

small angles is a topical and necessary problem. The corresponding information can be obtained

from the precision measurement of the form of spin correlation parameters AN and ANN »t small

transfer momenta [2|.

The differential cross section and spin parameters AH and ANN are defined as

% S ( 2 )
and

W =

in the framework of the usual helicity representation.

In this domain, the analyzing power AN is determined by the Coulomb-hadron interference

effects. As we can calculate the Coulomb amplitude very precisely from the theory, we can obtain

some information about the hadronic non-flip amplitude from this'quantity.

At present, the spin effects owing to the Coulomb-nudeon interference (CNI) at very small

transfer momenta are widely discussed in the aspect of future spin experiments at RHIC and LHC.

These effects are worse understood in the domain of the diffraction dip. In many aspects, this is

due to the fact that we do not know the Coulomb-hadron interference phase for not small transfer

momenta and its impact on the magnitude of the spin effects.

In [5], the phase vc of the pure Coulomb amplitude In the second Born approximation with the

form factor in the monopole and dipole forms has been calculated in a wide region of t It was

'E-mail. BelugmAtnsunljinr.dubnaju
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^hown that the behavior of ur at not small t sharply differs fioni the behavior of i/, obtained in (4)

We can calculate the total phdse factor that can be used in the whole diffraction range of elastic

hadron scattering [7]

The totaj phase factor is.

' r
Fkii,g)J0

(4)
* 'i,[i,q) JO

with

5 j j Ap . 5 2 2.
24 12 4

Our eikonal representation for the <p(a,t) (4) is valid in a wide region oft. If we take the correct

hadron scattering eikonal that describes the experimental differential cross section including the

domain of the diffraction dip, we can calculate the ip(a, t) for that region of t , for example, [6].

Note, that the calculated term has a real and a nonamajl imaginary part

Some approaches to diffractive processes are connected with the (-channel point of view There

exist some problems of the Regge theory in the asymptotic limit « -+oo and models with the

Froissart-type asymptotic behavior of the scattering amplitude. Usually, the process is defined as

diffractive if it is determined at high energies by the Pomeranchuk singularity at j = 1 - Pomeron

with C - +1 Besides the charge conjugation partner of Pomeron with C = - 1 - Odderon exists.

For the maximal Odderon [8] the intercept of odderon equals the intercept of Pomeron The recent

calculation of the odderon intercept gives it as follows [9]:

< W 0 ) = 1 - (9a./2r)e, (6)

where e is the odderon energy. In some works the calculations were made under some assumption

on the odderon intercept (o(0) = 0.8; 1.; 1.08). The coupling constant was estimated from the

supposition that ppf- Pn< 0.05 as y/s > 100 GeV.

We can improve these estimations taking into account the experimental data for pp and pp~

elastic scattering at y/a — 19.4 GeV and y/a = 52.8 GeV. and examine the relations.

and the difference of differential cross sections at the point of the diffraction minimum

m m ) | B > - d<r/dt(-tmm)\pp

Our analysis included not only the contribution of pomeron and odderon but also the sec-

ond reggeon If an analysis is carries out without the reggeon contribution, the picture will be

contradictory between these three cases.
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An essential result of this analysis consists in that they do not use any fitting procedures and

involve as little theoretical assumptions as possible. The results of calculation by three methods

are very close to each other. For the maximal odderon the real part grows with o_ = 0.08. In this

case the imaginary part either does not grows or grows very slowly. The real part of the odderon

amplitude is taken in the same form as the imaginary part of the pomeron amplitude proposed by

Landshoft [11].

Jfe(fi*(.,«)) = -Jjgfe («,•-)«"*•''• G<«)». (7)
For example, for the first relation one can obtain

where

(9)

Using the local dispersion relations one can obtain that

k = (w/2)/laSl/aB. (10)

Here an = 1 GeV and

00^=^^=0.02. (11)

Putting

one obtains that all three relations lead to similar results, in the most part differ for different

odderon models. For yfa = 40 GeV we obtained 0.03 < C^(«) < 0 06 [10]. In the case of

"maximal" odderon one obtains C^u(«) « 0.08 at •y/i = 500 GeV. In our anaJyBi», we take for

\fa a 40 GeV the minimal value of coupling and for y/i = 600 GeV the maximal value of odderon

coupling.

Let us calculate, using the obtained ¥>(«,£)> «"> additional contribution to the analyzing power

A'ff and double spin correlation parameter Aj}N owing to the electromagnetk-hadron interference

and with taking account of the possible odderon contribution in the diffraction dip domain of the

proton-proton elastic scattering. This contribution should be taken into account when we want to

know the true size of the contribution to As and ANN due to the hadron spin-flip amplitude. Let

us again take the hadron spin-non-flip amplitude calculated in [6] and calculate tbe size of Af} in
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the diffraction dip domain for example, at HERA energy y/a = 40 GeV. The calculated analyzing

power is shown in Fig.l (a,b).

In the region below the diffraction minimum, we obtain a positive nonsmall contribution which

changes the size of the spin correlation parameter owing to the hadron-spin-flip amplitude Es-

pecially it is to be noted that the positive odderon contribution heavily change the point where

AN changes its sign. The calculations show that such additional odderon contributions lead to

the change of negative maximum of AN in the place of the diffraction minimum near 10% at

y/s = 500 GeV

Now let us examine such an additional contribution to the double spin correlation parameter.

It is clear that the large contribution to Atf^ comes from the interference of electromagnetic

amplitudes </>f" and #"'; but in our case, it ie cancelled completely by the contribution of 2|<£fTn|3).

So, we have the magnitude of A$N both dependent on the real part of the hadron spin-non-flip

amplitude and on llie odderou contribution. Our calculation of Aft*/* is shown in Fig. 2 (*,b).

Of course, the form and size of A^N are mostly defined by the form and size of the diffraction

minimum.

Using the eikonal representation we obtain the terms corresponding to the electromagnetic-

had ron interference in the second Bom approximation taking into account the hadrons form factor

in a wide region of transfer momenta up to the diffraction dip domain. It allows us to calculate

an additional contribution to the analyzing power AN and double spin correlation parameter ANN

owing to tbe odderons contributions. As a result, we obtain, in the domain of the diffraction

minimum, not small spin correlation effects due to the interference of the spin-non-flip elastic

scattering amplitude and the electromagnetic spin-flip amplitude.

In spite of the large contribution of the hadron-spin-flip amplitude, we can see that taking
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Figure 2: The calculated a) Atf

account of the odderon contributions leads to visible changes in spin correlation effects. So, the

precise measurement of An and ANN in the region of the diffraction minimnm and the treatment

of their energy dependence can give some additional information which allow one to define the

sign and magnitude of the odderon contribution. One should mention the importance of the (

dependence of the odderon amplitude, and therefore, the researches are necessary which can reveal

possible bounds on the t-dependence of the odderon amplitude.
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POMERON IN DIFFRACTIVE PROCESS

L. G. DAKHNO

St Petersburg Nuclear PhyBics Institute, Gatchina, StJetemburg 1S8350, Russia

Abstract

The reaction 7*(Q3)p -> p"p Is studied with kinematics favouring the dominance
of the Pomcron exchange, and a particular impact of this work is to investigate
the BFKL pomeron in this kinematical region. The cross section ratio oL/oT !a
calculated and compared to the available experimental data. The agreement with
data is not satisfactory, that probably points to the absence of early onset of the
pnre prrturhatiw regime in Ihe diM-tinted diffrartiw praams.

Introduction. Intensive experimental study of diffrartivp processes initiated by vir-
tual photon 7*(Q2) at HERA makes it urgent to perform calculations using explicit form
of the perlurWive QCD pomerou - the BFKL pouierou [1]. The investigation of this
reaction [2] showed at present HERA energies pure pCJC'D pomeron cannot be observed,
and the contribution of large interquark separations in important. Still, it would be in-
teresting to study, following-numerous investigations, whether BFKL pomeron is suitable
object for the description of the available experimental data. To this aim we have cal-
culated the ratio of cross sections with longitudinal and transverse polarizations, rri/cr,
and compared this value with the experimental data.

The physical picture of the diffractive p meson production at asymptotically large Q1

consists in the following (see Fig. la,b):
(i) virtual photon produces qq pair at small distances,
(ii) quarku convert into vector meson (or outgoing photon) with the {-channel emission
of gluons,
(itt) gluons at the top of the ladder are at relatively small distanced, thus a hard component
of the Pomeron (BFKL Pomeron) is selected,
(titt) lower part of the gluon ladder is attached to the nucleon at small momentum transfer,
so the region of small transverse momenta is selected at the bottom of the ladder. Hence
the most realistic is the following scenario: typical virtualities in the gluon ladder change
from hard values selected by virtual photon in the hard quark-loop at the top of the ladder
to the soft values at the bottom, and thus the whole t-channel behaviour is determined
by the complicated object which in a supposition of hard and soft PomeronH.
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a b

Figure 1- Diagrams for the process 7*(<?3)p -¥ p°p (a,b).

Formulae. The BFKL pomeron is attached to the incident photon and outgoing
vector meson through the quark loop diagram shown in Fig. 1. Two diagrams are under
consideration: (i) two reggeized gluons from the upper part of the BFKL ladder are
attached to the same constituent quark of the loop, see Fig. la, and (ii) reggcized gluons
couple to different quarks of the loop, as is shown in Fig. lb.

The amplitude corresponding to the sum of diagrams depicted in Fig. la,b is as
follows:

L_ f1 * 7
(2ir)> h x*(l - xf J (I/* + 1/4)*

j <P p e x P (J«[R - [ ^ ]
(1)

Here R = (pi + pj)/2 and p = pt — pj, />, being the coordinate of the tth quark of the
loop; Fx,,r is related to the spin factors of longitudinal and transverse polarizations and
wave functions of incident lurge-Q photon and outgoing p meson as follows.

FT = 8 ( m 2 * ? ' ^ 0 ' + 2(1 - 2x(l - 2*))»<
K

l>#<,1>) . (2)

The function i4/>̂ riv is the pomeron-proton-proton vertex.
The integration over <PR is carried out over the whole apace (really up to 5 fm), the

integration over relative quark separations, <Pp is of crucial importance, it needs special
discussion.

An important problem whirh arises in the quantitative description of hard processes
in an evaluation of the scale at which the perturbative regime starts to dominate these
amplitudes. Some authors [3] advocated an early applicability of pQCD, the others [4]
argue in favour of the late onset of the perturbative regime, at very large Q2 ~ 50 GeVa.
A quantitative study of elastic and transition form factore [5] confirmed that even at Q1 as
large as 20 Gev3 the form factor is still dominated by soft non-perturbative qq kinematicai
configurations.
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Figure 1: (a) The vertex G-,(Af^) found in the analysis of transition form factors 7 ->
ir°,n,r/ in [2]. (b) The />-meson vertex function used in the calculation; At A/,$ > 3 OeV
two variants are shown: I) the decrease G,(Mj f) ~ 1/MJ, (dashed curve), II) <37(M,\) ~
const (solid curve).

For the reaction under discussion we have performed special investigations [2] which
led to the following conclusion: one cannot expect the early onset of the pure perturbative
regime in the discussed diffractive processes: the small interquaik distances, less than 0.2
fin, start to dominate not earlier than at Q3 m 100 GeV2, W*/Q2 ^ 10r in i'(Q3)p - f p°p
and Q3 ~ 50 GeV, W3/Q2 * 108 in 7*(Q2);» -> 7*(03)P- So, integrating over <Pp in
(1), we have chosen the upper limit equal either to 0.2 ftn, restraining ourselves by pure
perturbative region, or p » Rhuirm, where the integral converges due to the integrand
structure.

Wave functions of photon and p meson. The detailed study of the hard upper
qiiaTk-antiqiiark loop is baaed on realistic wave functions of the initial photon and the
outgoing vector meson, for this in crucial for the understanding of the reaction mechanism
at large but finite Q3. The light-cone wave function of photon was found in [4] on the basis
of experimental data for the transition form factor Tf(Q*) - n r ° at 0 < Q3 < 25 GeV.
This wave function was successfully applied for the description of data on 77*(QJ) -+ 17
and TY*(Q3) -+ rf. The photon wave function is represented as a sum of two components
for direct product of the qq pair, with a point-like vertex 7* ->• qq at large M,f, and for
trie proem* in the Um-Mtf region, whm* the vert«x has a non-trivial structure due to the
soft qq interaction. The soft qq interaction yields an enhancement of the contribution of
low-masses and, respectively, large distances in the quark loop.

The fj-meson wave function which is needed for the description of the reaction 7*(Q3)p —>
p°p is not known precisely, BO we are forced to make certain assumptions concerning the
details of its behaviour. The low-M,? component of the f-meaon wave function is sup-
posed to be similar U> piun's. The latter wan found iu [4] iroin fitting to data for piou form
factor at 0 < Q3 < 10 GeV1. Moreover, the p-meton low-M^ wave function should be
close to photon's one due to the vector-meson dominance. At large M^, it is reasonable
to assume the form of vertex function at large M3 as follows: Gf(Mft) a M^2, see Fig.
2.

BFKL and the coupling to nucleon. To attach the quark loop to target micinon,
fwrveral possible scenarios exist, that in dup to the ambiguities in the description of the
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BFKIi-Pome.ron: in the region of small K, the coupling is determined by Strong-QCD,
thus not obeying the rigid prescriptions of the HFKL marhinery. Another ambiguity is
related to different possibilities for choosing a scale-factor for the W^-dependence [1,6].

The BFKL Pomeron is represented by its eigenfunction
Eo,u(pi,Pt) = [{pi — p\f'pi^'p22]'+'v', which is determined in the impact parameter space
of gluons (p\, p\) ( the index-i/ integration is performed over the interval —oo < u < oo.
The BFKL amplitude is represented as a convolution of eigenfunctions £n,*(piip2) and
Rnj,(p\,p'2) where the coordinates p1<2 and p[2 refer to gluons of the upper and lower
blocks, correspondingly.

We consider two possible scenarios for the Pomeron attaching to the nucleon target:
(i) the BFKL Pomeron is transformed first to the soft Pomeron and then thiB soft Pomeron
is attached to the nucleon,
(u) the BFKL Pomeron is directly attached to the nucleon.

In the first case, the ladder is rather long, because of large W; the Pomeron is uo
longer the perturbative BFKL, but is in a soft regime. So it is attached to the nucleon
with a standard soft coupling APNN{K\) ~ exp(—Bit\), with B ~ 2.5GeV3.

In the second case the nucleon ladder is rather short, and the BFKL-ponieron is
presented in its explicit form:

The wave function of nucleon is chosen in exponential form, with (r2) = 0.8 fm2

The factor (W^KQ2 + (il))"H is scaling factor inherent to BFKL pomeron. We have
also tried another form of scaling factor: [W2/(s + »')) , where a and s' are inner
variables in the spectral representation of the qq loop [6].

Comparison of the ratio <TLI&T with experimental data. The cross section ratio
oLjar is shown in Fig. 3a,b with the data [7]. In Fig. 3a the curve was calculated with
scaling factor W^ftQ'+fi2) while figure 3b corresponds to W2/(s+s'). These curves were
calculated with the p meson wave function decreasing at large AP as I/AT1. (Another
input when wave function behaves like ~ const agrees with data even worse).

Although calculation results with scaling factor W/(< + <*') and integration over the
whole space look more attractive, special investigation of the Q1 dependence of the slope
showed that in this case there is no agreement with data. So, one cannot distinguish
between different inputs to find out which one describes the experimental data best.

Conclusion. The main goal of this work is to check whether BFKL pomeron works in
the reaction 7lj(Q2)p -* pi TP by comparing experimental data on the ratio VL/VT with
our calculations. An undoubtful advantage of our approach i* an accurate calculation of
the quark-antiquark loop, for input wave functions of the photon and p meson have been
found out, in a wide region of masses which respond to perturbative and Strong QCD.

Still, the uncertainty left which is due to the form of scaling factor, 1/(Q* + ft2) or
\/(s + «'), in the BFKL pomeron, and the difference in calculation results is considerable

Another problem is related to the f<u.l thai large inlerquark sep<iratiouB, p > 0.2 fin,
clearly dominate the amplitude of the reaction 7£ij(Q

2)p -*• p\j-V, and we see in Fig. 3
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Figure 3: ai/or 'n the reaction "IL,T(Q3)P ~* P*L,TP Solid curves correspond to the
calculation with all possible interquark separations in the quark loop, dashed lines stand
for the case when the integration was restricted by p < 0.2

that the cross section ratio is not, saturated hy integration over small separations which
respond to the pQOD picture. In all considered casot the dominance of the region of
small interquark separations pqt < 0.2 fm was not observed at least at Q2 < 50 GeV3

and W/Q1 > 10*. Our analysis show that BFKL Pomeron can be hardly seen in the
diflraclive production in the region Q1 < 100 GeV3

Special mechanism is needed to prevent BFKL pomeron from expanding into soft
(Strong QCO) region, and theoretical explanation of the change of the IV dependence lies
in better understanding of properties of the Strong-QCD Pozneron.

Acknowledgments. Thanks are due to V.V. Anisovich and V.A. Nikonov, with
whom this work has been done.
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By following the dauical concept of duality in strong interactions, we show that the structure func-
tions exhibit this property in the Bjorken variable z (partons' momentum fraction). Veneziano-Uke dual
models for the structure functions are suggested.

1 Introduction. Structure functions, Bjorken scaling and
Regge behavior

Does the small-1 structure function (SF) knows its large-x behavior and vice versa7 By the present
paper we will answer this question affirmatively and derive dual models for the structure functions
exhibiting the above property.

First, let us remind the reader that, since the SF is proportional to the imaginary part of
forward Compton scattering amplitude (total cross section), it is Regge behaved in the energetic
variable, (see e.g. [1])

, Q1) ~ (<rT + «rt) - £ Q2A(<?V'(o)-\ (1)

where v and Q2 are respectively the photon energy and virtuality, the subscripts T and L in-
dicate transverse and longitudinal photon polarization and the sum runs over all allowed Regge
trajectones - leading and nonleading.

It is obvious from eq. (1) (see [1], [2]) that Bjorken scaling and Regge behavior are compatible
only if the Regge residue 0(Q2) goes like (Q2)'^-1 (apart from the kinematical factor Q2 in front
of it).

In photon-proton scattering, similar to vector meson-proton scattering [1], the first nonleading
trajectory in the {-channel is that of the /-meson (dual to the A trajectory in the direct channel)
and the leading one obviously is the pomeron trajectory (dual to the leas known exotic trajectory).
In what follows, we use the photon-proton total c.m.s energy s = W2 as the relevant energetic
variable and write the structure function as the sum of two terms - the singlet, S and nonsinglet
NS ones ("leading" = P and exotic E and "nonleading" = R in terms of the Regge pole or dual
models),

F3(x, Q2) = Fs(x, Q2) + FN5(X, Q2), (2)

where the total squared c m.B. energy 3 is related to the Bjorken variable x by

* = g 2 ( l - * ) / x + fn;, (3)
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which for large a, or small i obviously becomes s — Q3/x The 7*p total cross section is related
to the SF by

Q2{l-x) " V - ' - * '

a is a coupling constant here

2 Dual models for hadronic reactions
We consider two models of dual amplitude: that of Veneziano [3]

and the Dual Amplitude with Mandelstam Analyticity (DAMA) [4]

D{s,t)= f dz(-\ (—-} , (6)
h \9/ \ 9 )

where a' = s(l — z),t' = <2, j is a parameter, g > 1, a and t are the usual Mandelstam variables
We use z as the integration variable to avoid confusing with the Bjorken variable x.

In a sense, DAMA is a generalization of the Veneziano model that includes unitanty effects, of
which here finite resonances widths will be of the greatest importance. Finite resonances' widths
in dual models are introduced by letting the Regge trajectories to be complex Strictly speaking,
this is illegitimate in the Veneziano mode] (but tolerable at a phenomenological level), while in
DAMA nonlinear complex Regge trajectories are indispensable (see [4]). Clearly, DAMA ia close
to the Veneziano model in some kinematical regions and deviates from the latter otherwise

By construction, both the Veneziano model and DAMA have high energy Regge behavior and
can be expanded in pole series, typical of the low energies. To connect the dual models with the
SFs, t is set zero and the imaginary parts of the formulae below will be used (optical theorem)
The relevant formulae are (see, e.g. [4]):

and

for the Veneziano amplitude and

1=1 ' ^ ' '

for DAMA's pole decomposition (eq. (3 6) in [4]), where

Cn(0) = -^(-o(O) - l)(-a(0) - 2)...(-a(0) - n) . (10)
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The leading term in the Regge expansion of DAM A can be found by the saddle point method.

D M ) = / ' dz e - ^ l , (11)
Jo

where

W(z) = In (~) (a(s') + 1) + In f1-^-) (a(t') + 1) . (12)

When \s\ increases, the saddle point approaches z = 1. We can find the approximative solution
of W'(z) - 0 by setting the saddle point 4° ' = 0 in the zeroth order in I/a

_ a(0) + l
^ " ( 1 3 )

One important point is worth mentioning here the Regge residue function, otherwise arbitrary
in the Regge approach, is fixed by the Regge asymptotics of dual models. (Of course, the freedom
given by the definition of the dual model itself). To reconcile the Regge behavior of the Veneziano
model V(s,t) ~ (a'j)"'0' with Bjorken scaling, one sets a' <x l/Q1, as argued in Section 1 and in
[2]

The possibility that in dual models the slope of the trajectory a' is related to the external mass,
li, was discussed long ago (see e.g. [5]) in a different context: by requiring that in a complete
theory the external particle be identical to one of the particles on the Regge trajectories, one
identifies it with the lightest particle, hence fi1 = - a ( 0 ) / o ' . We go further by setting in what
follows n3 + C?5 = - a ( 0 ) / o / .

After the ^'-dependence of the residue has been fixed, the dual model automatically takes care
of extending it into the whole kinematical region, including of course the low-energy resonance
region

DAMA's Regge asymptotic formula (14) shares this property, i.e. 0/(0) in the Regge asymptotic
formula appear multiplied by 3, so here Bjorken scaling can be arranged in the same way as in the
Veneziano model, however in DAMA an extra factor, with respect with the Veneziano, namely g
appears. We shall consider both possibilities - associating the Q'-dependence with a' and/or with

9-
Without going into details, one may notice that the dual amplitude (with a linear trajectory

for the moment!) becomes now a function of the ratio s/Q1, which is the Bjorken variable for
large s (or email x) and (1 — i ) / x + ma /QJ otherwise.

We do not specify for the moment the quantum numbers and the numerical values of the
parameters of the trajectories. First, we want to clarify the low-energy (large x) behavior of the
dual amplitude with the Q* dependence fed in the Regge asymptotic region.

There are other subtleties in the model under construction, namely the Bjorken scaling vio-
lation and the low-Q1 limit that should satisfy gauge invariance. Both can be implemented after
the general features of this new duality will be settled
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The introduction of the Q2 dependence (off-mass continuation) of dual models was attempted
right from the earliest days of dual models, for example by considering many particle dual ampli-
tudes with two external legs as (off shell) bound states The6e attempts were soon abandoned,
dual models were believed not to be applicable to current-induced reactions Our present attempt
to large extent was inspired by the effeciency of the "^'-dependent" Regge-type models developed
recently in analyzing the HERA data (sec [6] and references therein)

One more remark is in order: it may appear that SFs of deep inelastic scattering have little
to do with the low energy elastic scattering and with the resonance region This is not true
Firstly, Bjorken scaling was observed at surprisingly low energies; secondly, dynamics is continuous
and high-energy and high-multiplicity phenomena should smoothly interpolate with the other
kinematical regions, as emphasized by Bjorken and Kogut some years ago [7]; thirdly, low-energy
resonance effects have been observed experimentally long time ago and discussed by Bloom and
Gilman [8].

3 Duality in x

a) Dual "narrow-resonance" SF
According to the previous arguments, we write the Veneaiano amplitude as

s,QJ) ,0) = A(*,Q») = B ( -a (O) - 7 (

with the substitution a'(Q2) = A-. By definition, it scales in the Regge domain
First we study its low energy behavior. We have in the resonance region:

£Sn-a(O)-7(1?l=«

Let us notice some points important for our further discussion. The SF must satisfy the
condition.

f,(*-.l,0ll)cc(l-z)«. (17)

According to eq. (4)

°tVrjl (18)
The behavior of A(x,Q2), when x —» 1 will be studied in Section 4, and K will be defined there
too.

b) Dual SF from DAMA
In the case of DAMA, as it was mentioned before, we have two possibilities. If we introduce

Q2 in the similar way through the a'(0), we have to work with Borne nonlinear trajectory

= a(x,Q2), Q'(0) = i/Q* . (19)
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D(a(z,Q2),0) = /!(*, Q2) = jf <fe(jj ^—J . (20)

In the Regge domain we obtain

0 , Q 2 ) = 7/Q4 was assumed for simplicity. According to (18), Fj{x,Q2) contains an extra

factor Q2 and an extra scaling violating factor 5"' -ri»» '.
In using the second way to incorporate Q2, impossible in the Veneziano model, our trajectory

will not depend on Q*. This may be more reasonable, since the propagator, a(s) in our case,
should not know the momentum of the external virtual. Based on (14) we define

(22)

For small Q2, g ss f/Q2, for Q1 —» 00, g —> 1, so the constraint on g, g > 1 is respected
So, the Regge asymptotic is

We are keeping Ing since it is impossible to find analytical solution for g as a function of Q2

Followmg (18) we still have a scaling violating factor (Q2)
The low-energy resonance behavior of A(x,Q2) is

1=1

^n-l(O) . /0,<

T~—T » M < + 1 '

where Cn(O) are given by (10).

4 Power behavior for x —»• 1.

We are interesting in the limit x —• 1, which corresponds, according to eq. (3), to
s = m2 + Q2(l - x) -* m2. As it was mentioned before (17), A[x -» 1,Q2) -» 0, when x-* 1,
so, this point, s - m2, must be special for the trajectory. Let as assume that a(s) has the first
("effective") threshold at a = m2. (The reaction kinematics is such, that a > m2 )

According to our assumption

a(s) = a(m3) + af(m3)Q\i - x) + t [CQ2(1 - x)]° ( m J ) + I / J -* a(m
2) . (25)

a) Veneziano model
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From (5) and (25) (we assume the Reggc trajectory to be nonlinear and complex)

A[x - , n^ - r(-o(0))r(-a(m»))
A ( * - i , ( n - r (_Q { 0 )_ a ( m 3 )

 e * c*)

According to eq (18)

f\(x = i,Q3) cc 7mA(i = !,(?')(1 - z) = 0 (27)

Let us know study the behavior of the dual amplitude when i —> 1

^ ' Q ) - r ( - a ( 0 ) - « ( m > ) - 7 ) • ( 2 8 )

where T, = a'(mJ)g3(l - x) + i [CQ2(l - x)\"
im'^l/3

To find the behavior of Fi(j),Q3) in the limit 17 - • 0 we have to expand A(i),Q2) in a Taylor
series. Let us assume that

a(0) + a(m2) = n, n £ N, a(0) 0 N, a(m2) ^ TV (29)

By using the well known property of the F function, F(z) = V(z + l)jz we obtain

Inserting eq (30) into eq (28) gives

r(-a(0))r(-a(mJ)) ni(-)»+1 (rf(ml)g8(l - x) +1 [CQJ(1 - i)]"0"'*"1) (1+0(1 - x ) ) . (31)

Finally, inserting ImA{x, Q1) from eq. (31) into eq. (18) we obtain

Ft(x - 1, Qa) a (1 - x)*^*3'1 (32)

So, K in eq (17) can de identified with aim1) + 3/2. Notice, that, because of the choice (29), the
real part of the dual amplitude ReA{x,Qt) <x (1 — 1) , x —> 1

5 Conclusions

We made the first step on the new way of constructing dual structure functions and have shown
how the large-i behaviour of the SF can be recovered from its low-i behavior For future practical
applications the following points should be considered,

- Two-component structure of the scattering amplitude (or SF) According to the ideas of
duality, the decreasing part of the amplitude due to the sub-leading t channel exchanges is dual
to the sum of the direct channel resonances, while the pomeron contribution (diffraction) is dual
to the non-resonant direct channel background, described by an exotic trajectory The latter is
poorly understood as yet, but J/ij> photoproduction may serve an ideal laboratory for its study

- Scaling violation in the SF should be fed in by the relevant choice of the (J'-dependence in
the Regge residuae - both for the singlet and non-singlet components.

Acknowledgement The work of L. L. Jenkovszky was supported by INTAS, Grant 97-1696
and CRDF, Grant UP1-2119
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Abstract. The signatures of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in nucleus-
nucleus (A+A) collisions at the SPS energies are critically discussed

I. Introduction. A discovery of the QGP in A+A collisions at CERN SPS
was announced several months ago [1]. The present status of this discovery
is still somewhat uncertain and is right now vigorously debated The data on
the transverse energy of secondary particles in central Pb+Pb collisions at
158 A-GeV and assumed early stage collision geometry lead to the estimate
of the initial energy density em = 3 -f- 4 GeV/fin3. The state of matter at
this high energy density is expected to consists of the deconfined quarks and
gluons Are there evidences of the transient QGP state in the measured
data?

II. Data. The yields of about 20 hadron species, n, K, ... , fi, H, have been
measured in A+A collisions at the SPS energies The measured hadron mul-
tiplicities are consistent with a simple picture of the statistical hadronization
(hadron gas model) with chemical freeze-out temperature 7# ^ 175 MeV
The temperature T# is close to the (theoretically) expected value for the
phase transition between hadron matter and QGP Tt suggests a possibility
to associate the chemical freeze-out in A+A collisions at the SPS energies
with QGP hadronization transition

The data on hadron transverse momentum spectra in Pb+Pb collisions
at 158 A GeV exhibit the exponential behavior exp(-^/mJ + Pi/T.) with
approximately linear dependence of the slope T, on particle mass m,. T, —
180MfiK + Cm, (C = 0 14). The explanation of these data requires a strong
transverse collective flow, v± — 0 5, and low thermal freeze-out temperature
T/ ^ 120 MeV

The data on hadron multiplicities and momentum spectra give no direct
information about the QGP existence These hadron observables are formed
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after (or during) the QGP hadronization Any real probe of the QGP must
be present in the early stage of the reaction (before hadionization) and retain
the signature of the deconfined matter properties throughout the confinement
transition and the subsequent hadron matter evolution. Real and virtual pho-
tons are emitted at all stages of the system evolution. They leave the medium
without strong interactions and therefore reflect the matter properties at the
time they were created. Thermal emission of the photons and lepton pairs
can be used to determine the matter temperature at different stages of A+A
collision. The crucial problem for this probe is however the subtraction of
the background effects- the measured spectra are dominated at high photon
momenta or dilepton mass by hard primary reactions and at low momenta
or masses by hadron decay products. Thermal photons or dileptons emission
from the QGP has so far not been identified.

III. Strangeness "Enhancement. The idea of strangeness enhancement
as a QGP signal was formulated a long time ago [2]. It was based on the
estimate that the strangeness equilibration time in QGP is of the same or-
der (ss 10 fin/c) as the expected life time of the fireball formated in A+A
collisions. Thus in the case of QGP creation the strangeness is expected to
approach its equilibrium value in QGP. This equilibrium value is significantly
higher than the strangeness production in nucleon-nucleon (N+N) collisions.
Strangeness production in secondary hadronic interactions was estimated to
be negligible small Therefore, if QGP is not formed, the strangeness yields
would be expected to be much lower than those predicted by equilibrium
QGP calculations. Thus at that time a simple and elegant signature of QGP
creation appeared, a transition to QGP should be signalled by an increase
of the strangeness production to the level of QGP equilibrium value In an
actual study of strangeness production, due to experimental and theoretical
reasons, it is convenient to analyze strangeness to pion ratio:

(A) + {K + JC)
E'~ « ' ( 1 )

In the QGP picture the ratio can be estimated from the equilibrium strangeness
to entropy ratio using common assumption of isentropic expansion.

The confrontation of these expectation with the data was for the first
time possible in 1988 when the preliminary surprising results from S and
Si beams at SPS and AGS were presented The experiment NA35 reported
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that in central S+S collisions at 200 A GeV the strangeness to pion ratio is
2 times higher than in N+N interactions at the same energy per nucleon
Even larger enhancement (a factor of about 3) was measured by B802 in
Si+A collisions at AGS. Recent data on central Au+Au collisions at low AGS
energies completed the picture, strangeness enhancement is observed at all
energies, it is stronger at lower energies than at the SPS energy17 At the low
AGS energies one does not expect creation of QGP and therefore one should
not observe substantial strangeness enhancement Thus AGS measurements
of strangeness enhancement even larger than that at SPS showed clearly
that the simple concept of strangeness enhancement as a signal of QGP u
incorrect

The statistical model of strangeness production [3] leads in fact to the
following predictions (see Fig 1):
1 A non-monotonic (or lankly) collision energy dependence of the strangeness
to pion ratio (1). This is due to the fact that the phase transition is expected
to occur at an energy where the strangeness to entropy (pion) ratio ID the
equilibrium confined (hadron) matter is higher than in the QGP. Therefore,
a creation of the QGP in the energy region between the AGS and SPS would
change an initial fast increase of this ratio in equilibrium hadron gas by a
decrease to the level expected in equilibrium QGP
2 Very similar strangeness to pion ratio is predicted for SPS, RHIC and LHC
energies as strangeness/entropy ratio in the QGP is almost independent of
temperature (collision energy).

III. 3/tp "Suppression". A standard picture of 7/0 production in hadron
and nuclear collisions assumes a two step process, the creation of cc pair in
hard parton collisions at the very early stage of the reaction and the subse-
quent formation of a bound charmonium state. Matsui and Satz proposed
[4] (see also [5] and references therein) to use J/ifi as a probe for decon-
finement in the study of A+A collisions. They argued that in QGP colour
screening dissolves initially created J/ip mesons into c and Z quarks which
at hadronization form open charm hadrons. As the initial yield of J/\j> is
believed to have the same A-dependence as the Drell-Yan Iepton pairs, the
measurement of a weaker A-dependence of final Jf4> yield (J(i> suppres-
sion) would signal charmonium absorption and therefore creation of QGP
The measured A-dependence of J/V> production in p+A is weaker than A'
(approximately A09) It was suggested that this J/ip suppression is due to
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absorption in target nucleus. The data on oxygen and sulphur collisions
on nuclei at 200 A-GeV also indicated presence of the considerable suppres-
sion To improve a fit of the data a new source of J/ip absorption was
introduced- the absorption on hadronic secondaries ('comovers'). Finally in
central Pb+Pb collisions at 158 A GeV the measured suppression is signifi-
cantly stronger than expected in the models including nuclear and comover
suppressions. This 'anomalous' J/i/> suppression is now interpreted as an
evidence of QGP creation in Pb+Pb collisions at CERN SPS.

In Ref. [6] a mechanism of thermal J/tj) production during the QGP
hadronization was suggested. The thermal yield of J/i/> mesons is given by

SO2K* SO npRtf + m^i/Vr,] - 1

where j = 1 and m+ 5* 3.1 GeV are the spin and mass of the 7 / 0 meson and
Tn is the hadronization temperature. The total system volume V is the sum
of the proper volume elements at the hadronization stage. Both Ts and V
parameters are already fitted to the data on hadron yields. Therefore, Bq. (2)
introduces no additional free parameter. In Pig. 2 the ratio {J/i/>)/{h~)
is shown as a function of the mean number of nucleons Np participating
in the interaction. The data exhibits approximately constant value of the
ratio for p+p and A+A interactions including the most recent results on
centrality selected Pb+Pb collisions. The (J/ip) and (h~) denote the mean
multiplicities of J/rp mesons and negatively charged hadrons (more than 90%
are n~ mesons), respectively. An assumption of J/tp thermal production at
the hadronization stage explains naturally the scaling behavior of (J/if>)/(h~)
ratio and also the absolute number of the produced J/tp mesons for Tg —
176 MeV [6]. Within the hard production mechanism the number of primary
created J/ip mesons is proportional to Np (similar to the number of Drell-
Yan pairs) It should lead to the (J/i>)/{h~) ratio proportional to NJ/3

indicated in Pig. 2 by a solid line. Therefore, the observed independence of
the {J/ip)l(h~) ratio of the collision type results as an accidental cancellation
of several large effects large initial J/ip multiplicity in A+A collisions is
reduced by a sequence of absorption processes always ('accidentally') to the
scaling (constant) value of the {J/ip)/{h~) ratio.
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rV. Conclusions.

• The matter with energy density et>1 = 3 -s- 4 GeV/fms is created at the
early stage of central Pb+Pb collisions at CERN SPS, most probably
m the QGP state.

• The hadronization of the QGP leads to the locally equilibrium hadron
gas state with temperature parameter TH = 175 ± 5 MeV

• The deconflnement phase transition is expected to occur at the collision
energies between AGS and SPS where the strangeness to entropy (pion)
ratio in the equilibrium confined (hadron) matter is higher than in
the QGP. It leads to non-monotonic (or kinkly) dependence of the
strangeness to pion ratio on collision energy [3] (see Fig 1)

• Statistical hadronization of the QGP is probably an important source
of thermal J/ip production [6] This fact would open a new look at
J/i> 'suppression' signal of the QGP. The assumption of J/\p thermal
production at the hadronization stage explains naturally the scaling
behavior of {J/i>)/{h~) ratio and also the absolute number of the pro-
duced J/ip mesons (see Fig. 2).
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Fig . l . Collision energy (F = (y/s - 2mN)3/4/y/sl/*, y/s is nudeon-nucleon
cm. energy) dependence of strangeness to pion ratio (1) for central A+A
collisions (closed points), N+N and p + JS collisions (open points). The pre-
diction of the statistical model of Ref. [3] is shown by solid line. A transition
to the QGP is expected between the AGS (F » 2) and the SPS [F « 4) en-
ergies and leads to the non-monotonic dependence of the strangeness to pion
ratio. At high collision energies the ratio saturates at the value characteristic
for equilibrium QGP.
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Fig.2. The ratio (J/ip)/{h') for p+p (squares) and A+A (dosed circles) and
centrality selected Pb+Pb collisions (open circles) at 158 A-GeV as a function
of the mean number of participating nucleons The solid line indicates the
value of {J/i>)/(h~) ratio predicted by the hard production scenario without
Jfij) 'suppressions'
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Abstract

The recoil proton polarization for the quasielastic electron-proton scattering is rep-
resented as a contraction of the electron structure and the hard part of the polarization
dependent contribution into cross-section. The calculation of the hard part with Erst
order radiative correction is performed. The obtained representation includes the leading
radiative corrections in all orders of perturbation theory and the main part of the second
order next-to-leading ones

1 In the recent experiment on the measurement of the recoil proton polarization in the
electron-proton scattering [1] the events corresponding to elastic process

e - f o ) + P(Pi)-+ «"(*,) + P(pt) (1)

as well as radiative process

* (2)

have been analysed.
The main goal of these experiments is the measurement of the proton electric formfactor

GE- It can be done because the ratio of the longitudinal polarization of recoil proton to the
perpendicular one in Born approximation is proportional to the ratio GM/GB [2] where GM

is the well known proton magnetic formfactor. This statement is valid if 3-vector of the
longitudinal polarization has orientation along the recoil proton 3-momentum, and 3-vector
of the perpendicular polarization is within the plane (ti .pj). The interpretation of these high
precision experiments in terms of the proton electromagnetic formfactors Gu and GE requires
adequate theoretical calculations with a per cent accuracy or better. Such calculations must
include the first order radiative corrections (RC) to the elastic cross-section ( due to radiation
of real soft and virtual photon) and full analysis of the radiative events Moreover, leading
higher order corrections have to be taken into account
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The all corresponding contributions can be joint within the framework of the electron struc-
ture function representation, that is a QED analog of the well known Drell-Yan representa-
tion [3]. This representation was applied before for the calculation of the RC to unpolanzed
electron-positron annihilation [4] and deep inelastic scattering [5] cross-sections

In present work we generalize the electron structure function representation for the case of
the scattering of the polarized particles, namely for the analysis of the recoil proton polarization

2 The cross-section of the electron-proton scattering m the framework of the electron
structure function method can be written as a contraction of two electron structure functions,
that corresponds to possibility to radiate hard collinear as well as virtual and soft photons
and electron-positron pairs by both the initial and the scattered electron, and hard part of
the cross-section that depends on shifted 4 momenta This representation follows from the
quasireal electron method [6] that is suitable for description of the collinear radiation

In the considered here problem we will interested in the spin dependent part of the cross-
section only. For this case the corresponding representation can be written as

j^H.i/L JL \ 1 1 ^ (jg^,±(lurd)(L t j Ql
— . '— = / dz\ I dziD^'(zi,L)—zD^u'(z2,L) s •— , L — In—r , (3)

dQ dy J J z£ dQ dy TTI

where m is the electron mass,

£ _ _ L k = — O2 = —fJfe — k ) 2 O2 = — (k — k ) 2 — —OJ V = 2 D k (4)

, _ . i - v , _
' y ~ ~ l ^ ' lm" w >im v

The electron structure function D<JI\zi,L) is responsible for radiation by the initial polarized
electron, whereas the function D(u\z?, L) describes the radiation by the scattered unpolanzcd
electron The photonic contribution into the electron structure function is the same for polarized
and unpolanzed cases, but the contribution due to pair production differs in singlet channel
[7| Therefore we can write

«, L) = V(z, L) + D'*' + D'*'M , (5)

z, L) = lF{z, L) + D'*'~ + D's'~(f>) (6)

There exists many different representations for the photonic contribution into the structure

function [8], but here we will use the form given in [4] for IP, D'N' and Ds

i [ | £\ f ] J (7)
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where e is the energy of the parent electron and L\ — L + ln(l — z)2 The above form of
the structure function D'N' includes effects due to real pair production only. The correction
caused by virtual pair is included in D1 Note that the terms contaning a2L3 cancel each other
in the sum D"1 + D'K' .

In the leading logarithmic approximation we have to take the elastic (Born) cross-section
as the hard part under the integral on the right hand side of Eq. (3)

In the case of the longitudinal polarization of the recoil proton we have

dQ2 VQ2 2V '\iA\jri-i-

The quantity a(-Q2) on the right hand side of Eq (12) is the running electromagnetic constant
that account the effects of the vacuum polarization

For the perpendicular polarization of the recoil proton, the hard part of the cross-section
reads

3 We can improve the leading approximation for da" ''/dQ'dy given by formula (3) with
da" X<L) jdQ2dy as a hard part of the cross -section under the integral. It can be done by making
more precise the expression just for this hard part

^ w _ <to*'±"'> . <fr''±"' (14)

dQ*dy dCPdy dQ2dy K '

The additional term on the right hand side of Eq. (14) takes into account the RC due to real
and virtual photon emission without its leading part that is proportional to L — 1 and absorbed
by D-functions

When calculating this additional term we go to the special system (iki — k\ + p\ — 0) and
use following expressions for hadronic and leptonic tensors

Jiwtf) > (15)

(16)

where A is the 4-vector of the recoil proton polarization and we use the following notation for
invariants

u = (fci - A2)
2 , s = 2kk2 , t = -2A:*i , qi = u + s + t, Q2 = - u
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It is convenient also to express the recoil proton polarization 4-vector A in terms of the
particle 4-momenta and Lorentz invariants

q2(q2 -

= V + u + 1 , 2Jk,g = u + t .

In the case of longitudinal polarization of the recoil proton the hard part of the cross section
reads

(ri + 2y)(rf-«)fi ' ; rf9
2 , 1

29?(V(1 - y) - u)

1 r(q )F{q )e{y +vh

where P is the symbol of the principal value that indicates how to integrate the unphysical
singularity at q2 = u and

F(q2) = M
q7 \ j A M I _ q 2 ' 9? = . ._ ,_„ , I2. =

2 ^ (ti + V»)( -Vv ± ^ y 2 - 4uA^j , R = M3 + u + Vy

Operators P, and P, act as follows Pt,,f(q2) = / (?' , ) for arbitrary nonsingular function /(?2)
In the case of perpendicular polarization the hard p u t of the cross-section on the right side

of the muster Eq.(3) is more complicated We write it in the form

n + i i m 2f( mi
dQHy" dQHy{l + 2^ ^ 3 l n V V[ u + V ) 1 } +

2a , r2( q ?-u)V W{u2 + g\) ,KtPt r2 (q . ' -u ) 2 V ( u ^ rf) , AT.P.

V U t i l n + V) + u2(v. + Vy) '1 q2 I u t^Ku+V'!/) 'J ??

dg2

0



where <f> is the azimuth angle of photon in chosen system and

AT= 1 + ^ ( 1 + r ) , K. = 1 + S ^

Note that integration respect to (j> can be performed analytically and the result can be expressed
in terms of standard elliptic functions.

The preliminary numerical estimation based on the our muster formula (3) show that the
RC to the ratio of the perpendicular polarization of the recoil proton to the longitudinal one
for the conditions of SEBAF experiment [1] are neglegible in the region Q2 up to 4GeV2 but
for higher values of Q2 they can reach 4 per cent and have to be taken into account

We thank our colleagues at Jefferson Lab for discussian and the US Department of Energy
for support under contract DE-AC05 -84ER40150. NM thanks also the Rutgers University for
grant PHY 9803860 and INTAS for grant 93-1867 ext
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POMERON MODELS AND EXCHANGE DEGENERACY Of THE REGGE
TRAJECTORIES

J. Kontros1, K. Kontros2, A Lcngyel3

Institute o f Electron Physics, Universitetska21, 88000 Uzhgorod, Ukraine

Two models for the Pomeron, supplemented by exchange-degenerate sub-leading Regie trajectories, are fined
to the forward scattering data for a number of reactions. By considering new Pomeron models, we extend die recent
results of die COMPAS group, being consistent whh our predecessors.

Ever since the discovery of the rising K+p and n+p total cross sections in Protvino [1],
experimental data on hadronic total cross sections are among the most reliable tools for checking
models of the Pomeron. The so-called "enhanced" cuts were among the first theoretical ideas
used to explain the phenomenon [2,3]. Since then, both the theory and experiment made
enormous progress. Apart from hadronic reactions, measured now at much higher energies,
photon-induced reactions also confirm the universal rise of the total cross sections. Empirical fits
searching a universal Pomeron fitting all of the existing data were made e.g. in rets. [4,5,6].

The simplest models as the contribution to the total cross sections can be classified in three
groups:

the dipole Pomeron: <x~logj [7,8];

the "Froissart model": a ~ log2 s [9,10];

the "supercritical" Pomeron: o~s' [11,12,13] (actually, the list of relevant references is
much longer and we apologize to those omitted there).

The last option, die supercritical one, in QCD corresponds to an infinite ladder of reggeized
gluon exchange [14]. At finite energies, however only a finite number of diagrams contributes,
giving rise to a finite series in logarithms of * [IS] like

a-a^+^ktgs + a^of^s, (1)
respecting the Froissart bound. The physical motivation of such a finite series representation of
the Pomeron was discussed earlier - both in the context of Regge multipoles [19,16] and QCD
[15].

On the other hand, an obvious way to generalize [5] the Donnachie-Landsboff model [13] is
to add another constant, whenafter it becomes

(2)
Inrcf. [17] the model (2) was interpreted as that corresponding to two Pomeron poles.

Recently a detail analysis of three Pomeron models, namely

LP-CToS', (3)

(4)

was performed. Besides the Pomcron non-exchange-degenerate sub-leading contributions were
included. The intercepts oCthef/a and <v/p Regge trajectories were assumed to be different.
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The analysis [6] is the most complete and professional one among those existing. It shows
e.g. that the lowest energy, where the above parametrization works (i.e. * 2 / < f o / ~ l ) is

In the present paper we continue the program initiated by [6] by scrutinizing two more
earlier unexplored models for the Pomeron (1) and (2). We show that they do not require the
secondary trajectories to be exchange-degenerate. This disputable point was recently raised also
lnref. [17].

Our procedure follows the paper [6] as close as possible. Firstly, we use the same data
sample [20], secondly, we use the same number of free parameters (namely, 16), thirdly, we
calculate the errors in the same way as the authors of ret [6] do. Moreover, we use me same
notation. This universality makes it possible to confront the resulting fits without any bias.

Let us write the real and imaginary parts of the forward elastic scattering amplitude as

S

-

s
where for the first model

-Im A,^ (s) = Im P{s)+ lmR(s),
S

hnP(s)=

(9)

and for the second model
T n/ \ i I A . n S\

(10)

comes from the Pomeron contribution and

(12)

03)

corresponds to the contribution of two exchange-degenerate Regge trajectories as in the classical
paper of Donnachie and Landshoff [4]. Everybody is aware of the fact that exchange degeneracy
is violated. The question is only the amount of this violation and the price to be paid for the
introduction of additional five parameters. The quality of our fid show (see below) that exchange
degeneracy is a reasonable approximation to reality.

We have fitted the above model to the data on total cross sections and the ratio of the real to
imaginarypartof pp,pp,nip,K±p,yp and >y scattering, starting from . ^ J ^ until the highest
available energies.

The results of our fits basically are consistent with those of ref. [6J. The minor difference is

in the limiting value / ' Idof ~ 1, reached at Js^ = lOGeK in our fits (instead of 9 of ref. [6]).

The difference obviously comes from exchange degeneracy of the subleading trajectories
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Fig. 1. Fit to the total cross sections and to the p-ratio.
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imposed here but relaxed in [6]. The fits for the total cross sections and p-rmo (for
y[s^ = 10GeV)extrapolated to ^ 7 ^ 3 G e K , a r e s h o w n i n F i g . 1.

An important result of our fit is that the coefficients of the series (1) have alternating signs
(see Table 1). This property and the rapid decrease of their absolute values (as ~l/10) provides
the fast convergence of the series and ensures the applicability of this approximation at still
much higher energies. Table 2 quotes the values of the fitted parameters with their errors
calculated with the "threshold value" -J7^ = \QGtV. A pair of exchange-degenerate sub-
leading trajectories was also included.

Table 1: Values of the fitted parameters in the alternating series Pomeron model (6X9). (12) and
(13), with a cut-off ,fs=U)GeV and s^lGeV1 fixed.

A (ah)
37.1*1.6

X

ft (rob)

fl(mb)
-1.55±0.33

PP
1

49.5±4.7
25 1±2.9

C(mb)
0.275±0.018

up
0.6248±0.001

9
12.0±Z4

5.72±0.69

1
0.497±0.019

Kp
0.5502±O.0O2

9
-6.2±2.8
10.5±1.2

It'/d.o.f.
1.03

jpxKT5

3.068±0.050
44±26

statistics
314

mio"
0.0822±0.005

9
0.5±4J

Table 2: Values of the fitted parameters in the two-component Pomeron model (6), (7), (10),
(11), (12) and (13), with a cut-off ,/J = 10 GeV and s, =\GtV1 fixed.

e
0.1286±0.009

2

A
Y, (mb)
ft(mb)

A(mb)
18.7±2.3

PP
1

64.2±4.0
22.5±2.4

B(mb)
8.3±1.4

*P
0.6253±0.001

9
22.8±1.5
5 3±0.6

n
0.480*0.018

Kp
0.5514±0.003

0
4.5±1.8
9.5±1.0

iT/d.o.{.
1.09

jpxlO*
3.068±0.051

100±22

statistics
314

W*10"*
0.0822±0.006

1
2.1±3.8

Conchutons

We have fitted two hitherto unexplored models for the Pomeron to the data and compared the
results with other fits [6]. We find mat:
1. Exchange degeneracy is a good approximation to reality;
2 The series (1) has alternating signs;
3. The quality of the models fitted is not inferior to similar ones with the same number of free
parameters.
4 Both land TJ correspond to those explored in [17].

The authors are grateful to L. L. Jenkovszky for useful discussions and support
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Introduction

The existence of gluon self-coupling in QCD suggests that, in addition to the conventional
qq states, there may be non-qq mesons - bound states including gluons (glueballs and qqg
hybrids). The existence of gtueball states made from gluons is one of the important predictions
of QCD. The discovery of these glueball states would be the strong support to the QCD theory.
Therefore the search and identification of glueballs have been a very attractive research task
The abundance of qq mesons and possible mixing of glueballs and ordinary mesons make the
current situation with the identification of glueball states rather complicated. So the spectrum
of QCD is expected to contain gluballs hybrids and multiquark states. However, the theoretical
quittance on the properties of unusual states is often contradictory, and models that agree in
qq sector differ in their predictions about new states. Moreover, the abundance of qq meson
states in the region 1 — 2GeV and glueball-quarkonium mixing makes the identification of the
lightest non-qq mesons difficult. Whereas there is a general agreement that the lightest glueball
should have quantum numbers 0 + + its mass remains controversial. The one of the possibilities
to distinguish between possibilities is to study of production rates and decays branching ratios
which are expected to be sensitive to the constituent structure. Glueballs are preferentially
expected in production of gluon rich environment such as J/9 - , central production in hadron
- hadron collisions by double Pomeron exchange and pp annihilation into mesons near threshold,
or jj collision.

The quark model predicts that there are two mesons with / = 0 in the 3Po qq nonet but
apart from the states / , (1710) with J = 0 or (and) 2, four states /0(400 - 1200), /O(980),
/(1370) and /a (1500) are listed by Particle Data Group. There are too many controversies
about thew states. One of the possibilities is to put aside the f0 (400 - 1200) and /o (980) and
focus on /(1370), /u(1500), / , (1710) although the spin parity of the / , (1710) is JK = 0++ or
(and) 2 + + controversial. Recently several authors study the quarkonia-gluball contents of the
/ (1370), /(1500), / , (1710) by studing the mixing of these three states. The same situation
is also in the case of identification of the 2 + + glueball. Some progress has been made recently
in the 0 + + scalar and 2 + + tensor glueball sector, where both experimental and QCD lattice
simulation results seem to converge.

In this paper we will study the problem of glueball mass spectra using the relativistic Dirac
equation, which was used to the calculations of mesons spectra, and the Breit - Fermi approach
which was also used to obtaining the hyperfine splitting in different mesons. Our approach is
bated on the assumption that the nature and the forces between two gluons are the same that
between two quarks, and because that the chosen approaches in both cases must be similar.
In our previous papers we obtained a good description of meson spectra, fine and hyperfine
splitting in relativistic D ine approach with screened potential. Because that we were able to
calculate the glueball masses and decays in the same approach, with the same parameters.

Method Calculation of Glueballs states

For calculation of glueball mass -Bpectrum we used Dirac equation with mixing Lorentz
structure of potential for glueballs with spin averaged masses

V + *G., (r) = [B + m - V\ Fi, (r)
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where

~ v--»- tJ (2)

Let us wtite to equation all possible potential type

dt

(3)

= (2 V + 0 [m + Vs (r) + / V" (r) + y V/ (r) + -f*fV? W

The vector and scalar part we present in the following form:

and substituted it to (1)

{E - VOGB (P) - VOT/ (r) -m)F(r) = -±G(r) - ^

r (£ - Vooif (r) + (1 - 2e) Vm/. (r) + m)

We obtain for the small component of the wave function G(r).
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r) + (1 - 2e) V w . ( r ) + m) G(r) = -*F<r) + ^

(E - VOOB (r) - Vm/ (r) - m) F(r) =

(6)

r (£ - VOO1S (r) + (1 - 2e) V^,;. (r) + m)

(£ - VOOE (r) - VM, (r) - m) F(r) =

(7)



= - (E - VQOB (r) - Vmt (r) - m) F (r) -

(8)

-V0(w(r) + ( l -2e )V - ^(r)+m|

[(l-2e)V«j(r)-VlKa(r))G(p) +

(l-2f)VMn/.(r)-VOOB(T-) + m ) ^ i = (9)

Into the formula (5) we substitude G (r) , so we obtaine the second order equation for the
wave function F ( r ) :

[(1 - 2e) Vmf. (r) - y o a K (r)]
l r J (£ + (1 - 2c) V^y (r) - VOGB (r) + m ) ' [

l UJ

+ [E + (1 - 2e) VMf. (r) - VOOE (r) + m) (E - VOOB (r) - VmS. (r) - m) } F (r) = 0

As for the interaction potential we choose the same screened potential as in the case of
Breit-Fermi equation. With the same interaction potential we obtained good results in meson
spectroscopy, and becouse that we try to aply this approach to glueballs. In the frame of Brcit
- Fermi approach the spin - spin interaction term is

We suggest for calculation to use configuration interaction approach , which was very suc-
cessfully aplied in atomic physics
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Results

lu the table 2 we show the results obtained in potential model for spin average gluebd.ll
masses in comparison with the data of other authors. As it is seen from this table for the
lowest glueball state OUT result is close for to the results of other authors. In our model the
first and second orbital as well radial excited states are lower then in the lattice calculation [1]
, [2]. The same situation is also in the table 3, where we show the results which incorporated
the spin-spin effects. These probably mean, that the strong interaction between two gluons
in glueball more strong than between two quarks in mesons. It is interesting to note, that
to a same conclusion come J. Cui and H. Jin [3] during calculation of glueball masses, using
Bethe-Salpeter equation.

Table 1. Spin averaged glueball masses from Dirac equation with (Vo = 0.586GeV)

Quantum numbers

/ = l , n r = 0

/ = 0,nr = l

< = 2,nr = 0

* = l,nr = l

our results, M [GeV)

4.68

5.84

6.22

6.69

6.96

Nonpcrturb.method [4|

4.68

6.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

lattice

data [1]

4.66

6.36

6.68

9.0

lattice

data [2]

4.55

6.1

6.45

7.7

Table 2. Glueball masses from Breit-Fermi approach in comparison with other authors

jPO

0++

2++

3 + +

our results, M (GeV)

1.70

2.19

3.24

re/. [4]

1.58

2.59

3.58

re/. [21

173

2.40

3.69

re/. [11

1.74

2.47

4.3

ref. [51

1.645

2.337

ref. [6)

1.686

2.380

re/. [7J

1.659

2.304

The Decays of Glueballs to two light mesons:
i )

Discussion and conduwion

As it is note by Minkowski and Ochs [8] [11] in the gluon jet in case of triplet neutralization
the leading particles are the hadrons formed by the primary gluon and soft qq pairs. If then
are hybrid mesons they may be formed in the fast color singlet qqg system alternatively the fast
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hadrons are ordinary qq mesons formed at the end of the parton cascade after having absorbed
all gluon energy. If the octet mechanism is at work the leading gluon may also form a glueball
On the other hand in the quark jet neither the hybrid nor the glueball will be leading if the
leading quark is only neutralized in color by a soft antiquark.

Table 3. Production of leading hadrons in the jet according [8]

ijuarfc jet

gluon jet

neutralization

triplet

triplet

octet

«

yes

yes

no

hybrid

no

yes

no

glueball

no

no

yes

As it is note by Burakovsky [9] it is widely believed that pseudoscalar mesons are the
Goldstone bosons of broken SU(3)xSU(3) chiral symmetry of QCD, and that they should
be massless in the chirally symmetric phase. Because that it is not clear how the resonance
spectrum would be suitable for the description of the pseudoscalar mesons

It is firmly established that the lightest glueball state is the scalar glueball. According
to Burakovsky, who obtained the glueball masses from the Regge phenomenology, with linear
Regge trajectory with negative intercept

and

±

M* (2 + + ) = V/2M (0 + + )

So M (0+ + ) = 1620Mey, M (2++) = 2290MeV.
Tensor glueball is the lowest resonance lying on the Pomeron trajectory with unit intercept

As for this glueball state in PDG corresponds three candidates in this mass region f, (2220),
J = 2 o r 4 , / , (2300) , / , (2340),

As to the question of hybrids. If hybrid spectroscopy works like conventional mesons spec-
troscopy or glueball spectroscopy than as shown by Toussaint [10], we expect that the lowest
multiplet of hybrids contains 1~+ , 1~, 0~+ , 2~+ particles both tsovector and isoscalar which
will be split by color hyperfine interaction. In this paper we restrict ourselves only with the
calculations of glueball masses.

Using a nonperturbative method based on asymptotic behavior of Wilson loops A. Kaidalov
and Yu. Simonov calculated the masses of glueballs and corresponding Regge trajectories.
These results are shown in the table 1, 2.

The difficulties in identification of the glueball states, and the poor experimental data makes
the investigation of the problem for glueballs actually. We try to obtain the mass spectrum of
glueballs and the decay width in potential mode] approach. Using the same method and the
same parameters as in the case of meson spectra calculation we obtained for glueball masses a
good agreement with the possible experimental data. We obtained the results for spin average
glueball states and the results which take into account the spin-spin interaction. Moreover,
our results, as well as other authors results, shown, that the lowest scalar glueball mass is
M (0++) - HOOMeV, and the tensor glueball amass is M (2+ +) = 2290MeV. Other results in
table 1, 2 are predictions.
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Abstract

Current situation around Chernobyl is observed, special attention being paid to the
status of SARCOPHAGUS and consequences for human health The problem of low doses
is reviewed, with an impact to what the horraesis is.

This talk does not pretend to cover the whole problem, and it could be very naive to mak
an attempt to describe every aspect of the Chernobyl catastrophe. So what is said below reflect
mainly my personal attitude which was formed after reviewing special literature and durin
numerous discussions in PNPI Theory Department, starting from the day of the catastrophe
26 April, 1986.

1 Potential risks — SARCOPHAGUS
The SARCOPHAGUS is a massive(300,000 ton) construction built of concrete and steel durin
7 months after the accident. As a support, the walls of the destroyed reactor building were use<
as well as the wall of neighboring the 3rd unit of the nuclear power plant. In August 1986, wit
the help of helicopters,in many points the dosimeters were placed to observe the 7-radiatio
level as well as the other parameters (neutron and heating flux, temperature).

Still, the construction of SARCOPHAGUS was regarded a temporary measure which shoul'
solve immediate problems. It must serve about 30 years until a more universal solution is foun<
to remove the remnants of the destroyed reactor, together with the high-level radiation raateria
But permanent solution is not found yet.

A decade after the construction the roof had been cracked in some places, and an amous
of water (3000 m3) was accumulated inside.

Melted uranium fuel by now became solid glass-type material. Its amount inside SAR
COPHAGUS is questionable (different estimations vary from 47-93% to 9-13% of the initJc
amount of fuel at the moment of explosion). The radiation varies strongly, reaching in som
inner rooms about several thousands ber/h. As a whole, the intensity of the radiation decrease
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by an order during the drvadr aft or thr accident, and now thr temperature is significantly lr
Vow thr animals, birds and insects live inside thr SARCOPHAGUS.

The main source of radioactivity, I37Cs, is presented as a dust or gaseous fraction.
The principal question is: the SARCOPHAGUS, is it stable enough? Possible negati

Hceudrios *rc discunBed.
The roof falling down. But some time ago the roof has been repaired, the cracks closed.
The creation of critical mass inside the SARCOPHAGUS is hardly probable.
Though the migration of radionurlides outside the SARCOPHAGUS slowly happens, it is <
tremely slow for long-lived elements like ""Sr and I3*Pu. Presumably it will take 45-90 yes
to reach the river Pripyat.
The most dangerous scenario could be due to some external accident, either natural (eart
quake) or technological (plane falling down) or terrorist action. In this case a great reles
of radioactivity is possible, but the damaged area would be restricted by the 30-km exclusi<
zone.
The restoration and cleaning led to the appearance of a large amount of radioactive was
material and contaminated equipment, which are now stored at special places within and ev<
outside the 30-km exclusion zone. Waste material is partly packed in special containers ai
partly buried in special trenches. Then* is a small rink of the occasional destruction of contai
«TK, that might also lead to additional contamination.

Another question which is of crucial importance is: what quantity of fuel is contained insii
the SARCOPHAGUS?

Therp are two different answers:
1. 135 ± 30 t — indirect (thennometric) measurements [1];
2. 23.4 ± 4 t — direct (visual) observations [2].

(At the moment of accident there was 215 t of UOi.)
Now there is no fuel in the active reactor zone. The main source of fuel are melted and th<

petrified streams, cassettes and tablets of UO-x, dust, aerosol and liquid solution.

2 Medical and psychological consequences of the Cher
nobyl accident

2.1 Determined consequence: acute radiation syndrome
Opposite to apocalyptical picture drawn by Mass Media ("Daily Mirror" from 29.04.198*
"2000 perished people"; "NY Post" from 30.04.1986: "15,000 cadavers were thrown out \
waste radioactive material store"), the true number of died people is 31: 28 men died from t i
acute radiation syndrome, 1 man perished at the moment of explosion, 1 man died from heai
attack, 1 man died in the 1st day of the accident from hard harm. The table below rnimmarizi
the number of lethal cases dependent on the obtained doses (these dead people were eith<
operating personnel or firemen):
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Number of patients

21
21
55
140

237

Dose, Gy

6-16
4-6
24
>2

Lethal cases

ZO
7
1

28

Among the people living around Chernobyl nuclear power plant (the town Pripyat — 11,60
people) there were no cases of acute radiation syndrome).

2.2 Stochastic effects
Stochastic effects appear later, with a probability proportional to the exposure dose (the linea
dependence effect ~ A • dose is observed for not very low doses; linear interpolation to th
region of low doses is hypothetical, though accepted by International Committee for Radiatio
Protection and widely used).

Leukemia, tumors, genetic malignancies are stochastic effect.fi, they can appear after decade*
Thyroid cancer.
Chernobyl accident did increase the nmnbeT of thyroid cancer rases — it is now widfll

accepted.
Thyroid cancer (TC) can be induced by 131-iodine, which affected the thyroid gland wit

initial radioactive cloud or through the food stuff, thus irradiating the thyroid gland from inside
The release of 131I during the accident, with a half-life of 8 days, was rather large, the maxim;
exposure dose (restored) for 300 children in Gomel district was estimated as 10 — 40 Sv.

The total number of the TC cases in Belarus and northern Ukraine for children is abou
800 (1995). Three children died. The monitoring of the contaminated area allowed to detec
an extra 12% of hidden cases.

Immediate measure to prevent the malignancy (to take the tablets of potassium iodine
occurred to he usdemi; no help was proven.

In principle, the thyroid cancCT is easily cured. But Chernobyl-induced cases were ofte
accompanied by metastases, so the treatment was less successful than expected. Babies (1 -
years) were the most sensitive.

The prediction (which is probably wrong) is that the increase of the TC caaes is expecte
for 20 years, and an excess as compared to the normal level is expected for 40 years.

Alternative point t>f view with respect to TC as a consequence of Chernoby
accident. Dr. Z. Jawororowski [3] claims that the increase of TC is the result of an artiv
diagnostic among the population. He argues that in normal population the rate of TC is 1 2'
events per 100,000 person/year. Hidden tumors can be detected by histological study onl
— they comprise more than 6000 ev/106 person/year. In USA an active screening had bee
carried out at 1974-1979; it appeared that the TC rate was 21 times higher than other years

Dr. Jaworowski also pointed to certain contradictions such an the rate of TC in Mogile
and Brest: in Mogilev the number of TC was three times higher than in Brest, though tb
obtained dose was estimated as three times lower.
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Leukemia and other diseases.
The increase of leukemia cases ovpr normal statistical level is observed neither for rhildre

not for adults. Still, a visible increase over the average number might be Been starting from 1
years after the accident.

The increase of almost all sorts of diseases at the contaminated areas is registered, howeve
such an increase is also seen in other regions of the former USSR. No deviation from th
average level was observed for such malignancies as prenatal anomalies, Daun syndrome an<
spontaneous miscarriages.

2.3 Psychological effects
Significant psychological health disorders were affected by the acridmt. This means that no
the radiation itself was harmful but mostly fear of it + economy decline + social inoonvenienc*
The lack of information from the very first days of the accident was afterwards followed by
flood of terrifying and mainly false information directed against nuclear power plant industry

The information about predicted harm for future generations due to radiative exposure h»
a particularly negative influence on the population. Even a new syndrome appeared, especial!
among children, no-called vegetative, distortion, which revealed itself as a whole weakness, bn
without specific symptoms; it took a form of a true epidemic among school children in SepteniW
- December 1986 in Kiev; then it stopped. Now this syndrome in considered as an undoubted
consequence of the mass media propaganda. A broad movement against, nuclear power plant
started >

As has been stated at the conference "Long-term health consequences of the Chernobj
disaster" held 1-8 June 1998 in Kiev, the evacuated people (400,000 migrants) occurred I
the most terrible situation For them the social contacts are destroyed, they are pessimisti<
apathetic and sometimes aggressive. The fear of miserability, beggarly life is stronger th*
the fear of radiation. 20% of evacuated people are jobless. The attitude of residents toward
migrants is negative: no help, alienation and hostility. Because of that, a new tendency amon
evacuated people is seen — to return to their former places of living.

Due to all that there was a statement pronounced at the conference: Chernobyl acciden
was to lesser extent the radiation catastrophe but a social and psychological one.

Tt would he interesting to mention Home points discussed at the Conference:
the TC cases are. undoubtedly the consequence of the Chernobyl catastrophe, with latent pexio
about 3 years;
it looks like there is no further increase of TC;
among the children born after the accident on contaminated areas, the level is three times lowc
than the average over the country;
there is no excess of leukemia among liquidators, no excess of tumors of other kinds;
in Belarus the increase of cancer cases is the same for clean and contaminated areaa;
the influence of low doses (~ 10 cSv) is not well established: there is no proven dependenc
effect ~ A • dose;

'In Armenia the public opinion forced the closure of the nuclear power plant, a single one in Armenia, the
after several yean led to a Kvere energy crisis As a result, in 1995 the Armenian nuclear power plant wa
re-opened
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among ihe registered liquidators the <itrnrlure of the revealed diseases is similar to other con
tingents of the population, and the mortality rate is the same (or even lower) than for the whol
population;
a bad practice of separate investigations in Russia, Ukraine and Belarus appeared; now it i
time to unite the collected data

3 About hormesis
Over decades the scientists were convinced that irradiation causes harm to health of huma
beings whatever small it is. This opinion has been strengthened by the International Committe
for Radiation Protection (ICRP) declaring that cancer and some inherited deceases could b
stochastic consequences of radiation, which arise from the occasional interaction with DN1
molecule. The concept of linear, thresholdless dependence of stochastic effects on the dos
became a cornerstone of the radiation protection policy, and the unknown risk coefficients ar
obtained by interpolating from high to small dose.

But now another approach originated as follows: biological effects coming from a small dos
and of small intensity may be, in principle, of another nature as compared to the affection c
a large dose. New idea — the radiation hormesis — comes to substitute the old p&r&digr
of radiobiolqgy ("the lower the better"). Radiation hormesis reveals itself as the increase c
vital activity, increase of productivity and life duration, decrease of cancer cases [4]. But wit
the following increase of a dose the reaction becomes depressive, even pathogenic, being quit
similar to a stress.

Numerous investigations carried out during the last decades proved that the concept of linea
thresholdlefm dependence effect ~ A • dose cannot be considered as correct, for the region r
low radiation doses.

4 Conclusion
Chernobyl accident increased dramatically trie negative attitude of the population toward
nuclear power plants At the same time, this accident gave rise to numerous investigations i
technology and medicine, and some of them, being established and proven, will influence th
development of science in the next century.
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Abstract

A bosonized formulation of non-Abelian gauge theories baaed on
a a manifestly Loientz invariant five-dimensional effective action is
presented Symmetry of this action is investigated

1 Introduction
In our papers [1], [2] a five dimensional constrained effective action was pro-
posed to simulate the fermion determinant in lattice QCD This procedure
was applied successfully for numerical simulations in the paper [3]

In this talk I am going to discuss application of a similar procedure to
contimous non-Abelian gauge theories A peculiar feathure of non-Abelian
gauge theories is the appearance of anticommuting scalar fields (Faddeev-
Popov ghosts) in a Lorentz covanant local effective action [4] It is beleived
to be an unavoidable price to be paid for the preservation of manifest Lorentz
invariance. I will show that an alternative manifestly Lorentz invariant ac-
tion which does not include any anticommuting variables may be constructed
leading to the same physical predictions as the standard Paddeev-Popov ac-
tion. Our bosomc effective action posesses a symmetry which plays a role
similar to the BRST symmetry [5] in the usual approach.In particular this
symmetry generates the relations between the Green functions which are
equivalent to Generalized Ward Identities |6], [7]

2 Bosonic effective action.
In our formulation the Yang-Mills field is described as usual by the four
dimensional vector field A^x). Instead of anticommuting Faddeev-Popov
ghosts we introduce five dimensional bosonic fields e(x, s),c(x, s) where the

'e-mailislavnovQmi ras ru
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extra variable s belongs to the interval (-L,L) The fields c,c are subject
to some constraint to be specified below

There exist a certain freedom in describing the dynamics of fields c, c with
respect to the variable s In the paper [8] I used a first order effective action,
and in the previous papers [l], [2] the bosomzation procedure was based on
the second order formulation The first order formalism allows to construct
the theory with less number of derivatives However for numerical simula-
tions the second order formulation is indispensable as it guarantees a positive
definiteness of the action It happens that the second order formulation is
also convinient for the operator quantization. For this reason in this paper I
will consider a second order effective action

We choose the following Lorentz covariant effective action

(1)

Here F^, is the usual Yang-Mills curvature tensor and

M - d»Du (2)

where DM is the covariant derivative

D* = (S^d, - gfAD (3)

The four-dimensional fields A^x) and \(x) a r e Hennitean, whereas the five-
dimensional auxilliary fields c(x, s) and c(x, s) are conjugate to each other
All the fields are commuting.

We claim that in the limit L -> oo the Yang-Mills field Green functions
generated by the effective action (1) coincide with the corresponding Green
functions in the standard Faddeev-Popov formalism More precisely

j
= hm /exp{«(S +

(4)



where det M is the usual Faddeev-Popov determinant The integration in
the eq (4) goes over the fields c(x, s), c(x, s) satisfying the following boundary
conditions

c{x, L) = B(x), c(x, L) = B+{x) (5)

where B(x) is an arbitrary, but Axed function, bounded in the limit L —> oo
It may depend on other fields, but the simplest choice, which we adopt in this
section, is B = 0 The boundary conditions in four dimensional coordinates
xM are the usual ones (see [9])

To prove the equation (4) we calculate the integral over c, c explicitely
First of all we make the change of variables

X -> M~X
X (6)

which eliminates the operator M from the constraint equation and introduces
the factor det(Af"') The operator M+M is Hermitean and we can introdure
a complete system of it's eigcnfunctions

In this basis the integral over c, c may be written in the form

Making the change of variables->• exp{-imo3}co(s)
ca(s) ->exp{»mas}ca(s) (9)

we can rewrite it in the form

Xa(exp{imas}c" + c° exp{-»mos})]}dcdcd>c (10)
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The integral over c, c is saturated by the stationary values of c, c, defined by
the classical equations:

d>* c°
-^- + exp{-tmas}xQ = 0

-^5- + exp{imos}xQ = 0

ca(L) = 0, ca(-L) = 0

ca(L) = 0, £"(-/,) = 0 (11)

The solution of these equations is

- ^ sin(maL) - coe(maL)]; 6° = (ca)+ (12)

Substituting these solutions into the integral (10) and integrating over s one
gets

B,n(2mQL)

Renormalizing the fields x". X° -• (2£) ~1/2X° and integrating over x° one
sees, that

(14)
a

To get the eq (4) we remind that at the first step we made the change of
variables (6) producing the factor detM"1 Combining the eqs (6)and (14)
and using the fact fact that det M = det M+ we get the eq (4) Note that we
would obtain the same result in the limit L —• oo for more general boundary
conditions (5)
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3 Symmetry of the effective action and Gen-
eralized Ward Identities.

In the previous section we proved that in the limit L —> oo the Green func-
tions generated by the effective action (1) coincide with the usual Yang-Mills
Green functions in covariant a-gauges. Therefore they satisfy Generalized
Ward Identities [6], [7], So one expects that our effective action posesses
some symmetry which plays a role of BRST symmetry in the usual formal-
ism. Below we shall show that such a symmetry indeed exists. Although
our construction reproduces the usual Yang-Mills theory only in the limit
L —> oo, the symmetry exists even for a finite L Fbr a finite L the symmetry
transformations are rather complicated and may be nonolocal In the limit
L -* oo the symmetry transformations simplify considerably

The symmetry of the action (1) can be found by trial and error method
Firstly one notes that transformation of the gauge field A^ must leave in-
variant the Yang-Mills Lagrangian So it ib natural to start with the special
gauge transformation of the fields A^c, c.

«,«* = i°"cYe (15)

Here c is a constant infinitesimal parameter. We note that although trans-
formations (15) axe special gauge transformations, they of course represent
a global symmetry. The action (1) is invariant with respect to the transfor-
mations (15) with ^-independent x Hawever for x-dependent x the action
changes and its variation is equal to

~nDlic)%x'
*Me)" +

(16)
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This variation may be compensated by a suitable variation of the fields c, t, %
However one can easily see that only the first term m the eq (16) is relevant
in the limit L —> oo. Indeed, the other terms are either the first degree in
c and second degree in \i o r t n e second degree in c,c and first degree in
X Calculation of the Faddeev-Popov determinant carried out in the pre-
vious section included rescaling of the fields x X ~^ (2£)~'^2X One sees
that after such rescaling all terms in the eq (16), except for the first one
do not contribute in the limit L -» oo For this reason in the following we
shall consider only "asymptotic" symmetry transformations The asymptotic
symmetry transformations do not leave the action invariant, but transform
it to another action S -* S belonging to the same equivalence class. That
means in the limit L -> oo the observables calculated with the help of 5 and
5 coincide

The asymptotic symmetry for the action (1) looks as follows-

IL) (17)

Invanance of the action (1) with respect to the transformations (17) via
Neuther theorem leads to the existence of a five-dimensional conserved cur-
rent

hm d.j, + d^ = 0 (18)
L+oo

In the last part of this talk I will show how using the asymptotic symmetry
(17) one can derive Generalized Ward Identities To derive Generalized Ward
Identities we consider the following generating functional

= hm

+rf(x)x"(x)]}dAlldcdcdx (19)
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Let us make in this integral the change of variables, which is the asymptotic
symmetry transformation (17) As the change of variables does not change
the integral, we can put

f = 0 (20)

which is, as we shall see, the equation, generating Generalized Ward Identi-
ties Taking into account that the Jacobian of this transformation is trivial,
we get in this way

/exp{«S +

+{4aL)-lva(x)(MM+MdMAll)
a(x)} +

+0}d6dcdxdAM = 0 (21)

The term O = 0(1/L) ansea from noninvariance of the quadratic form of
the fields c,c under asymptotic symmetry transformations (17) Using the
eq.(17) one can see that the variation of the action is quadratic in c,c and
proportional to L~J These terms have to be compared with the quadratic
form in the action (1) which is of order O(l) It is easy to verify that these
new terms produce the corrections vanishing in the limit L —> oo.

Performing the integration over £,c in the eq (21), we get

X«2L(MM+)^x']}det(M-') J A x

y („)} = 0 (22)

Differentiating this equation with respect to rj and putting t/ = 0we arrive
to the identity

Urn / d
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{

J = 0 (23)

Finally, performing integration over x and applying the operator (MM+M)~[

we get the standard Generalized Ward Identity in the form [6], [9]

f
(24)

4 Discussion

We presented above a purely bosomc Lorentz invariant formulation of non-
Abehan gauge theories Of course a complete formulation must also include
the discussion of regularization and renormauzation procedure, winch re-
quires a special study An interesting feature of this construction is the ex-
istence of the asymptotic symmetry, which replaces in our approach BRST
symmetry One can hope that this symmetry may be used for a construction
of a Lorentz covaxiant operator formalism alternative to BRST quantization
[10]
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1 Introduction

QCD, in contrast to QED, is not exhausted by perturbation theory. While QCD
perturbation theory appears to be very successful at higher momentum transfers where
the strong coupling constant becomes small, some of the most fundamental properties
of hadronic physics like color confinement and hadronization of quarks and gluons,
characteristic for the low momentum transfer region, are not accessible to perturbative
methods.

QCD is & nonabelian gauge theory. In 1975, Polyakov et al [1] made the important
discovery that such theories in their pure gauge form, i.e. without the involvement of
spontaneous symmetry breaking, have localized classical solutions in Euclidean space-
tune. Since the objects described by these solutions are localised in 3+1 dimensions,
they describe "events" rather than normal particles which are localized in 3 dimen-
sions Accordingly, they were named pseudoparticles by Polyakov [1] and instantons
by 't Hooft [2]. The replacement of time t by ix« (real x«) by going into Euclidean
space corresponds to the method of calculating timnrimg amplitudes in the nonpertur-
bative WKB approximation, where the characteristic exponential suppression factor
exp{-87T3/32) is obtained from solving the classical equations for imaginary time. Is-
stantons are, therefore, interpreted as tunneling events. The tunneling, of course, takes
place in real (MinkowBkian) space, although it is actually computed in Euclidean space
As was first realized by Ringwald and Gspmosa [3], the exponential suppression of tun-
neling processes may be overcome at high energies by multiple emission of gauge bosons
accompanying fermion production.

The tunneling events violate a conservation law that is obeyed by perturbative solu-
tions- For the classical (BPST) solutions there exists a charge like quantity

. (1)

where F^ is the gauge field strength tensor and F^, its dual tensor. Since from the
Adler-Bell-Jackiw axial triangle anomaly [4] (jf/lfhr^F^Fp, equals the anomalous
divergence of the axial-vector divergence, tnnn»lin£ events i.e. isstantons connect
states of different axial charge Qi(t) = J dPxJf(x, t) and one obtains

Q5(oo) - Ch{-oo) = r ~ # / tfxhJoix) = ±2. (2)

This relation holds separately for each flavour and for N; flavours one has
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= ±2N,. (3)

Due to their topolocical nature (1) and (2) bold in Euclidean as well as in Minkowskian
space-time. The violation of the conservation of axial charge i e helicity is a most
significant property of instanton events.

The relevance of instantons for different aspects of hadronic physics has been reviewed
recently [5] In the following,^ discuss recent work on the role of QCD-instantons in
deep inelastic electron proton scattering ~i

2 Instantons in Deep Inelastic Electron Proton Scat-
tering

Bahtsky and Braun [6] first showed that the contribution of instanton (Z)-induced
processes to deep inelastic electron proton scattering from a real gluon calculated in
Euclidean space and continued to Minkowaki space, rises very rapidly with decreasing
Bjorken-i. Their calculations were restricted, however, to x > 0 3 - 0.35 A detailed
theoretical [7, 8, 9] and phenomenological [10, 11] investigation of deep inelastic scat-
tering at HERA has been pursued by Ringwald, Schrempp and collaborators

The leading /-induced process contibuting to deep-inelastic ep-scattering, given by a
hud quark originating from the virtual photon and reacting in the presence of an
instanton with a gluon from the proton, is shown in fig 1

Figure 1. Leading graph for lnst&nton-
induced contribution to deep inelastic
electron proton scattering. It denotes
the inatanton subprocess with the ob-
serrables Q° = - g " = - (« - 91)2,

The corresponding contribution with a quark originating from the proton is suppressed
by aj and can be neglected in the kinematical region of interest (see below), where the
gluon density is high

The inclusive deep-inelastic ep cross section in /-perturbation theory in the Bjorken
limit can be approximated as

dj/dQ" dx'dQ*
(4)

where d£w/cfcr'dQ" is a differential luminosity corresponding to a convolution-like
integral over photon flux, quark flux and gluon density and o'qg is the total cross section
of the /-induced quark-gluon subprocess
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The critical part of (4) is the calculation of a[s which contains all /-dynamics. Outlining
the essential dependencies, it can be written as [8, 9]

o'n = f dpD(p) f°°dpD(p) ftfRe-V^S^ R jdVeS"&l'-u){ } (5)

where the integration is performed over the "collective coordinates" of the instanton
l e. the size p weighted with the density distribution function D{p), the / - /-distance
vector R and the / - /-relative colour orientation U I as well a» / enter here since the
cross section results from the modulus squared of the amplitude for processes induced
by single / reap. / . The function ft with the large factor -4 ir /a , contains multiple
emission of gluons. D(p) ia known in /-perturbation theory for (*(/*,) ln(p/j,) <C 1
where /v is the renormalization scale D(p) has a powerlaw behaviour.

D(p) ~ p'-K+oW ( 6 )

which in general results in a breakdown of /-perturbation theory for large values of p
In deep inelastic scattering, however, the exponential term [7] containing Q supresses
the contribution form large size instantone and is the key for the applicability of I-
perturbation theory.

For calculating the cross section for deep inelastic scattering DlS at HERA, the range
of collective coordinates has to be known in which /-perturbation theory can be relied
on This range of collective coordinates then has to be translated into the relevant
DIS-variables.

For estimating the range of validity of /-perturbation theory QCD lattice results from
the UKQCD collaboration [12] have been extremely useful Fig 3a shows a comparison
of /-perturbation theory with lattice-QCD in the continuum limit [9] for the /-size
distribution. The normalization is practically independent on the renormahzation scale
Hr, but strongly dependent on the value of AJ^J, for which the recent accurate result
from the ALPHA collaboration [13] A B S ( B / = 0 ) = (238± 19)MeV has been taken It has
to be noted that the pertubative result is essentially parameter free Fig 2b shows the
corresponding comparison for the / - /-distance contribution Very good agreement
down to / — /-distances R/ < p~~ >oz 1 is observed

In the deep inelastic regime the integrals over collective coordinates are dominated by a
unique saddle point [8] which relates the collective coordinates to the Bjorken variables
Q',x' ol the /-subprocess as

The limits on the collective observables then transform into limits of the DIS variables
in the following way:

p* < 0.30 - 0 35fm Q / / A H 5 > 30 8
- • (8)

R'/p' > 1 x7 > 0 35
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Figure 2' Comparison of "collective coordinates'' obtained from mstantou-perturbation the-
ory (curve) with the continuum limit of equivalent lattice QCD data (points) a) I(/)-size
distribution, b) / - /-distance distribution, normalized to the value at R = 1 5/m Prom
Refe. [9, 19]

With these cuts, additional general cuts of i > 10~3 and 0 1 < y < 0 9 and a "tech-
nical cut" of Qm,n = Qmm. m order to suppress contributions from nonplanar graphs
which are hard to calculate, a total cross section for /-induced events of 29 ± 10 pb is
obtained, where the errors refer to the uncertainty in Ajgg only. For a total integrated
luminosity of about 100 pb'1 , which will be reached for each of the HERA experi-
ments HI and ZEUS by fall 2000, this corresponds to about 3.000 /-events. Since the
total cross section for standard DIS events is several orders of magnitude higher it is
evident, however, that a search of /-induced effects has to make use of specific event
characteristics.

3 Search Strategies for /-induced Events at HERA

The Monte Carlo generator QCDINS [14], developed on the basis of the perturba-
tive model discussed above for the detailed simulation of /-induced events, yields the
following event characteristics [10]:

• a jet ("current jet") from the outgoing quark in the primary photon interaction
(compare fig 1)

• after removal of the current jet a uniformly populated band of hadrons in r\ - <f>-
space (with the pseudorapidity f? and the azimuthal angle 4>) resulting nearly in
isotropic decay in the hadronic CMS (defined by q + P = 0)
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• high parton multiplicity (for 3 flavours 3 (qq)-p&iTS, at aa a mean value of
0(1 /a,) ~ 3 gluons) resulting in a mean charged hadron multiplicity of about 20

• "flavour democracy" resulting in a significantly higher fraction of strange hadrons
in /-induced than in standard DIS-events

• a higher total transverse momentum of ~5 GeV/»j-umt as compared to =; 2
GeV/»j-unit for DIS-events [15]

A typical MC-event is shown in fig 3.

Figure 3 Distribution of the trans-
verse energy ET in pseudorapidity
(Tj)-azimuthal (^)-plane in the hadromc
CMS Car a typical instanton-induced
HERA-event generated by QCDINS
(x = 0.0012, C?5 = 66 GeV2,pr(Jet) =
3.6 GeV) after typical detector cuts
Clearly recognizable are the current jet at
4> = 160°, rj ~ 3 and the instanton band
at 0 ~ T) ~ 2. From Ref. [11]

Search strategies for /-induced events m a background of normal DIS events based
on Monte Carlo data have been discussed by Carb, Gerigk, Ringwald and Schrempp
[11]. The aim is to enrich /-induced events in a data sample by cutting on selected
observables while optimizing the separation power, defined as the ratio of the detection
efficiencies for /-induced and DIS-events, in addition, a lower -limit of 10% for the /-
detection efficiency is required. Fig. 4 shows the optimization for the number of charged
hadrons contained in the /-band after removal of the current jet

Cuts on single observables typically result in a separation power of ~ 20 and, therefore,
cuts on several observables have to be combined in order to achieve a higher background
reduction Correlations among the different variables, however, tend to weaken the
effect of combinations. For a set of 6 selected observables, which are shown in fig 5, a
separation power of about 130 was obtained

4 Recent HI Results
Based on this experience, the technique for enhancing /-induced events has recently
been applied by the HI collaboration to real data [16]: Out of a set of 6 observables
a subset of 3 observables has been selected on which cuts are applied (called in the
following "primary observables") while the effect of these cuts on the distributions of
the other observables not subjected to cuts (called "secondary observables") is studied
The preliminary results are based on a total integrated luminosity of 15.8 pb"1 collected
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Figure 4- a) Normalised MC-generated distributions of the number of hadrona n'B in the
instanton band fcr instanton induced (INS) and normal events (DIS) after removal of the
current jet hadrons. b) Maximum separation power INSeff/DIStfj as function of cuts on
ria (see (a)) keeping the instanton efficiency INS.JJ at > 10%. From Ref [11]

by Hi in 1997 and corresponding to about 260 k DIS-evente within fixed cuts of i >
10-J,0 1 < y < 0.6 and 6C > 156°

The primary observablea chosen for the analysis were the number of hadrons n* in the
/-band, the sphericity Sph of the event in the hadronic CMS (both after removal of the
current jet) and the squared momentum transfer Q* of the /-subprocess (c.f. fig. 1).
The normalized distribution of these observabies are compared in fig. 6 with two quite
different models for DIS processes, i e. the colour dipole model CDM [17] and the
matrix element-parton shower-model MBPS [IS] as implemented in the Monte Carlo
ARIADNE reap. RAPGAP. Agreement on the level of 5-20% is observed. The signal
expected for /-induced events from QCDINS is 103 - 103 below the DIS background.
A systematic investigation of the effect of cutting primary observablea has been earned
out. The following combinations of cuts have been studied: n» > 5,6,7,8,9; Sph >
0.4,0.5,0.55,0.6,0.65; Q^GW 9 ) : 95,100,105, HO, 115 < Q° < 200. The results have
been classified in 3 scenarios: "A" for the highest instanton efficiency tIfrg, "B" for
high instanton efficiency at good separation power imsftDis and "C" for the highest
separation power at an instanton efficiency > 10% (see table 1).

Table 1:

Seen
ario

A
B
C

Cut

95.0-200.0
105.0-200.0
105.0-200.0

8

Sph
0.40
0.40
0.50

5
7
8

em.

32%

11%

<i
CDM

35
56
86

'mt-

MBPS
34
52
71

As example, the effect of cut C on primary obeervables is shown in fig. 7 A background
reduction by a factor of 600-800 is achieved. The remaining 549 events are to be
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Figure 5: Normalized distributions of characteristics observables for normal DIS events
(ARIADNE) and /-induced events (QCDINS + HERWIG). Shaded bands indicate model
uncertainties, arrows show optimized cuts with the allowed region left of the cut Variables
PT and Qf refer to the current jet (compare fig. 1), EyB and n'B are the total transverse
energy and number of hadrons, reap in the /-band after removal of the current jet, A is a
measure of the isotropy of events (see text), ffio are the Fbx-Wolfram-moments. Prom Ref.
[11]

compared with 362 ± 25 events expected from CDM and 435±30 events from MEPS
For the resulting distributions the shape of the excess with respect to the DIS models
is compatible with the QCDINS expectation It has to be noted, however, that the
excess is of the same magnitude as the difference between the two DIS models and that
also the QCDINS prediction is subject to systematic uncertainties [19]
As secondary observables were chosen the total transverse energy En, of hadrons con-
tained in the /-band, the transverse energy EtJtt of the current jet and a third quantity
At, which is a measure for the isotropy of events [20, 21] It is obtained by find-
ing the two axes with respect to which the projection of all hadronic momenta (af-
ter removal of the current jet) is nunimal (Em) resp. maximal (Emt) and forming
(Em - E^/Em = At- A* measures the £rweighted azimuthal isotropy, it takes
small values for iaotropic events, expected for /-induced reactions, and large values for
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Figure 6- Observables used to cut ("primary observables"). Comparison of data with Monte
Carlo (see text). From Ref. [16]
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Figure 7- Obaervables used to cut ("primary observableB") after cuts. From Ref [16]
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pencil-like 2-jet-eventa, expected to constitute a major fraction of the DIS-background
The effect of cut C on the secondary observables is shown in fig. 8. While an excess
of events over both DIS Monte Carlos is observed also here, differences in the shape of
the distributions are recognizable; neither the shape of the DIS Monte Carlos nor the
shape of the signal expected from QCDINS are well reproduced by the data

• H1 Data Preliminary
COM
HEPS

— QCDMS 2.0 default
No O'cut applied

Figure 8 ObBervables not used to cut ("secondary observables") after cuts on "primary
observables". from Ref. [16]

These results do not yet allow any firm conclusion on a possible contribution of I-
mduced processes to deep inelastic electron proton scattering. Nevertheless, the ob-
served excess of events and the gross similarity between data and predictions are intrigu-
ing and motivate the continuation of these studies with higher statistics and further
refined techniques. The ultimate signal of /-induced effects would consist, of course,
in demonstrating the violation of helicity-conservation in DIS-events.
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The property of gluon Reggeization plays an —wtui role in the derivation of the
Batitsky-Fadia-Kuraer-Lipatov (BFKL) eqnation for the cross sections at high energy
y/i in perturbative QCD. This property has been proved to all orders of perturbation
theory in the folding logarithmic approximation and it it naninmrl to be valid abo
in the nezt-to-leadlng logarithmic approximation, where It ha* been checked only to
the flirt three orders of perturbation theory. From a-channel unharitv, however, very
stringent "bootstrap" conditions can be derived which, if fulfilled, have no doubts
that ghwn Reggeiiation hold*.

The BFKL equation [1] is very important far the theory of Regge processes at high
energy y/a in perturbative QCD, such as the deep inelastic ep scattering in the region of
small values of the Bjorken variable x, presently investigated at HERA. It was derived more
than twenty yean ago in the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) [1], which means
summation of all the terms of the type (a,ln*)". Recently, the radiative corrections to
the equation have been calculated (see Ref [1] for a review) and the explicit Conn of the
kernel of the equation in the next-to-leading approximation (NLA) for the case of forward
scattering became known [lj.

The key role in the derivation of the BFKL equation fe played by the gluon Reggeiiation.
"Reggeteation" of a given elementary particle usually means that the amplitudes of the
scattering processes with exchange of the quantum numbers of that particle in the t-channel
go like s*» in the Regge limit s > \t\. The function j(t) u called "Regge trajectory" of the
given particle and takes the value of the spin of that particle when t is equal to its squared
mass. It is well-known that inQED the electron Reggeuesin perturbation theory [2], while
the photon remains elementary [3], while in QCD the gluon Reggriaes [4,5] as well as the
quark [8]. m perturbative QCD, the notion of gluon Reggeiiation is used in a stronger
sense. It means not only that a Reggeon exists with the quantum numbers of the gluon,
negative signature and with a trajectory j(t) = 1 + v ( t ) passing through 1 at t = 0, but
also that this Reggeon gives the leading contribution in each order of perturbation theory
to the amplitudes of the processes with large s and fixed (i.e. not growing with ») squared
momentum transfer t.

The simplest realization of the gluon Reggeization is in the elastic process A + B —>•
A' + W with exchange of gluon quantum numbers In the (-channel (see Fig. 1), whose
amplitude in the Regge limit takes the form

Here c is a color index and Vpp are the partkle-particle-Reggeon (PPR) vertices, not
depending on s They can be written in the form I ^ P = g(Pl\Tc\P)TP<p, where g is
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Figure 1: (Left) Diagrammatical representation of {&)%]?• The zig-zag line is the
Reggeized gluon, the black blobs the PPR effective vertices. (Right) Diagrammatical rep-
resentation of (An)^a from ^-channel unitarity. The ovals are the impact factors of the
particles A and B, the circle is the Green function for the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering.

the QCD coupling constant and T° are the color group generators in the fundamental
(adjoint) representation for quarks (gluons)1- In the LLA this form of the amplitude has
been rigorously proved [7]: rJJp is given simply by <5A^AF, where Xp is the helkity of the
particle P, and the Reggeized gluon trajectory is needed with 1-loop accuracy [1],

**(«-*)''
(2)

Here D — A + 2t has been introduced in order to regularize the infrared divergences and
the integration is performed in the space transverse to the momenta of the initial colliding
particles. In the NLA (resummation of the terms oj+ 1(lns)"), the form (1) has been
checked in the first three orders of perturbation theory [1] and is only assumed to be valid
to all orders. In this approximation, the NLA contribution to the PPR vertices is needed,
which takes the form Tplp = f^xp^pp + 6\r,t-\pr

<pp, where a helicity non-conserving
term appeared, and the Reggeized gluon trajectory enters with 2-loop accuracy.

On the other hand, the amplitude for the elastic scattering process A+B —> A' + B1

(for arbitrary color representation in the (-channel) can be determined from ^-channel
unitaiity, by expressing its imaginary part in terms of the inelastic amplitudes A + B — •
A + B + {n] and A'+ B1 —t- A + 6 + {n}, and then by reconstructing the full amplitude
by use of the dispersion relations. Of course, the additions] particles {n} to be considered
in the intermediate states and their kinematical configurations depend on the adopted
approximation. It turns out (see for instance [1, 8]) that this amplitude can be written as
(see Fig. 1)

(3)

where An stands for the scattering amplitude with the representation "R. of the color group
in the t-channel, the index v enumerates the states in the irreducible representation V. and

'Throughout this paper only the case of quarks and gluona as colliding particles is considered.
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G£*' is the Mellin transform of the Green function for the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering [8]
The signature r is positive (negative) for symmetric (antisymmetric) representation V.. The
parameter 3Q is an arbitrary energy scale introduced in order to define the partial wave
expansion of the scattering amplitudes through the Mellin transform. The dependence on
this parameter disappears in the full expressions for the amplitudes. #jJp^ are the so-called
impact factors, defined by

•ft," < M M - / f^ f ̂ S T ' <».»;«;•.>»<•» -««) m

where Ap>P is the particle-Reggeon scattering amplitude. This definition is valid both in
the LLA and in the NLA. In the former case, the second term in the R.H.S. of the above
equation as well as the 0 function in the first term arc not active In the NLA, instead, the
second term behaves as a countertenn for the large »PR contribution to the first integral,
already taken into account in the LLA. The parameter «A disappears in the final expression
for the NLA impact facton.

The Green function obeys the generalised BFKL equation

(5)

where we have introduced the notation (ft = q, — q. The kernel A^*' consists of two parts,
& "virtual" part, related with the Reggeized gluon trajectory, and a "real" part, related to
particle production:

The "reaT part of the kernel is defined by

£ } (7)

where A^ is the Reggeoa-Reggean scattering amplitude. Here the same arguments con-
cerning *A apply as in the discussion after Eq. (4). In the LLA, the Reggeized gluon
trajectory is needed at 1-loop accuracy and the only contribution to the "real" part of the
kernel is from the production of one gluon at Born level in the cofliaion of two Reggeons
( £ J 3 O ) - In toe NLA, the Reggeized gluon trajectory is needed at 2-knp accuracy and
the "real" part of the keraeltaiescontributionfifwHncaie-giuon production at 1-loop level
( 4 B S ) u d from two-gluon and ??-pair production at Born level (/CJutoc **& ^ M Q ^ '
respectively). The representation (3) for the elastic amplitude must reproduce with NLA
accuracy the representation (1), in the case of exchange of gluon quantum numbers (i.e
color octet representation and negative signature) in the (-channel. ThiB leads to two very
stringent "bootstrap* conditions [8]:
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]
(9)

The first of them involves the kerne] of the generalized non-forward BFKL equation in the
octet color representation and at 1-loop order, together with the 1- and 2-loop contributions
to the Reggefeed gluon trajectory; the second one involves the impact factors in the octet
color representation at 1-loop order together with the 1- and 2-loop contributions to the
Reggeixed gluon trajectory and the PPR effective vertices at Born and 1-loop level Besides
providing a stringent check of the gluon Reggmzation in the NLA, the above equations are
important since they test, at least in part, the correctness of the year-long calculations
which lead to the NLA BFKL equation

The first bootstrap condition has been considered for the part concerning the quark
contribution (mawless case) [0]. The ingredients for this equation are the quark contribu-
tion to the 2-loop Reggeized gluon trajectory ^{t) [1] and the quark contribution to the
"real" part of the NLA kernel in the octet color representation, " ) ( >

gj$ depends on the RRG effective vertex at Born level, T £ £ > [1] and on the real
part of the quark contribution to the RRG effective vertex at 1-loop level, •y?lg

)ll) [1];
'CjutgQ depend* instead on the KRQQ effective vertex, 7*? [1]. ID Ref. [9] the quark
contribution to the "real" part of the kernel of the generalised BFKL equation, £«<*>(1>
has been calculated for singlet and octet color representation in the t-channel and it has
been explicitly shown that in the octet case the first bootstrap condition (8) is fulfilled for
arbitrary space-time dimension D.

The second bootstrap condition has been considered in the case of quark impact fac-
tors [10] and gluon impact factors [11]. In the case of quark Impact factors, the intermediate
states to be considered in the determination of Invt^, ' (see Eq. (4)) are one-quark at 1-
loop level and quark-gluon pair at Bom level. In t ie case of gluon impact factors, the
intermediate states to be considered are one-gluon at 1-loop level and two-gluon and q$-
pair at Born level. Let us outline the main points of the calculation in the simpler case of
the quark impact factors. The contribution from the one-quark intermediate state involves
the convolution of the QQR effective vertex r $ " at Bora level with the QQR effective
vertex at 1-loop level r $ ' [ « * 13] (here A stands for the colliding quark, Q for the quark in
the intermediate state). Differently from rjj f \ 1$ contains also a helirity nan-conserving
term. The contribution from the quark-gluon intermediate state involves the convolution
of two {QG}AR effective vertices rc,QCI,A at Born level [13]. Again, this contribution to
the quark impact factor will contain both helicity conserving and non-conserving terms. In
Ref. [10] the NLA quark impact factors have been given in terms of integrals for arbitrary
color state in the t-channel and non-forward case. For the octet color representation it has
been explicitly shown that the second bootstrap condition is fulfilled, both far the heBeity
conserving and non-conserving parts of the quark impact factors and for arbitrary space-
time dimension D. It must be stressed that the check of the bootstrap for the hettdty
conserving part represents a check of correctness of previous calculations mare than a real
test for the gluon Reggeusation, since this part is not quite independent of the calculation of
the two-loop correction to the gluon trajectory. The check of the bootstrap foT the heHdty
non-conserving part is instead a really new check of the gluon Reggei*ation. The explicit
calculation of the integrals appearing in the expression for the quark impact factors has
been performed in the case of massless quarks [10].
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The future work includes the check of the Brat bootstrap condition for the part concern-
ing the gJuon contribution [14]. The ingredients for this equation are the gluon contribution
to the 2-loop Reggeized gluon trajectory w£\t) [l] and the gluon contribution to the "real"
part of the NLA kernel in the octet color representation, £?(8)(1)(«i,qi; 9),

%$, depends on the RRG effective vertex at Bora level -y°W [1] and on the real part
of the gluon contribution to the RRG effective vertex at 1-loop level f°^(1> [1], known for
arbitrary kinematics only in the D -^ 4 limit. The determination of -y°£){l) for arbitrary
space-time dimension £>, in terms of uncalculated integrals (that is enough at least for the
check of the bootstrap) is in progress [14]. £J§g£& depends on the RRGG effective vertex
7°£ [1] and is known [15, 1]. The final step will be the check that the first bootstrap
condition (8) is fulfilled also for the gluon part of the kernel of the generalized non-forward
BFKL equation fox arbitrary space-time dimension D [14]. This check ia already known to
be fulfilled in the physical limit D -> 4 [1, 16].

Very recently, another set of "strong" bootstrap conditions has been derived [17, 18],
based on the assumption of NLA Reggeization of Reggeon-particle scattering amplitudes.
As a consequence of this assumption, it turns out that the impact factors of any colliding
particle in the octet color representation are proportional to the related PPR effective
vertex, with a universal coefficient function.
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Abstract

The results obtained in the next-to leading order for the kernel of the non-forward
BFKL equation are briefly reviewed and discussed.

1 Introduction
Now talking about the BFKL equation [1] one usually means the equation of evolution of so
called umntegrated gluon distribution -F(z, k2), connected with the conventional distribution
Q(x,Q'1) of qluons with virtualities up to Q1 carrying fraction x of hadron's longitudinal
momentum by the relation

xG(x,Q2) = f9*dk*F(x,k*). (1)
JO

Whereas the DGLAP equation [2] describes evolution of the parton distributions with the
virtuality Q2, the BFKL equation is used for description of evolution with x:

?) = / W t f . tf W*.«?) (2)
at small values of x. The commonly used representation of the kernel is that which was
introduced in [1]:

where a, = ff2/(4ir), g is the coupling constant and N is the number of colours (TV = 3
for QCO), although the kernel can be written in a multitude of equivalent forms, such, for
example, as used in [3]:

The interpretation of the BFKL equation as the equation of evolution of the giuon
distribution with x at small z became commonly adopted because the wave of interest to
the BFKL equation was inspired by the experimental observation of the sharp rise of the
proton structure function at x decreases in the experiments on deep inelastic electron-proton
scattering performed at HERA at small values of the Bjorken variable x = Q2/s where Q2 is

'Work supported in put by INTAS and in put by the Ruseian Fund of Bane Researches
'The speaker thanks the Oigaoiiing Committee for the interesting and well organised conference
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the virtuality of the intermediate photon and y/s is the centre-of-mass energy of the virtual
photon and the proton. But originally the BFKL equation was derived for description of
high energy behaviour of scattering amplitudes of Regge processes, i.e. processes at large
(tending to infinity) centre-of-mass energy \/s and fixed (not growing with s) momentum
transfer t. Therefore the equation of evolution ef the gluon distribution is a particular
application of the BFKL equation, the application to the cross section (i.e. imaginary part
of the forward scattering amplitude), whereas the region of the applicability of the equation
is much wider than this particular case. Moreover, the native region for the BFKL equation
is one-scale processes, such as scattering of two virtual photons with virtualities of the
same order (sufficiently large for validity of the perturbation theory), whereas in the deep
inelastic scattering all virtualities between two different scales, one of which is determined
by virtuality of proton constituents and is of order of AgCB , and another is given by the
virtuality of the intermediate photon Q2, are involved, as a consequence, the evolution with
x is masked by evolution with virtuality

Two years ago the kernel of the BFKL equation was obtained in the next-to-leading order
(NLO) [4, 5] for the case of the forward scattering, i.e. for the momentum transfer t = 0 and
the singlet colour representations the ^-channel An important way of development of the
BFKL approach became the generalization of the obtained results to the non-forward scat-
tering [6]. For singlet colour representation in the f-channel, the generalized approach can
be used directly for the description of a wide circle of physical processes. The generalization
for non-singlet colour Btates is also of great importance, especially for the antisymmetric
colour octet state of two Reggeized gluons in the t-channel. This case is especially important
since the BFKL approach is based on the gluon Reggeization, although the Reggeization is
not proved in the NLO. Therefore, at this order the Reggeization is a hypothesis which must
be carefully checked: This can be done using the "bootstrap" equations [6] appearing from
the requirement of the compatibility of the gluon Reggeization with the ^-channel unitarity

2 Definitions and basic equations

The BFKL approach is based one one of the remarkable properties of QCD - the gluon
Reggeization [7]. The amplitude for the high energy process A + B -» A' + B1 at fixed
momentum transfer \f—i is presented in this approach as the convolution of the impact
factors $A'A and §B'B, which describe the A -» A' and B -* B1 particle transitions in
the partide-Reggeon scattering processes, and the Green's function G for Reggeon-Reggeon
scattering [3]:

(5)

Here and below q[ = q, — q, q, are D — 2 dimensional vectors (D = 4 + 2e is the space-time
dimension different from 4 to regularize the infrared divergences) which are transverse to
the momenta PA and pe of the initial particles, q si q is the momentum transfer in the
process A + B -» A' + B'. The sum in (5) is taken over irreducible representations "R. of the
colour group, which are contained in the product of two adjoint representations, and over
states v from full sets of states for these representations; s0 is some energy scale and r is the
signature equal +1(—1) for symmetric (antisymmetric) representations. $#% and $B'B
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are the projected on the states (H, u) impact factors, and Gffl are the Mellin transforms of
the Green's functions for Reggeon-Reggeon scattering. They obey the equation [6]'

where the kernel is given by the sum of the "virtual" part, defined by the gluon trajectory
}{t)= l+u(t), and the "real" part £ j s \ related to the real particle production in Reggeon-
Reggeon collisions:

Kw(ft,ft;f) = [«(-#) +«U'))]?i?;1«"'-11(i-ft) + el(ft,ft;?) • (7)
The BFKL equation was originally derived in the leading logarithmic approximation

(LLA), which means the resummation of all terms of the type [a,ln«]n in radiative correc-
tions to amplitudes of Regge processes. In this approximation both the gluon trajectory
and the "real" part of the kernel are pure gluonic

and

where the superscript B means the LLA (Born) approximation and the colour group coef-
ficients CR for the most important cases of the singlet (R = 1) and the antisymmetric octet
(R = 8) representations are

d = N, c = j . (10)

Due to the gluon Reggeization the representation (5) for the scattering amplitudes, as
well as the equation (6) for the Green's function and the form (7) of the kernel, are valid
as well in the next-to-leading approximation (NLA), when the as(asiDs)n terms are also
resummed. Both the kernel of the BFKL equation and the impact factors are unambiguously
defined in terms of the gluon Regge trajectory and the effective vertices for the Reggeon-
particle interactions [6].

As it is seen from (7), the gluon trajectory enters in the equation in the universal
(independent from TV) way The "real" part of the kernel can be presented as [6]'

Here Ami iliiQi^i) ls t n e scattering amplitude of the Reggeons with the initial momenta
9i = 0PA + 9IJ. ond —qj = orpa — q^x at the momentum transfer q = q± and the
representation "R. of the colour group in the t—channel, s M = (<ft — <j2)

J = sa0 — (q\ — ft)'
is the squared invariant mass of the Reggeons. The second term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (11)
serves for the subtraction of the contribution of the large sRR region in the first term, in
order to avoid a double counting of this region in the BFKL equation. The intermediate
parameter sA in Eq. (11) must be taken tending to infinity. At large «RJ1 only the contribution
of the two-gluon production does survive in the first integral, so that the dependence on
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sA disappears in E<j. (11) due to the factorization property of the two-gluon production
vertex [6]

Using the operator V-R for the projection of the two-gluon colour states in the t—channel
on the irreducible representation H. of the colour group we can present the imaginary part
of the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering amplitude entering Eq. (11) in the form

/ | S ( f t ) (12)
Here TIR is the number of independent states in the representation 7t, the sum { / } is
performed over all states / which axe produced in the Reggeon-Reggeon collisions and over
all discreet quantum numbers of these states, 7 ^ (91,91) is the effective vertex for the
production of the state / and dp; is the phase space element for this state,

where n is a number of identical particles in the state / . In the LLA only the one-gluon
production does contribute in (12) and Eq. (11) gives for the kernel its LLA value (9); in
the NLA the contributing states include also the two-gluon and the quark-antiquark states
The normalization of the corresponding vertices is defined in Ref. [6].

The most interesting representations "R are the colour singlet (Pomeron channel) and
the antisymmetric colour octet (gluon channel). We have for the singlet case

and for the octet case

(c^Vt^tdt) = ^I'j^i? , m = N2 - 1 , (15)

where fatc are the structure constants of the colour group.
The remarkable properties of the kerne) are

9,ft;?) = /CWffi.ftflf) = 0 , (16)

and
& , - * ; - ? ) • (17)

The properties (16) mean that the kernel turns into zero at zero transverse momenta of
the Reggeons and follow from the gauge invariance; Eqs.(17) are the consequences of the
symmetry of the imaginary part of the Reggeon-Reggeon scattering amplitude (12).

3 The non-forward BFKL kernel
The general form of the kernel for arbitrary representation 7£ of the colour group in the
r-channel is given by E<j.(7). The "virtual" part is universal (does not depend on H) and
is determined by the gluon Regge trajectory At the two-loop level the gluon trajectory has
both gluon and quark contributions. The gluon contribution can be presented as [8]

ST1
91 <fi
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w h e r e

D — 2

f(x) is the Euler gamma-function
Let us stress that in this paper we will systematically use the perturbative expansion in

terms of the bare coupling g related to the renormalized coupling g,, in the MS scheme by
the relation

where n/ is the number of the quark flavours,

3" -

The quark contribution to the trajectory is

The "real" part of the kernel, related to real particle production in the Reggeon-Reggeon
collisions, in the NLA is determined by the one-gluon, two-gluon and quark-antiquark pro-
duction. The "real" part of the kernel depends strongly on the representation of the colour
group H in the t -channel. The quark contribution to the "real" part for any channel can be
presented as a superposition of the Abelian and non-Abelian pieces [9]. In fact, the Abelian
piece was calculated many yes ago in the framework of Quantum Electrodynamics [10], but,
unfortunately, it has rather complicated form. In the gluon channel this piece is absent and
the quark contribution in this channel has very simple form:

ft « ffi} , (23)

where A = 9, - ^ = & - c&.
The gluon piece of the "real" part of the kernel was calculated recently [11] for the case

of the gluon channel in the limit t -t 0 (since the radiative corrections to the effective vertex
of the one-gluon production were known only in this limit) It can be presented in the form.
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where C(n) 1S the Riemann zeta-function.
After the cancellation of the terms ~ 1/e1 the leading singularity of the kernel is 1/c. It

turns again into ~ 1/t* after subsequent integrations of the kernel because of the singular
behaviour of the kernel at k' = 0. The additional singularity arises from the region of small
Jfc2, where £ | ln i J | ~ 1. Therefore we have not expanded in e the term (fcJJ . The terms
~ t are taken into account in the coefficient of the divergent at k3 = 0 expression in order
to conserve all giving nonvanishing in the limit e -> 0 contributions after the integrations

The integral in (24) can be presented in another form:

(<ji(l - x) + ifix)J V k2x(l -x) / Jo z + is1

It is possible also to express the integral in (24) in terms of dilogarithms, but this expression
is not very convenient1

/•> dx / g ( l -
Jo (qi(l - i) + fix)* \ £»!(!

x [lnparctan r—~-r ^ + Im(L(pexpuf>))\ , (26)

where <j> is the angle between q\ and qj,

The symmetries (17) of the kernel are easily seen. The first of them is explicit in (24). To
notice the second it is sufficient to change x f+ (1 — x) in the integral in (24).

In order to check that the kernel (24) turns into zero at zero transverse momenta of
the Reggeons (16) one has to know the behaviour of the integral in (24). A suitable for
this purpose representation is given in (25). From this representation one can see that
singularities of the integral at zero transverse momenta of the Reggeons are not more than
logarithmic. After this no problems remain to verify (16).
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4 Bootstrap of the gluon Reggeization
The "bootstrap" condition for the kernel derived in Ref. [6] has the form

(28)

where K,(s*(qi,q\;q) is the kernel of the non-forward BFKL equation in the octet channel,
u>(t) = w*''(t) + w'J'(<) is the deviation of the gluon Regge trajectory from unity in the
two-loop approximation and t = -q2.

The fulfillment of thia condition for the quark contribution to the kernel was shown in
[9] at arbitrary D. In the one-loop approximation (LLA) the trajectory is purely gluonic
(see (8)). The quark contribution to the trajectory appears at the two-loop level (NLA) and
ia given by Eqs. (22). The kernel K(t) (ft,ft;?), according to Eq. (7), IB expressed through
the trajectory and the "real" part. The quark piece of the latter is given by Eq. (23). Using
this equation together with Eqs. (22) for the quark contribution to the trajectory, we arrive

°2 r(

/ ^ { f («?)' + M?1)' - <«?>' ~ (ft'')')

(29)

where fc =41 — ft, q{ = q\ — q and q^ = ijj — q. Putting the r.h.s. expression into Eq. (28) and
using Eqs. (8) and (22), it is easy to verify that the "bootstrap" equation (28) is satisfied.

Although it is not so simple to demonstrate the fulfillment of the bootstrap condition (28)
for the gluon piece of the kernel, it was done in [12]. Knowing the "real" part of the kernel
only in the limit e -+0, we can think about the check by the bootstrap equation of only
the terms in the gluon trajectory non-vanishing for t -> 0. But we even for this purpose the
knowledge of the kernel (24) is not sufficient. The reason comes from the singular behaviour
of the integration measure in the bootstrap condition (28). The integration measure in Eq
(28) is singular at zero momenta of scattered Reggeons. Fortunately, the kernel (24) turns
into zero at this points [11], (as it should be from general arguments), so that at first sight
these points could not bring additional singularities in c. It would be so if integration over
only one momentum was performed. But in the region where the momenta of two Reggeons
(let us say, ^i and q3) turn into zero simultaneously, being of the same order, the kernel does
not vanish (as it can be easily observed in the example of the Bom kernel (9)). Therefore,
these regions can give additional singularities in e; moreover, since integration over these
regions leads to singularities, an expansion of, let us say, (q?Y and (q%)' is not possible
anymore, so that we need to know about the kernel more than that is given by Eq. (24).
This problem was solved in [12] and the fulfillment of the bootstrap condition (28) was
proved.
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Abstract

We present the remits of the calculation of the one-bop correction to the effective
vertex for the quark-antiqiiark pair production in collisions of the virtual photon with
the Reggeised gluon. This vertex is supposed than to be wed for the calculation of
the virtual photon impact factor, which is extremely important, for instance, for the
description of the small x deep inelastic scattering in the BFKL approach.

The vertex r ^ we are interested in can be obtained from the projected on the colour
octet state and negative signature in the (-channel amplitude of the quark-antiquark pro-
duction in the virtual photon fragmentation region at collisions of this photon with any
particle. For simplicity we use the amplitude for the collision of a virtual photon 7* with
momentum PA with a mjuaJ«i quark Q with momentum pg. The Sudakov decompositions
for the virtual photon polarization vector e, the produced quark momentum fci and the
antiquark one ht are

8 8X o\l — X)

where

PA = P I - ^ - P J . pB = Pa, p? = Jjg = O, » = 2 p i f t - K » , p* = -p\. (2)

The quark-antiquark pair is produced with x ~ 1 - x ~ 1 and limited (not growing with s)
transverse momenta. The virtual photon is taken in the light-cone gauge transverse to the
vector pt- The terms in the amplitude proportional to e± are responsible for the transverse
photon and the terms proportional to Q are related to the scalar photon We split the
one-loop correction F^.',, into three parts according to the three types of the diagrams

contributing to the amplitude - ^ J ^ I K J ^ with colour octet state and negative signature
in the (^channel: two-gluon exchange, one-gluon exchange and i-channel gluon self-energy
diagrams. The first of these contributions to the vertex can be found from the relation

where t = <? tz -q* is the squared momentum transfer, w(1) is the one-bop Heggeized gluon
trajectory and the correction •X^^q^ is given by the diagrams of Fig.l with the following
replacement for the colour factors oftheir lowest lines, in order to project on colour octet
and negative signature in the t-channel

( ) i ( ^ ^ (4)
'Work supported in put by DfTAS and In part by the Riiaaiao Fbnd of Basic Researches.
'The speaker thanks the Organizing Committee for the very interesting and well organized conference



PA

- * 1 , H

pa

(4) (5) (6)

Figure 1: The two-gluon exchange one-loop diagrams contributing to

Fortunately, to obtain the correction r ^ ^ 1 ' it is enough to calculate only two of the di-
agrams of Fig.l and the correction r & W l ) (see Eq.(3)), which can be found from the
two-gluon contribution to the quark-quark scattering amplitude, Cor example. We obtain

{[(A 2)] - (5)

_ e ) _ (6)

where « = ( £ > - 4) /2 , D is the space-time dimension, A and 2D, in Eq.(5) are the con-
tributions of the diagrams of Fig. 1(1) and Fig.l (2) with omitted colour generators in their
vertices, and 1 •+ 2 is the replacement quark ++ antiquark The one-glnon correction I ^ ^ 1 '
is given by the diagrams of Fig.2 with tp%/a instead of the gluon polarization vector, and
again the number of diagrams to be calculated is reduced due to the 1 •*+ 2 symmetry.

. (7)

where the notations - 2 ^ , . . , -2R4,2/fe and -4 f l , were used for the diagrams of Fig8.2(l),
.. , (4), (5) and (6) respectively, with the omitted colour generators in all vertices and
the gluon polarization vector equal to »JJ£/»- Let us note that, whereas the definition of
Ri,..., R4 is unambiguous, Rt, and Rt are not yet well defined because of the presence of
three-gluam vertices in the corresponding diagrams Fig 2(5) and (6). To complete then-
definition we show explicitly momenta and vector indices for the three-gluon vertices for
which the following expression must be used:

ig[- 4)JJ- («)

As for the last (self energy) contribution r ^ 1 ' , it is presented i^li*m«ti«Jly by the diagrams
of Fig 3 multiplied with tj£/(2«) and can be calculated without any difficulties: one has
only to know the Born effective vertex and the one-loop gluon vacuum polarization in the
Feynman gauge (we used everywhere the Feynman gauge for the gluan fields).

The calculation of all the listed diagrams is quite straightforward but, particularly in
the case of diagrams At and Rt from Eq,(7), is rather long and does not give a simple short
answer. For these two most complicated diagrams we use helicity representation for their
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PA
i, *i

3
» a,»,

(9) (10) (11)

Figure 2: The Hiagrama corresponding to the correction r^.'^ l)

PA

*q, /*, c

i, ii

- * » , «9

Figure 3: The diagrams corresponding to the correction

regular parts (finite in the physical limit e -f 0)

are bispinor wave functions of the produced quark and antiquarlc corre-
p g y , K is the squared invariant mass of the produced pair and ( = ±1 is the doubled

helicity of the quark. For the singular parts of these two diagrams, as well as for all other
diagrams, we adopt usual spinor representation to present our results. The regular parts
are (we present the result for Rg which is defined so that 2A, = Ag - R,(l 4-v 2)):

- » ) ((1 -
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x { [-(1 - Vi)ViV2lht - (1 - ift)(l - jfc)!^ + (1 - ift) ((1 - yOQ2 - »,«)] [((1 -

x(fcig + »AP) - yiyiytxq2) (1 - z)«A,_f - ys (zg 2 + ifcig + i A P + (1 -

( - «AP)

) ] [ - Ifc.)
x (((1 - x)q4 + ((

x ((1 - x)? ]

- (1 - jft,)^?- i{P - ztO) v^flQ^ + (1 - «,)% ((^V 2 - *ti

(*xv + »AP)) (*,,_{ - 6X4) + 2(fc,fe - z(l -

-faq - ttP - it,)v/2?Q(l -

" ( A ? + «AP - *tx)(*A,_t - ^ ) - 2(^*2 - *(i - ^ Q 2 ) ^ ) ] } , (10)

> [(1 - Ha) ( - (1 - Vi)t - l/i*a) + 1M (- (1 -

- 3(1 - x)) + 2(1 - i)(ta - 1 ) } + (i - in)

(-( l - Jh)t -Vit2) + ^ ( - ( 1 - i h K +*<?•)) + t f l(ta - t - «

, + 2(1 - i)t2 - 2t - ^(1 - z)(

- z) - tfA,_f (1 - z)(t l9-+ IAP) - SXix{k\q- iAP))

- ]t (2Z*A^ + 3(1 - I)*A.-{) + !/i* (t*A,-f - <5A.OV^9OZ)] (Z(1 - z ) ^ - && - <P)

+ [3 ((1 - z)2*A,-« - x2*,*^) + |frz(l - z) ( ^ _ , - f A j ) - ViZQ4^] (fcif + IAP)

+xt[3(l - Z ) V * A , - { - tik'Sxjc + V i ^ (*A,-£(1 - x) + Sxs*) + 2%(1 - z)«JArf] } ) , (11)

with the following notations

» + « ( i * w 2_ fr + z(i-zKf
. *s = (PA — *sj = 5 .

^ p , ^ , f» = ^ * - ( ^ ) » . (12)

We present the one-loop correction to the vertex 1^.^ in the form

, (13)
VI if JL JJ
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with the contributions of all other discussed diagrams, as well as the singular parts of
and R«, included into $ m

x|2((1 + 3e)AT - (1 + 24)̂ 1,) ^-fi - (2 + t)fiti + (1 + 2e)JV(l - r) (f\ + fs - 2?Je±)

-y«4(l + e)JV ( i - l) f, + y [2 ((1 - e)JV - (1 - 1t)CF) ( i - l) f, + ((1 - 2t)N

-2(2 - «)O,) (1 - *) (f! + f 2 -

- z) (ft + fa - 2gj.ex) - (1 - lft)f 1 - 2(1 -

[-(1 -

[(i - n) (-(1 - !h)< - »A) + * (-(1 - ft)

f, + (̂ V."'*'(l - *)- - l) 4(1 - x)tQ + (1 - »i) [2(fa - t)f:

+ f2 - )

f, + f , - 2 ? x C ± ) j } ) ^ ] - [l « a], (14)

l , 2 j ^
(15)

The result is valid with the accuracy up to non-vanishing in the limit t -* 0 terms, which is
enough for the subsequent calculation of the impact factor. Although all the integrals can
be calculated as expansions in e with the necessary accuracy (even if such the calculation is
very long, it is quite straightforward), we present our result in the integral form to have the
possibility to use standard Feynman parametrisation and to change orders of integration over
all Fbynman parameters in the calculation of the impact factor. The details of our calculation
with more discussion of physics will be given elsewhere [1]. More details concerning the
importance of the impact factors of colourless particles for the BFKL approach and the
connection between Reggean effective interaction vertices and impact factors can be found
in [2].
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QED radiative corrections to impact factors and
the hypothesis of generalized eikonal
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Abstract

We consider the lowest order RC to impact factors of electron and pho-
ton The form of amplitude of electrn-electron small angles scattering at high
energies agree with generalized eikonal hypothesisiprodtict of eikonal -type
amplitude on the formfactor. So it contains infrared divergences RC to IF
of photon is free from infrared divergences. The explicite expression for small
virtualities of exchanged photon is obtained using the known result of RC to
pair production by photon on the nuclei cross section.

1 Introduction
In papers of late 60-th and early 70-th [1] the remarkable form of small-angles high
energy elastic amplitudes

A(pA,a)+B{PB,b) -> A(p'A,a')+B(p'B,b'),s =• (PA+PB)3 » -t = ~{PA-P'A? ~ m\

(1)
was discovered.

with some universal functions r-so called impact factors (IF) of each particle. (Here
and further we imply the quantities r, k be the two-dimentional vectors in the center
of mass of initial particles,ortogonal to the 3-momenta of them, A is the fictitious
photon's mass.) It was obtained \T'\ = 4ira6t), where-indeces t,j describe the
polarization state of fermioas. The expression for on mass shell photon IF they
presnt in form:

r* = 8a dy£ dx+dx.6(x+ + x.- 1)(A,, - Bt)), (3)

with
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- „)B" = i

Q = i

where again t, j descibe the photon.s polarization states.
The motivation for calculation of radiative corrections(RC) to impact factors

(IF)is the high presision experiments performingg now on colliders where some subtle
features of Pomeron characteristics as intercept is measured. The IF ply the role
of coupling of the projectile with reggeons. For colliders with electron (positron)
beams these results may be used to describe the QED-part of cross-sections with the
adequate accuracy It turns out that the scattering amplitude taking into account,
the two photon exchange is pure imaginary. ThJB fact agree with the cikonal form
of high-energy small angles elastic scattering amplitude (we consider for defmitenes9
the c+e~ elastic scattering amplitude).

A(s,t) = M',t)e'S{'\Ac(^t) = ^a-tii(P\)p2u(pi)v(pJ)p,v(p'i) = 4vajNtN2, \N,\ = l,S(t
t j

(4)
Here we use V.Gnbov's representation for Green function of exchanged photon:

ifaT + Vpr + rfrf)] (5)t a

RC originated from the BO called "decorated boxes"-type Feynman diagrams (»ee
Fig.l) was supposed to have a generalized eikonal form-

))V'<", (6)

where Vi(t) is the Dirac form factor of the electron vertex function

v*(t) = 7"r,(t) + ?£.rt(t),f = t,r,(t) = I + 7rj*
)(t) + -,7 = f. (7)

2 RC to IF of electron
Keeping in mind that the amplitude of near forward scattering is real (we omit terms
of order m2/s compared to ones of order of unity) we will consider it's s-channel
discontinuity. Contribution to it arises from virtual photons contribution,and the
ones which arises from emission of real photons in the intermediate state. The last
one we will separate in two parts:emission of soft photons and hard photons.

The virtual photon emission contribution takes into account the vertex function
of electron for kinematical situation when both electrons are on mass shell:

AT* = -re<D)[F,l3'(fcJ) + Fr(k2)], (8)
K
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- V & + lnfrln(l + 6) - f —ln(l + x)],o = Jl-^f,
4 J1 X f t

fc=i±I,,<0
a - 1

The contribution from emission of soft photon have the known fonn:

where 4-momenta of initial,intermediate and the scattered electrons are Pi,p,J>i and
the 4-momentnm of electron in the intermediate <<tate in fo. For the case when the
energies of all this electrons are equal (and large compared with electron mass) we
use the relations:

e = lnA+ln y , t = (p , -p , ) 1 , (10)

with the quantities a, 6 are denned above
Consider at least the emission of a hard photon. The contribution to the imag-

inary part of amplitude of elastic small angles electron-electron scattering may be
put in form.

Im.A(,,t) = ~»^S J •^iN^i^^l[x,bi,k), (11)

where T is the hard photon energy fraction and

l(x,kuk) = _L(_4m2 + 2<1*) + J - ( - 4 m V ( l - * ) + 2f*(l-z)) (12)
d d & u

with

* = ( P f c ) ' " > 2 = - - [ ™ (13)

/ .[
- x)
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Further integration is straitforward and give the result

G(t) = ^ I n 6 1 ; G , ( O 1 ! *"*•• ( H )
2a 4a

The interference of amplitudes of emission hard And soft photons between electrons in
cancelled up to terms of order O(t/s) compared with the considered ones. This fact
is known in literature as the up-down cancellation. The contribution of box type PD
is pure imaginary (in accordance with eikonal form of elastic small angles scattering
amplitude) and.consequently, do not contribute to the real part of the interference
of box and Born amplitudes. Adding together all contributions we obtain the final
result for RC to IF of electron:

Are ^ - - r f ^ W . T j ^ 4™. (15)

This result support in lowest, order of PT the hypothesis of generalised eikonal form
of smal angles scattering amplitude.

3 Discussion
This result for RC to the electron IF may be underRtund in another way. For
simpisity let consider the case when positron block consist only from the single
fermion line whereas the electron contain the set of 4 Feynman graph^defwrihing
the decorated box. Let express the phase volume of the exchanged photon in terms
of electron and positron blocks invariant masses squared st, sj

k = ap3+Pp1+kx;d<k = Idadfifki. = ^dslds7#kx;sx = (Jt-pl)2 = s a - P , ^

where we use the Sudakov's parametrization Performing the *j integration by
means of residue from the single-positron intermediate state of positroniurn block
we obtain the expression for amplitude:

where u(p',).A,M/u(pi) is the Compton scattering amplitude and the contour C is sit-
uated above the singularities of the Compton amplitude. These singularities are:the
pole at Ji s> m1 which corresponds to the one electron intermediate state and the
righr cut starting from Si =(m + A)J,which corresponds to one electron one photon
intermediate, itate. Using the Sndakov representation for the photon momentum Jb
we may represent p£ in the form

^ r (
31 + fc2

(17)



Let us consider the action of two terms in rhs on the Compton amplitude The
contribution of the first, term~ k± is zero'

This statement follows from the two reasons.the convergence of the integral on "large
circle" in *i plane and the absence of the left cut.The latest is the known property
of the planar Feynman graphs. The convergence follows from the fact that only the
physical polarizations for the photon with momentum k take place. So the quantity
e"p%Alu,,e = kj./\k\ behave at large st as m'/si .

The cancellation of contributions of pole in si plane and the cut for planar
graphs is the reason for Rum rules which connect, the cross sections of jet, processes
in Weizsaekker-Williams approximation and the sloj>e of Dinar, formfactor at, zero
momentum transfers(see [7])

Applying the Ward identity to first term k we immediately obtain:
se* „ i

2 «i '

The large circle integral gives the wanted form whereas the physical singularities do
not contribute.

We see that the RC to IF of electron contains infrared divergences,which must be
cancelled in the sum of with contribution of inelastic process- emission of additional
real photon.

RC to IF of photon do not contain infrared singularities,but unfortunately we
do not obtain the closed expression for it. Newertheless we may estimate the size
of RC at small virtualities of exchanged photon k2 and q — 0 It may be extracted
from the results of paper [2] where the RC to the cross section of pair production
by photon on the coulombic field of nuclei was calculated:

(20)
The contribution of Pauli form factor in the lowest order of PT is suppressed by

factor O(t/s),but it survives in highei orders of PT. Due to the property of Dirac
formfactor F\ (0) = 0 we see in agreement with the results of paper[4] the absence
of RC for the case t = 0.
Acknowledgements. The work of F,AK was partially supported by RFBR No. 99-
02-17730 and HLP No. 99-03. One of us is grateful to A E.Dorokhov for help. We
also grateful to M V GalynRki for collaboration in the initial stage of this paper.
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Nonperturbative Infrared Dynamics In
Three Dimensional QED

V.P. Gusynin
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Metrologicheskaya str 14b, Kiev-143, 03143 Ukraine

A non-linear Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equation for the gauge boson prop-
agator of massless QED in 2 + 1 dimensions is studied. It is shown that
the nonperturbative solution leads to a non-trivia] renormalization-group
infrared fixed point quantitatively close to the one found in the lead-
ing order of the 1/N expansion, with N the number of ferrnion flavors.

Quantum electrodynamics in 2 + 1 dimensions (QED3) has attracted much in-
terest over recent years. Its version with N flavors of massless four-component
Dirac fermions shares a number of features, such as confinement and chiral sym-
metry breaking, with four-dimensional quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The
loop expansion of a massless theory suffers from severe infrared divergencies.
However, in the 1/N expansion, the theory becomes infrared finite [1], with the
effective dimensionless coupling

giving rise to the renormalization-group ^-function:

^ = -*(!-£*). (2)
In Eq. (1) e is the dimensionful gauge coupling and II (p) is the polarization
operator. At large momenta (p ;» a = e2N/8) the effective coupling (1) ap-
proaches zero (asymptotic freedom) while for small momenta (p ««: a) it runs
to the infrared (IR) fixed point S/N. Here, the dimensionful parameter or plays
a role similar to the KQCD scale. Since QED3 is a super-renormalizable theory,
the running of the coupling should be understood as a Wilsonian rather than
Gell-Mann-Low type, and it is not associated with ultraviolet divergencies.

By studying the Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equation for the fermion self-energy
in leading order of the 1/N expansion, it was found in Ref. [2] that a phase
transition occurs when the coupling at the IR fixed point exceeds some critical
value (8/N > ir2/A). This means the existence of a critical number of fermions
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Na {Na = 32/ir2 ~ 3.24) below which dynamical mass generation takes place
and above which the fermions remain massless. This is similar to what happens
in quenched QED4 [3], where the gauge coupling must exceed a critical value for
chiral symmetry breaking to occur. The appearance of a dimensionless critical
coupling can be traced to scale invariant behavior of both theories. The scale
invariance of QED3 is associated with the IR fixed point, since in the limit p < a
the dimensional parameter e drops out of the running coupling (as well as from
SD equations for the Green's functions). Related to this is the fact that the
chiral symmetry breaking phase transition in both theories belongs to a special
universality class called conformal phase transition (CPT) introduced in Ref. [4].
It is characterized by a scaling function having an essential singularity at the
transition point, and by abrupt change of the spectrum of light excitations as
the critical point is crossed (for details about the CPT in QED3 see Ref. [5]).

The presence of a critical Na in QED3 is intriguing especially because of
possible existence of an analogous critical fermion number Nf = Nc, in (3 +1)-
dimenaional SU{NC) gauge theories [6,4]. Also, a non-trivial IR fixed point in
QED3 may be related to nonperturbative dynamics in condensed matter, in
particular, dynamics of non-Fermi liquid behavior [7].

The fact that the value of the IR fixed point determines the critical Na, and
this critical value is found to be of order 3, provides motivation for searches
beyond the l/N expansion. Besides, some authors argue that the generation of
a fermion mass occurs at all values of N [8] what might mean the absence of the
IR fixed point for the running coupling.* Despite studies of 1/iV2 corrections
to the gap equation showed the increase of the critical value (Na = 128/3-n2 ^
4.32) [9,10], the situation is far from being conclusive. What we need is some
kind of self-consistent equation for the running coupling which is to be solved
nonperturbatively.

In this my talk which is based on a recent paper [11] I study such a non-
linear equation for the running coupling which is the analogue of the ladder
approximation for the fermion propagator. ' Similar to the gap equation, the
kernel is taken in the l/N approximation, where it is nothing else as the one-

*This would happen, for example, if one finds more soft behavior of the polarization operator
in the infrared, like II(p) ~ ( a / p ) \ with 7 < 1
•Recently, in Ref [12) another nonlinear equation for the running coupling was proposed in

order to study non-trivial infrared structure of the theory. However, their definition of the
running coupling deviates considerably from the standard one used in present work and we will
not attempt to compare both approaches
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loop photon-photon scattering amplitude with zero momentum transfer. We
then study our equation both analytically and numerically.

In a parity invariant formulation of QED3, we consider N flavors of fermions
described by four-component spinors. It is known that for each four-component
spinor there is a global U{2) symmetry with generators / , ^T 3 , 75, and ^[y3, y5],
and the full symmetry is then U(2N). In what follows we shall restrict ourselves
to the symmetric phase of the model, i.e., massless fermions.

The exact SD equations are given in Fig. 1. For clarity we have extracted

FIG. 1. Exact SD equations for the gauge boson propagator, the fermion propagator and the
vertex.

the explicit factors of N coming from the one-fermion loop. Since in pure QED3

we have only one dimensionful parameter, e, this enables us to choose our scale
such that Ne2 remains fixed. This means that every photon propagator (times
e2) contributes one factor of 1/N.

To make a 1/JV expansion of Fig. 1, we first need to expand the two-fermion,
one-photon irreducible fermion-fermion scattering kernel. One can convince

+ O UW

FIG. 2. SD equation for fermion propagator and vertex up to order 1/N7.
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oneself that only a diagram with one photon exchange in the kernel contributes
in the leading order in 1/JV expansion. Inserting it into the SD equations for the
fermion propagator and the vertex, we obtain a closed set of integral equations,
see Pig. 2. When we solve the equations by iteration, we find that for the
fermion and the vertex SD equations further iterations give contributions of
higher order in 1/JV.

For the SD equation for the photon propagator, the situation is somewhat
different. First we insert the expansion for the fermion and the vertex, the result
is given in Fig. 3. Simple iteration of the photon propagator is not correct,
since every insertion of a fermion loop gives a contribution of order one. We
could of course iterate with the one-fermion loop correction included to obtain
a perturbative I/AT expansion. Instead we choose to solve the integral equation
given by Fig. 3 as it is. This way we might get a hint of any non-analytic
behavior in 1/iV which would be lost otherwise.

-N~~{ m \ ~ - J V - N ^ P ^ ^ N ^ - - J V ' v ~L-»-V x '

+ oG»
FIG. 3. Closed SD equation for the gauge boson propagator in next-to-leadiqg X/N expan-

sion.

In 2 +1 dimensions, the SD equation for the vacuum polarization tensor of the
gauge field reads

n""(p) = i JVe2 jM ^ Tr [f"S(r + p)V(r + p, r)S(r)], (3)

where the vacuum polarization tensor is defined via

* # (P) = [-JW2 + (1 ~ l/o)P*P*l + M P ) , (4)

with Dfu,{p) the full gauge boson propagator and a is a covariant gauge pa-
rameter. Because of the gauge symmetry the vacuum polarization tensor is
transverse:
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n"1'(p) = (-<rp2+pV)n(p). (5)

Therefore, we have

n / \ ( „ , PpP*\ ! 1 PuPv t(!\
v p z / p : ' [ i + n(p)j p4

Moreover, one can write

11(J>) = ~"Z~£ \9iui ~ c l 5~ I vP)i \ '7

where the constant c\ can be chosen arbitrarily.
The vacuum polarization II(p) governs the running of the dimensionless

gauge coupling. Now we study the integral equation based on Fig. 3, this gives

(8)

where II]U/{p) is the one-loop vacuum polarization,

FIST(P) = iNe* jM ^ Tr [-fS(r + p)-fS(r)], (9)

and

4 / ^ , (10)

where B'tl""'(p,k) is the one-loop "photon-photon" scattering amphtude, with
zero momentum transfer, i.e.,

+ i jM ^ 3 Tr [y5(r + p)7"5(r)7p5(r + tJ-y-^W], (11)

and 5 is the bare fermion propagator, S(jp) = 1/p. A graphical representation
of the "box" diagram (11) in terms of Feynman diagrams is given in Fig. 4 For
the scattering amplitude B"^" there exists a Ward-Takahashi identity (WTI)
which states the transversality of the amplitude with respect to external photon
momenta,
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k -k
r+p + k j>

-P

r + p, ,

-^ s

- I t -p

1 'r + k

-k

T? B

FIG 4. The box diagram

o, k, q, r) = 0, k" B^vfia(p, k, q, r) = 0, etc. (12)

Since the one-loop vacuum polarization is naively linearly divergent, we make
use of a special projector which explicitly eliminates non-transversal contribu-
tions to Iiy" which occur as artifacts of a hard-cutoff regularization. Such a
projector, which eliminates the g^ tensor, is

= (9n» ~ (13)

t.e., we choose the constant c\ in (7) to be c\ = 3. This projection is not
necessary for Tiff*' defined in Eq. (10) containing Bw""r, since the transversality
is guaranteed by the WTI (12). Hence we contract the tensor 11^ with Eq. (13)
and the tensor IIj" with g^. In this way, we obtain

(14)

with

4iNe2

iNe4

where

In Euclidean formulation the above expressions can be written as

2Ne2
 tk „ r<Kl \k2 - 2k • p - 3(* • p)2 /

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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where

K(p,fc) = / ^ B ( - P
2 , - f c 2 , - p - f c ) . (20)

Performing the integration the one-loop diagram Eq. (18) reduces to

Prom Figs. 3 and 4, one can see that the first term in Eq. (11) corresponds to
a vertex correction and the last two terms are fermion self-energy corrections.
The sum of these diagrams has symmetries which provide a consistency check
on the final result. From the graphical representation it is obvious that the
quantity B{j^, h?,p- k) should be invariant under p <-> k and under p -+ — p or
p • k -»• — p • k.

A detailed computation of the "box" function B is presented in Ref. [11],
and the final expression for B is given by

m j e v t\ 1 \ 1 k'p i kp

B( P K p K) + + 4kp\k+p\
(2fe + 5fcV + 2p4)

4(fcp)fcp|fcp| ' ( '
One can verify that Eq. (22) has the symmetries we mentioned above. Finally,
we perform the angular integration to obtain K(p, k),

lPl ; ~ W 47r[/fc"p
I I ibp
Jt+p+6max(fe»,p3)

P i ,
47r[/fc"p 2fcp|Jfc-p| *p|*-Pl- 2(Jfc-p)Jfcp|Jfc-p|J

-I I ibp 2Jb2 + kp + 2p2 2k* + 5)bV + 2p4 . t min(p,k)

" J t + + 6 m a x ( f e » , p 3 ) Jkpmax(fc,p) + 2k2p2Vi>rTkn2 max(p,A;)'
(23)

Thus, we arrive at the following nonlinear equation for the vacuum polarization
(A = oo):

_ . . Ne2 Ne* /•» K{p,k) . . . .
n ^ = l p - i ^ / o dkpliTWTr (24)

Apparently, this equation is gauge invariant. We can rewrite it also as the
equation for the running coupling a(p) = e2/p(l + n(p)) which must be self-
consistently determined from it:
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^(P) = &rl(l») - £^]dkkK(p,k)a(k), (25)

where ai(p) is the one-loop running coupling (see, Eq. (1)).
Eq. (25) is the simplest nonlinear equation for the running coupling (or the

photon propagator) which is derived at the lowest order in the 1/N truncation
of the SD equations. In fact, it should be considered as an analogue of the ladder
approximation for the fermion propagator. The effects of a constant fermion
mass can be incorporated at one's wiBh by computing the box diagrams with
massive fermions.

Now we proceed by solving Eqs. (24) and (25) both analytically and nu-
merically. Approximating, as usual, the expression (23) for the kernel by its
asymptotics at p >• fc and p <C k

df (26)

one can reduce the integral equations (24) and (25) to differential ones in or-
der to study the asymptotical behavior of II(p) and d(p) in the ultraviolet
and infrared regions. However, in the present case we can find corresponding
asymptotics directly from the integral equations.

First of all, we can immediately see that the solution of Eq. (25) for the
running coupling possesses a non-trivial IR fixed point. Indeed, by making a
change of variables, A; ->• kp, in the integral and assuming that d(0) / O w e
come to the quadratic equation for a(0):

fi-'(O) = aj^O) - -^JdkkK(l,k)&{0), (27)

where we have made use of the fact that pK(p,kp) = K(l,k), see Eq. (23).
The last integral can be evaluated exactly and we obtain

(28)

This result illustrates that the 1/N expansion is reliable even for a rather low
number of flavors, e.g. N = 2, because of the smallness of the numerical
coefficient in front of the 1/N term.

The next term in the expansion of a(j>) at small p can also be calculated
exactly, as well as its asymptotics at large momenta but we focus on finding the
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asymptotics of the vacuum polarization operator itself. For it we seek a power
solution (~ (p/a)7) in both asymptotic regions, (p <g; a) and (p > a). We find
that the power exponent can only be 7 = —1 in both cases. Thus we get

n(p) = C - , for p «: a, U(p) = - , for p » a.
P P

(29)

with the constant C defined in Eq. (28) (we recall that a = e2N/8). Hence, for
the running coupling we have

e2 8 e2
a(p) = ~Ti—^ ; x « 7777. P<ot, a(p) = -7—— j-r , p » a. (30)

p(l + Ca /p) CN p(l + a/p)

The numerical solution of Eq. (24) is presented in Fig. 5. From this figure it
is clear that the IR behavior (i.e., p <£ a) of pTI(p) is indeed constant and in
agreement with the analytic analysis.

10"" 10*

PIG. 5. Numerical solutions of Eq. (24).

In conclusion, we have shown that the vacuum polarization operator, ob-
tained through the nonperturbative solution of a nonlinear equation, has
the same infrared asymptotics as the one-loop expression: H(p) ^ Ca/p,
C m 1 + 1/14N. This means that a nontrivial IR fixed point persists in the
nonperturbative solution for the running gauge coupling. Moreover, the cor-
rection to the one-loop result (C = 1) is small even at TV = 1 due to smallness
of the numerical coefficient before l/N, that explains why the leading order in
the l/N expansion (the one-loop approximation) for the vacuum polarization
works so well.

I am thankful for the fruitful collaboration to Anthony Hams and Manuel
Reenders. The research has been supported in part by the National Science
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EPR effects in neutrino oscillations
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Abstract

We discuss the issue of the Einstein-Podolsky-Roaen correlations in the mutual prob-
ability of detecting neutrino together with accompanying charged lepton. We consider the
cases of a monochromatic neutrino source, wave packet source, and neutrino creation in
a localized space-time region. In the latter case, we note that the space-time oscillation
amplitude depends on the values of the neutrino masses and becomes rather small for large
relative mass differences (man hierarchy). We obtain the expressions for the oscillation
and coherence lengths in various circumstances.

1 Introduction
The space-time oscillation of neutrino flavor (see [1, 2]) is considered to be the most promising
effect whose observation might indirectly establish a nonzero neutrino mass. By its very nature,
it requires a spatio-temporal description of the processes of neutrino creation, propagation and
detection, and of the similar processes that occur with the accompanying particles. Recently
[3, 4], the effect of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) quantum correlations in the mutual
probability of detecting both a neutrino and an accompanying charged lepton has received a
new attention. (It was previously considered in [5], and EPR experiments of the same type
involving neutral kaon and B meson oscillations were considered in (6J.) In this talk, we present
a description of this effect following our paper [4]. We consider the case of a monochromatic
neutrino source, the realistic case of a wave packet neutrino source, and the case of neutrino
source in a strongly localized space-time region. It will be shown that, in this latter case, the
amplitude of oscillations depends on the values of the neutrino masses, and becomes rather
small for large relative mass differences (neutrino mass hierarchy).

Throughout this paper, we consider a process in which a neutrino is created together with
an accompanying charged lepton, and afterwards both particles axe detected. The charged
weak currents ~lOav are involved in the description of this process, where Oa = 7 a ( l + 7J ) ,
and 7$ = 170717273. The amplitude of the creation of an l-v pair at space-time point x is
proportional to OaJ$(x), where J°(x) is the source current responsible for this process. In the
case of a pion, we would have J§(x) oc 9 ° 0 , ( i ) , where <j>,(x) is the pion wave function The

'Email shtanovOgluk.org
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charged lepton produced at the space-time point xc in a flavor state a can propagate to the
space-time point x\, and the neutrino to the space-time point xn, at which points these particles
may be detected. At the space-time point xn one, in principle, may detect neutrino-induced
charged-lepton production of flavor 6. The amplitude of such a process contains the factor

.xc)OaJ$(xc)Sa{xc, x,), (1)

where {/,„ is the unitary matrix of the neutrino mass-flavor mixing amplitudes, t/y is its
Hermitean conjugate, a and b numerate flavors, j numerates the neutrino mass eigenstates, S,
and 5 . are, respectively, the Feynman propagators of neutrino with mass my and of charged-
lepton of flavor a, and •/£ is the current involved in the neutrino detection process, localized
around the gpace-time point xn.

The Feynman propagator S(x, y) = Sm(x - y) for the Dirac field of mass m has the form

Sm{x) = (vfda + m)Dm(x), (2)

where Dm(x) is the Feynman propagator for the Klein-Gordon field of mass m. We shall use
the well-known parametric integral representation

[-1
where i 3 = x • x = ^ X Q is the Lorentz interval squared.

2 Monochromatic neutrino source
In this section, we investigate the case of a monochromatic source current J§(x) that can arise,
for instance, in the process of pion decay. Let

J|(z)«e-*", ? = m\ (4)

with constant four-momentum p . In the case of plon we would have •/$(*) oc d"4w(s) oc
jf exp(—ip • x), where 6r(x) ifi the pion wave function. We make the notation

*w = *n-* e , X|e«S|-Xe, X^^Xn-H. (5)

In amplitude (1), we represent the propagators using (2), (3), first perform exactly the Gaussian
integration over xc, and then, using the stationary-phase approximation, take the integral over
the parameters Aj and A, that appear in the representation (3), respectively, for the charged
lepton and neutrino propagators.

Consider the integral over xe. The phase in the exponent of the integrand steins from the
expression (3) for propagaton, and from the source current in (1). It is given by

jp-*.. (6)
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The equation for the extremal point xc = xc(A|, An) and the matrix of the second derivatives
are given by

g ^ ^ (7)
so that integration over xc produces the factor

fdxee
>* = 4 l f f . e * - , (8)

where <j>. is the value of the phase 4> at the extremal point xc(A|, An):

^ = AtA^j ,̂ - m1 + 2p • (Am + A^x,)

Now consider the integral over the A's. It will be evaluated in the stationary-phase approx-
imation. The phase of the integrand is given by

where mi and nin are the masses, respectively, of the charged lepton and of the neutrino. The
stationary point is conveniently determined by the conditions obtained using (6) and (7):

In these equations, xe =i zc(A|,An) is the solution of the first equation of (7). From (11), we
have the relation

AjZfc = Pl , A,,!,* = ft,, (12)

satisfied by the extremal values of A's, where pi and pn are the four-momenta that the charged
lepton and the neutrino would have were they free classical particles moving from the space-time
creation point xCl respectively, to the registration points xi and xn. Then the first equation of
(7) expresses the energy-momentum conservation law, the condition from which the extremal
point xe with extremal A's can be found most easily.

We also need the matrix of the second derivatives of $ over 'A's at the extremal point.
Differentiating the first identity of (7), we find

dX, A. + An' 3 A » ~ A , + An' K '

and, differentiating (11), we obtain

SP* p , P n

3A? A?(A, + An)1 SAJ

Then the integral over the A's will produce the factor which we obtain by calculating the
determinant of the matrix BP$/d\d\j, namely,

A ) .
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where # . is the extremal value of the phase $. Using the extremahty conditions (7), (11) and
definition (12), we easily find

*.= -miyfx\-mnyfx^c-p-xc = -pi-xi-pnxn=^ -p-xi-pn-x^ (16)

Combining together the factors calculated (8) and (IS), dropping the resulting overall nu-
merical constant »'/8ir, and using (16), we obtain the following expression for amplitude (1) in
the case of a monochromatic source:

where Oo = OaJ%, Os = OaJ§(0)- Note that the coordinate dependence of the current Js(x)
has transformed to the phase of (17). Also note that the extremal values of A's as well as
the four-momenta ft and ?„ under the sum (17) depend on the neutrino mass specie j ; for
notational simplicity, we do not indicate this dependence explicitly.

The extremal values of A/ and AB determined by the system of equations (7), (11) can easily
be obtained from the kinematics of the problem. Let us denote by t and by d, respectively, the
time difference and the absolute spatial distance between the events x* and xt in the rest frame
of the source [in which p° = (m, 0)], by t>( and vn the velocities and by Et and En the energies,
respectively, of the charged lepton and of the neutrino, by dj the spatial distance between the
point xi of detection of charged lepton and the extremal point xc, and by <L the similar distance
for neutrino in this frame (see Fig. 1). Then, using (11), we obtain

By the way, it is clear from expressions (18) that the extremal values of A's remain finite in the
limit of mn -+ 0. In the notation introduced, amplitude (17) takes the form

—i P'Xi

-^j- EOo1^08(m, - 7tf>f) VljV,.e-"-"- . (19)

The stationary-phase approximation that we used is reasonable only if the extremal values
of A's are much larger than their dispersions determined by the matrix 8*<b/d\,d\j. Using (18)
and (14), we obtain the conditions

4 i < < t , < m d ? or d B < d ( < m d J , (20)

which are rather reasonable.
In the limit of small neutrino mass, % <C m, mi, m — mi, the energy-momenta Pi and p,,

change relatively very slightly with the neutrino mass specie j . In this case, the space-time
behaviour of the \-v pair detection probability is given by

»«^|EKoi.r+gW.oiH«»(n»-*- + *l5)l • <2I>
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Figure 1: Time and length definitions in the rest frame of the neutrino source.

where Vj and p* are the four-momenta of the neutrino mass species, respectively, j and k,
Pjk =Pj—Pk, and <p$ are constant phases that stem from the product of the matrices U and
W. The second sum in the square brackets of (21) describes space-time oscillations of the
probability.

From Eq. (21), we obtain the oscillation length and oscillation time of the probability
considered. Using the energy-momentum conservation in the rest frame of the source, we have

P>k ~ 2m
(22)

where A j 4 = m? — mj, and approximation uses the assumption that neutrino has very small
mass. Thus, oscillation length Lose and oscillation time T ^ of the (jfc) component of (21) in
this frame of reference are given, respectively, by (we use the limit of «„ = 1)

- m r (23)

where L = 2Enj |A;jk| is the standard expression. To proceed to any other reference frame,
one can transform the four-vector components pfk obtained in (22) to this new frame. The
expressions (23) and the relevant expressions in the laboratory frame have been first obtained
in [3].

If one of the particles—a charged lepton or a neutrino—is not observed, then the probability
of detecting the other one is uniform in space and time. This is quite obvious and is due to the
fact that the l-v pair creation probability for a monochromatic source is homogeneous in space
and time. If a neutrino is not detected, oscillations in the charged lepton detection probability
disappear also because of orthogonality of the neutrino mass eigenstates. This last cause will
operate with any type of source, not necessarily monochromatic. Specifically, it is the necessity
of summing the probability over the neutrino flavor index b that will eliminate the oscillatory
terms in this case. A detailed discussion of these issues is presented in [3].
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3 Wave-packet neutrino source
In this section, -we consider a realistic case of neutrino source in the form of wave packet. We
start by analyzing the effective region of integration over xc in (1) in the case of a monochromatic
source considered in Sec. 2. In other words, it is the region of constructive interference, from
which most of the contribution to the integral of (1) is obtained. The extension of this region
in space-time around the extremal point xc is determined by the covanance matrix given in (7)
for given values of A's, and by the variation of A's that are determined by the covariance matrix
Sft/dXidXj with components (14). First, using the second equation of (7) and (IS), we obtain
the estimate of the linear dimensions Sx of the effective region of integration for fixed extremal
values of A's as

Sx a (A, + AJ-'/* = y/dtdn/End < v/d/JE^. (24)

Next, we must estimate the linear dimensions Sxc of the spread of the extremal value xc(Aj, An)
caused by the spread SX of the values of A's. This spread can be estimated using (14) with the
result Sic — \jdjm. This value is smaller than that of (24); hence, the dimension of the region
of constructive interference will be estimated by (24).

In realistic situations, the source of neutrinos can often be approximated by a wave packet
with sharp distribution in the energy-momentum space. Let us denote by a, the spread in the
coordinate space and by ar the corresponding spread in the momentum space in the rest frame
of the source, so that amaf ~ 1. The source has also finite coherence time at; in the case of
pkm this will be determined by its lifetime or by its collision time with the environment.

If the source is monochromatic to a high precision so that its spatial and temporal spread
is sufficiently large, namely, if

, at, (25)

then we can use the expressions from Sec. 2 for the detection probability amplitude as long
as the effective region of integration over xc (the region of constructive interference) lies well
within the source wave packet. Because of Eq. (24), conditions (25) essentially imply

d<CEnxmin(al,a^) . (26)

If the source wave packet is sufficiently broad in space and if one of the particles is not
observed, the probability of observing the other one will not oscillate in space and time. This is
became after integrating the probability (21) over one of the variables {xi, z , } , the oscillatory
terms are avenged approximately to zero. However, if the source wave packet is sufficiently
narrow in space [but still such that condition (25) or its equivalent (26) holds], namely, if

*,<L, (27)

the neutrino flavor oscillations can be observed relative to the source spatial position even if
the accompanying charged lepton is not observed. Consider this effect more thoroughly. The
phase jtyt-Zni in the oscillating term in probability (21) can be written in terms of the distances
d\ and 4t introduced in Fig. 1. Choosing the z axis in the direction of p n in the source rest
frame, we have

Pj* = (PJ*. 0,0, |p| i t) , x * = (t, 0,0, «0 • (28)
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Taking into account the values jPjk = A,*/2m, \p\jk » -AJltEi/2vnmEn [see Eq. (22)], we
obtain the standard expression for the phase

From this expression it is clear that if the distance dn is fixed with accuracy better than L
by the position of the source wave packet relative to the neutrino detector, the phases of the
probability oscillations will remain fixed even after integration of (21) over the unobserved point
xj, and the oscillations of the neutrino flavor will occur with respect to the value of d,,. This
condition leads to estimate (27).

Remarkably, the phase given by (29) does not depend on dj. This fact can also be explained
as follows. Keeping dn fixed and varying di results in the variation of the four-vector Zni (say,
by the amount Ainj) in the direction of the charged lepton's four-momentum pi (this is clear
from Fig. 1). Then the variation in the oscillation phase is pjk • Ax^ a p]k • pi = -Apj • p( =
-A(p?) /2 = 0.

As noted already at the end of Sec 2, and as it was discussed in [3], if a neutrino is not
detected, oscillations in the charged lepton detection probability disappear in any case because
of orthogonality of the neutrino mass eigenstates. Specifically, it is the summation of (21) over
the neutrino flavor index b that will eliminate the oscillatory terms.

4 Neutrino source in a localized space-time region
Now consider a hypothetical process in which a neutrino together with a charged lepton are
created at a fixed space-time point ze . Note that, in the present case, the energy and momen-
tum of the neutrino source, hence also of the neutrino created, is totally undetermined. The
probability amplitude of detecting a neutrino-induced charged lepton production of flavor b at
the space-time point xn contains the factor

) , (30)

if the charged lepton created together with the neutrino at point i^ is of flavor a.
The propagator Sm(x) of Eq. (2) has the leading asymptotic behaviour (sea. e.g., [7])

(31)

(32)

Hence, oscillations in the neutrino detection probabilities can develop in space and time around
xn only when mj^Jx^c £ 1 at least for the largest of the neutrino masses, since Sj(xnt) do not
differ for different j in the opposite limit mjijij^ < 1. For definiteness, consider the case where

> 1 for all j . In this limit, amplitude (30), up to a universal factor, is given by

( ^ ) (33)
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Note the mass dependence of the coefficients in the last equation. The space-time variation of
the probabilities of the corresponding processes will be given by

(fc ) (34)

where mih = mj — mt, and (f/fk are constant phases that stem from the product of the matrices
U and IP. The last term in Eq. (34) describes the space-time oscillations of the probabilities.
Because of mass-dependence of the coefficients In these expressions, the amplitude of oecillationB
will be suppressed in the case of mass hierarchy.

It is important to stress the difference between the cases of a wave packet source considered
in the previous section and the case of creation of neutrino at a given space-time point. In
the first case, the probability of detecting a neutrino is given by Eq. (21) with the phase
given by Eq. (29); in the second case, the probability is given by Eq (34). The origin of this
difference lies in the fact that, in the former case, amplitude (1) involves integration over xc,
whereas, in the latter case, the point xc is fixed. In the asymptotic limit in which Eq. (31) is
valid, neutrino propagators have strong pre-exponential mass dependence that results in the
peculiar mass dependence of the probability (34). With propagators in the asymptotic limit
(31), it can be explicitly demonstrated that integration in amplitude (1) over xc in the case
of monochromatic source produces neutrino-mass-dependent factors that cancel out such pie-
exponential neutrino-mass dependence of the probability amplitude and also modify the phase
of the probability amplitude, leading to Eq. (19). To clarify this point, we perform such a
demonstration in the Appendix.

5 Summary
In this paper, we treated the problem of neutrino flavor oscillations by consistently using space-
time description of the relevant processes of particle creation and subsequent detection. We
described the EPR experiments of detecting a neutrino together with the accompanying charged
lepton, as well as the standard textbook examples of neutrino flavor oscillations, without invok-
ing a priori the notion of particle trajectories. From our analysis it is also clear why, in fact, it
is possible to use such a notion. The effective region of integration over the space-time point
xc of particle creation (the region of constructive interference) in the probability amplitude (1)
is localized around the place determined by particle classical trajectories, and the contribution
to the phase of the amplitude comes mainly from the action along these trajectories. We also
considered the case of a neutrino source strongly localized in space and time and, in this case,
we found the dependence of the probability oscillation amplitude on the neutrino masses.
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Appendix: Alternative derivation of the probability am-
plitude.
Here, we derive the expression for the probability amplitude (19) in the case of monochromatic
source in the limit m,,\Ji%K >• 1, mi\jx\ 3> 1, using the asymptotic expression (31) for the
propagators in the coordinate representation. The integral over xc in (1) will be evaluated in the
stationary phase approximation, according to the assumption that the main contribution comes
from the region of stationary phase of the integrand. This phase stems from the propagators
and from the source current in (1) and is given by the expression

. -pxe, (Al)

and it's stationary point is determined from the condition

^ = = m,u|' + m n < - p o = 0 ) (A2)

where we use the notation uj = Xk/yzj^, th, = Xnc/ifib- Since uj and tin are just four-
velocities, respectively, of the charged lepton and of the neutrino at their respective detection
points, the equation (A2) expresses the energy-momentum conservation. Note that, for different
neutrino masses m* = rni% the value of i c determined by Eq. (A2) will be different. Let xj be
the solution for i c of Eq. (A2) with m, = m .̂ For further convenience, we make the notation
xi — I, = it,, Xn — Xj— xnj. The phase * can be developed in powers of x — xe — Xj around
the stationary point x = 0 with the result

Hxl,xK,xc) = *i + \ca»x°TB+..., (A3)

where $j is the value of the phase at the stationary point of xt = Xj that corresponds to
neutrino mass specie j , and

- (ci + c,) gafi, (A4)

(A5)

Dropping the higher-order terms in (A3), denoted by dots, we will be interested in the value of
the Gaussian integral

/ ( ) (A6)

Up to a constant factor, it is given by IdetlC^j}!"1'3. In terras of the velocities «( and vn,
respectively, of the charged lepton and of the neutrino in the source rest frame, the determinant
is given by

= ccw (q + c™)2 [K • un)
2 - l] = ctCn (q + erf ( J ^ " j . ^ (A7)
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The values of q and c* given by (A5) can easily be seen to coincide with the extremal values,
respectively, of Aj and An determined by the system of equations (7), (11) and given by (18).

Combining all the factors in (1) together, we obtain the expression for the amplitude up to
an irrelevant constant in the form

md
1

(mi - 7rt>f) Ufa. j * ' . (AS)

In view of expression (Al) for the phase, we see that its value is equal to that given by Eq. (16).
Therefore, expression (A8) for the amplitude coincides with that of Eq. (19).

Note that the pre-exponentiaJ factors in the final expression (A8) for the amplitude remain
finite in the limit of m, = 0, in spite of the fact that the neutrino propagators (31) have
pre-exponential factors mj^3. The reason is that the strong neutrino-mass dependence of these
factors has been counterbalanced by the neutrino-mass dependence of the values i^, as well as
of the factor |det{C^}f1/2, with the determinant given by (A7). In the case of fixed point of
neutrino creation, there is no integration over xc, and the factors mtf2 remain in the probability
amplitude, Eq. (33).
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Abstract

A dual formulation of three dimensional 51/(2) lattice gauge model
is constructed. We calculate duals for the partition function, Wilson
and 't Hooft loops. Using the auxiliary fields we derive a local form
of the plaquette representation of the Wilson action and disctns Its
applicability for the investigation of the continuum limit of the model.

Lattice gauge theory (LGT) proved to be a powerful non-perturbative
approach to quantum field models. LGT gives an opportunity to use a vari-
ety of methods for its investigation, such as the high-temperature expansion,
Monte-Carlo simulations and others. The dual transformation (DT) is one
of the most powerful method of LGT used to investigate non-perturbative
dynamics. Among results obtained using the DT one could mention the
Guth theorem on the deconfining transition in 4D V(l) LGT [1], the Mack
Gopfert result on the confinement in 3D abelian model [2] and many others.
The DT is often used to study the degrees of freedom responsible for an
essential put of the dynamics of the gauge model, such as confinement
mechanism, the phase structure of the theory, etc. [3]. Originally, the DT's
have been performed for gauge models with discrete symmetries [4] DT's
for U(\) LGT's can be found iu [3] and [2]. The first DT's of non-abelian
517(2) gauge model have been carried out in [5] in D = 3 and for higher
dimensions in [6]. A closely related approach is the so-called plaquette rep-
resentation for lattice models invented in [7] which gives directly certain
dual formulations.

We construct here a dual formulation of SU(2) LGT in D = 3. We sup-
plement the consideration of [5] by an explanation of how one could decouple
summations over plaquette representations and calculate exact expressions
for the Wilson and 't Hooft loops on a. dual lattice. We also give the plaque-
tte formulation for the partition function (PF) where the plaquette matrices
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play the role of dynamical variables and discuss how this formulation can
be used to investigate some properties of SU(2) LGT at weak coupling.

We start from the Wilson formulation of SU(2) gauge theory on the
three dimensional (3D) lattice. The PF reads

. (I)

Expanding the Boltzmann factor into the Fourier series one gets

* = E (nC, W 0S)W). (2)
r(j,)»O,l/J,l,.. \ V I

CT(P) = fdVrx,(Up)exp\p(TtUr)] = i(2r + l)/,r+1{2£) , (3)(
where In(x) is the modified Bessel function. Let D?"[U] be a matrix element
in the r-th representation. We have

(4)
r m(=-i>/

Qi = / dUD?ini[U]D™7"t[U]Dmt>v[Ul]D?*nt[U*]. (5)

Here r, - ry,) are the 4 plaquettes p(l),...,p(4) that have the link I in
common. The integral in (5) can be expanded in a Clebsh-Gordan series
[8]. To sum up magnetic numbers we divide all lattice sites into sets of even
and odd sites. They differ by the order in which angular momenta should be
coupled. Then, 5 is presented in a form which includes invariant 6j-symbols

(6)
' 4

= f R3 fl, Rt 1 f Rt Rt A, 1
\ ri rj r3 J | r4 r8 r» J

( Rs R, Rt \( Rt Rj A, \( JJ, R2 R3 \ ( .
\ "-a r» rT / \ r u r10 rn J \ ft, fl, A3 J ' K >

a similar representation holds for *%**. The subscripts r, refer to the 12
plaquettes attached to a site 1 and the subscripts R, to the 6 links attached
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to i Substituting (6) into (2) one gets the PF derived in [5] and [6]. Next,
we divide the lattice into "empty" and "occupied" cubes. One can check
that summations over magnetic numbers can be closed only in corners of
"occupied" cubes. One then sees that Ibis leads to a decoupling of the
summations over rp: all such summations are closed around "occupied"
cubes. One can define a dual action as follows We substitute (6) into (2)
and rearrange productB over sites to get products over "occupied" cubes
The PF gets the form

Z = £/?/<(*<) exp(s*»') . (8)

The "invariant measure" is given by

and the dual action takes the form

S^^lnBc^fl,), (10)
C

where 52c m e a n 3 the sum over all "occupied" cubes and

r,, t = 1,..., 6 are representations residing on 6 plaqucttes of a cube. [}•
over the 8 corners of tbe cube c and b, is the 6j-symbol associated with i-th
corner (its exact form can be obtained from (7)).

We derive now a dual form for Wilson and 't Hooft loops. The Wilson
loop in representation J is defined as Wj(C) = (2J + l)~1(Tr./nieC^l)-
Proceeding as above one finds that the one-link integral becomes

Q,(J) = jdUD™""[U\D^m[V]D'P,'"t[U^D'^n*[U^D'j''*i[U] . (12)

As before, all ZJ-matnces can be combined in such a way to decouple summa-
tions over magnetic numbers at each point x Now, there are two additional
external angular momenta on links belonging to the loop C. We distinguish
them by upper subscripts. Summing up over magnetic numbers one sees
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that the presence of the source J does not destroy the factorization prop-
erty of the plaquette variables: the sums over rp can again be closed over
"occupied" cubes. This results in the following final expression for Wj{C)

)1 . (13)

lee,
(14)

Rx R2 R3\ n f A. Rt R*\
* * * I Jicl * * ** /

R3 « J

The functional form of 5 * ^ ^ ) coincides with that of 5*^(0) in Eqs.(lO)-
(11). Every link 2 £ C enters two "occupied" cubes. One such cube includes
only R\1} while the second one - only fl,(3). formulae (13) and (14) are valid
also for the Polyakov loop if C is closed in the temporal direction

Consider now the t Hooft loop D(S) = (exp(~20 J^sTrU,)), where
S is a set of plaquettes. Substituting the operator on the right-hand side
into the PF (1) changes sign in the plaquettes of S. It is straightforward to
repeat a]] the above calculations for these obeervables. One proves that the
operator D(S) has the following dual form

D(S) = (exp (*"£*)'• (15)

Finally, we want to introduce a plaquette representation for the PF.
Substituting the definition (3) of CT(fi) into the expression for the PF (8)
one finds

Z = y ] J(Ur) ,
where the /^-independent Jacobian is given by

(16)

(17)
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Let us discuss some possible applications of our construction. The plaquette
variables Up play the role of dynamical degrees of freedom in this repre-
sentation. Due to the auxiliary link representations ft/, the integrals over
plaquette variables are also decoupled over "occupied" cubes. Fbr p suffi-
ciently large (region where one expects the continuum limit of the model),
all plaquette matrices fluctuate around the unit matrix. This gives a chance
for the construction of a low-temperature expansion which could be applied
also for studies of the long-range properties of the model unlike the conven-
tional perturbation theory. The price for this is a rather complicated form
of the Jacobian J{U). Unfortunately, there seems to be no way to present
it in a local form: the summation over Si makes the Jacobian to a highly
non-local quantity (the same is true in maximal axial gauge [7]). Thus, the
task of the construction of the effective model at large 0 reduces to finding
the asymptotic expansion for the one-cube expression or, equivalently for
the quantity Bc defined in Eq.(ll) This probably can be done making use
the uniform asymptotic expansions for the 6,/-symbols [8] (and references
therein). Such a possibility is currently under investigation.
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Preface
In 1897, the electron was discovered by Thomson and in nineteen twenties the quantum
theory of the electron or quantum electrodynamics was invented by Dirac In nineteen sixties,
the unified gauge theory of SU(2)K x f/(l)v for weak and electromagnetic {or electroweak)
interactions of the electron (and all the other fundamental fennions, quarks and leptons,)
or quantum "electroweakdynamics" was proposed by Glashow, Salam and Wemberg [1]
However, not only this unified theory but also its extension, the standard model of quarks and
leptons including the Yang-Mills gauge theory of SC/(3)C, quantum chromodynamics [2], has
so many arbitrary parameters that it may not be a unified (or final) theory but be an effective
(or approximate) theory at low energies In the middle of nineteen seventies, composite
models of quarks and leptons were proposed by Pati and Salam and by ourselves [3-7]. In
this talk, I am going to review the unified composite model of all "elementary" particles
including not only the fundamental fennions (quarks and leptons) but also the fundamental
bosons (gauge bosons and Higgs scalars).

The contents of this talk will include. Introduction in Section I, Subquarks in Section II,
Weak Currents in Section III, Weak-Mixing Angle in Section IV, Quark-Mbring Matrix in
Section V/Subquark, Quark and Lepton, Baryon, Weak-Boson, and Higgs Scalar Masses in
Section VI, "Baryon Generations" in Section VII, Leptoquarks and Other Exotics in Section
VIII, Neutrino Masses and Mixings in Section IX, and Conclusion, Further Discussions, and
Future Prospects in Section X.

Some parts of the contents of this lecture will overlap those of Ref. [7] and even simulate
those of my latest talks in Ref [8].
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I. Introduction
In January 1996, the CDF Collaboration at the Fermilab Tevatron collider [9] released their
data on the inclusive jet differential cross section for jet transverse energies, Eh, from 15
to 440 GeV, in the pseudorapidity region 0 1 < | T} \ < 0 7, with the significant excess over
current predictions based on perturbative QCD calculations for Er > 200 GeV, which may
indicate the presence of quark substructure at the compositeness energy srale, Ac, of the
order of 1.6 TeV It can be taken as an exciting and already intriguing historical discovery
of the substructure of quarks (and leptons), which has been long predicted, or as the first
evidence for the composite model of quarks (and leptons), which has been long proposed
since the middle of 1970's [3-7). It may dramatically change not only the so-called "common
sense" in physics or science but also that in philosophy, which often states that quarks
(and leptons) are the smallest and most fundamental forms (or particles) of matter in the
"mother nature" Note that Buch relatively low energy scale for Ac of the order of 1 TeV
has recently been anticipated rather theoretically [10] or by precise comparison between
currently available experimental data and calculations in the composite model of quarks
(and Iepton6) [11]. However, the experimental indication would certainly encourage us,
"composite modehsts", to continue to study the composite model of quarks (and leptons)
extensively and to make more predictions for future experimental tests of the model In
fact, in 1997, the HI [12] and ZEUS [13] Collaborations at, HERA reported their data on the
deep-inelastic e+p scattering with a significant excess of events over the expectation of the
standard model of electroweak and strong interactions for high momentum-transfers squared
Q7 > 150O0GeV3, which may indicate a sign for new physics beyond the standard model
Although neither of these indications have been confirmed and the significance of the HERA
anomaly has decreased with higher statistics, not only the possible substructure of quarks
and leptons as well as Higgs scalars and gauge bosons but also the possible existence of
leptoquarks have been extensively re-uivesitigated The purpose of this talk is to present in
a systematic way many relations for the weak-mixing angle and the charges, weak-isospins,
masses, and mixing-matrix elements of hadrons, quarks, subquarks, weak bosons, and Higgs
scalars, some of which have previously been derived and some others are newly derived from
"tnplicity" (which asserts that a certain physical quantity such as the weak currents can
be taken equally well as a composite operator of hadrons, of quarks, or of subquarks) [14].
From these "trinity" relations, we shall not only predict the weak-mixing angle, the masses
of hadrons, quarks, subquarks, and Higgs scalars and the quark-mixing matrix elements, but
also suggest the existence of "baryon generations" similar to quark-lepton generations

Let us first transform the original notion of "tnplicity" into the following more general
notion of "trinity": since hadrons are made of quarks and both quarks and leptons are
supposed to be made of subquarks, all the matters can be taken equally well as composites
of hadrons and leptons, of quarks and leptons, or of subquarks. Furthermore, since there are
many similarities between composite dynamics of binding quarks into hadrons and that of
binding subquarks into quarks and leptons, one can introduce many analogies into subquark
dynamics in analogy of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) for strong interaction of quarks
and gluons [2], quantum subchromodynamics (QSCD) for strong interaction of subquaxks
and "subgluons", the Yang-Mills gauge theory of "subcolors" [15], m analogy of a hadronic
string [16] between a quark and an antiquark in a meson or between a quark and a (scalar)
diquark in a baryon, a string or a superstring [17] between a subquark and a antisubquark in
a gauge boson or a Higgs scalar or between a (spinor) subquark and a (scalar) subquark or a
(scalar) disubquark in a quark or a lepton, arid in analogy of supersymmetry for quarks and
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leptons [18-20], supcrsymmetry for subquarks [21] .ire all working hypotheses for biibquark
dynamics The only dirfemue between (inark dynamics and subquark dynamics lies in the
fact that the compositeness energy stale of quarks, Ac, may he of the order of 1 TeV,
about 104 times larger than that of hadrons, At (= 200 McV) [22] Therefore, it seems very
natural that a certain relation among the properties of hadrons derived from the quark model
of hadrons ran be tiansformed into an analogous relation among those of quarks and leptons
to be derived fiom the suhqunrk model of quarks and leptons, and that if the relation holds
for hadrons, the analogous relation does for quarks and leptons, and vice versa In Sections
III-VII, I shall present and discuss such "trinity" relations one by one from this point of

II. Subquarks

The minimal supersymmetric composite model of quarks and leptons consists of an lsodou-
blet of spinor subquarks with charges ±1/2, Wi and w2 (called "wakems" standing for weak
and electromagnetic) [4], and a Pati-Salam color-quartet of scalar subquarks with charges
+1/2 and -1/6, Co and C, (i = 1,2,3) (called "chroms" standing for colors) [3] The spinor
and scalar subquarks with the same charge +1/2, ni\ and Co, may form a fundamental
multiplet of N = 1 supersymmetry [21] Also, all the six subquarks, w, (i = 1,2) and Ca

(a = 0,1,2,3), may have "subcolors", the additional degrees of freedom [15], and belong to a
fundamental representation of subcolor symmetry Although the subcolor symmetry, if any,
is unknown, a simplest and most likely candidate for it is 5(7(4) Therefore, foT simplicity in
this talk, all the subquarks are assumed to be quartet in subcolor SU(4) Also, although the
confining force between subquarks is unknown, a simplest and most likely candidate for it is
the one described by quantum subchromodynamics (QSCD), the Yang-Milk gauge theory
of subcolor SU(4) [15] The quantum numbers of these six subquarks are summarized in
Table 1 Note that the subquark charges satisfy not only the Nishijirnd-Gell-Mann rule of
Q = Au + {B - L)/2 but also the "anomaly-free condition" of £<?„, = ^Qc = 0

name

W,

w7

Co

c,

charge
Q

+ 1/2
-1/2
+ 1/2
-1/6

Table 1 The
baryon no.

B
•>

0
-1/3

quantum
Iepton

L
•»

- 1
0

numbers of the subquarks
no spin

J

} 1/2

} °

asospin
SU(2)W

2

1

color
SU(4)C

1

4

subcolor
SU(A),C

4

4

In the minimal supersymmetric composite model, we expect that there exist at least 36
( = 6 x 6 ) composite states of a subquark and an antisubquark which are subcolor-singlet
They include 1) 16(= 4 x 2 x 2 ) spinor states corresponding to one generation of quarks and
leptons, and their antiparticles of

v = C0Wi u, = C,w\ v = Cou>t Si = CtW\

I = Cow2 d, = C,w7 I = Cow2 d, = C,w2 (t = 1,2,3),

2) 4(= 2 x 2 ) vector states corresponding to the photon and weak bosons of

W+ — w2m\ y,Z = M)|W|, wtv>2, CDCO, C,C, W~ =
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or 4(= 2 x 2 ) scalar states corresponding to the Higgs scalars of

/ ^ u , , wjWl\ 1 2 ,
y w\w% W2W2 j

and 3) 16(= 4x4) vector states corresponding to a) thegluons, "Irptogluon", and "barygluon"
of

s~ia s-t I \__ 1 /~i /~iO i* (~* (^ (** C (L i i: 1 2 1)

where A°(a = 1,2,3,- ,8) is the Gell-Mann's matrix of SU(3}C, and b) the "vector lepto-
quarks" of

X, =CBC, Xt = CtC0 (. = 1,2,3),

or 16(= 4x4) scalar states corresponding to the "scalar gluons", "scalar leptogluon", "scalar
barygluon", and "scalar leptoquarks" of

*fi = CaC0 (a,0- 0,1,2,3)

These 36 composite states are summarized in Table 2 Quarks or leptons with the same quan-
tum numbers but in different generations can be taken as dynamically different composite
states of the same constituents which I shall discuss in Sections V, VI, and VII.

Table 2. The composite states of a subquark and an antisubquark

w2

Co

c,

tSi

vr-(^)

IS2

I

*

2) '

Go°(*o°)

G r - ( * r -

A(7

X
GJ+2

) G/(<

= 1,2,3)

/3($J+2/3)

In addition to these "meson-like composite states" of a subquark and an antisubquark, there
may also exist "baryon-bke composite states" of 4 subquarks which are subcolor singlet I
shall discuss these states as exotic states in Section VIII

III. Weak Currents

The weak charged current, JJ,, provides one of the most instructive examples of the physical
quantities to which tnphcity or trinity of hadrons, quarks, and subquarks can be applied It
can be written in terms of hadrons (baryons and mesons) and leptons as a sum of so many
phenomenological terms,
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where G'^/C, y^ls/v, • are pbeuomenological p<iramrters It c<m ako be written in terms
of quarks, U, = (i£,,c,,f.) and D, = (rf,,A,,fr,) (z = 1,2,3), and leptons, N = (vc,u^i/?) and
L = (e,/i, r), as the sum of at least twelve terras,

- 7B)J»I + , » = 1 , 2 , 3 , (2 )

where VUD(= V^,VU,, ) are the nine parameters called CKM quark-mixing matrix ele-
ments [23] Note that no lepton-mixing (i e , U = 1, where U is the lepton-mixing matrix)
and the only three generations of quarks and leptons are assumed for simplicity unless oth-
erwise stated in this talk Furthermore, it is now well-known that in the minimal composite
model of quarks and leptons [3-7], it can be most simply written in terms of the wakems tui
and u>2, as a single tenn without any free parameters,

(3)

IV. Weak-Mixing Angle

In the unified subquark model of quarks and leptons [3-7], not only quarks and leptons but
also gauge bosons such as the weak bosons (W± and Z), the photon (J4), and the gluons
(G°, a = 1 — 8) can be taken as composite states of subquarks,

(4)

— (-wn iu, - -w2l w2 + - tcj a»' c0 - -t& T c)

{= sin OwAl + cos 9«,B^), (5)

3%/5 / I 1 1 . •--
6 /

(6)

TiT (nWiRVi>wiR ot"2B7/i^2« + -xiCl dp Co - -iCl dp C,)
111 \Z I i 0 /

C,, (7)

where AJ and BM arc the third components of the iso-triplet gauge bosons and the JSO-
scalar gauge boson in the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg SU(2)L X U(1)Y unified gauge theory
of electroweak interactions (1), and 8W is tlie weak-mixing angle These relations can be
taken either as those denved from our unified subquark model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
type [4-7,24] or as held-current identities [25] for the gauge fields and subquark currents In
either way, it is now an elementary exercise to derive the Georgi-Glashow relations [26],

I (8)
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aud

/2/</2 = S(/3)7S(A°/2)2 = 1 (9)

for the gluon and weak bo6on coupling constants (/ and g), the third component of the
isospin (/j), the charge (Q), and the color-spin (A"/2) of subquarks from the relations (5)-
(7), without depending on the assumption of grand unification of strong and electroweak
interactions

Similarly, in our unified quark-lepton model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type [4-7,24J
or in the field-current identification for gauge fields and quark-lepton ruirents, the gauge
boson fields can be taken, at least approximately, as composite operators made of quarks
and leptons,

) •

(12)

where TV, is the number of generations (> 3) It is almost trivial to derive the Georgi-Glashow
relations (8) and (9) from these approximate identities.

Furthermore, all these gauge bosons, except the gluons, can also be taken as composite
operators made of hadrons (baryons and mesons) By ignoring not only quark mixing, but
also all hadrons other than the ground-state baryons of spin 1/2 and weak-isospin 1/2, they
can be most roughly written as

(14)

r==(-n*e + P7«P + )- (15)
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and

Fk

R + •) (16)

It is again tiivial to derive the following Geoigi-Gla.show relation from these very rough
identities,

sin2». = E(7,)VE«2 = i (17)
4

The numerical result for the weak-mixing angle m the subquark picture remarkably
coincides with that in the quark picture (as m (8)) but differs from that in the "hadron
picture" of (17) This coincidence (or "duality") seems more than a mere coincidence as it
is caused by the same degrees of freedom due to the four wakems (ivi£, WJL, WIA, W2R) and
four chroms (Co.Ci.Ci, Cj) forming a "subquark-superquartet". The experimental value is
sm3 ea [= 1 - (rn^Jml)) = 0 2224 ± 0 0006 for mw = 80 41 ± 0 10 GeV and mz = 91 187 ±
0 007 GeV [27], The disagreement between the value of 3/8 predicted either in the subquark
model or in the quark model and the experimental value might be excused by insisting
that the predicted value is viable as the running value renormalized &_lft Georgi, Quinn and
Weinberg [28] at extremely high energies (as high as 1015 GeV), given the "desert hypothesis"
On the other hand, it is more comfortable to find that the value of 1/4 obtained in the
hadron picture agrees remarkably well with the experimental value. To sum up, tnplicity
or trinity of hadrons, quarks, and subquarks predicts that the quark-mixing angle increases
as momentum-transfers go up from sin2 f)w = 1/4 at the energy scale of hadrons (A, = 200
MeV) to s i n 2 ^ = 3/8 at the energy scales of quarks and subquarks (Ac ~ 1 TeV), which
simulates the old prediction by Georgi, Quran and Weinberg [28] in the Georgi-Glashow
51/(5) grand-unified gauge theory of strong and electroweak interactions [26] although our
predictions are not based on their hypothesis of grand unification .

V. Quark-Mixing Matrix
As the "hadron-quark duality" relations of (1) and (2) for the weak charged current mass-
produce the approximate relations

P7,, ( l ^ 7 5 ] n S V»d{p | 67(1(1 - -ft)* | n),

S J > V (* " f t ) A ~ V"<<P ' ̂ 7"(1 " 7')S ' A>' '
so do the "quark-subquark duality" relations of (2) and (3) the following [29]'

(u | TT;,7^(1 - 75)tu2 | d),
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-75)w 2 | s ) , (19)

By using the algebra of subquark currents [5], the unitarity of quark mixiug matrix, VV* =
V+V — 1, has been demonstrated [30] although the superficial non-unitarity of V as a
possible evidence for the substructure of quarks has very lately been discussed in detail by
myself [31] just before the possible evidence released by the CDF Collaboration [9]

In the first-order perturbation of isospin breaking (the Hamiltonian Hi), the relations

v = (» I Hi I c) + {d\H,\ s) = (c\H,\ u) + (s\Hr\ d)
TTlu — TTlc TTla — 7 H j mc — TTl̂ j Trtj — TTl4

\/ __ * ' * ' i ^ ' ' ' \ f — ^ ' * i I i ' ' i i / O f W

7Jlc — TJl( T7l|, — Tn3 TJlt — 771c 77la — 7 / i j

have been obtained From these follow immediately the anti-symmetry relatioas

which agree well with the experimental values of | VM |= 0.217 ~ 0.224 and | Vd \— (0 217 ~
0 224) [27] They also produce some other relations such as

I K* I (=1 Vu |) a {m./Tnb) \ VM |£ 0 021, (22)

which roughly agrees with the latest experimental value of | K* |= 0.036 ~ 0 042 [27].
In the second-order perturbation, the relations

I Ka |^ (m.fmc) I VMK* |S 0.0017 (23)

and

I Vu |S | VMK» |S! 0 0046 (24)

have been predicted The relation (23) agrees remarkably well with the latest experimental
data I V^ |= 0.0018 ~ 0.0045 (27) The predictions (22) for | V(J | and (24) for | Vu |
also agree fairly well with the experimental estimates from the assumed unitanty of V,
1 V,, |= 0 035 ~ 0 042 and I Vw |= 0 004 ~ 0 013 [27] It is, however, highly desirable to test
the predictions more directly in the future experiments of top-quark decays.

To sum up, we have obtained the following prediction [31] of

I K . I I K * I
I K , I | K * I
I Vu j I Vu I

0.975 0.2205 ± 0.0018 0 0017
(0 9745~0 9760) (input) (0 001S~0 00

0 2205 ± 0 0018 0 975 0.021 | ,9r\
(0 9737-0 9753) (0 034-0 0421 I v'u/

0 021 0.9996
(0 035-0 042) (O9M1~OTO9

where the values indicated in the parentheses denote the experimental [27], to which our
predicted values should be compared. Note that the theoretical values for Vvi, Vc,, and
Vu, and the experimental ones for Veai Vm, Vt3, and Va, are all estimates from the assumed
unitanty of V, which is subject to doubt in Ref (32)
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VI. Subquark, Quark and Lepton, Baryon, Weak-Boson
and Higgs Scalar Masses

Thf unified subquark model predicts [3-7] the following two sum rules,

m». = [3(mi1+O/2]1 '1 (26)

and

mH = 2 [ « + < , ) / « + mi,)]"2, (27)

where m# is the mass of the physical Higgs scalar m the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg theory.
Also, the unified quark-lepton model of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type [4-7,24] predicts the
followiug two sum rules,

mw = [3K'>11/2 (28)

and

^ / = 2 lE< i /E^ ] 1 / ! . (29)
where m, / s are the quark and lepton masses and ( ) denotes the average value for all the
quarks and leptons. Notice that the second sum rules (27) and (29) are essentially the same
as the Nambu relation [33] m^ : m^ m, = 0 • 1 2 or m| + mj = 4mJ, where f, T/,
and ip are the Nambu-Goldstone boson, the physical scalar, and the constituent fermion,
respectively, and that they are the consequences of Nambu's supersymmetry and, therefore,
less model-dependent

By combining the sum rules (26) and (27), the following relation can be obtained for

•niu mw • mH = 1 • \/3 • 2. (30)

From this relation, the wakem and Higgs scalar masses can be predicted as

7n1i, = (l/v^)7n», = (46 4±0.1) GeV (31)

and

mH = (2/v/3)mw = (92.8 ± 0 1) GeV for mw = (80 41 ± 0 10) GeV , (32)

which is subject to a future experimental test, probably at LEP1I Moie precisely, from the
two sum rules the Higgs mass can be bounded as

(92 8 ± 0.1) GeV = {2/\fi)mw <mH < (2v^/3)mB- = (131 3 ± 0 2) GeV (33)

Notice that the lower bound corresponds to the case of m^ = m^,, while the upper one to
that of niwjm^ = 0 or oo. Therefore, it seems more likely that the physical Higgs scalar
will be found close to the lower bound, l e , m// ^ 93 GeV The reliability of this prediction
may be enhanced by the following independent observation Suppose that the subquark
dynamics is described by QSCD [15] Then, the masses of W* and H are scaled by AJC, the
energy scale of QSCD, while the masses of the corresponding hadrons, p± and a, are scaled
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by A,, the energy scale of QCD If thifa is the case, the Higgs scalar mass can be estimated
as

m,, a — mw S ~!°°Mf ,V (80 41 ± 0 10) GeV 3? 94 GeV , (34)
mp 770 Mev

which amazingly produces a wmilar prediction, mH Si 93 GeV
If there exist only three generations of quarks and leptons, the sum rules (28) and (29)

completely determine the top quark and Higgs scalar masses as

m, 2! (2^6/3)™^ = (131 3 ± 0 2) GeV (35)

and

mH 2 2m, a* {ly/h/3)mw = (262 6 ± 0 3) GeV
for mw = (80.41 ± 0 10) GeV (36)

If there are four generations, the sum rule (28) would give and estimate for the average mass
of the fourth generation of quarks and leptons as

!K,i>".=4]1/2 - (2/v^) % = (92 8 ± 0 1) GeV
for mw = (80 41 ± 0 10) GeV (37)

Tnphcity or trinity of hadrons, quarks, and snbquarks tells us that these sum rules can
be further extended to the approximate sum rules of

mw 2 [Um*,,)]1* (38)

and

mHS!2[£m*af/'£m\^, (39)

where mej's are the "canonical baryon" and lepton masses and () denotes the average value
for all the canonical baryons and leptons. The "canonical baryon" means either one of p,
n and other ground-state baryons of spin 1/2 and weak-iaospin 1/2 consisting of a quark
heavier than the u and d quarks and a scalar and isoscalar diquark made of u and d quarks
These sum rules can be derived, in the same way as for (26)-(29), in the "unified hadron-
lepton model" of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type which is written in terms of the canonical
baryons and leptons as fundamental fennions

If there exist only three generations of quarks and leptons, the sum rules (38) and (39)
completely determine the masses of the canonical topped baryon, T, and the Higgs scalar as
respectively

mr a 2mw = (160 8 ± 0 2) GeV (40)

and

mff 3 2mr a Amw = (321 6 ± 0.4) GeV for mw = (80.41 ±0.10) GeV . (41)

If, instead, there are four generations, the sum rule (38) gives an estimate for the average
mass of the fourth generation of the canonical baryons and leptons the same as in (37).
Notice that the predicted value for the canonical topped baryon mass in (40) is 22 percent
Wger than that for the top quark mass in (35) and that the predicted values for the Higgs
scalar mass m (32), (36) and (40) are in the ratio 1 2%/2 2>/3 Particularly the latter may
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indicate either that there exist at least four geueratioiis of quarks and leptons or that both
the unified quark-lepton modpls of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type and tho unified hadron-
lepton type are poor approximations for describing the Higgs scalar. The answer may be
given by future high-energy experiments

In the remaining part of this Section, I shall present more recent progress in predicting
the quark, lepton, and Higgs scalar masses in the minimal supersyinmetric composite model
of quarks and leptons. The notion of almost Nambu-Goldstone fermions has first been
introduced by myself [21] into the minimal composite model of quarks and leptons [3-7]
in which quarks and leptons consist of a wakem (w, for i = 1 or 2) and a chrom (Ca for
a - 0,1,2, or 3) By taking the first generation of quarks and leptons as almost Nambu-
Goldstone fermions due to spontaneous breakdown of approximate supersymmetry between a
wakeni and a chrom, and the second generation of them as> quasi Nambu-Goldstone fermions
[34-36], the superpartners of Narubu-Goldstone bosons due to spontaneous breakdown of
approximate global symmetry, we have not only explained the hierarchy of quark and lepton
masses, mt <S. mM <£ TTV, m,, <£ mc <g. m,, and mt <S m, «; m* (if the constituent subquark
xnaes scale, Mw,c> is much smaller than the compositeness energy scale of quarks and leptons,
Ac, since the masses of first, second, and third generations of quarks and leptona are of the
orders of JW2c/Ap, MWlc, and Ac), but also derived the square-root sum rules for quark
and lepton masses [37,38],

m\l* = mT-m}J\ (42)

mJ/»-n,;/» = ml/1-mi /», (43)
and the simple relations among quark and lepton masses [39,40],

mcm
2

T =* ml, (44)

m»m3,m] K m^ml, (45)

all of which are remarkably well satisfied by the experimental values and estimates.
By solving a set of these two sum rules and two relations (42)-(45) [41], we can obtain

the following prediction [7]:

mt m,, mT

mu m c T7if

/ 0 511 MeV 105.7 MeV 1520 MeV
( i n p u t ) ( i n p u t ) (1777 05tJ™ MeV )

4.5 ± 1 4 MeV 1350 ± 50 MeV 183 ± l€GeV
( input ) ( input ) (173 ( ± 5 2 G«V )

8.0 ±1.9 MeV 154 ± 8 MeV 5.3 ±0.1 GeV
(7 9 ± J 4 MeV ) (155±50 MeV ) ( input )

where the "inputs" and the values indicated in the parentheses denote either the experimental
data [27,42] or the phenomenological estimates [43], to which our predicted values should
be compared Furthermore, if we solve a set of the four sum rules, (28), (29), (42), and (43),
and the two relations, (44) and (45), we can predict not only the four quark and/or lepton
masses such as mt, m,, m(, and mT in Eq (46) but also the Higgs scalar and weak boson
masses as

mH a 277i, = 366 ± 156 GeV , (47)
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viw =* ^3/8m, = 112 ± 24 GeV , (48)

which should be compared to the experimental value of rnw = 80 41 ± 0 10 GeV [27) To
sum up, we have succeeded in explaining and predicting most of the properties (masses and
mixiug angles) of quarks and lpptons in the minimal supersymmetnc composite model since
we have explained the CKM quark-mixing matrix elements earlier as reviewed in the previous
Section. Note also that I have very recently proposed a new model of b<tryons in which
baryons are taken as almost Nainbu-Goldstone fermions due to spontaneous breakdown of
approximate supereymmetry between a constituent quark and a scalar diquark [44]. This
model of baryons and its amazing consequences will be discussed in the following Section.

VII. "Baryon Generations"
A remarkable similarity or "duality" between baryons in the quark model of hadrons and
quarks (and leptons) in the subquark model of quarks (and leptons) tempts us to imagine
that there may exist "baryon generations" similar to quark-lepton generations. In particular,
if the first and second generations of quarks and leptons arc indeed taken as almost and quasi
Nambu-Goldstone fermions as in the minimal supersymmetnc composite model of quarks
and leptons and if the ground states of baryons can be taken as almost Nambu-Goldstone
fermions as in the new supersymmetnc model of baryons, it seems even natural to expect
that there may exist the "second generation" of baryons which can be taken as quasi Nambu-
Goldstone fermions In addition, there may be the "third generation" of baryons which are
"ordinary" composite states of a quark and a scalar diquark and which can be taken neither
as almost Nambu-Goldstone composite fermions nor as quasi Nambu-Goldstone composite
ones. Therefore, "duality" of baryons and quarks (and leptons) strongly suggests that there
may exist three generations of baryons as three generations of quarks (and leptons) and that
the square-root sum rules and simple relations similar to those for quark and lepton masses
may also hold for baryon masses Note, however, that, there may exist no hierarchy in the
mass spectrum of the first, second, and thud generations of baryons as in that of quarks and
leptons. This is because their masses of the orders of M*/A], Mt, and A, are of the same
order of magnitude since the constituent quark and diquark mass scale, Mq (S 300 ~ 600
MeV), is of the same order of magnitude as the compositeness energy scale of baryons, A,
(9i 200 MeV).

The first square-root sum rule for quark and lepton masses is transformed into the ones
such as

(0021 MeV '•/>) (0M8 MeV ' " ) (0O47 MeV '/»)

which are not so well satisfied by the experimental values [27] indicated in the parenthe-
ses On the other hand, the second square-root sum rule for quark and lepton masses is
transformed into the ones such as

(7 17~7 71 MeV '") (610~7 83 MeV '/») (6 77~« 68 MeV >•") / r n \

mi?-ml" =
 {M)

(7 6~8 1 MeV '/»)

which are fairly well satisfied by the experimental values [27] indicated in the parentheses
if yV(1440), A(1600), £(1660), and E(1950) are identified with Nlt A2, £2, and E2 baryons
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of the second generation Also, the simple relations among quark an<l lepton masses is
transformed into the ones such as

mN, =
(1680-1740 M«V ) (1765~1839 MeV ) ' (1750—1850 MeV )

(R.1880 MeV ) (1905-2011 MeV ) ' ((=2250 MeV ) (2J44~2389 MfV ) '

all of which are fairly well satisfied by the experimental valueB [27] if JV(1710), A(1810),
£(1880), and 5(2250) are identified with N3, A3, E3, and S3 baryons of the third generation.

In view of this successful identification of Af(1440)Pu, N(17W)Pn, A(1600)P0i, A(1810)P0i,
E(1660)Pn, £(1880)Pu, 5(1950), and 5(2250) with N2, N3, A3, A3, £2, E3, S2, and 53,
respectively, we suggest that there exist at least three generations of baryons whose second
and third generations are not ordinary (rotationally or radially) excited composite states
of quarks but extraordinary composite Btates of quarks dynamically different from their
ground states of the first generation. This may solve the famous puzzle of the "Roper res-
onance" , which has been long standing for the last more than three decades, i e , "What is
yV(1440)Pn?" or "How is N(1440)Pn different from AT?" Before concluding this Section,
I also wish to urge high-energy experimentalists to try to search for another (fourth) NPu
at the mass larger than 1710 MeV (or to confirm the candidate of N(2100)Pu) since the
possible discovery of such baryon would indicate not only the existence of more than three
generations of baryons but also that of more than three generations of quarks and leptons1

VIII. Leptoquarks and Other Exotics
In the previous Sections, I have discussed only specific composite states of a subquark and
an antisubquark corresponding to familiar fundamental particles such as quarks, leptons,
gauge bosons, and Higgs scalars The remaining composite states of a subquark and an
antisubquark correspond to the leptogluon, barygluon, and leptoquarks of

G° = CoCo, G9 = C,C, and X, = C0C,(X, = C,C0) (* = 1,2,3)

or of

<t>% = CaC0 {a, 0 = 0,1,2,3)

Since 1980, the possible existence of these exotic bosons has been predicted by myself [5] in
the unified composite model of quarks and leptons Very lately, Akama, Katsuura, and I [45]
have found that possible production of "excited" bosons ("excited" gluons, weak bosons,
Higgs scalars, ei£.) whose masses are around 2 TeV may be responsible for the CDF anomaly
[9] while that of either leptoquarks whose masses are around 300 GeV or excited positrons
whose masses are around 350 GeV may be responsible for the HERA anomaly [12,13], and
that these two anomalies can be explained by different "sectors" of the same model, the
unified composite model of not only quarks and leptons, but also gauge bosons and Higgs
scalars [4-7]. Therefore, here I am happy to announce that the barygluon and leptoquarks
might have been found by the CDF Collaboration and by the HI and ZEUS Collaborations,
respectively Then, what would be left to be found is the leptogluon consisting of Co and

Co1

Also for a long time, I have predicted the possible existence of many "baryonic-hke"
composite states of subquarks such as (wiW^w-iWi), • •, (C0C1C2CJ), which are subcolor
singlet If subquarks are not permanently confined in subcolor-singlet states such as quarks,
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leptons, gauge bosons, Higgs scalars, leptoquarks, etc , their fractional charges of ±1/2 and
±1/6 can be an excellent sign of their presence. Even if they are permanently confined but
if the subcolor symmetry were not Sf/(4),c but SU(3)3C, there might exist subcolor-singlet
and color-singlet states such as (iv\WiW\), , (C1C2C3), etc with the fractional charges
of ±3/2 and ±1/2 Therefore, a possible discovery of the half-mteger-charged particles
would be a dramatic sign of subquarks Such a search for half-charged particles had been
performed. In the underground search by Onto gl al [46], no anomalous candidate was
found and the upper bound on the flux of 1 6 x 10~12cm~7s~1sT~i was reported Fn fact,
the fact that there may not exist the half-integer-charged particles has recently lei me to a
prejudice that the subcolor symmetry may be most likely not SU(2)BC or SU(3)K but larger
ones such as SU{i)x allowing only the integer-charged particles Note that there are many
other reasons for preferring SU(i),c (47-49], which has been emphasized by myself in the
principles of "space-color correspondence" [5), "four-fold way" [47), and "transmuted gauge
symmetry" [50]

In any case, it seems very natural to expect that there must exist many exotic particles
corresponding to "baryon like" composite states of subquarks probably with their masses
much larger than those of "meson-like" composite states of a subquark and an antisubquark
Some of such exotics may behave really exotic Take for example a "baryon-hke" composite
state of (CoCi&C,), which is not only subcolor-5E/(4),c singlet but also color-5f/(3)c singlet
It is not only electromagnetically neutral but also weakly neutral However, it stTongly
interacts with any hadrons due to the van der Waals force induced by the color-singlet state
of (C1C1C3) as baryons, the color-singlet states of (giftft). Its mass must be very large (of
order of, say, 1 TeV) but it can be absolutely stable. This extremely exotic particle (which
we may call "color-ball" or "primitive-hydrogen") may be another candidate for the missing
mass in the Universe Furthermore, "color-balled nuclei", the nuclei containing a color-ball,
may be the third explanation for the anomalous cosmic ray events recently found by Saito
et al. [51] after "snper-hypernuclei" (or "strangelets") [52] and "technibaryonic nuclei" or
"technibaryon-nucleus atoms" [53]

In the remaining part of this Section, let me present my latest work for predicting the
leptoquark and B-L gluon masses in a unified composite model of quark-lepton color inter-
actions [54]. The model is simple as follows

The most fundamental Lagrangian of subchromodynamics for (massless) subquarks is
given by

£- = ~\(K)2 + ^ V K + f y ^ + W* ~ tFTA2)c°?< (52)

where F is the coupling constant, AA(A - 1,2,3,- ,15) is the SU(4),C matrix, A* is
the subgluon field, and F£, = d^A? - d*A* + FfA8CA^A^ with fABC for the structure
constants of SU(4)K Obviously, this Lagrangian is symmetric not only in the chiral f/(2)i x
U(2)n transformation for U),L and W,R{I = 1,2) but also in the U(i)c transformation for
Ca(a — 1,2,3,0) After the gauge-induction |4] of local SU(4)C from global one or the
gauge-transmutation [55) of 5f/(4),c into SU{4)C, the effective Lagrangian of quark-lepton
color interactions for chroms should become

where / is the effective coupling constant, G*(A = 1,2,3,- , 15) is the 15-plct gluon field,
and G%, = d^Gi - duG* + ffABCGf!G?
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Suppose that a subcolor singlet pan of Co and Co condensates in the vacuum of QSCD,
1 e (C0C0)a = (V/s/iy / 0 where V is a non-vamslnng constant. Then, the SU(4)r sym-
metry is spontaneously broken down to SU(3)C Since the effective Lagrangian provides
non-vanishing mass terms at.

4 ( G " > '' ( M )

a color-triplet of leptoquarks (and their antipaxticles)

Xt = (G9 + iGI0)/v/2, X2 = ( G 1 1 - H G I 8 ) / A A'J = (G13 + iG14)/\/2 (55)

and the physiral B-L gluon GB (= G15) would become massive with the masses

vix = fV/2 and moe = v/ f3/2(/V/2)(= ^ / 2 m x ) (56)

while the ordinary gluons Go(a = 1,2,3, • ,8) remain massless
Note that the physical B-L gluon must be ^3 /2 times heavier than the leptoquarks

Since the presently available lower bound on the leptoquark gauge boson is mx > 225
GeV (95% CL) [56], the mass of the physical B-L gluon is this model can be bounded
by mCa — yfz/2mx > 276 GeV. Since the gluon coupling constant / is determined by
/ = (4ira,)1/2 55 1 2 (for the renonnahzation point at Q2 = m | {27]), the constant V can
be bounded as V = 2 T O X / / £ 0 4 TeV This lower bound on V seems to be consistent wrth
the expectation that the energy scale of QSCD, A^, must be much higher, s&y A.c>. 1 TeV,
than that of QCD, Ac (^ 0.2 GeV [27]). In short, the physical B-L gluon should appear as a
neutral, color-singlet, but strongly interacting vector boson which is y 3/2 times heavier than
the leptoquarks and which couples universally with the B-L current of quarks and leptons.

IX. Neutrino Masses and Mixings
One of the latest and hottest news in particle physics is that the Super-Kamiokande Collabo-
ration [57] has found the ratio of up-going to down-going atmospheric muon neutrinos much
less than unity and that they have claimed it as an evidence for the non-vanishing mass for
the muon and/or tau neutrinos in the analysis based on the neutrino oscillation [58] due to
the neutrino mixing among three generations of neutrinos (ve, v^, vT). It seems too early to
take their claim at its face value before they see more clearly the zenith angle dependence of
atmospheric neutrinos or before it is confirmed by the future long-base-line neutrino oscilla-
tion experiments by the neutrino beams from KEK, Fermilab, and CERN However, if they
are right, it may be taken as one of the most important discoveries in particle physics since
it would indicate not only the non-vanishing mass of neutrinos (which has been searched for
for long mostly in the ^-decays but in vain so far) but also the breakdown of lepton number
conservation [59] (which has been searched for for long mostly in the decays such as fi —» e-y)
Note that neither the non-vanishing mass of neutrinos nor the non-zero mixing of neutrinos
would indicate by itself anything beyond the standard model for electroweak interactions [l]
bince both of them can be perfectly accommodated in the standard model. However, one
may feel rather uneasy in accepting the Super-Kamiokande report [57], which says, "The
data are consistent with two-flavor v^ <-» i/T oscillations with sin2 28 > 0 82 and 5 x 10~4

eV* < Am2 < 6 x 10"3 eV2 at 90% confidence level " In this Section, I shall present a simple
model of neutrino masses and mixings whose predictions are consistent not only with such
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a large mixing and such a small mass-squared difference between vM and i/T suggested by
the Super-Kamiokande data but also with a small mixing and a large mass-squared differ-
ence between vt and v^ suggested by the LSND data [60] (but Dot with the solar neutrino
deficit [61])

The non-vanishing small masses for neutrinos have no contradiction with the standard
model since fermion masses are all free parameters proportional to Yukawa coupling constants
for interactions between the Higgs scalar and fermions in the model In other words, the
possible extreme smallness of the ratio (of the order of 10~6) of a neutrino mass (m» of the
order of, say, 1 eV) to the electron mass (m, = 0.5 McV) is no more natural in the standard
model than the smallness of that of thp electron mass to the top quark mass (m( 9* 180
GeV). After all, the standard model would not tell us anything about fermion masses in
the tree approximation. Historically, many attempts have been made to explain the small
mass ratios of fermions such as mjm^ (Si 1/200) by taking a smaller mass as a radiative
self-mass (caused by a larger mass) which is finite and calculable in the standard model [62]
Although it may be possible to derive such a small mass ratio as one of the order of 10 6

from this picture of radiative corrections (even in the second order), we would not try it
here as it seems difficult. On the other hand, the popular see-saw mechanism for producing
the non-vanishing small Majorana masses for neutrinos [63] in grand unified theories is easy,
provided that neutrinos are not Dirac particles but Majorana ones. However, it suggests the
mass ratios of m,t mVt • m,, = mji : mj • mj, which do not seem to explain the LSND
and Super-Kamiokande data. Also, the "see-saw-like mechanism" [64] in supersymmetric
grand unified theories suggests the mass ratios of mv, • mVf . m^ = m^ mc : mt, which
do not seem to explain those data either In composite models of quarks and leptons [3-8],
not only the smallness of neutrino masses but also that of quark and charged-lepton masses
compared to the compositeness energy-scale (of the order of, say, 1 TeV) has tempted us
to assume that quarks and leptona (at least of the first and second generations) are taken
as almost Nambu-Goldstone (N-G) fermions due to spontaneous breakdown of approximate
supersymmetry [21] In the unified supersymmetric composite model, we have derived the
square-root mass sum rules of m\j* - mljs = m]/2 - mj / 2 and m^2 - m]/2 = mj2 - m\12

[37,38], both of which are very well satisfied with the experimental data. Furthermore, by
assuming that quarks and leptons of the first, second, and third generations are almost N-
G, quasi N-G [34-36], and ordinary composite fermions, respectively, we have derived the
simple mass relations of TO, = (m^/m,)1''2 and mt = (mdm*ml/m*m])1/2 [39,40], both of
which are well satisfied with the experimental data. However, we have not yet succeeded in
deriving any relations among neutrino masses.

Not only the CKM quark-mixing matrix elements (Vt] for > = u,c,t and j = d,s,b) [23]
but also the possible lepton-mixing matrix elements (U,3 for I = vt, u^, ur and j = e,(i, r) [65]
are all free parameters to be determined by Yukawa coupling constants for interactions
between the Higgs scalar and fermions in the standard model. In other words, the possible
almost maximal mixing between i/M and v, (sin 20MT ^ 1) is no more natural than the small
mixing between d and s (sin 0c — 0 2). After all, the standard model would not tell us
anything about quark and lepton mixings in the tree approximation Historically, many
attempts have been made to explain the small Cabibbo mixing (and especially the "folklore
relation" of sin 9c — (fid/"1))1'2 [66]) based on rather arbitrary assumptions Neither grand
unified theories nor supersymmetric grand unified theories would not help us in explaining
or predicting the quark and lepton mixing matrix elements. In composite models of quarks
and leptons [3-8], the quark and lepton mixings are naturally taken as mixings between
dynamically different composite states of the Bame subquarks in different generations [2&-31]
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Not only the unitanty of the quark and lepton mixing matrices (V'V'+ = V+\' = 1 and
UU+ = U+U = 1) lias been demonstrated by using the algebra of subquark currents [5] but
also the possible momentum transfer dependence of the mixing matrix elements has been
predicted Furthermore, we have denved many relations such as V^ = ~^Ji> K* — ~V',*,
IKi|(= |K.|) * (rn3/mb)\Vu,l \Vvb\ <* (m./mc)\Vu.Kt\, and |K</I ^ \Vu.Vrb\, all of which
agree well with the experimental data, and have succeeded in determining all the CKM
matrix elements by a single parameter (say, the Cabbibo element) However, we have not
yet succeeded in predicting any lepton mixing matrix elements but may only suppose that
the larger the mass differences between leptons, the smaller the mixings as in the case of
quark mixings If this is the case, it would contradict with the Super-Kamiokande data
indicating the small mass-squared difference and the almost maximal mixing between i^
and fT' Thus, we are forced to find a new mechanism for the non-vaushmg small neutrino
masses and the almost maximal mixing for at least between two generations of neutrinos

The extremely small mass difference and almost maximal mixing between two neutral
particles reminds us of those between K° and K°, which wat. first pointed out by Gell-
Mann and Pais in 1955 [67] They have asserted that K° and K°, which are eigen-states
of strangeness when produced in strong interaction reactions conserving strangeness, should
be transformed into either A? = (K° + K")/V2 or K% = (if0 - K°)/V2, both of which are
eigen-state6 of CP, before disappearing in weak decays conserving CP quantum numbers to
a good accuracy In fact, it was one of the strongest motivations for Pontecorvo to have
considered the possibility of neutrino oscillation in 1957 [58]. It is now well-known that the
transition of K" «-» K° occurs due to double exchange of W+ and W~ between the (ds) and
(ds) states and generates an extremely small mass difference of m ^ — m«-s (— 3 x 10~6 eV)
between Ks (^ A?) and KL (S K$) mass eigen-states

In analogy to this picture of K° - K" mixing, suppose that the three neutrinos (i/e, um

Ur) are originally massless and of no mixings but that they have transitions of ve *-* i/^,
vc *-* vT, and v,, «-» vr due to some unknown mechanism Then, the neutrino mass matrix
has the form of

( \
M = \ n 0 M X , (57)

where m, /i, and M are unknown parameters for the transition matrix elements Let as
further assume that m « ft << M for some unknown reason Then, the mass matrix can
he diagonalized approximately by the neutrino-mixing matrix of

cos0eM sin**, 0 \ / l 0 0 \ / cosfl^ 0

I I |U = | -sinflq, cosee/i 0 I I 0 coseBT. sine a r | | 0 1 0
0 0 1 ) \ 0 -sin8p T cos0,,r ) \ -sm9e T 0

= U\ »„ (58)

into

UA4U~[ = diag ( rj-,A/, — M) (59)
A/

for

tan29e,. = -2\/2m/A/, tdn^,T = -/i/M, and Un^ T ^ - 1 . (60)
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Therefore, this simple model predicts many relations such as

m^ a AmJT/2(Am^)I/2 3 \mn - mu,\, (61)

and

tau 29eli tan 0eT ^ i m j , / v^Am^, (62)

since Am,8,, = |mj, - mJJ a M\ Ami = | < - m\\ S! M5, and AmJr = |m?, - T < | 2
Amp

Furthermore, from the Super-Kamiokande data [57] of 5 x 10~4 e V < Am£T < 6 x 10~3

eV2 (at 90% confidence level) and the LSND, BNL E-776, and Bugey Reactor data [60] of
0 3 eVJ < A m ^ < 2.2 eV3 and 2 x 10"3 < sin2 20eM < 4 x 10~2 (at 90% confidence level),
these relations predict such constraints as 1.7 x 10"4 eV< m,, < 5.5 x 10"3 eV, 0.55 eV
< m^in < 1 5 eV, and 3 6 x 10~3 < tane,.T < 7 1 x 1(T2.

The model has turned out to produce a combination of the "maximal mixing mechanism"
for the I/,, - vT sector and the "mini-see-saw mechanism" for the i/c — i>h sector. What
is left is to explain why the neutrino mass matrix must have the structure indicated in
Eq (57) and why m « fi « M and 0.55 eV < M < 1.5 eV. The original masslessness
of neutrinos can not be explained in the standard model, in grand unified theories, or even
in supersymmetric grand unified theories, but can be attributed to the degeneracy of the
spinor and scalar subquarks of which neutrinos consist is supereymmetric composite models
[6-8,21]. Also, the almost vanishing transition matrix element between vt and i/T can be
attributed to conservation of some quantum number which forbids transitions (to the first
order) between states with a two generation difference as assumed in deriving such relations
as IV Î 3 (wJ,/mc)|VMVrt| and IVJ = |Vu5Vrt| for quark-mixings [29-31]. However, it
seems difficult to explain the smallness of the parameters of m, /i, and M and their ratios
of m/M and fi/M at this stage of particle theories as it is to explain that of the quark
and charged-lepton masses of lower generations such as mc, m,, m ,̂ etc. and their ratios
such as fne/m,,, mrf/m,, etc Again, subquark models of quark and leptons [3-8] provide
us at least a theoretical ground, on which we can imagine that they are small since they are
transitions between dynamically different composite slates. How to explain the smallness
more quantitatively in composite models is a subject for future investigations.

To sum up, I have proposed the simple model of neutrino masses and mixings charac-
terized by the neutrino mass matrix in Eq (57) It predicts not only the large mixing and
small mass-squared difference between vv and vr suggested by the Super-Kamiokande data
but also the small mixing and large mass-squared difference between P. and v,, suggested by
the LSND data Many relations such as in Eqs (61) and (62) are obtained and they predict
such constraints as 1.7 x 10~4 eV < m*, < 5 5 x 10~3 eV, 0 55 eV < m^n < 1.5 eV, and
3 6 x 10 3 < tanffj, < 7.1 x 10~2 from these experimental data. I hope these predictions
will be checked by the future cosmic ray, accelerator, and long-base-line neutrino oscillation
experiments.

After writing the original form of this Section, 1 have heard that the neutrino mass matrix
in this model is similar to the one suggested by Zee in his specific Higgs model of neutrino
Majorana masses [68] Note, however, that the former is less model-dependent than the
latter and that it has produced more general predictions.
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X. Conclusion, Further Discussions, and Future
Prospects

In this lecture, I have proposed the unified composite model of all "elementary" particles
and presented many predictions for the weak-mixing angle, the quark-mixing matrix ele-
ments, and the subquark, quark and lepton, baryon, weak-boson, and Higgs scalar masses
Furthermore, I have suggested not only the existence of "baryon generations" similar to
quark-lepton generations but also that of many exotic particles such as the excited funda-
mental fermions (quarks and leptons), excited fundamental bosons (gluons, photon, weak
bosons, Higgs scalars), leptogluon, barygluon, leptoquarks, and "color-ball". Some of these
predictions have already been checked experimentally and the others will be tested in the
near future

What is left for future theoretical investigations is to try to complete the ambitious
program for explaining all the quark and lepton masses by deriving more sum rules and/or
relations among them and by solving a complete set of the sum rules and relations. To this
end, my private concern is to see whether one can take the remarkable agreement between my
prediction of m, = (mjm'm{/roumj)1''2 a* 180 GeV and the experimental data as an evidence
for the unified supersymmetnc composite model Very lately, I have been more puzzled by
the "new Nambu's empirical quark-mass formula" of M — 2"M0 with his assignment of
n = 0,1,5,8,10,15 for u,d,s,c,b,t [69], which makes my relation of mumjroj S mjTn'mj
exactly hold. Even more lately, I have been even more puzzled by the relations of m.mj =s m]
and rmmt ~ ml suggested by Davidson, Schwartz, and Wali (D-S-W) [70), which can coexist
with my relation and which are exactly satistied by the Nambu's assignment If we add the
D-S-W relations to a set of Eqs. (28) and (42)-(45) and if we solve a set of these seven
equations by taking the experimental values of mc & 0 511 MeV, m,, — 105 7 MeV, and
myv — 80 41 ± 0.10 GeV [27j as inputs, we can find the quark and lepton mass matrix of

1 105 7 MeV 1520 MeV
( mput ) (input) (1777 OSlJg MeV )

3 8 MeV 970 MeV 131 3 ± 0.2 GeV l f 6 3 1
(4 5 ± I 4 M « V ) (135O±5O MeV ) (17.1 8±5 2 GeV ) • "• '

7 2 MeV 150 MeV 5 9 GeV
(8 0+1 « MeV ) (153±50 MeV ) (5 3±O 1 GeV )

where an agreement between the calculated values and the experimental data or the phe-
nomenological estimates looks reasonable This result may be taken as one of the most
elaborated "modem developments in elementary particle physics"!

The possible substructure of fundamental fermions such as the electron was considered
in some detail by McClure-Drell and Kroll [71] and by Low and myself [72] already in the
middle of nineteen sixties -while that of quarks was pointed out by Wilson and others [73]
in the early nineteen seventies. Also, the possible substructure of fundamental bosons such
as the weak bosons was discussed in great detail by myself and others [74] in the middle of
nineteen seventies In conclusion, let me repeat what I said in my talks at Paris Conference
in 1982 [75] and at Leipzig Conference in 1984 [6] "It seems to me that it has taken and
will take about a quarter century to go through one generation of physics atomic physics in
1900-1925, nuclear physics m 1925-1950, hadron physio, in 1950-1975, quark-lepton physics
in 1975-2000, "subquark physics" in 2000-2025, and so on " "I would like to emphasize that
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the idea of composite models of quarks and leptons (and also gauge bosons as well as Higgs
scalars) which was proposed by us, theorists, in the middle of seventies has just become a
subject of experimental relevance in the middle of eighties." Ironically, a century has past
since the discovery of the electron, the "first elementary particle", and the compositeness of
the "elementary particles" would soon be found1
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Abstract

Following Feynman's successful treatment of the polaroo problem we apply
the same variational prinaple to quenched QED in the worldline formulation.
New features arise from the description of fcnnions by Gragsmann trajec-
tories, the gnpersymmetry between bosonk sad femuonic variables and the
much more singular structure of a renocmaliiable Rauge theory like QED in
3 + 1 dimenBioQB. We take as trial action a general retarded quadratic ac-
tion both for the bosonfc and fermkmk degrees of freedom and derive the
variational equations for tae corresponding retardation functions. We find a
simple analytic, non-perturbative, solution for the anomalous mass dimension
7m (a) in the MS scheme. For small couplings we compare our result with re-
cent four-loop pertarbative calculations while at large couplings we find that
7m(o) becomes proportional to y/a. The anomalous mass dimension shows no
obvious sign of the chiral symmetry breaking observed in calculations based
on the use of Dyson-Schwinger equations, however we find that a perturba-
tive expansion o(ym(a) diverges for a > 0.7934. Finally, we investigate the
behaviour of ym(a) at large orders in perturbation theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Variational methods are widely used in many areas of physirs hut are not very promi-
nent in field theory [1]. This is due lo the infinite umuber of degrees of freedom <uid the
singular short-distance behaviour of relativistic field theories. A very successful application
of variational methods in a non-rclattvistic field theory is provided by Feynm&n's treatment
of the polaron [2]: after integrating out the phonon degrees of freedom and approximating
variationally the remaining effective action by a retarded quadratic trial action one obtains
the best approximation scheme which works for both small and large coupling constants.
Detailed numerical investigations [3] have shown that Feynman's approximate solution devi-
ates at most 2.2% from the true ground state energy for all coupling constants. It is therefore
very attractive to apply similar techniques to problems in relativistic quantum field theory
where there is much need for non-perturbative methods In previoiiR publications we have
done that in the context of a scalar, super-renonimlizable model theory [4].

tin this paper we present the first results obtained by applying polaron variational meth-
ods to & realistic theory, namely Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) in the quenched approx-
imation where eW.tron-pofiit.ron loops are neglectedJ While the actual coupling ronntant
between electrons and photons a = eJ/(4:r) ~ 1/137 is small enough to apply perturba-
tion theory in mast cases, there is enough interest to study the theory at larger coupling:
first, llie strong coupling behaviour of any physical theory in of interest in itself, second, the
possibility of chiral symmetry breaking [5] demands an investigation at large a and, finally,
bound state problems are inherently non-perturbative and involve powers of In I/a ~ 4.92
in radiative corrections.

The extension of our methods to QED requires a formalism to include fermions and
a treatment, of the more severe singularities encountered in a Tenormali7.ahle field theory
rather than a snper-renormahzable or non-relativistir one. Wfi do this within the worldline
technique which has recently experienced a revival [6]. In this formulation, the degrees of
freedom describing the electron are its bosonic worldline x?(t), which is the four dimensional
analogue to the polaron trajectory, as well as a Grassmannian path (,,(t) needed to describe
the electron's spin [7]. Here t is the proper time which parametrizes the paths and runs from
0 to T. The dynamics of the electron in an external vector field Av{x) with field strength
Flli,(x) are then described by the following worldline Lagrangian

L = A ' + if-a ix-fX-«-yl(*)--^(»)C''C- (1)

Here n0 is an arbitrary parameter which may be used to reparametrize the proper time
without changing the physics and \ is a GrasBmannian (super-)partner of the proper time
T. Note that the above action exhibits a well-known supersymmetry between bosonic and
ferinionic degrees of freedom [8]. For further details about the application of the worldline
formalism to QED we refer the reader to Ref. [9].

The photon field A^ may be integrated out exactly in complete analogy to the phonons
in the polaron case, resulting in an effective action for the electron only
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Here So denotes the free action

/r f it, 2 _ 1 I

and <?**"(*) the gauge-fixed photon propagator As described in Ref. [9], the electron prop-
agator is obtained by carrying out a path integral over the degrees of freedom zM(<) and
Ci('), as well as a weighted integral over the proper times T and x> and finally identifying
the Grassmannian variable P = ((0) + ((2") with the Dirac matrix 7.

Gt(p) = ̂  * jf° df J dX exp { £- [(p3 - Ml)T + (p • V - Mo)x]}

IVxVC, exp[»p
' fVi'Vl explip"- x + C(0) • C(T)Iexp(,SoT

(4)
r=o

Here MQ is the bare mass and T>x contains an integration over the endpoint x = x(T)
Note that we have divided and multiplied by the path integral for the free theory, so the
bare propagator may be obtained by just ignoring the last line. For non-ssero couplings, of
course, the path integrals in the last line cannot be performed; these we shall approximate
variat.ionally in the next section.

II. VARIATIONAL APPROACH

Feynman's variational principle has its root in Jensen's inequality for convex functions
applied to exp(—SR), where Sp is a Euclidean action. In Minkowski space and/or for
complex actions the variational principle remains valid, however it becomes a stationary
principle rather than a minimum principle. To be more precise, the path integral over
boflonic and fermionir paths obeys

( « p [ t ( S - S i ) ] ) ( "» e x p [ » ( 5 - S , ) ( ] , (5)

where < .. > ( indicates an average involving the weight function eiSt in the relevant func-
tional integral and St is a suitable trial action. Note that corrections to this variational
approximation may be calculated in a systematic way and that, furthermore, to first order
in the interaction (i e. to order a) the relation is in fact an equality if St reduces to the free
action for small couplings

For the trial action required in Eq (5) we choose a general rttarded quadratic action
which is a two-time modification of the free action in Eq. (3)

5, = So + ^f [ ) {) ^F{) ( ) ( )

- 2 ^ f l ' s o ( < T ) i ( t 1 ) - C ( ' » ) x ] + A i p i - « A , C ( O ) - C ( r ) . (6)
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Here the variational parameters are contained in the retardation functions </,(<T) for boaonic,
fermionic and spin-orbit interactions, these are even functions of a = tt — t3 and they
become identical for a aupcrsymmetric trial action 1. The varialional principle 'adjusts'
these functions in otdet to compensate for the fact that the true effective action (2) is not
quadratic in the variables x(t), £(f) Feynman's polaron result was obtained by taking a
specific Ansatz for the retardation functions but here we leave their functional form free
This is because one expects that the correct short-time behaviour of these functions is
much more important for a renoTmalizaMe theory like QRT) than for the polaron problem
which docs not exhibit any ultraviolet divergences. Indeed one finds that for small a the
"best" <7B(<T) behaves like y/a, ln<7 and \fo in the polaron, super-renormalizable and QED
case, respectively. The "tilde" over the trial action indicates that it includes the boundary
terms already present in Eq. (4) and that we are using "momentum averaging" [4]. These
terms, involving the external momentum p and the Grassmann variable F, are multiplied by
additional varia-tional parameters Ai and Aj, respectively. They provide additional freedom
to modify the strength of the boundary terms. We have allowed this freedom because of our
experience in scalar relativistic field theory [4], where the variational parameter Ai turned
out to be essential for describing the instability of the Wick-Cutkosky model.

Since the trial action (6) is at most quadratic in x(t) and ((<) it is possible to evaluate
the various averages required in Eq. (5) analytically A particular simplification occurs if
one restricts oneself to p2 = M3 , where M is the physical (i.e. pole) mass: as discussed
in [4], the divergence of the propagator on its mass shell results from a divergence of the
integral over the proper time T. Indeed, the variational approximation (5) results in an
electron propagator [see Eq. (4)] which has the form

- A3)]} (7)

where A (which is defined below), the fi's and V are ^-independent and the function
F(x,V;T;p) is subleading in T. The latter therefore contains information relevant for the
wavefunction ^normalization of G%"(j>), and not the pole structure. We leave the discus-
sion of this function, which also contains the entire x &nd r dependence (and hence the spin
structure of the propagator), for a future publication as it is not required for our present
investigation.

From Eq. (7) we see that the bare and physical mass are related through

'We have explicitly separated out the free action in Eq. (6), which could have alternatively been
added into the second term by adding {(cr)/(2tKo) to each of the g,(<r)'s. This way our retardation
functions contain no distributions Also, in the supersymmetric limit our trial action could be
written in the explicitly supersymmetnc notation of Ref. [9] as ii$ff dtrftj } ^id629{Tii)DXi •
DXj, with a single retardation function.
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We have labeled this relationship Mano's equation as K. Mano first applied polaron tech-
niques to a scalar relativistic field theory [10] Note that, on mass shell, the variationat
equations resulting from Eq. (5) are equivalent to demanding stationarity of Mano's equa-
tion.

The nomenclature in Mano's equation corresponds to that introduced in Ref. [4]' (1[AB)
and fl[i4f] originate from contributions (bosonic and fermionic, respectively) of the terms
in Eq. (5) involving So and St only. They are the analogue to the kinetic term in variatiooal
quantum mechanical calculations, while the analogue of the contribution from a potential
term (explicitly proportional to the strength of the coupling) resides in V.

Similarly to Ref. [4], it is useful to express the retardation functions in terms of the
variational "profile functions" A,(E) and the "pseudotimes" /i?(cr), i = B,F denned by

cc*{E<T) (9)

respectively 3. Furthermore, it is convenient to define A = XI/AB{0). Indeed it turns out
that the averages in Eq. (5) can be directly expressed in terms of these quantities. The
kinetic terms in Eqs. (7) and (8) become

where d is the spacetime dimension d = 4 — 2t This is identical to the result in Ref [4] if
d = 4 and #c0 = i (i.e. the Euclidean formulation) are taken. The specific properties of QED
are encoded in the "interaction" term V which, with V ~ V, + Vj, reads

E(k,o) (12)

Note that by ji'(c') we mean -^^(cr) (and not [^( f f ) ] ), the function E{k,a) is defined[]
to be E(k,<r) = «cp{i [*VI(«0 ~ 2AJt • pa] / (2^)} and of course p» = M\ The fermionic
contributions, both in the 'kinetic term' il/. as well as in Vj, appear with an opposite sign
to the bosonic contributions. The reason for the separation of V into two pieces will become
apparent below.

3It is eaay to show from Eq. (10) that, as long as A,(0) and 4,(oo) exist, for both asymptotically
large and infinitesimaJly small times <r the functions fif(tr) become proportional to a; hence the
label "pseudotime" In the free cue one h u A,(E) = i,/i?(<r) = o,X = 1,0, = 0. The other
variational function A$o{E) and parameter A2 are linked to the spin structure of the propagator
and therefore do not show up in Mano's equation.
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By construction Mano's equation is stationary under variation of the parameters. It
is important to note that we have not demanded the various retardation functions QB,F
(as well as gso, which only plays a role for the residue) to be identical (before variation).
Had we done so, the resulting profile functions AB and AF would have also been identical,
the pseudotiraes fig F would have been one and the same and hence Q[AB] — fl[Af] as
well as VI would have vanished. The absence of a 'kinetic' contribution would have been
fatal to the variational principle as this contribution provides the restoring 'force' to the
potential V. On the other hand, closer examination of \\ reveals that {i\ / fi\ is also
dangerous: The contribution of each of these terms is quadratically (UV) divergent if the
dimensional regularization is replaced by a momentum cutoff. This may be checked by either
directly substituting the small <r limit of rf(tr) into Vt or by noting that for scalar QED,
where the Grassmannian path integrals are absent, the remaining contribution from jig gives
rise to the quadratically divergent one-loop diagram of that theory. It is the combination
(PB)7 — (fif-)2 which displays the usual logarithmic UV divergence of QED. Although at
leading order in the coupling we are guaranteed to reproduce the correct perturbative result
[see Eq. (5)], at higher orders the cancellation of these quadratic divergences is ensured by
the Bupersymmetry. To summarize, on the one hand the trial action cannot be restricted
to contain only supersymmetric terms but on the other hand allowing noD-supersymmetric
terms may destroy the renormalizability of the theory.

The way out of this predicament is provided by the variations! principle itself: although
it is unavoidable that the trial action breaks snpersymTnetry, the actual solutions to the
variational equations may in fact be nearly supersymmetric. That this indeed turns out to
be the case may be seen by recognizing that Vj is the most singular part of the interaction
whereas Vj, which involves only bosonic contributions and is the only source of supersymme-
try breaking, is similar in structure to the scalar super-renormaJizable model studied before
[11}. Divergent contributions in the limit e —y 0 to the variational equations are solely de-
termined by Vi. Therefore, the divergent contributions to AB(E) and Ap(E), and hence to
(ig and /i]h, are identical.

In this paper we confine onrselveR to studying this divergent structure and HO it iR suf-
ficient to set Af)(E) = AF(E) = A(E) The corresponding variational equation becomes,
after performing the ^-integration in Eq (12),

do E ^ . < e x p | - , ^ 5 R j . (14)

Note that here we have now also dropped the subscript on the pseudotime as it is no longer
relevant and we have denned

Since /*2(<r) ->• a for small <r one sees that the <r-integral in Eq. (14) would diverge for £ = 0;
this just reflects the 1/cr behaviour of the retardation function in Eq. (9) as was discussed
before. The crucial difference between super-renormalizable and renormaliaahle theories
therefore is that for the latter ones the variational equations themselveR are, UV-divergent.
In this way the divergent structure of higher-order diagrams is effectively Hummed up.
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We may now simplify V by making use of the above "asymptotic" supersymmetry The
only remaining contribution is that of Vi = A'AfWj which becomes, after carrying out the
integration over the momentum k,

(2-e)0-<)

where the u integration arises from an exponentiation of the photon propagator in Eq (13)
in a similar way as in Ref. [4]. With this, the variations! equation for A in this asymptotic
limit becomes

IU. MASS RENORMALIZATION

Renormalizability of (quenched) QED means that all divergences can be collected in
the mass and wave function renonnalization constants. In the present investigation we
concentrate on the maw renormalization constant in the MS scheme, ZJUS, defined v u
Mo = Z^Mt, where M» is an intermediate man scale. In this scheme it hat the perturbati ve
expansion

where it is known from perturbation theory [12] that the expansion coefficients btJ are pure,
i.e. mass independent, numbers. Furthermore, the renormalization group provides relations
between many of these coefficients; at order n in perturbation theory only the coefficient &in
contains new information. This is encapsulated in the solution of the renormalization group
equation for ZjJ3, namely

where 7m(a) is the anomalous mass dimension of the electron [13]. In perturbation theory,
7o,(a) can be extracted from perturbative QCD calculations, which have been performed
up to 4-loop order. One obtains -ft — 3/2, ft — 3/16 [14], 72 = ĵf = 2.0156 and 73 =

- I» HP + 336f(3)| = -4.3868 [15].
Aa the variational calculation is applicable for arbitrary values of the coupling, compar-

ison to perturbation theory provides a useful guide to its utility. As mentioned before, to
first order in the coupling the calculation is guaranteed to be exact as long as one has used
a trial action which can reduce to the free action in the limit a -»• 0. A genuine test of the
variation&l scheme is only obtained by comparing the coefficients in higher order. It should
he noted that this tent in much more demanding than in the polamn cam? where one can only
compare the numerical value of the flecond-order cwffirient for the energy: here, in addition,
one tests the f-dependenw of rhin copffirient and also whether it is mass-independent aa it
should be in t.he exact theory.
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In order to know Q and V at second order in a one requires the variations] parameters up
to first order inter. These may be obtained by inserting the zeroth order results /JJ(<T) = <r
and A = 1 into the variational equations for the profile function (14) and A (17). The
solutions then need to be substituted back into ft [Eq. (11)] and Vt [Eq. (16)]. Having
done this, i?JJs may then be extracted from Mano's equation, yielding 6™ = 9/32, which
is correct, and Jjy — 0, which should be compared to the exact value of l>12 = —3/64. As
in the Wick-Cutkosky model, the A-variation is of crucial importance: for example, fixing
A — 1 would give a wrong result for 6M and a logarithmic mass-dependence for fru.

It is possible to develop the perturbative expansion of the variational result further, with
the result that no mass dependence in the coefficients appears even at higher order. Indeed,
it turns out that it is in fact possible to obtain the. fall analytic expression for the anomalous
mass dimension in the worldline variational approximation. We shall sketch the derivation
below, leaving the technical details for the Appendix to this paper.

To begin with, we first drop the masB term in the variational equation (14) since it only
affects long-distance physics and not the ultra-violet behaviour contained in ZjJs . Then
we change variables from a to y = c^vV)' , and equivalently for E. This has the effect of
making the system of integral equations (10,14,16) independent of the coupling. We write
these explicitly in the App«>ndix, where it is shown that if, for small f, the psenHotime has
the form

(20)

then the anomalous mass dimension may be written in terms of this function u>o(y), i.e.

where v(y) = y u/0(y) and Jfo is determined by the implicit equation

" = £ e * ( " i ) - (22)

On the other hand, it can also be shown (see the Appendix) that the vaxiational equation
for the pBeudotime translates into an equation for Ub(y), ••«•

(23)

This equation must in general be solved numerically. However, we note that the calculation
of the anomalous mass dimension in Eq. (21) only requires knowledge of the function v(y)
at if = Vo- Furthermore, it is remarkable that, at this value of y, the combination cM»'rVv
is precisely the combination that is fixed in terms of the coupling constant [see Eq. (22)].
Hence, at y = jfo, the the L.H.S of Eq. (23) may be written In terms of a while on the R.H.S
we can eliminate u(jfo) completely in terms of 7^* by making use of Eq. (21) One is left
with a simple implicit algebraic equation for the anomalous dimension

(24)

without ever having actually solved the variatrenal equations themselves. Eq. (24) is the
main result of this paper.
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rv. DISCUSSION

When expanded in powers of o, Eq (24) immediately yields

3 a 9 , 27
32

3 / 243
128 20

which may be compared to perturbation theory. Numerically the values of the coefficients
are different but of the same order of magnitude as the exact perturbative results. Note,
however, that thin comparison is not, particularly meaningful: the variational result in an
approximation which is valid at all a. Tr need not have the same, or even approximately the
same, perturbative expansion in a as the exact result. It should, however, be nttmr.ncally
similar. In Fig. 1 we plot the variational result, as a function of the coupling and compare
it to perturbation theory up to 4-loop order. For a £ 1 the 3- and 4-loop anomalous
dimensions start to deviate so much from each other that one cannot trust either of them.
Also shown is the result up to 5 loops, where the 5-loop coefficient has been estimated from
Pade approximations to the perturbation theory (see Eq. (2.12) of Ref. [16], which needs
to be adapted to QED with nt = 0 flavours; one finds 7 ^ = 3.848 ). Clearly this
does not significantly extend the numerical validity of the perturbative result. In short, the
variational estimate for 7m is roughly in agreement with (albeit apparently a little below)
the perturbative result, in the region where the pertnrbative result can be trusted.
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FIG. 1. Anomalous mass dimension fm as function of the coupling constant a in quenched
QED. The variational result (24) is shown as a solid curve while the solution from the
Dyson-Schwinger equations in rainbow approximation is indicated as a dot-dashed curve. The
curves labeled "n-loop" show the result up to n-loop perturbation theory. Finally, the Pade esti-
mation of the 5-loop result is also shown.
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Also shown in Fig. 1 is the only other easily available non-perturbative result for 7JJP
based on the use of dimensionally regularized Dyson-Schwinger (DS) equations in "rainbow
approximation" within the Landau gauge. This may be obtained by adapting the discussion
in Ref. [17] to finite MB, with the result that 7™ = 1 - y/l - 3a/n (which is the same as
derived by Miransky [18] using a hard momentum cutoff). We see that this result deviates
from perturbation theory in a region where, at least numerically, perturbation theory still
appears to converge. Above a = ir/3 = 1.047 the DS result becomes complex, this value of
the coupling constant coinciding with the coupling a,, at which the onaet of chiral symmetry
breaking takes place in those calculations. This is in contrast to the variational result which
remains real for all values of the coupling and in fact has the strong coupling limit

(26)

Further investigations are neressary to clarify the absence of any obvious sign of cbiral
symmetry breaking in the variational result for 7 ^ ( 0 ) 3. Indeed, in order to investigate the
issue of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, it would seem to be more straightforward, at
least conceptually, to set Mo on the right hand side of Mano's equation (8) to zero and to
see if the variational equations can be satisfied in this case (for a finite physical mass M).
This, however, goes considerably beyond the scope of this paper: we have merely calculated
ZjJP — M0/Mu (or, more precisely, irjf8), which meant that we couM simplify the calculation
by i) restricting ourselves to considering the supereymmetric massless limit of the variational
equations in Section II and it) only taking into account the most divergent contributions (as
£ -*• 0) to the variational equations, as well as to W%, in Section III and the Appendix of this
paper. In a full calculation of the U.H.S. of Mano's equation (i.e. the additional calculation
of the finite renonnalization M^/M) these two simplifications should not be made *. In
other words, even if Zffi ^ 0, dynamical chiral symmetry breaking can still occur if M^jM
vanishes far finite M.

II is interesting to note, however, thai there are also some strong tuinilarities in the
analytic structure of the variational and DS result A perturbative inversion of Eq. (24) ,
i.e. the expansion 1™(a) = Y£Li £»an, has a finite radius of convergence due to a branch
cut in the complex a plane. The position of this cut, and hence the radius of convergence,
can be determined most easily by searching for the value of a at which Eq. (24) has two
solutions for 7 " which are infinitesimally clone to each other This amounts to demanding
that Eq. (24) is satisfied and at the same time the derivative of its R.H.S. vanishes, i.e.

— MH I ,— _ . I •# r - / wii I - ~ I . \i>)

3The reader should note that the issue of dynamical chira] symmetry breaking in a dimensionally
regulated theory is a notoriously subtle problem; see Ref. [17]. la particular, it was shown there
that if four dimensional quenched QED breaks chiral symmetry above a. critical coupling than the
dimensionally regularized theory will break it for decouplings at finite t.

4This situation ia analogous to what is the case in perturbative calculations, where anomalous
dimensions of operators are far easier to calculate than finite contributions.
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One finds that <*&* = 0.7934, which is not too different from the radius of convergence of
the DS result [19]. It is not dear whether this similarity between o^ and n^n is accidental
or not.

In connection with this, it is interesting to note that for Urge n the behaviour of the
expansion coefficients c is both the variational result as well as the DS result are rather
similar:

S K H H • (28)

where numerically /3 sa 1.38, a ra 2.3 x 10"3 and 6 is - 8 27 x 10~J. For the DS result one
obtains (3 — log(2i/7r) = 1.27 and the sine function is absent It is the sine function in
the variational result which is responsible for placing the branchpoint (which, for the DS
result, is on the positive real axis) into the complex plane. Furthermore, it is remarkable
that the large-a limit of |7m(a)| obtained in Eq. (26) is almost the same as for the DS result
|7r(«)l -+ l-09vf vs. |7£

s(a)l -» 0.98^.
It should be pointed out that a finite radius of convergence of the perturbation expansion

is not what one generally expects from calculation* of large orders of perturbation theory
using the methods of Lipatov and others [20]. Rather, the factorial growth of the number
of diagrams at n** order in perturbation theory tends to lead to a vanishing radius of
convergence. As has been observed elsewhere [4], it can be shown that the variational
calculation contains (pieces of) all possible Peynman diagrams at any order in perturbation
theory. One concludes, therefore, that at n'* order in perturbation theory there are either
strong cancellations between diagrams in the variational calculation or that O{nl) of them
give a vanishing contribution.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have applied polaron variational techniques to quenched QRD in 3 + 1 dimensions
and obtained, within the MS scheme, a remarkably simple expression for the anomalous
mass dimension valid for arbitrary couplings. The approach has considerable advantages
over other techniques in that it automatically maintains gauge invariance, as well an the
requirements of the nmormali&ation group, and corrections can be systematically calculated
(as has been done in the polaron case [21]). Furthermore, we have shown that the numerical
results for ym are rather reasonable at small coupling and that at large couplings the per-
turbative expansion of this quantity rails in a way similar to rainbow DS results. It would
be interesting to compare to DS calculations which go beyond the ladder approximation,
thus decreasing the strong gauge dependence inherent in that approximation. Furthermore,
variational calculations with more general trial actions could give an indication whether this
analytic structure is robust, thns indicating possible large cancellations between diagrams at
high order in the perturbation theory of quenched QET), or whether this structure is just an
artifact of the particular trial action used in this paper. Finally, we note that the calculation
of physical observable* or application to bound state problems also seem feasible within the
variational worldline approach developed here.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we provide some of the technical details which enter into the derivation
of the variational approximation to the anomalous dimension. To begin with, we shall scale
the trivial a dependence out of v?(o) and define the reduced pseudotime s(a) as

f i V ) = »»(») - ( A l )

As argued in the main text, mann terms can he. dropped for the calculation of the mass
anomalous dimension A perturbative evaluation of the variational equations (14) and (10)
for M = 0 then shows that profile function and reduced pseudotime have an expansion in
powers of E~' and a1, respectively:

n=l \ " / n=l

One finds

A - * ( * } l f / i i 1 l r ( l + < ) 1 - ^ 1 £«o l ( t o l \ *
2 2\e) l + 2e [V cos(tir); r ( l+2t) 1 +1J ~~* 2 V2TT t) '

(} f/i i l
2\e) l + 2e [V cos(tir); r ( l+2t)

This suggests that perhaps the leading e-behaviour of the coefficients is

MJ l / 3 a l \ " , ^ (-1)" (Sa\\n
• ( A-4 )

In view of these results we rewrite all equations in terms of the dimensionless quantities

S, = ct (Scr)' ,z = ce (£J (A.5)

where we have also rescaled by cx (which is linear in the coupling) because the mass scale v
always appears in the combination a v2* in dimensional regularization. In a similar way, the
variational parameter A almost always appears in the combination AM, so it is convenient
to define the dimenaionless combination

(5^) (A-6)



With these definitions, the massless variational equation (14) for A(E) may be brought
into the form

The reduced pseudotime [ i e the rescaled version of Eq. (10) ] is now given by

I ^ = ^ . (AS)
A(z)n t Jo

while the resoaled potential Wj becomes a function of a, alone.

• * • > -
and hence the variational equation (17) for A becomes

j =• 1 + 2W3(at) - 2to£lVjK) . (A.10)

The anomalous mass dimension in the MS scheme may be defined [ see Eq (19) ] through

^ a s ' * (A11)

Note that this equation ia correct independently of whether KM has been calculated in the
MS scheme or whether it is defined through Mano's equation by ZM = Mo/M. It is because
of this fact that we can derive a nonpertuibative expression far 7m in the MS scheme, even
though this scheme is usually only used within the context of perturbation theory.

As the a dependence of Zu now only enters through the variable a, (and of course
implicitly through the variational parameters), it is not surprising that we may use the
vanational equation (A.10) for A to simplify ~fm Indeed, differentiating Mano's equation
with respect to the coupling gives

TJ« = K3S*» - *£*"«*> ' (At2)

The first term 13 zero because of the variational equation for A, dac/da is just at/a and by
substituting the variational equation for A into Mano's equation we find

22, = A [ l c ^ ( c )

Hence the anomalous mass dimension is just given by

2t\a,Wi(ar) . . . . .
7m = lim " / . (A.14)

MO 1 - 2fAoWr(a)

In order to proceed further, we Deed to evaluate Wj(a,). In general one would need to
do this numerically, however fortunately in Eq. (A.14) only the smallc limit is required. Let
us assume that the reduced pseudotime may be written as
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where t^o(y) s lim^o <*>(jf, f) is finite This is supported by the pertuibative results given
in Eqa, (A.2) and (A.4) and we shall show that this holds in general when we solve the
variations! equations below. In this case the exponential m Eq. (A.9) has the argument

Ff the term in brarkets is larger than one, this argument will become arbitrarily large (and
negative) in the limit e -> 0, hence it will lead to a vanishing contribution to the integral If
the term in brackets is smaller than one, however, the argument goes to zero, the exponential
factor in Eq (A.9) may be replaced by unity and the integral over u may be performed,
yielding

where y0 is given by the equation

jtoe^W = lirga,. (A. 18)

We have assumed here that ye"1^*) is an increasing function of yt which will turn out to be
the u s e . The leading lenu in Eq. (A.17) may be obtained by integration by p«u-l.s, with the
result

< A 1 9 )

We alio require the. derivative of this tnnrtion, whirh is most easily obtained by direct,
differentiation of Eq. (A.I7):

Substitution into the variationa] equation for A yields

%

and hence

2eXatWHat) ^ yuJfat) (A 22)

90 that the anomalous dimension becomes

= y»<(yf . (A.23)
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We stress that only the last line is exact while the previous ones have correction terms for
finite f. In particular, the calculation of Zm = Mo/M (as opposed to £j} s = M(,/Mw) would
require these additional terms and hence the result, unfortunately, does not shed light on
whether ZM could in fact be gero fur finite M, which would sigual diiral symmetry breaking.
Note that the limit e -v 0 in Eq (A 18) needs some care- naively, one would conclude from
the definition (A.6) that the R.H.S. equals lim,-«,c = 3a/(2w) but Eq (A 21) show
that the variational parameter A vanishes like exp(—ajo(i/o)/e) and therefore also gives a
contribution*

yoe""'*0' = ^ e*«(»°) , (A.24)

this being the result (22) quoted in the main text.
It now remains to calculate the function Wu(y). The arguments used to derive the ap-

proximate expression for W2(ac) in Eq. (A.I 7) are more difficult to apply to the variational
equation (A.7) for A(z) and the definition (A 8) of s(y) because of the rapidly oscillating
trigonometric functions appearing in their integrands We shall therefore adopt a more sys-
tematic approach at this stage and note that it is possible to write these equations in a
differential form Consider, for example, an integral of the type

. (A.25)

By changing integration variable to yx/c and Taylor expanding the function f(y) we may
carry out the integration term by term by making use of the integral

fc-1 cosy - r(,) cos ( , g . (A.26)

Hence we obtain

This expression may be resuramed, by defining the dilatation operator D, = z£, into the
compact furm

/.(*) = T(l + tD,) cos g«D.) [dyf(y) =: 7e(eD.) J*dyf(y). (A.28)

Hence the variational equation for ^(2) becomes

/ y R - L z ; (A.29,

and in a similar way we can rewrite Eq (A 8) as

Wdb • (A"30)
Inverting Eq (A.30) and substituting into Eq (A 29) eliminates the profile function A(z)
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( A 3 1 )

Finally, one can eliminate the integral by operating with Dv on both sides of this equation,
no that

This equation may be solved systematically by defining s(y) in terms of the function u>(y, e)
[ see Eq. (A.15) ] and by making the Ansatz that u(y, t) has a power expansion in c

u(y,c) = uo(y) + twi[y) + •• • (A.33)

The crucial observation is that repeated application of the dilatation operator on an expo-
nential of the form of Eq (A 15) results in (tDv)

n exp (w/t) = [(yu/)* + O(c)] exp(o>/f) so
that at leading order in f, for any function F(cDv) acting on exp(±ui/c), we have

^ F(±yw'o) exp(±w/f) . (A 34)

Applying this relation to Exj (A.32) provides the following equation for ub(y)

£ " ° . (A.35)

which is (-independent, justifying the Ansatz (A.33) a postion. This equation may be
simplified considerably by making use of the reflection formula T(z) F(l — z) = vj sin irz for
r-functions. By defining v(y) = y tu'0(y), we then find

(A.36)

which is Eq (23) in the main text. Together with the boundary condition wo(O) = 0 [ i.e.
/i2(<r) -iff for a -* 0, as discussed in the footnote below Eq. (10) ] the first-order nonlinear
differential equation (A.36) determines the function Uo(y). Remarkably, as shown in the
main text, it is not actually necessary to solve it in order to obtain the anomalous mass
dimension -jm It is also interesting to note that due to the reflection formula all F-functions
have disappeared, which has the cxmsequenre that in a pertiirhative expansion of 7™ no
Riemann f-functions, hut only powers of 7r, occur.
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Abstract

The time-reparametnzatioD-invariant dynamics of a relativistic string u studied in the Dirac
generalized Hamillonian theory by resolving the fuel class constraints The reparametmation-
lavanant evolution parameter is identified with the time-like coordinate of the "center of mass"
of a string which is separated from local degrees of freedom by transformations conserving the
group of dirTeornorphisn^of the generalized Hamiltoman formulation and the Poincare covanancp
of local constraint's To identify the "center of mass" time-like coordinate with the invariant proper
time (measured by an observer ID the comoving frame of reference), we apply the Levi-Civita -
Shanmugadhasan canonical transformations which convert the global (mass-shell) constraint into
a new momentum, so that the corresponding gauge is Dot needed for the Hamiltoman reduction
The resolving of local constraints leads to an "equivalent unconstrained system'' in the reduced
phase space with the Rohrlich-lype Hamiltoman of evolution with respect to the proper time

1. Introduction

The problem of the reparamctrization-invanant. description of relativistic systems (particles, string,
n-branes, general relativity) has a long history [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] There are two opposite solutions of this
problem in the generalized Hamiltonian approach [6, 7, 8]: the reduction of the extended phase space
by the fixation of gauge which breaks reparametrization-invariance from very beginning [1, 4] and the
reduction of an action by the explicit resolving of the first class constraints so that one of variables
of the extended phase space (with a negative contribution to the energy constraint) converts into the
invariant evolution parameter, and its conjugate momentum becomes the invariant Hamiltonian of
evolution [2, 3, 5]. The application of the invariant reduction of extended actions in cosmology and
general relativity [3, 5] allows one to formulate the dynamics of reparametrrzation-invariant system*
directly in terms of the proper time (as the time-reparametrization-invariant functional) with the
nonzero Hamiltonian of evolution (instead of the non-invariant coordinate time with the generalized
zero Hamiltoman of evolution in the gauge-fixing method)

An important element of the invariant reduction is the Levi-Civita - Shanmugadhasan canonical
transformation [9, 10] that linearizes the energy constraint as the generator of reparametnzations of
the coordinate time

In the present paper, we apply the method of the invariant Hamiltoman reduction (with resolving
the first class constraints and the Levi-Civita - Shanmugadhasan canonical transformations) to express
dynamics of a relativistic string [11, 12] in terms of the proper time and to consider the correspondence
of this dynamics to the unitary representations of the Poincare group [13].
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The content of the paper is the following Section 2 is devoted to the generalized Hamiltonian
formulation of a relativistic string and the statement of the problem. In Section 3, local excitations
are separated from the "center of mass" coordinates of the string. In Section 4, the Levi-Civita
transformations and the invariant Hamiltoman reduction are performed to resolve the global constraint
and to convert the time-like variable of the global motion into the proper time In Section 5, the
dynamics of local excitations is described in terms of the proper time Section 6 is devoted to the
generating functional for the Green functions

2. The generalized Hamiltouian formulation

2.1. Constrained systems

We begin with the action for a relativistic string in the geometrical form [14]

dax>'d0x^ «„ = („<,,„!) (1)

where the variables xM are string coordinates given in a space-time with a dimension D and the metric
( I ( 1 I ' 1 := xl - xf); ga0 is a second-rank metric tensor given in the two-dimensional Riemanman space
ua = (uo,u,)

The Hamiltonian scheme is based on the Dirac-Arnovitt-Deser-Misner p&Tametriz&tion of the two-
dimensional metric

(; 2 \y n2\i (2)
with the invariant interval [15]

ds* = gaeduadu0 = Q^dr1 - (da + Ajdr)2] , na = (u0 = r, T., = a) (3)

where A] and Aj are known m general relativity (GR) as the lapse function and shift " vector",
respectively [16, 17]. The action (1) after the substitution (3) does not depend on the conformal
factor ft and takes the form

(4)

where
Ori,, = iM - A2z|, (i = dTx, x' = dex) (5)

is the covanant derivative with respect to the two-dimensional metric (3) The metric (3), the ac-
tion (4), and the covariant derivative (5) are invariant under the transformations (see Appendix A)

T = * ? = / I ( T ) , a => 5 = /J(T,<T) (6)

A similar group of transformations in GR is well-known as the "kinemetnc" group of diffeomorphisms
of the Hamiltonian description [18].

The variation of action (4) with respect to A) and A2 leads to the equations
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The solutions of these equations convert the action (4) into the standard Nambu-Gotto action of a
relativists string [12, 19]

= _7 I dr IW

The generalized Hamiltoman form [6] is obtained by the Legend re transformation [8] of the action (4)

do (—PuDrX*1 -f Ai$i) = I dT I d<r(~ptli*
1 + Xifa -f- Aj^a) , (8)

J J

where

and the generalized Hamiltoman
(10)

is treated as the generator of evolution with respect to the coordinate time r, and A i, Aj play the role
of variables with the zero momenta

PA, = 0, Ph = 0 (11)

considered as the first class primary constraints [6, 8]. The equations for Ai, Aj

5 - - 5-*-
are known as the first class secondary constraints [6, 8] The Hamiltoman equations of motion take
the form

£•"• = * - «.f»Ai< + A,P M] = 0, ~ = p. - y ^ = 0 (13)

The problem is to find solutions of the Hamiltoman equations of motion (13) and constraints (12)
which are invariant with respect to the kinemetric transformations (6).

2.2. Gauge-fixing method

The standard method of solving the problem is to fix of the second class constraints (i.e. gauges)
that accompany the first clasB constraints (11), (12) The primary first class constraints (11) are
accompanied by the following orthonormal gauge

X1," = Al = l , x i ! ) = *a = 0, (14)

it breaks the kinemetric symmetry (6) from the beginning. In this case, the classical equations of
motion (13) reduce to the D'Alambert ones for x,,

»»*„-#«„ = <) (15)

with definite boundary conditions We choose here Che case of an open string x'(r, oij) — 0, trj =
0,er2 = t with the solution [12]

*.(r, a) = X,(r) + Ur, c)=Qll + ^-r + - I - [^(r + „) + ^(r - c)\) , (16)
"7 zv"7
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where V̂ are periodic functions with a period 2TT with the Fourier series

nz)^, <*_„„ = < „ (17)

The quantity X^r) = Q^ \- rP^/wf represents the "center of mass" coordinate

xl.(T,<r), (18)

o

whereas £„ arc local excitations given in the class of functions with the nonzero Fourier harmonics

I dc^(r, <r) = / dfrfVvfr + a) + 0^(r- a)} = 0 (19)
o o

The initial momenta P^ and the function V'JI satisfy the first class secondary constraints (12)

<*i + <fo = 0 => [Ev f i>'u{T ± a)]2 = 0, £ „ = —r= = a0iL (20)

The Fourier series of these constraints are written as

- T L ex
T n=-oo

with the Fourier coefficients

P2

£
-— _i_ r __ n f p r*M _i_ 7 n ^oo^

0 — "Z—r ^ 0 — "> ^n^O — ~ ti n ' Tl — ' \ I
where Ln are the contributions of the nonzero harmonics

1 _ ^ . 1 ^

and Lo, according to (22), is identified with the maRs of a string

I" «(*-))'] (24>

ln quantum theory, the Fourier coefficients Ln (22) form the closed Virasoro algebra with the conformal
anomaly [11, 12]

The first class secondary constraints (20) are accompanied, as was mentioned above, by the second
class gauge constraints chosen, for example, in the form [12, 7]

X\ = "fil1* = 0. Xi — nn*" = 0i (25)

where nM is an arbitrary time-like vector. (The algebra of the secondary constraints JJI^I <t>\,% (20), (25)
is given in [7].)

There is the problem of the solution (16) of the linearized "gauge-fixing" equation (15) in terms of
the evolution parameter r (as the object reparametnzations in the initial theory) being adequate to the
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initial kinemetnc invariant and relativistic invariant system In particular, the constraints (20), (25)
mix the global motion of the "center of mass" coordinates with local excitations of a string £„, which
contradicts to the relativistic invanance of internal degrees of freedom of a string In this context,
it is worth to clear up a set of questions h it possible to introduce the reparametrization invariant
evolution parameter for the string dynamics, instead of the non-invariant coordinate time (r) used as
the evolution parameter in the gauge-fixing method? Is it possible to construct the observable nonzero
H&miltonian of evolution of the "center of mass" coordinates7 What is relation of the "center of mass"
evolution to the unitary representations of the Poincare group'

2.3. Invariant Hamiltonian reduction

To answer the above-mentioned questions for a relativists string, we use the time-reparametrization-
invariant Hamiltonian reduction [3]

To illustrate this invariant reduction and its difference from the gauge-fixing method, let us consider
a reparametrization-invariant form of a classical mechanical system [3]

W =- j dr (pq - IloQo - A[- n0 + H (p,,)]) (26)

We show (using nothing but the equations of motion) that this system is completely equivalent to the
conventional mechanics in the reduced phase space (p, q)

WM= f dT(p^-H{p,q)j (27)
T(T,)=T,

in terms of the proper time T defined as

T

dT = Adr, T = J dr'Af/) (28)
o

and invariant with respect to reparametrizattons of the coordinate time

The problem is to obtain the evolution of the physical variables In the invariant parameter T, or
to present the effective action (of the equivalent unconstrained theory) directly in terms of T, the
equations of which reproduce this evolution The solution of this problem will be called the invariant
fiamiltonian reduction.

The invariant HamiUotuan reductwn is the explicit resolving of three equations of the extended
system (26) i) for the variable A

^ [p,q) = 0 (30)

II) for the momentum n 0 with a negative contribution to the constraint (30)

8W „ dQ0 .
Wo

=0*-dT-x' {3l)

and lii) for its conjugate variable Qo

W - dn° - n m\
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The resolving of the constraint (30) expresses the "ignorable" momentum n0 through H(p,q) with a
positive value Flo = H(p, q) > 0

The second equation (31) identifies the dynamic evolution parameter Qo with the proper time (28)
Qo = T. It is not the gauge but the invariant solution of the equation of motion (31) The third
equation (32) is the conservation law

As a result of the invariant reduction (i.e , a result of the substitution of flo = H and Qo = T into
26) the initial action (26) is leduced to the action of the conventional mechanics (27) in terms of the
proper time T where the role of the nonzero Hamiltoman of evolution in the proper time T is played by
the constraint-shell value of the "ignorable" momentum n 0 = H(p, q) In other words, this constraint-
shell action W(constraint) = WM determines the nonzero Hamiltonian H(p,q) in the proper time
T, instead of the zero generalized Hamiltonian in the coordinate time r in (26) A( -n 0 + ff) Thus,
the equivalent unconstrained system was constructed without any additional constlaint of the type:
A = l , T = T

Now we can compare the "gauge-fixing" A = 1, r = T with the gaugeless invariant reduction first
of all, there is the contradiction of the gauge-fixing identification of the coordinate time and proper
time T = r with the difference of their Hamiltonians A(-Ilo + H) ± H(p,q) The second difference
is more essential, nainely, the formulation of the theory in terms of the invariant proper time (28) is
achieved by the explicit resolving of the constraint (30) and equation of motion (31), as a result of
which "ignorable" variables flo.Qo are excluded from the initial action (26) and from the phase space

In the present paper, we apply the invariant Hamiltoman reduction to a relativistic string

3. The separation of the "center of mass" coordinates

To apply the reparametrization-invariant Hamiltoman reduction discussed before to a relativistic
string, one should define the proper time in the form of the reparametrization-invariant functional
of the lapse function (of type (28)), and to point out, among the variables, a dynamic evolution para-
meter, the equation of which identifies it with the proper time of type (31) We identify this dynamtc
evolution parameter with the time-like variable of the center of mass of a string (18) defined as the
total coordinate

«,(T)

x ( )

Therefore, the invariant reduction requires to separate the "center of mass" variables before variation
of the action We consider this separation on the level of the action (4) which after the substitution

^ ( r , a) = X^T) + tM{T, o-), x'^r, a) = ^ ( r , a) (34)

takes the form

where the global lapBe function NQ(T) is defined as the functional of At(r, c)

1 1
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To exclude the superfluous coordinates and momenta, the local variables £M are given (according
to (33) and (34) ) in the class of functions (with the nonzero Fourier harmonics) which satisfy the
conditions

j fafw = 0. (37)

A definition of the conjugate momenta is consistent with (33) and the equation for the momentum
Pp (13) if the local momentum is given in the same class (37)

/ ^ = 0 (38)

Then we get

P. = I *ft.(r,*) = j ^ = -y-ft, *„ = -^ = , - * - (39)

This separation conserves the group of difieomorphisms of the generalized Hamiltoman [3] and leads
lo the Bergmann-Dirac generalized action

7 \(°V
J \ J

LV.(r) ' ~ A I T P M * M + A S ; J ' ('=7'(T)) (40)

where H is the Hamiltonian of local excitations

The variation of the action (40) with respect to A] results in the equation

SW

where

^ - ) = ^ T (43)

SW I 1 \ P

337-*" U ) ^ - 0 - (42)

is the rcparametrization-invariant component of the local lapse function. Here we have used the
variation of the functional NQ[\I] (36)

In accordance with our separation of dynamic variables onto the global and local sectors, the first class
constraint (42) has two projections onto the global sector (zero Fourier harmonic) and the local one
The global part of the constraint (42) can be obtained by variation of the action (40) with respect to
Nc (after the substitution of (43) into (40))
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OJ, iii anothei way, by the integration of (42) multiplied by Ai. Then, the local part of the con-
straint (42) can be obtained by the substitution of (44) into (42)

(rf<7A1W = 0. (45)XiU- T | - f do\1H = 0.
<Aj J

The integration of the local part over a is equal to zero if we take into account the normalization of
the local lapse function

This follows from the definition of the global lapse function (36). We see that the local part (45) takes
the form of an integral operator, orthogonal to the operator of integration over o.

Finally, we can represent the action (40) in the equivalent form

? \(T
' - I dT\\ I do[-n»Dr

W-\dT\\ I do{-n,tDiSr\\-PllX''-N0{--£
•iW

(47)

where the global lapse function No and the local one At are treated as independent variables, with
taking the normalization (46) into account after the variation.

The invariant proper time T measured by the watch of an observer in the "center of mass" frame
of a string is given by the expression (according to (6) and (36))

( 4 8 )

We include the constant ^ to provide the dimen&ion of the time measured by the watch of an observer
Now we can see from (47) that the dynamics of the local degrees of freedom ir,£, in the class of

functions of nonzero harmonics (37), is described by the same kinemetric invariant and relativtstic
covanant equations (13) where x,p are changed by £, ir, with the set of the first class (primary and
secondary) constraints

«i

PXl = 0, PA, = 0, JT^ '* = 0, A, ti - jj- j do\'{K = 0. (49)

We see that the separation of the "center of mass" (CM) variables on the level of the action removes
the interference terms which mix the CM variables with the local degrees of freedom; as a result, the
new local constraints (49) do not depend on the total momentum PM, in contrast to the standard
ones (20) In other words, there is the problem when can one separate the CM coordinates of a
relativistic string; before the variation of the action or after the variation of the action7 The relativistic
invanance dictates the first one, because an observer in the CM frame (which is the preferred frame
for a string) cannot measure the total momentum of the string.

The first class local constraints (49) can be supplemented by the second class constraints (25)

A , - 1 = 0, A2 = 0, n " ^ = 0, n"ir/1 = 0, nM = (1,0,0,0) (50)
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so that the equations of the local constraint-shell action

? l7*fT) \ p> 1
Wfloc.constrs.) = I dr J dov,i - P^X" - N o ( - ^ r + H*) (51)

coincide with the complete set of equations and the same constraints (49), (50) of the extended
action, i.e., the operations of constraining and variation commute. The substitution of the global
constraint (44) with \i = 1 into the action (51) leads to the constraint-shell action

XoT]

dX0 (52)

This action describes the dynamics of a relativistic string with repect to the time measured by an
observer in the rest frame with the physical nonzero Hamiltonian of evolution. However, in this system,
the local equations become nonlinear. To overcome this difficulty, we pass to the "center of mass"
frame.

4. Levi-Civita geometrical reduction

To express the dynamics of a relati vistic string in terms of the proper time (48) measured by an observer
in the comoving (i.e. "center of mass") frame, we use the Levi-Civita-type canonical transformations [9,
20]

they convert the global part of the constraint (44) into a new momentum f[0

1 "T
2^ ' ' Pa'

The inverted form of these transformations is

P, (53)

PQ + nj, P, = n,, Xo = ±Q0- 0^. (54)

As a result of transformations (53), the extended action (47) in terms of the Levi-Civita geometrical
variables takes the form (compare with (26))

W jdr [j dai-n^e] 1 - M " - tfo(-no + HR) -
1 lVl(r) /

(55)

The Hamiltonian reduction means to resolve constraint (44) with respect to the momentum IIo

The equation of motion for the momentum Flo

l - e - d Q o = N o d T = df) ( 5 7 )
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identifies (according to our definition (48)) the new variable Qo with the proper time f =
whereas the equation for Qo

SW <fflo „ dHR , ,
_ = 0 ^ ~ = 0, . .«. ,—= 0, (58)

in view of (56), gives us the conservation law
Thus, resolving the global energy constraint Ho = HR, we obtain, from (55), the reduced action

for a relativistic string in terms of the proper time QB = f

W(gl constr) = Wa = jdf\ \Jd^-^D^} j + 11,^1 - HR - j=(fHR) , (59)

where in analogy with (43) we introduced the factorized "shift-vector" Aj = M D M J ^ T , a ) , in this
case, the covariant derivative (5) takes the form

flf^flrC-Arf^^ (60)

The reduced system (59) has trivial solutions for the global variables U,,Q,

= 0 => ^ = 0, Q, = const; ^ = 0 => ^ = 0, n, = const (61)
ollt at oVt QT

which have the meaning of initial data
If the solutions of equations (56), (57), and (61) for the system (59)

Ilo = HR:=^< n. = P,, Q0 = f, Q. = X,(0), (62)

are substituted into the inverted Levi-Civita canonical transformations (54)

AT0(f) = f ^ , X>(f)=Q. + f£-, (63)

the initial extended action (47) can be described in the rest frame of an observer who measures the
energy Pa and the time XQ and sees the rest frame evolution of the "center of mass" coordinates

X,(Xo)=Ql + Xoyo. (64)

The Lorentz scheme of describing a relativistic system in terms of the time and energy (Xo, Pa) in
the phase space P,, X,, ir^,^ is equivalent to the above-considered the Levi-Civita scheme in terms of
the proper time and the evolution Hamiltonian (?,HR) in the phase space 0,,<3,, "V,^, where the
variables II,, Q, are cyclic

We identify the Levi-Civita scheme with the comoving frame with the energy

This energy includes the time-surface S'c term in the action (59). Then, the inverted Levi-Civita
canonical transformations (54) (obtained on the level of the extended theory) plays the role of the
Lorentz transformation from the comoving frame to the rest frame

(66)
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4.1. Dynamics of the local variables

4.2. Reparametrization-invariant reduction of an open string

We restrict ourselves to an open string with the boundary conditions

<Mf) = 0, <r,(f) = ir, <(f) = x . (67)

In the gauge-fixing method, by using the kinemetnc transformation (see Appendix A), we can put

A, = l, A2 = 0 (68)

This requirement does not contradict the normalization of Aj (46)
In view of (49), it means that the reduced Hamiltonian HR (44) coincides with its density (41)

Q, 4t = *„£'" = 0 (69)

In this case, the reparametrizationinvarianl equations for the local variables obtained by varying the
action (59)

SWR - SWR

— i - = 0 => 8 , ^ - 0,(A,jrM) = td^X^), — i - = 0 =* iD*v = A,irM (70)

again lead to the D'Alambert equations (15) where T IS changed by the proper time f

The general solution of these equations of motion in the class of functions (37) with the boundary
conditions (67) is given by the Fourier series (17)

(72)

*-)]. 'A', *) = Z\f}
The total coordinates Qu and momenta Pp are determined by the reduced dynamics of the "center
of mass" (61), (62), (63), and the string mass M obtained from (44)

2*7HR = 2*7 JcfoH. (73)
oo

The substitution of {„ and »-,, from (72) into (41) leads to the density

* =-47 [*?(*' + «')+<('-«')] •
and from (73) we obtain, for the mass, the expression (24).

The second constraint (69) in terms of the vector ^ in (72) takes the form

C** = ^r [itfC +*)- *?(f - <r)] = 0 =* < ( f + a) = ^?(f - <r) = const , (74)
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and the first constraint (69) 4>i = 0 is satisfied identically. After the substitution of the constant
value (74) into (24) we obtain that const = -M2/*y, thus, finally

M2 = -7r7V;2 . (75)

It means that i//'^ is the modulo-constant space-like vector The constraint (75) in terms of the Fourier
components (72) takes the form

*? = «£ !„ = - £ , (76)
where Zn is given by (23). From (76) we can see that the zero harmonic of this constraint determines
the mass of a string

M3 = -2*7 Lo = -*•/ £ ttk^a-ki, (77)
**>

and coincides with the gauge-fixing value However, the nonzero harmonics of constraint (77)

£ ^ n-**. = 0. i - n = £ ; (78)

strongly differ from the gauge-fixing constraints (20), as (78) do not depend on the global motion of
the center of mass Pv and include only the contributions of the nonzero Fourier harmonics anlto

Thus, instead of the standard constraints (20), the reparametriz&tion-invariant dynamics of a
reUtivistic string leads to other local constraints (78) including only the nonzero Fourier harmon-
ics, in the agreement with the Poinrare invanance of the local degrees of freedom The algebra of
these constraints (78) is not closed, as it does not contains the zero Fourier harmonic of the energy
constraint (which has been resolved to express the dynamic equations in terms of the proper time)
The reparametrization-invariant version of the Virasoro algebra (with all its difficulties, including the
D = 26 - problem and the negative norm states) appears only in the case of the massless string

M7 = 0.

4.3. The explicit resolving of constraints
The ideology of the invariant reduction (with the explicit resolving of constraints to exclude the
superfluous variables of the type of the time-like component of the CM coordinates) can be extended
onto the local constraints (69). These constraints in the form (75) can be also used to exclude the
time component of the local excitations £o, TO (with the negative contribution into energy) from the
phase space, to proceed the stability of the system and the positive norm of quantum states.

£o = - .—[^o(?+) - M*-)], to = o\/-[V'o(z+) + ^o(z-)l (79)
2v/ir7 2 V T

where

The constraining (79) means that only the spatial components f,,ir, are independent variables.
The choice of gauge £o = "c = 0 50 fixes a contribution of the time-like component into the string

mass In this case, as it was mentioned above, the equations for the reduced action coincide with
the set of equations and the same constraints of the initial extended action Finenally, the explicit
resolving of the local constraints takes the form

I . I t \*1 * " /rtm \
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4.4. Operator level: the Rohrlich approach
The reparametrization-invariant dynamics of a relativistic string in the form of the first and second
class constraints (49), (50) coincides with the Rohrlich approach to the string theory [21]. This
approach is based on two points: i) the choice of the gauge condition

Gn = P^a* = 0, n # 0

and ii) the use of that condition for eliminating the states with negative norm, the physical state
rectors being constructed in the "center of mass" (CM) frame (in our scheme, the CM frame appears
as a result of the geometric Levi-Civita reduction). This reference frame is the only preferred frame
for quantizing such a composite relativistic object as the string, as only in this frame one can quantize
the initial data. This is a strong version of the principle of correspondence with classical theory, the
classical initial data become the quantum numbers of quantum theory. All previous attempts for
quantization of the string fully ignored this meaning of the CM frame.

The Rohrlich approach distinguishes two cases: M'1 = 0 and M2 / 0.
The first case, in our scheme, the equality M2 = 0 together with the local constraints (78) form

the Virasoro algebra.
The second case M2 / 0 allows UB to exclude the time Fourier components an0 , and it is just these

components that after quantization lead to the states with negative norm because of the system being
unstable This means that the state vectors in the CM frame are constructed only by the action on
vacuum of the spatial components of the operators a*, = a .m/y 'n, n > 0

i o > . m

where the three-dimensional vectors vn = (tw,"ny.<'iw) have only nonnegative integers as components
These state vectors automatically satisfy the constraint

<*no1*, >CM= 0, n > 0 (83)

The physical states (82) are subjected to further constraints (78) with n > 0

n>0, P7 = Ml = *i < •„ £ o-m,.«m,.l»« > , (84)

where Ln can be represented in the normal ordering form

oo | n - l

£n>0 = $ 3 at,.a»+*.' + O 1 3 ak.tt**-k*- (85)

Constraints Gn = a^,,n > 0 (83) and Lm,m > 0 (84), taken together, represent the first class
constraints, in accordance with the Dirac classification [6] as they form a closed algebra for (n, m > 0)

[Gn,Gm] = 0, [Ln,Lm}=(n-m)Ln+m, tGB , Im ] = T lGm + n . (86)

Therefore the conditions (83) eliminating the ghosts and the conditions (84) defining the physical
vector states are consistent. Note that the commutator [£„, Lm] does not contain a c-number since
n > 0 and m > 0.

On the operator level, equations determining the resolution of the constraints are fulfilled in a
weak sense, as only the " annihilation" part of the constraints is imposed on the state vectors
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5. The causal Green functions
Now we can construct the causal Green function for a relativistic string as the analogy of the causal
Green function for a relativistic particle [13]

GC(X) = GJ,X)9{Xa) + G_(XM-*o) = » / ^ e x P ( - , P X ) p 2 _ ^ 2 _ i t l (87)

where G+(Jf) = G-(-X) is the "commutative" Green function [13]

J4 p

/
J4 p

^ j 5 exp(-iWT)«(/* - «»)•(«») (88)

The latter can be represented in the form of the functional integral over the complete phase space
[]

n

(89)
where Wo = iVo/2ir{(0), 6(0) — J dNo is the infinite volume of the group of reparametrization of the
coordinate time, and

W[P, X, No, m] = Jdr[-PuX" - 2±{-I* + mJ
(90)

is the extended action for relativistic mechanics [3, 22] in the Hamiltonian form.
The Venexiano-type causal Green function is the spectral series with the Hermite polynomials

< £|i/ > over the physical state vectors \9V >= \v >

M-Xo)= (91)

( ^ \ > - Ml - « '

The commutative Green function for a relativistic string G+(X\£i,£i) can be represented in the form
of the Faddeev-Popov functional integral [23] in the gauge (50)

ri
where

'„] is the action (90) with the mass Mv

(94)= j A- I - f /
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is the constraint-shell action (51),

and
n 1 , detfl = <fct{tf, ,&,*„,&} (96)

is the FP determinant given in the monograph [7]

6. Conclusion

We have described a relitivistic string in terms of the rep&rametrization-invariant parameter of evo-
lution with the nonzero H&miltonians of evolution HR in agreement with the equations of motion of
the initial system

Recall that the fixing of gauge Ai = 1 identifies the proper time r = ^jT w ' t n the noninvanant
coordinate time r that corresponds to the zero generalized Hamiltonian of evolution of the constrained
system.

The definition of the proper time consistent with the group of diffeomorphisms of the Hamiltoman
description requires to separate the "center of mass" coordinates before varying the action, whereas
in the standard gauge-fixing method, the "center of mass" coordinates are separated after varying the
action.

As a result, we have got the Virasoro algebra only for the case of a siring with a single value of the
mass in the spectrum (in classical theory, this value is equal to zero) that corresponds to the light-like
branch of the representation of the Poincare group.

Unique admissible gauge for the secondary constraints is the Rohrlich gauge [21]
The local constraints do not depend on the "center of mass" momenta and mean that the nonzero

Hamiltonian of evolution with respect to the proper time coincides with its density. The invariant
local constraints differs from the standard ones, as the operations of separation of the "center of
mass" coordinates and variation of the action do not commute. We have constructed the causal Green
function in the form of the Faddeev-Popov functional integral over the local variables.
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Appendix A: Kinemetric transformations

The kinemetric transformations of the differentials

T = fi(r)dT, do = /j(7-,ff)

correspond to transformations of the string coordinates

x,{T,a) = *„(?), 5),x'M(r,a) = *;.(?,*)/JO

M r , <r) = 5p(r,5)/, (r) + ?„(?, 5)/,(r, a),
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<,From these equations, we can derive the transformation law for A,, A3 taking into account (7)

- x V h _ ~
?<r) n~ '

The kinemetric-invariance of the interval (3) with respect to (6) followa from these transformation
laws and the transformation of the conformal factor

The covariant derivative (5) is transformed under (6) as

£>,!„ = xu - Xtx'll = / , (T) [?„ -
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Application of a Lorentz Transformation in Six Dimensions

To an Extension of Dirac Equation
By

Afaf A. Sabry
University College of Women, Ain Shams University, Cairo

On applying a six dimensional Lorentz transformation'" (by adding three time components to the
usual 3 space components) a covariant extended Dirac equation in this six dimensional space is
suggested Prom the free field solution of the extended equation we obtain four solutions for E,,
the first component of energy which depends on very big masses M and Mo The observed
masses of the leptons and their correponding neutrinos satisfying the same free fild equation, can
then be obtained on using second quantisation procedures on the field operators.
Introduction
We extend the Dirac equation spinors to include eight components instead of four The four
Dirac v-matrices, as given by

' • • U . •;) • • « • ' - ' • ( : -°,)
in the Dirac equation

/ r - ^ - m ^ = o (u=l,2,3,0)

become in an extended Dirac equation, of the form

<r"-^--M"V=n (u. now runs from Ho 6) (1)

where r \ r' are 8x8 matrices, y an 8-component spinor and x" are six component vector,
including three space components x'.x'.x' , and three time components x',x',x' " f ' . / V
The upper and lower indices are transformed through a fundamental six dimensional tensor

M
- l

- l
i

l
i ,

The 8x8 F-matnces are chosen

(2)

- CC 1
We notice that r' (V = u.3). rJ and r* are antihemutian, while r'.r1 arehemutian

Also r" (jt = ix 6) satisfy the anticommutation relations
r * r + r T ' = o <jt*v) (4)
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while r7 commutes with r* (* = U,3), r"1 but it anticommutes with r',r*
The adjoint of Eq.(l) then becomes

l£rlr'-,5El+.5Klr'+i5Elr'-A/r*r'-o
Defining the spinor adjoint by
r--r*r' (5)
we then deduce the adjoint of Eq (1)

_,iEr' _A^r' =o (6)
From Eqs (1) and (S) it follows that

£^=0 (7)

where
/W = rr> (8)
The Covariance of the Extended Equation
On carrying out a linear transformation
r'M^r(») (9)
then the Dirac equation (1) in the frame x' should have the same form as in the frame x,
provided that S satisfies the relation
s-'rrs=L'.r (10)
where
* " = L : X" (i i)
defines the six dimensional Lorentz transformation between the frames x' and x
It has been shown01 that a six dimensional transformation satisfying the invariance of

xl = J V x, can be expressed, for two boosts as

(/.;/ =-suih(» n*ikr -sinh^'n"*: fci = 1.2,3.»-

(£ ; )*=su ih^*X+S"*f* 'X (,« = 4,5,6, K = U2^) (12)
where the vectors n,n',k,k' are given
n = sin^cosa,an^sina,cosy3 ,._,
n'=cos/Jcosasmi9-Hnacos0.cos/Jsmasin0+co5acos6',-sin/?an!9
and similar expressions for *,*', on replacing a,p,6 by a'.fl'.O'

Beside the boost transformations given by the above equations there is also the space
rotations of the frames xandt , which can be expressed
(L"Y =6' cosy -Q.-axr)n"nr -e^ n' swr + &! cos^'+(l-eo«/')t"t, +slvk' any'

(14)
Now in order to prove the covanance of the extended Dirac equation, and find the expression of
S, using Eq (10), we consider as usual the finite Lorentz transformation as successive
infimtismal ones Setting

(15)

Substituting in Eq (10), we get
r* AS-AST'-(An/)? r (16)



For an infinitismal transformation, we find from Eqs (12),(14)
For boost transformation, when p = 1,2,3, v = 4,5,6

while for infinitismal space rotations of the frames i and T {ji = 1,2,3 ,v = 4,5,6)

(A<»)"=-j'*"•*", +/'*'"'•', =-(Aa»p (18)
We can thus assume in general tfiat (Aa>)>" is antisymmetric in p,v An expression
for AS satisfying Eq (16) can then be satisfied by(2)

Since for all the six rt, only r4 is hermitian, and the other five are antihermitian, then

AS , as given by Eq (19), is neither hermitian nor unitary, but it can be shown that its adjoint
satisfies
(AS)* =r,&SF, (20)
We can pass now from the infinitismal transformation to the finite transformation Eq (19) leads
to
S-exp(i[r,.rr|a.'") (21)

where from Eq (IS)
<ot=vt-s; (22)
L", denotes now the finite Lorentz transformation, given by Eq (12),or Eq (14), and the
summation in the exponential (of Eq (21)) is over the antisymmetric part of a"
Following Eq (20), we can also set for the finite transformation
s*=r4sr, (23)
We can then deduce from this relation the spinor adjoint transformation, using Eq.(9)
^(x')=^(x)S-' (24)
The Solution of the Free Field Equation
The solution of Eq (1) is obtained on setting for ic(i)
V/(x) =u(p) r-" j ) (25)

where (p,x) = pllx* Eq (1) then reduces to the algebraic equation

r'^,-A^T7=0 (26)

Substituting for r".r7 from Eq (3), we get

0 (2J)

(r'pk+fiEl+E,-M) -E, )
where £ , ,£ , ,£ , stands for pitps,pt

The vanishing of the determinant of above 8x8 matrix gives
KP' +Pl + P\ +E\ +El -El +M1)' -*M\E\ +E\)\* =0 (28)
Instead of the long calculation to obtain this result, one can consider first the special frame in
which p[ = p^sp'j-sO to obtain in this frame
\(E;' +£;' -E;1 + M ' ) ] -\M\E? +E;')I2 =O

and hence one deduces the result (28) in any frame
On setting in Eq (28)
Ml = El + El (29)
Eq (28) can then be expressed
(p'+(A/-A/< , ) l-£1

1)1(p'+(W+W0)1-£,J) !=0 (30)
Thus we have four solutions for £, .the first component of energy (each taken twice)



, E™=±Jp'+(M-M,,)7 (31)
Considering the state spinor y(x) as a field operator satisfying the Dime equation in interaction
with a Maxwell vector potenial operator AM (x), it has been shown in the 3+1 dimension that

the equation satisfied by |teO)) due to the interaction with the external virtual photons and
electron-positron pairs become'3' (in zeroth order)
Vr ±-m)lf>\<r(x) | P)=-r,(i'(»l)(o|r m w I P) (32)

where the theoretical electron mass m should be infinite to compensate with the mass
renormalisation part I,""^1 >, to give the experimental mass of the electron
In equation (31), the small energy component E, depends already on two very big masses
M+Mo, M-Mo , where Mo as given by Eq (29) can have uptil now, any very big continuous
value. The experimental values of the masses of leptons and their corresponding neutrinos can
then be fixed on considering the interaction of the field operator |y(x)} with the external virtual
particles in interaction This will be seriously taken in a subsequent study The explicit
expression of the eight column spinors u(p) given by Eq.(25) as solutions of the free field
equation must however be first modified from the expressions already obtained in a previous
investigation*'"
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From the open discussion on New Trends in High
Enerzv Physics

A Comment on "Naw Trends in High-Energy Physics"

Hidezumi Terazawa+
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High Energy Accelerator Research organization.
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/ Abstract

Various comments are to be presented as a concluding comment at the Crimean Summer
School-Seminar on New Trends in High-Energy Physics (Crimea 2000). Yalta. Crimea. May
27-June 4. 2000. They include the comments on 1) "con-dated analysis of observable* in
perturbative QCD* by D.V.Shirkov, 2) "new formutationof quantization of Yang-Mills gauge
theories" by A. A. Slavnov. 3) "string like solrtons and their rote in the parametrization of
Yang-Mills fields" by L D. Fadeev, 4) "a variational approach to the world line formulation of
QED" by A. Sehrelber. 5) various subjects related to the nature of Pomerons by L G. Dakhno.
A Papa, MKotsky, A.BXaidalov. LUJ«nkovszky, AlLangy^. FBopp. and V£.Fadin, 6) "angular
momentum in the Vacuum as an unconventional manifestation of the Bonm-Aharonov effect"
by Yu. Sitenko. 7) "discovery of quark-gluon plasma in A+A collisions at CERN SPS: pros and
contnas" by MlQorenstein, 8) "physics of neutrino oscillations" by Yu.V.Shtanov, and 9)

"vary little work by Bogolyubov on elementary particle physios" by P. N. Bogotyubov. Future
prospects of "new trends in high-energy physics" are also presented.

+E-mail address: terazawaCpost.kek.ip
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Just before leaving Kiev on my way to get here. I wasjnstructed by Professor L L
Jenkovszky. the chairman of the Organizing Committee for the Crimean Summer-School
Seminar on New Trends in High- Energy Physics (Crimea 2000). Yalta, Crimea. May 27-June
4. 2000, to present the short talk entitled. ' Varying Fine-Structure and Gravitational
Constants" [1], on Sunday, May 28, the first day of the conference and to present the long
lecture entitled. 'Unified Composite Model of All Fundamental Particles and Forces* [2], as
the concluding lecture in the last session on Saturday, June 3, the last day of the
conference. In addition, I was asked to make any comments on the conference after my
concluding talk by making use of the remaining hours. However, since in the last session I
could not have enough time to spare for such comments, I am going to present here what 1
should have presented then there.

The conference program consisted of 45 invited talks including 27 long lectures in the 7
Morning sessions and 18 short contributed talks in the S Evening sessions. Since I have only
a limited space here, let me first present several comments on the subjects in which I was
most interested in the following:

1) Professon 0 V. Shirkov (Dubna) has given a lecture entitled, 'Correlated Analysis of
Observable* in Perturbative QCO" [3], in which he has presented a very interesting result
from their investigation on the behavior of the QCD running coupling constant of oCs(Q*} as a
function of lrtCGiVA2) where Q* and A are the momentum transfer squared and the
energy scale parameter in QCO. Starting with the old work by Bogoliubov and Shirkov in
1955, proceeding through the Adtor function, the "B transformation' and the reverse
transformationdO, and the s-channel non-power expansion for observable*, and further
making use of the analytization transformation (Ai by Shirkov and Solovtsov in 1997, he has
claimed that 0$) is ghost-free and in non-power perturbativa expansion and that it is
correlated via integral transformation in the Minkowskian and Euclidean regions, „ .
ie- <*,(.<£) ~ oTe ( « ) . When 1 asked him whether or not the analyticity of Ojfff) in W # 0 is
proved, [ received his answer, ' I t is an Irrelevant question aactftj) is not analytic!' However,
I should have added a more 'irrelevant" question whether the non-analyticity of C^((£) is
proved or not.

2) Professor A. A. Slavnov (Moscow) has given a lecture entitled. 'New Formulation of
Quantization of Yang-Mills Gauge Theories" [4], in which he has presented the progress in his
trial for the 'new formulation of quantization of Yang-Mills gauge theories' and concluded
that a path-integral formulation of norr-Abellan gauge theories based on a purely bosonic
Lorentz invariant local effective action is possible. 1 asked Mm whether the vacuum is unique
in his new formulation and received his answer, ' I n perturbation, it is unique. But t do not
know whether it Is in non-petturbative way.' Then, I asked again by saying. "To be more
specific, don't you have some umbiguities such as the Qribov's?" He replied, 'No, in the
perturbation. But, I do not know in the unperturbative way." Also, he stressed the
requirement of further studies. I would be extremely interested in his new formulation if it
could avoid not only the Fadeev-Poppov ghosts in path-integral quantization or in the BRST
quantization but also any ambiguities in the quantized vacuum.

3) Professor l_ 0. Fadeev (St-Petersburg) has given a couple of lectures entitled, "String
Like Solrtons and their Role in the Parametrization of Yang-Mills Fields' [5], in which he has
presented a interesting result from their computer calculations on the 3+1 dimensional closed
string-like solrtons in QCD. I made a comment and asked a question: As 1 emhasized in my
talks presented in Protvino last summer with the title, "duons, Qlueballs, Odderons,
Pomerons. and Color-Balls'" [B], and in my talks presented in Minsk two weeks ago with the
titles, 'Pomeron as a Color-Ball, the Complex System of Qluons or Chroma" [7] and ' Color-
Balled Nuclei in Cosmic Rays' [8], already, in 1978 Nambu and. independently. Tetsuaki
Mataumoto [9] proved that Nambu-Susskind strings are reproduced in QCO and that they are
approximately described by the Nambu-Qoto action. (Both of them submitted and
contributed their papers to the 'Tokyo Conference' in 1978. Nambu published his original
paper later in Physics Letters but Tetsuaki Matsumoto did not publish, being quoted by
Nambu. by SakrU, and by Kikkawa in the Proceedings of the 'Tokyo Conference.') Do their
string-like soliton solutions have any close connection with the "Nambu-Tetsuakl-Matsumoto
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(N-M) strings'? Later. Professor Fadeev told me that (although their string-like solitons are
related to the N-M strings) theirs are different from the latter since the former are closed
while the latter open.

4) Professor A. Sohreiber (Adelaide) has given a lecture entitled. "A Variational Approach
to the Woridline Formulation of QED" [10], in (which he has presented the result from non-
perturbetive calculations of the anomalous dimension of the electron wave function, etc., in
the variational approach to the woridline formulation of scalar QED and compared it with the
result in perturbation theory. I made a comment and a question: The "worid line formulation
of QED ' was considered a long time ago by Jordan and by Weyl for their trials in uniying
electromagnetic interactions with gravity. What does he expect in a more realistic situation
with at least two charged fermions such as the electron and muon? He replied, 'Since I have
been working only in the simpest case, I do not know i t " 5) Among the 45 contributions
presented at the School-Seminar, the 8 long lectures and short talks were on vaious subjects
somehow related the nature of Pomerons. The speakers of these talks include Professors L
G Dakhno (St-Petersburg) [11], APapa (Calabna) [12]. M.Kotsky (Calabria) [13], A. B.
Kaidalov (Moscow) [14], L LJenkovszky (Kiev) [15], A. L Lengyel (Uzhgorod) [16], F. Bopp
(Siegen) [17], and V S. Fadin (Novosibirsk) [18]. No doubdt, the study of Pomerons had
always been one of the hottest subjects in the last two Crimean Conferences in this series,
i.e HADRONS 96[19] and HADRONS '98 [20], and was also so in this Crimea 2000. The most
intriguing and important question^ in "Pomeron physics' seem to be the following: "What are
Pomerons made of ? ' and "How do they interact with hadrons?" As I had proposed in
Protvino last summer [6] and as I repeated in Minsk two weeks ago [7,8], my answers to
these questions are the following: "Pomerons are color-balls made of an arbitrary number of
glLions and quark-antiquark pairs or of an arbitrary number of chrom-antichrom pairs (where
chroms are the scalar subquarks with the SU(3)-color quantum number)" and "Pomerons
interact approximately as 'hadronic (two- dimensional) membranes' or 'hadronic (three-
dimensional) bundle' which are approximately described by the extended Nambu-Goto action
in the three or four world-sheet dimensions.

6) Professor Yu. Sftenko (Kiev) has given a lecture entitled, "Augular Momentum in the
Vacuum as an Unconventional Manifestation of the Bohm-Aharonov Effect" [21], in which he
has presented the fundamental result from his investigation on a kind of Casimir effect the
quantum effect in the vacuum in a nontrivial topology of the pace, leading to the possible
angular-momentum in the vacuum as an unconventional manifestation of the Bohm-
Aharonov effect I asked him whether he is proposing any experimental proposals to check
his result but received the negative answer I am so much interested in his theory that 1 wish
he could propose some experiment for such experts in this field as'Dr. A. Tonomura to
perform for checking the angular momentum in the vacuum.

7) Professor M. I Gorenstein (Kiev) has given a lecture entitled, "Discovery of Quark Gluon
Plasma in A+A coflisions at CERN SPS: Pros and Contras" [22], (which is, no question, one of
the hottest subjects in high energy physics this year) in which he has presented not only a
review on the BNL AGS and CERN SPS experiments for heavy-ion collisions at high energies
and the future BNL RH1C and CERN I X C plans at higher energies but also his interpretation
of the CERN SPS experimental data in the statistical picture of hadronization. In particular,
he has argued against the recent claim by the CERN SPS experimental groups for the
discovery of quark-gluon plasma formation at CERN SPS energies as he has claimed that the
data are still consistent with his (1811311081 picture. I personally agree with him at the point
that the CERN SPS data are still premature for claiming the discovery of quark-gluon plasma
but for the slightly different reasons: neither the suppression of JApproduction nor the
increase of strange-particle production may be a good indication for quark-gluon plasma
formation in heavy-ion collisions since both of these phenomena can be explained in many
other different ways. For example, the observed suppression of J/f"production could be
superficial due to the lack of precise calculations of the oross sections for heavy-ion
collisions at high energies while the observed increase of strange particles could not be an
indication for the exciting discovery of quark-gluon plasma formation but be that for an
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equally exciting discovery of supar-hypomucleus (or strange-quark-matter) formation
predicted by Chin end Kerman and, independently, by myself [23]. In any case, I think it
necessary for us to wait until the BNL RH1C experimentalists find a more solid evidence for it
before deoidng whether the olaim by the CERN SPS experimentalists is right or not h won't
take so much time since the RHIC experiments are now running,

8) Professor Yu. V Shtanov (Kiev) has give a lecture entitled 'Physics of Neutrino
Oscillationa"[24], (which was the hottest subject in particle physics two years ago when the
Super-Kamiokande Collaboration anounced the possible evidence for the neutrino oscillations
and, therefore, non-vara'shing mass of neutrinos) in which he has presented not only a review
on possible neutrino mixings, oscillations, and non-vanishing masses but also his new way of
describing neutrino oscillation* in terms of the density matrices. 1 simply asked him what kind
of experiment he would propose to check whether his way is working or not, but received no

9) Professor P.N3ogolyubov has given a lecture entitled,"Very Little Work by Bogolyubov
on Elementary Particle Physics" [25], m which he has presented a review on his father's
'very little work" on elementary particle physics. According to him, 'Bogolyubov" wrote only
4 papers on elementary particle physics out of more than 200 papers. In particular, he has
reviewd in detail how 'Bogolyubov" obtained the notion of 'three 1/2 spin quarks but
symmetric wave function" but 'published on it only in preprint form in 1965". Of couse. I had
heard before the rumor saying that 'Bogolyubov" also invented the color quantum number for
quarks. I simply pointed out that it seemed to me that Han and Nambu, and, independently,
Miyamoto [26] are those who had introduced the three color degrees to quarks before
anybody else. In any case, here I wish to make another comment: As I emphasized in my
'Closing Remarks" presented at HADRONS-M in Novy SvetfCrimea) In 1996. 'Bogolyubov"
was one of the greatest theoretical physicists in Russia whom we all know by his many
eminent contributions such as the so-called Bogolyubov transformation, the development of
renormah'zation group method and dispersion relation approach, and so on. Influencing not only
elementary particle physics but also pyhsics in general.

fn conclusion, I must say something about future prospects of 'new trends in high-energy
physios." What I have found aa a 'new trend in high-energy physics" in this Crimean Summer
School-Seminar on New Trends in High-Energy Physics is the largest number of contributions
in the field of "Pomeron physics." I always personally agree with Professor LLJenkovszky at
the point that the serious studies of Pomerons not only theoretically but also experimentally
is one of many new trends in high-energy physics. Since I have very little space left for
futura prospects of 'new trends in high-energy physics", I would rather ask the readers of
this Proceedings to refer to my latest concluding remark entitled, 'Future Prospects of High-
Energy Physics"[27], which I had just presentd two weeks ago in Minsk at the IX Annual
Seminar 'Nonlinear Phenomena in Complex Systems" (NPCS 2000). Minsk, May 16-19. 2000.

Finally, I would like to thank Professor LiazJ6* LJenkovszky, the chairman of the Organizing
Committee, and the other organizers for inviting us to this Crimean Summer School-Seminar
on New Trends in High-Energy Physics (Crimea 2000), Yalta. Crimea. May 27-June 4. 2000
and for their warm hospitalities extended to us during our stay in thie beautiful country of
Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine, including the 'world record" of four official tours in a week to Yalta
and "Uvadla", Fores. 'Magarach", and Al-Petri At last, but not in the last I also wish to
thank not only the scientific secretaries including DrAO.Shpenik but also the secretaries
(Deluding Mt.Olga Ugriumova and Ms.Ksenya Rulik for their helps without which we might not
have enjoyed staying here.

AH of ua know that Yalta is not only famous for the site of the Yalta or Crimean Conference
which was held in 1945 for seeking for the real and eternal peace prevailig in our world but
also nortorioue for the very site of the Conference which had resulted the so-called 'Yalta-
Regime", in which all the people on this planet have been separated from each others for the
last fifty-five years, depending on whether we belong to the East or to the West I just hope
that this Yalta or Crimean Conference has become at least a starting point for us to become
e bit cleverer and closer to Aboligini, the native people in the Australian or Oceania Continent
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who have been living for the last more than thirty millennia peacefully and without spoiling
their environment at all. I also hope that all of us shall be able to get together again here in
Yalta where Professor Lazlo L.Jenkovszky is planning to organize this series of Conference in
September next year

Thank you, cnacHfib, vUM DSU KyW. See you. flo cSKMHMil, lOH
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